
CHAPTER 9

Institutional Response of the
Children’s Aid Society

History and Mandate of Children’s Aid Societies

J.J. Kelso was a reporter at the Globe newspaper who wrote numerous stories
about the plight of children on the streets of Toronto, especially the boys who
delivered newspapers. In 1893, he was appointed Superintendent of Dependent
and Neglected Children for Ontario. In this position, he created child protection
legislation and travelled around Ontario speaking to citizens about establish-
ing organizations to carry out the legislation. By 1907, there were about sixty
Children’s Aid Societies in Ontario; in 2006, there were fifty-three.
John Liston, an expert in the response of child welfare agencies to allegations

of child sexual abuse, testified that, although the legal description of the mandate
of Children’sAid Societies has changed over the years, their fundamental role has
always been “investigation, counselling, guidance, care of children, adoption,
supervision of children.”
The mandate of a Children’s Aid Society (CAS) was addressed in Ontario

legislation in the 1960 Child Welfare Act. This Act stated:

A children’s aid society may be established having among its objects
the protection of children from neglect, the care and control of
neglected children, assistance to unmarried parents, the placement
of children in adoption, the supervision of children placed in adoption
until an order of adoption is made and generally the discharge of the
functions of a children’s aid society under this Act, but no society shall
act as such until it has been incorporated under The Corporations Act or
a predecessor thereof and until it has been approved by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council.1
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The 1970 Child Welfare Act stated:

Every children’s aid society shall be operated for the purposes of,
(a) investigating allegations or evidence that children may be in need

of protection;
(b) protecting children where necessary;
(c) providing guidance, counselling and other services to families for

protecting children or for the prevention of circumstances requiring
the protection of children;

(d) providing care for children assigned or committed to its care under
this or any other Act;

(e) supervising children assigned to its supervision under this or any
other Act;

(f) placing children for adoption;
(g) assisting the parents of children born out of wedlock or likely to be

born out of wedlock and their children born out of wedlock; and
(h) any other duties given to it by this or any other Act.2

Significant changes to the legislation came with the 1984 Child and Family
Services Act, which came into force on November 1, 1985 and which defined a
child as an individual under sixteen years of age, thereby limiting Children’s
Aid Societies to dealing with persons under the age of sixteen. Section 15(3) of
the Act stated that the functions of a Children’s Aid Society were to:

(a) investigate allegations or evidence that children who are under
the age of sixteen years or are in the society’s care or under its
supervision may be in need of protection;

(b) protect, where necessary, children who are under the age of sixteen
years or are in the society’s care or under its supervision;

(c) provide guidance, counselling and other services to families for
protecting children or for the prevention of circumstances requiring
the protection of children;

(d) provide care for children assigned or committed to its care under
this Act;

(e) supervise children assigned to its supervision under this Act;
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(f) place children for adoption under Part VII; and
(g) perform any other duties given to it by this or any other Act.

This description of functions was unchanged in the 1990 Child and Family
Services Act,3 which is the legislation currently in force.
The 1984 Child and Family Services Act also contained a list of purposes—

the principles upon which Children’s Aid Societies should operate. One of these
principles was to recognize that the least restrictive or least disruptive course of
action should be followed. According to John Liston, there was concern that this
principle was being given excessive weight in the decision-making process,
which was seen as potentially contributing to the CAS not intervening firmly
enough in some situations. In 2000, the Act was amended to specify that the
“best interests of the child” was the paramount purpose. The other purposes
listed in the Act are now referred to as “additional purposes.” These purposes
can be considered, provided they are consistent with the “best interests, protection
and well-being of children.” Section 1 of the Act now states:

Paramount purpose
(1) The paramount purpose of this Act is to promote the best interests,

protection and well being of children.

Other purposes
(2) The additional purposes of this Act, so long as they are consistent

with the best interests, protection and well being of children, are:
1. To recognize that while parents may need help in caring for
their children, that help should give support to the autonomy
and integrity of the family unit and, wherever possible, be
provided on the basis of mutual consent.

2. To recognize that the least disruptive course of action that is
available and is appropriate in a particular case to help a child
should be considered.

3. To recognize that children’s services should be provided in a
manner that,
i. respects a child’s need for continuity of care and for stable
relationships within a family and cultural environment,
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ii. takes into account physical, cultural, emotional, spiritual,
mental and developmental needs and differences among
children ...4

Organization of Children’s Aid Societies

Every area of the province is served by a Children’sAid Society. Some areas, such
as Toronto, have multiple Children’s Aid Societies, some of which serve different
religious and ethnic communities. While all Societies share the same legislation
and standards, each CAS is an independent corporation with its own Board of
Directors and volunteers to assist in its functioning. All Societies are funded
completely by the Ministry of Community and Social Services.

The Children’s Aid Society of the United Counties of Stormont,
Dundas & Glengarry

Cornwall is serviced by the Children’s Aid Society of the United Counties of
Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of SD&G). In addition to serving the
United Counties, this CAS is also responsible for the Ontario section of the
Mohawk territory of Akwesasne.
The CAS of SD&G has been in existence since at least 1908. It is a designated

bilingual agency, and it functions twenty-four hours per day, 365 days of the
year. In the mid-1960s, the CAS of SD&G had approximately fifteen staff mem-
bers, consisting of an executive director, two supervisors, administrative and
clerical staff, and two units of frontline workers. One of these units performed the
protection duties of investigation, follow-up services, and looking after the needs
of children in the temporary care of the CAS; the second unit looked after foster
care, adoption, and the needs of children in the permanent care of the CAS. In
2006, the CAS of SD&G had a budget of $20 million and employed 115 staff
members. In March 2006, it had 291 active investigations, 368 children in its
care, and 391 cases assigned to family services staff (cases where there had
already been a determination that a child needed protection).
The organizational chart for the CAS of SD&G follows, showing the service

side of the CAS on the left and the administrative side on the right:
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The Board of Directors is the governing body of the Society. Next in the hierarchy
is the executive director, followed by the clinical director, and, on the service
side, two service managers, who are responsible for blocks of teams. There are
three investigation teams, which each comprise about six workers. Family Services
carries cases in which there has been a determination that children are in need of
protection and ongoing work is needed with the family. The Adoption Service
deals with adoptions, and the Child andYouth Service deals with children who
are permanent wards of the CAS.
The CAS of SD&G’s current mission statement is, “The Children’sAid Society

of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry protects children from abuse and neglect,
while supporting the safe and healthy development of children in their families
and community.”

Funding of Children’s Aid Societies

Historically, Children’s Aid Societies were community based and operated
independently of each other. Initially, they relied on donations from individuals
and private bodies such as churches. Over time, they applied to city and county
councils for funding. Eventually, grants from the province and municipalities
became more fixed and were based on various formulas. By the mid-1960s, the
province was contributing 60 percent of the funding, and municipalities were
contributing 40 percent. Over the years, the proportion of funding assumed by the
province gradually increased until, in or around 1998–2000, the Ontario provincial
government assumed 100 percent of the funding of all Children’s Aid Societies.

The Relationship Between Children’s Aid Societies and the Ministry of
Community and Social Services

In the early 1900s, Children’s Aid Societies were non-profit, charitable,
non-government organizations, regulated under general legislation governing
charities. They were granted basic legislative powers related to the protection
of children.
The first legislation to govern the protection of children and the organiza-

tion, membership, and management of Children’s Aid Societies in Ontario was
the 1927 Children’s Protection Act.5 This Act authorized the provincial government
to approve the formation of Children’s Aid Societies and to advise and instruct
them regarding how their duties were to be performed.
Amendments to the Children’s Protection Act in 1931, 1932, 1934, 1942, and

1949 granted the provincial government the authority to make regulations regarding:
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• the mode of incorporation of a Society and the fees, if any, to be paid
upon incorporation;

• a standard form of constitution and by-laws, providing for provisions
for the proper care, treatment, and inspection of all children of which it
was the legal guardian, or who were in its charge;

• the appointment and duties of a local Society superintendent;
• the Society’s duties and scope; and
• the required qualifications of members of Society staff.

In 1954, the Child Welfare Act replaced the Children’s Protection Act. The
two Actswere similar in regard to the establishment and management of Children’s
Aid Societies. However, the Child Welfare Act provided for the appointment of
a Director of ChildWelfare, who was to advise, inspect, and supervise Societies.
In the late 1950s and through the 1960s, the government became more involved

with the functioning of Children’s Aid Societies. Societies continued to provide
direct service to parents and children while the Ministry of Community and
Social Services provided grants and supervisory, advisory, and consultative
services to assist the Societies. During this period, there was movement away
from engaging volunteers and towards the hiring of professional staff. Shortly
after a new Child Welfare Act was passed in 1965, child welfare supervisors
were hired. All of the child welfare supervisors had Masters degrees in Social
Work and experience working in Children’s Aid Societies. These supervisors
visited Societies to assess the quality of service they provided. They based
their assessments largely on their own personal experiences rather than specific
standards or guidelines.
In the 1970s, the province started introducing standards with respect to abuse.

In the late 1970s, the Ministry of Community and Social Services decentralized
and established twelve area offices. Ministry program supervisors were assigned
to work with specific Societies, and the frequency of contact between the Ministry
and Societies was greatly increased.
The 1984 Children and Family Services Act6 set out that a Ministry director

is required to, among other things “advise and supervise societies,” “inspect or
direct and supervise the inspection of the operation and records of societies,”
“inspect or direct and supervise the inspection of places in which children in the
care of societies are placed,” and “ensure that societies provide the standard of
services and follow the procedures and practices” required under the Act.
When the Ministry began providing all of the funding for Children’s Aid

Societies, funding became based on volume of cases. The province also started
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to specify who was eligible for the service it was funding and began regularly
auditing eligibility.
Unlike in provinces that operate child protection agencies through government

ministries, Children’s Aid Societies in Ontario are governed by community
boards. Thus, the Societies still retain some autonomy from the provincial
government. The responsibilities of CAS Boards generally include providing
overall policy and administrative direction for the organization, approving and
monitoring implementation of the policies of the Society to ensure that legislation
and regulations are enforced, reviewing and approving budgets, and appointing
a local director for the administration and enforcement of the child protection
legislation and regulations in the area in which the Society has jurisdiction.
According to John Liston, these Boards continue to have a significant responsi-
bility because children in the care of Ontario Children’s Aid Societies are wards
of the local Society, not wards of the provincial government.
The Ministry of Community and Social Services currently has nine regional

offices in Ontario. Within each office there are program supervisors,7 who serve
as the primary contact between Societies and the Ministry and have the authority
to enter Societies and inspect the facilities, the services provided, the books of
account, and records relating to the services.
The Ministry has mandated the procedures, practices, and standards for child

protection cases, including the use of the Risk Assessment Model for Child
Protection in Ontario (ORAM) and the Child Abuse Register. ORAM, which
will be discussed in more detail in the next section, is an assessment tool that
guides CAS workers in how to manage child protection cases. The Child Abuse
Register is a confidential register operated by the Ministry that contains the
names of persons who have been verified by a CAS to have abused children
within the meaning of the Child and Family Services Act. The Register is used by
all Societies as part of their investigations of subsequent abuse allegations.
The Ministry of Community and Social Services requires Children’s Aid

Societies to report all serious occurrences involving children, such as deaths or
serious injuries of children in care or suspicions of abuse or mistreatment of
children in care, to a Ministry regional office. The report must also include the
steps the Society is taking to deal with the situation or, if possible, to avoid a
recurrence of the incident. The Ministry follows up to ensure that the responsible
authority within the Society has taken the steps outlined in the initial report.
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Section 34 of the Children and Family Services Act states that the Minister may
establish residential placement advisory committees, which are to review certain
residential care arrangements and make recommendations. In addition, pursuant
to section 66 of the Child and Family Services Act, a Ministry director conducts
a yearly review of the status of Crown wards who have been Crown wards for at
least two years.

The Relationship Between Children’s Aid Societies and the Ontario
Association of Children’s Aid Societies

The Ontario Association of Children’s Aid Societies (OACAS) has been in
operation since 1912. It represents Children’s Aid Societies and can liaise with
government about their concerns, including concerns regarding government
legislation. Membership in this association is voluntary. As of 2006, fifty-two
of the fifty-three Children’s Aid Societies of Ontario, including the CAS of
SD&G, were members.
The OACAS is involved in research and special projects and assisting in

government policy development. It also administers an Accreditation Program,
which a number of Children’s Aid Societies have participated in since the
mid-1990s. The OACAS is also responsible for the delivery of child protection
training, which is funded by the Ministry of Children andYouth Services.
The next section will provide a summary of the evolution of policies, proto-

cols, and procedures for the CAS of SD&G and will provide comments on the
duty to report, the Child Abuse Register, and the Dawson Review. Following
the policies section, I will examine the response of the CAS of SD&G to reported
allegations of sexual abuse of young people in the Cornwall area. I will comment
on the investigation of matters brought to the attention of the CAS of SD&G
involving young people in the community who fell within its mandate, and
complaints made by those placed in foster homes and group homes that were
supervised by the Society. I will look at allegations made against caseworkers,
foster parents, and staff, or persons otherwise associated with the CAS of SD&G.
I will make recommendations on issues such as the duty to report to the CAS,
the training of personnel, the screening of staff and foster parents, the reporting
of allegations to police and employers for investigation, the provision of coun-
selling for victims, and the review of policies and protocols. I will comment
on the importance of communication, the sharing of information, the conducting
of joint investigations with the Cornwall Community Police Service and the
Ontario Provincial Police, and the interactions of the CAS of SD&G with other
public institutions.
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The Development of Protocols and the Relationships Between the
Children’s Aid Society of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry and
Other Agencies and Organizations

The Development of ProtocolsWith Other Agencies

The Children’s Aid Society of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas &
Glengarry (CAS of SD&G) has collaborated with a variety of agencies and
organizations to develop protocols and policies related to child sexual abuse.
The development of the first child sexual abuse protocol involving the CAS of
SD&G began in 1985. A protocol covering Stormont, Dundas, and Glengarry,
“Child Sexual Abuse Protocol: A Co-ordinated Response in the United Counties
of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry,” was finalized in 1992. Development of
this protocol involved several agencies, including the local Ontario Provincial
Police (OPP), the Cornwall Community Police Service (CPS), local school
boards, and public health and health care organizations.
In July 2001, the “Child Protection Protocol: A Coordinated Response in

Eastern Ontario” was finalized. It covered Eastern Ontario, including four area
Children’s Aid Societies, some health care services and agencies, as well as
several police forces in the area.8 The scope of this protocol was broader than the
1992 protocol in that it included all forms of child maltreatment. It also included
a brief reference to “historical abuse.”
The CAS of SD&G also has a collaboration agreement with women’s shelters

in the area, largely dealing with domestic violence but also containing infor-
mation on the duty to report child abuse and the definition of a “child in need of
protection.”
In 1995, the CAS of SD&G assisted the Diocese of Alexandria-Cornwall in

drafting its guidelines, “Diocesan Guidelines on SexualAbuse by Priests, Deacons,
Seminarians and Pastoral Assistants.” Subsequent to the development of these
guidelines, the CAS of SD&G provided a training session to the Diocese in
October 1995. The CAS of SD&G has continued to be involved with the Diocese
to provide advice on development of Diocese policy in the area of sexual abuse.
Bill Carriere, who held several positions with the CAS of SD&G over the

course of his thirty-three-year career with the Society, testified that, in 2006, the
CAS of SD&G was meeting with local OPP representatives and the CPS to
update local child protection protocols, noting that updates were needed to deal
with risks associated with the Internet. In addition, the Society is working with
the Cornwall Community Hospital on a protocol concerning the local medical
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examination of child victims of abuse, so that such children need not be transported
to Ottawa.
There are no policies, standards, or guidelines at the CAS of SD&G regarding

the disclosure of allegations of child sexual abuse to an alleged abuser’s employer
with the exception of cases involving individuals employed in a school or child-
care setting. This requirement was included in the 2001 “Child Protection Protocol:
A Coordinated Response in Eastern Ontario.” When Richard Abell, who was
the executive director of the CAS of SD&G from 1990 until 2007, testified, he
said that he was not aware of any legislation or regulations requiring the CAS to
notify an alleged abuser’s employer of allegations of abuse.

Policies on Making Claims for Compensation

In 1984, Children’s Aid Societies across Ontario received a memorandum from
the Ministry of Community and Social Services pointing out that they can make
civil claims for compensation for abuse or apply to the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Board. Recently, the CAS of SD&G has implemented a process
to look at available compensation. Initially, the CAS of SD&G did not include
Crown wards who may have been abused in care in this process, but I am informed
that this policy has changed and applications for compensation to victims of
verified abuse will be made in every case. This action is appropriate, and I
commend the CAS of SD&G for this initiative.

Intake and Investigation Procedures for Protection Services

Protection Services is divided into three areas: intake, investigations, and family
services. As explained by Bill Carriere, intake is the “gate into the Agency” and
is the point where the agency determines whether a referral fits within its mandate.
Formal guidelines with respect to intake of child abuse cases were introduced in
1979 with a document provided by the Ministry of Community and Social
Services, “The Standards and Guidelines for the Management of Child Abuse
Cases under the Child Welfare Act (1978) by the Children’s Aid Societies.”
According to Mr. Carriere, these standards and guidelines did not provide as
much information as the current standards about what should be included in an
intake referral. They did not, for example, cover reports of historical abuse.
In 1992, the Ministry of Community and Social Services eliminated the 1979

standards and guidelines and created a set of mandatory standards. The intro-
duction of these standards meant that there was some standardization of the
intake process among all Children’s Aid Societies across Ontario. Unlike the
previous standards and guidelines, the 1992 standards did refer to historical
abuse, indicating that Children’s Aid Societies should encourage historical abuse
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victims over sixteen years of age to report the abuse to police and to avail them-
selves of community resources.9 In addition to Ministry guidelines and standards,
the CAS of SD&G adopted, with some modification, the Risk Factor Matrix
from Washington State. This risk assessment tool was used in the 1980s and
1990s until the introduction of the Risk Assessment Model for Child Protection
in Ontario (ORAM) in 1998.
ORAM provided detailed standards and assessment tools for the investigation

of cases of abuse of children. It has three major components: an eligibility
spectrum, a safety assessment, and a risk assessment. The eligibility spectrum
allows intake staff to assess the referrals received and determine whether they are
eligible for agency involvement. It also assists in determining the level of severity
of referrals and the required response time. For severe cases, intervention could
be within twelve hours; in moderately severe cases, the standard at the CAS of
SD&G is seven days. It also gave greater prominence to historical cases of child
sexual abuse in that it had a category for historical abuse. The safety assessment
focuses on immediate safety and may be used to inform a decision to apprehend
a child. The third component is a risk assessment instrument, which is used to
predict risk of future harm and to support decisions regarding the need for ongoing
services or appropriate future actions. This three-part model involved eleven risk
decision points for a CAS in cases referred to it.
From time to time, various aspects of the risk assessment tools have been

modified; for example, the eligibility spectrum was modified and augmented in
2000 and more decision points were added. The most significant development was
that the 2000 ORAM made the standards applicable to all forms of maltreat-
ment of children, not just abuse cases.
The second area of Protection Services is investigations. If a referral is assigned

for investigation, depending on the severity of the case, the staff of the CAS of
SD&G may see all the children in the family under the age of sixteen within
twelve hours. A worker also meets with family members, witnesses, or others
who may have information that would help determine if a child is in need of
protection. The structure afforded by the Ontario Risk Assessment Model is
considered useful in making decisions at various points in an investigation.
Currently, the CAS of SD&G has a two-part roster system for assigning cases at
the investigation stage. There is an Emergency Response System, which applies
if an immediate response is needed within twelve hours; these cases would go to
on-call workers. The second-stage roster consists of those cases that do not require
immediate assignment. Those cases are assigned to an investigator within seven
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days. In addition to the degree of urgency, there are other considerations in
assigning staff, such as gender, worker expertise, prior contact with a family,
and language capacity. Bill Carriere testified that, increasingly, two workers are
being assigned to an investigation.
In all investigations, there is a standard question in the safety assessment that

requires a worker to explore with any young person who is under the age of
sixteen whether he or she is at risk of sexual abuse.
In the Cornwall area, management staff of the CAS of SD&G noted that it has

a working relationship with the Children’s Treatment Centre, which provides
counselling to children who have suffered sexual abuse. The centre, which opened
in 1996, was a result of an initiative ofAngelo Towndale, who worked for the CAS
of SD&G for thirty years. Mr. Towndale testified that approximately 40 percent
of the cases that the Centre receives are referred from the CAS. From 1986 to the
early 1990s, the CAS of SD&G offered its own specialized sexual abuse treatment
program, called the Family Sexual Abuse Treatment Program, but it was dis-
continued in the mid-1990s due to budget pressures and a reduced caseload of
sexual abuse cases.
The third area of Protection Services is family services. If a decision is made

that a child is in need of protection, the file is moved to the family service unit.
This unit works with the family to reduce protection concerns to the point that
the family can function on its own. If such work is not successful, the Society
may seek a court order and the children may become Crown wards or perma-
nent wards of the CAS of SD&G. The file is then transferred to the child and
youth team.
If an allegation of historical abuse is received, the CAS of SD&G encour-

ages the person involved to report the incident to the police, and the person may
be directed to community victim-assistance services. However, the CAS of
SD&G initiates an investigation only if there is an allegation or evidence that a
child under the age of sixteen is at risk or may have been abused. Unless a young
person is already subject to a child protection order, a Children’s Aid Society
takes the position that it cannot investigate allegations of abuse regarding sixteen-
or seventeen-year-olds.

Screening and Supervision of Employees

Since April 1989, all staff recruited by the CAS of SD&G are required to have
a current police record check. In addition, applicants must submit two or,
preferably, three references, which are checked before employment is con-
firmed. There are two tools, however, that Ontario Children’s Aid Societies
are not permitted to use to screen potential employees: the Child Abuse Register
and the provincial Child Protection Fast Track Information System. The Fast
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Track system is a database containing names of individuals who have had any
contact with an Ontario CAS. The Child Abuse Register, which will be discussed
in greater detail later in this chapter, comprises confidential records of the
names of persons who have been verified by a CAS as having abused children
within the meaning of the Child and Family Services Act. In some provinces,
such as Nova Scotia and Manitoba, child welfare organizations are able to
use the equivalent of the Ontario registries to screen potential child welfare
workers. Bill Carriere testified that access to the Ministry Fast Track System
would permit the agency to obtain information about a prospective employee’s
past involvement with an Ontario CAS. In this way, a CAS could avoid hiring
individuals who could be attracted to the position because of the access to
vulnerable children.
I agree that access to the Fast Track System and the Child Abuse Register

for checks on potential CAS employees is a needed change for Ontario and that
it would provide an extra mechanism to protect children. All Children’s Aid
Societies are in a particular position of trust with respect to children, and every
safeguard should be available to ensure that those working in Children’s Aid
Societies are not themselves a risk to children. As other Canadian provinces
already have this capacity in place, the change is overdue.
Staff at the CAS of SD&G are usually required to have specialized educa-

tional qualifications. For example, child and youth care workers have community
college diplomas in social services or child and youth care. Efforts are being
made to recruit staff with a Bachelors or Masters degree in Social Work, and
considerable senior management effort goes into extensive interview and role-
playing processes to determine theoretical knowledge and practical experience.
Newly hired staff are on probationary employment for at least six months

prior to being confirmed as permanent employees. Less experienced workers
may have a nine-month probationary term. All workers receive regular super-
vision through weekly or bi-weekly meetings with their supervisor or manager.
Supervision notes are produced for these sessions. In addition, units or teams
have regular meetings, the minutes of which are maintained. Managers also use
tracking forms to assist in overseeing work, and frontline staff also track matters
such as documentation completion, client contact, and supervision of cases. All
documentation must be reviewed and approved by managers. There is a process
of annual performance review.
Starting in 2001, senior management has conducted regular file audits. Audit

results are shared with staff, the management team, and the governing Board of
Directors of the Society. In addition, the Ministry of Community and Social
Services performs an annual review of Crown wards. And, since November 2004,
the CAS of SD&G has had a Quality Assurance Committee.
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Training of CAS of SD&G Employees

Newly hired staff are required to complete a New Worker Training Program,
which includes sections on child sexual abuse. This training program extends
over three or four months, covers fundamental aspects of child protection, and is
funded by the Ontario government. Effective June 2005, prior to being assigned
a child sexual abuse case, a worker must complete training on forensic inter-
viewing. The CAS of SD&G has recently provided internal training on forensic
interviewing for management staff. In addition, the CAS of SD&G has a statement
validity analysis tool for staff and provides training on this tool on a discre-
tionary basis.
The CAS of SD&G has a Staff Training Committee, which develops an annual

training calendar, including written materials and major training events for front-
line staff, foster parents, and community partners. It continues to consider relevant
training topics, such as training by a psychologist on how to manage sexualized
behaviours by children in a foster home setting.
In the past, the CAS of SD&G had access to excellent joint police–CAS train-

ing offered by the Institute for the Prevention of Child Abuse (IPCA) and by the
OntarioAssociation of Children’s Aid Societies (OACAS). This training afforded
the opportunity for child welfare workers to be trained with police officers, which
also increased understanding of the interactions between police and child welfare
workers as partners in protecting children and built useful networks. As well,
the training involved mock interviews with children, a particularly practical
learning component.
This valuable training ceased to be available in 1995, but management staff of

the CAS of SD&G indicated that they made every effort to have their staff enrolled
when it was available. In my view, it is imperative that joint training of a calibre
provided by IPCA in the past be re-instituted in Ontario and be widely available
across the province. The program should incorporate training on reports of
historical sexual abuse.

ProceduresWhen Complaints Are Made About the CAS

The CAS of SD&G has complaints procedures in place and a pamphlet to out-
line this procedure. If clients believe that the CAS is treating them unjustly,
there is an internal complaint process available to them. If dissatisfied with the
CAS response, they can take their complaint to the Child and Family Services
Review Board.10
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Policies and procedures were formally introduced by the CAS of SD&G in
2001 to address allegations of child maltreatment by staff or management. Even
prior to that, there was an established practice to call on neighbouring Children’s
Aid Societies to investigate internal allegations of child abuse. When such an
allegation is made, all relevant material is provided to the CAS that is asked to
investigate, and the CAS of SD&G takes a “hands off” approach to the case.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, if the CAS of SD&G received a complaint

regarding a foster home or group home, it would notify the police and conduct a
joint investigation. If the alleged perpetrator was in the home, children were
removed and statements recorded and shared with police. Results of the inves-
tigation were rarely shared with the foster home. While this practice may have
been in place during that period of time, it was not always followed. I examine
specific complaints in later sections of this chapter.
Since 1992, the practice has been that, if there is an allegation of abuse in a

foster home, the CAS of SD&G will convene a planning meeting, notify the
police, and develop a safety plan for the victim and other children in the home.
The foster home is notified of the review within twenty-four hours. Interviews are
scheduled with the family and an investigator designated. Following an investi-
gation, there is a disposition conference, and a summary report, with conclusions
and recommendations made by the investigators and confirmed by management,
which is provided to the foster home.

Record Keeping and Access to Records

Case notes are produced for all activities associated with a case. The case notes
are, in turn, the basis for the production of other required documentation, including
documentation required by provincial legislation, regulations, standards, and
guidelines. For example, in 2000, the Ministry of Community and Social Services
introduced a child protection standard on record keeping. It provided that
contemporaneous notes of any contact related to a child and families should be
kept by child protection workers and any child protection summary recordings
should be signed and dated by the child protection worker and approved, signed,
and dated by the child protection supervisor.
Over time, a variety of recording formats have been used for case notes and

other documentation. In 1998, the Intake and Family Recording System (IFRS)
came into effect. It is a provincial recording system consisting of a series of
modules that workers complete. The IFRS ensures greater consistency across
the province; on the other hand, it has also been criticized as being too compliance
driven and for not providing a good case history.
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Some documents must be completed within specified times, such as the safety
assessment, which is required to be completed within twenty-four hours of
contact. Other required documents include a document outlining whether an
allegation is substantiated and if any other allegations have emerged during
the investigation. Disposition reports must reflect whether the child is in need
of protection and any determination made on whether to close the file. The com-
prehensive assessment report looks at the details of risk and factors such as
available support systems. If the case remains open, this latter document also
leads to a plan of service, often involving other community partners and clients.
Ninety days after the initial plan of service is developed, there is another eligibility
assessment to determine if CAS involvement is still warranted. There is an ongoing
process of reassessment of open files and plans of service, with updating every
six months.
Records are retained on a permanent basis from the inception of the CAS of

SD&G. There is no policy related to record destruction. Some earlier records
were microfiched because of the disintegration of old paper records. Since 1985,
foster parents have been trained on maintaining notes for records.
There are no across-the-board standards for the disclosure of case records to

former wards or those subject to protection orders. Neither are there standards
regarding counselling or other supports that people may need when they see
their records. Bill Carriere testified that a policy on record requests by adults
was established within the past decade by the CAS of SD&G. The agency still has
a significant backlog in meeting requests.
The government of Ontario should develop standards and provide guidance to

all Children’s Aid Societies on disclosure of records and the type of records
those in care should have access to. This process should include review of
provisions of Part VIII of the Child and Family Services Act,11 which deals with
confidentiality and access to records. Some of these provisions are unproclaimed.
Knowledge of one’s history is fundamental to one’s development as an adult
and, in some cases, is needed to support legitimate civil litigation or applica-
tions to the Criminal Injuries Compensation Board. Ian MacLean of the CAS
of SD&G had some useful suggestions for the kind of records that should be
disclosed, such as a full school and medical history, school reports, certificates
earned, recreational activities, and churches attended. I will discuss the issue of
records further in examining specific cases of records requests made by individuals
who were in the care of the CAS SD&G as children.
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The CAS of SD&G keeps statistical records about child sexual abuse cases,
which contain a lot of useful information including:

• the number of referrals received;
• the number of cases referred that were investigated; and
• whether a file was new or was re-opened for investigation.

Bill Carriere testified that a high number of cases being re-opened could raise
concerns about the service provided previously.
Statistics also provide records on whether the CAS of SD&G is meeting its

requirements to contact children within twelve hours, the level of police
involvement, the number of cases in which abuse is verified by the Society, and
the number of cases where a report was made to the Child Abuse Register.
The maintenance of publicly available statistical information is useful for

community partners and the public to better understand the incidence of and
response to abuse in their community. I would urge the CAS of SD&G to continue
to develop statistical reporting and analysis as an additional tool to understand past
activities and improve future response.

Foster Homes

Recruitment of Foster Parents

The Children’s Aid Society of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas &
Glengarry (CAS of SD&G) has never had enough foster homes to meet the needs
of children entrusted to its care.12

From the 1950s to the 1970s, the Homefinding Department at the Society
was staffed by a single worker. In 1980, the Society hired a second worker for this
department. Workers in the Homefinding Department were responsible for
responding to inquiries about fostering and for performing assessments of foster
parents and homes, as well as some recruitment activities. However, prior to
2000, the Society depended largely on word of mouth to assist in recruiting
foster parents. Other strategies included advertisements run in the newspaper
and newspaper articles addressing the need for foster homes.
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In 2000, the CAS of SD&G established a Recruitment Committee. This com-
mittee comprises foster parents, staff, and representatives from the community and
is responsible for assessing the Society’s need for foster parents and for producing
an annual recruitment plan and budget.

Screening of Foster Homes

Prior to 1985

Prior to 1985, few policies or regulations governed the recruitment and screening
of foster parents. A November 1976 memo from the Ministry of Community
and Social Services to all Children’s Aid Societies, entitled “Screening of In-
dividuals and Families for the Care of Children,” stated:

There is a general need for each Society to review it’s [sic] policies and
procedures used to screen individuals entrusted with supervision or care
of children. For our part, we are presently exploring with the Ministry
of the Solicitor-General the whole question of a search of criminal
records for applicants for fostering, adoptions or volunteer services.
As soon as these discussions are concluded, we will be writing to you
again. Meanwhile we recommend that the question of a criminal record
should be explored in the screening interview. If any convictions are
acknowledged, their relevance and implications for the role of caretaker
of children should be carefully assessed.

The minutes from a February 1977 CAS of SD&G staff meeting stated:

[a] recent Memo from Branch suggested obtaining of criminal records
on persons responsible for care of CAS wards. Since then Mr. Ken
MacDonald has met with people from the Office of the Attorney
General and the Police Association who have agreed to refuse to
supply such information to CAS. Therefore, request in departmental
memorandum cancelled.

There were no police checks performed on prospective foster parents until around
1984.
In 1979, the CAS of SD&G released a foster home policy that provided the

following instructions, which are an extract from the Child Welfare Act, 1965, as
amended, for foster home workers:

a) The Society shall, within thirty days after receiving an application to
board a child, begin an investigation of the application.
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b) The Society shall, interview separately and jointly the male and female
applicants and assess the consequences for other children in the home of
the applicants of granting the application.

c) The Society shall, record description of the home and an assessment of
its competence and suitability as a foster home; and,

d) re-assess each foster home at intervals of not less than six months and
record the re-assessment.

e) Prospective foster parents shall provide names and addresses of persons
who can give character references such as: clergyman, doctor, 3 persons
other than doctor or minister who have known applicants intimately at
least 3 years, and one relative. However, if applicants do not attend
church of their faith, they may give the name of another professional in
place of the clergyman.

f) Applicants should be required to show evidence of a thorough medical
examination to assess physical and mental health.

Ian MacLean, former director of Residential Services at the CAS of SD&G,
testified that, although the provisions of the Act were seen as good practice, no
provisions were considered mandatory until 1985, when the licensing of foster
homes and corresponding standards and guidelines were introduced.
Prior to 1985, inquiries regarding fostering were followed up with a phone

call or visit. The next step was the completion of an application to foster. Three
references were requested, from a priest or minister, friend, neighbour, or family
member. In some cases, parents of applicants were used as references. Ian MacLean
testified that using such references was not considered unusual at the time and
is still done today. Each prospective foster parent would also undergo a medical
examination.
The next step was an internal cross-reference check of applicants. Before the

system was computerized in the 1990s, this check was completed using the CAS
of SD&G’s index-card system. This check would reveal if there were a protec-
tion file related to the foster parents. However, the cross-reference alerted the
Society only to CAS-related issues within families, and, as there were no police
checks performed until around 1984, there was no way of checking on issues
not involving the CAS.
After these steps were taken, a home visit and an interview with the applicant(s)

were completed. The home study was short—the form was about two pages in
length—and had no structure. The record would describe the physical aspects
of the home, state that the marriage licence had been examined, provide a sum-
mary of the references and medical reports, and provide a brief description of the
parents and their children (if applicable). The worker would briefly interview
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the father and mother separately and then together. Ian MacLean testified that,
starting in the 1970s and until 1985, “[t]he visit to the home was to see that there
was a bed and that there was sort of food and water on the table, and the basics
of life,” but there was no assessment of safety. He agreed that these visits “could
be seen as superficial.”

After 1985

The Child and Family Services Act, 1984, which came into force in 1985, required
the CAS to apply for a licence to operate its foster parent system and introduced
more stringent standards regarding foster care.13 In 1985, the CAS of SD&G
developed a foster care policy that required police checks of applicants, pre-
service training, interviews with birth children, separate interviews with each
applicant, an interview with the couple together, and a health and safety check of
the applicants’ home.
In 1990, Joyce Cohen, a professor at the University of Toronto School of

Social Work, was hired by the CAS of SD&G to provide training in conducting
home studies. She introduced the McMaster model, which provided guidelines
designed to examine the inner workings of the family. The guidelines were meant
to determine factors such as who made the decisions in the family and the style
of communication and discipline in the home. The McMaster model was used by
the CAS of SD&G until 2006, when the Parent Resources for Information,
Development, and Education (PRIDE) model (discussed further below) was
introduced.
In 2005, the CAS of SD&G introduced a new foster care policy that stated that

all individuals who inquire about fostering will be contacted and invited to attend
an information session. This session provides an overview of the Society and
its services and an opportunity to discuss questions and concerns with a CAS
resource worker. The policy also states that arrangements will be made for
an approved foster parent to contact potential applicants to provide a realistic
perspective on fostering.
The 2005 foster care policy states that applicants who have a record of verified

or substantiated child abuse and neglect will not be approved as foster parents. It
also states that the CAS may reject any applicants if there is a suspicion that
they are guilty of neglect or abuse.
The policy requires that a police reference check be completed on all adults

in a prospective foster family. Ian MacLean explained that the criminal record
check with the Cornwall Community Police and the Ontario Provincial Police is
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much broader than in the past. The intent is to detect not just criminal charges but
any police involvement that an individual has had. There is a release that allows
the police to provide information regarding any history of sexual abuse. Ian
MacLean testified that RCMP fingerprinting is now also a requirement.
The Child Protection Fast Track Information System (Fast Track) is a province-

wide database of CAS client activity that first came into operation around 1998.
Through Fast Track, a CAS can quickly determine if a particular client has a
history of child protection involvement. However, a CAS is not permitted to use
Fast Track or the ChildAbuse Register in the screening of foster parent applicants.
In 2005, the Structured Analysis Family Evaluation (SAFE) was approved

by the Ministry of Community and Social Services to be used during home
assessments for foster families. It is designed to ensure uniformity of home
assessments, prevent worker bias, and detect psycho-social indicators of risk. It
includes standardized questionnaires intended to assess the competency of families
to care for children. It requires background checks to be conducted on all indivi-
duals over eighteen years old that live in the foster home and requires that
references be obtained from each adult child of an applicant family.

Training and Support for Foster Parents

Prior to 1985, the CAS of SD&G offered no training for foster parent applicants
and practically no training to active foster parents.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Ian MacLean met with eight or nine families

involved in parent-model group homes and specialized foster parent groups for
a full day every month. These days included training and a support session.
Parent-model group homes are discussed in further detail later in this section.
Specialized foster homes are homes that care for children with special needs.
From 1982 to 2001, the CAS of SD&G hosted the Community Family Care

Program. This program shared responsibility with Laurencrest, a group home
for adolescent males, for providing open custody residential services to Phase I
young offenders. This program consisted of six community homes, one full-time
counsellor, and a part-time supervisor. Staff were seconded from the CAS
of SD&G. The program carried its own licence, which was separate from the
CAS of SD&G foster parent licence. Originally, the program had a separate
budget from that of the CAS of SD&G, but the program grew larger than the
approved funding so, from the late-1980s, it was subsidized by the Society. The
program continued with its original mandate but was also used by the CAS of
SD&G as an alternative to group home placements outside the jurisdiction.
Participants in this program received bi-weekly in-service training and were con-
sidered highly trained therapeutic foster parents. The program was terminated in
2001 due to lack of funding.
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From 1985 to 2004, a mandatory pre-service training program existed for
those in the applicant stage. This program initially started with nine sessions
of three hours each but was later divided into six sessions of pre-service training
and six sessions of core training. Applicants who successfully completed
the pre-training moved on to the core training program before they were offi-
cially approved.
The pre-service training topics included:

• an introduction to the Society
• the child’s family
• loss and separation
• discipline and behaviour management
• placement
• policies and procedures

The core training topics included:

• the effects of physical abuse
• failure to thrive
• child sexual abuse
• child development
• communication with children
• child management
• enhancing the partnership and plans of care

The pre-service and core training periodically included in-service training and joint
training with staff.
In 2001, the Child and Youth Care Worker Program was introduced. Child

and youth care workers (CYCWs) are not child protection workers and do not
carry a caseload. CYCWs have diplomas in social services or child and youth care.
Their functions are to assess the skills of the foster family and the needs of the
child, develop programs to address the child’s needs using the skills of the foster
parent, model the desired interaction with the child for the foster parent, and be
available to the foster parent for consultation and intervention after hours and
on weekends and holidays. The CAS of SD&G originally hired four CYCWs. In
2004, with the development of the Foster Success Program, discussed later in
this chapter, four more CYCWs were hired.
A Joint Education Committee comprising foster parents and CAS staff has

developed an annual training calendar since 2001. The calendar lists both man-
datory training sessions and optional sessions. Foster parents earn credits for
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attendance at training sessions, and these credits affect the daily rate foster parents
receive for fostering.
In 2004, the CAS of SD&G began to implement the Parent Resources for

Information, Development, and Education (PRIDE) initiative, a program approved
and required by the Ministry of Community and Social Services for the recruit-
ment, development, support, and retention of foster parents.14 By December
2005, the Society had its entire resource staff, who are the staff members
responsible for foster homes, trained in the program’s practices. The new practices
were implemented by the Society in January 2006 with a new group of foster
parent applicants.
PRIDE provides processes, tools, and a training curriculum designed to

achieve the goals of meeting children’s developmental, protective, cultural, and
permanency needs and strengthening the quality of foster care.
The PRIDE program has established the following six essential competency

categories:

1. protecting and nurturing children
2. meeting children’s developmental needs and addressing developmental
delays

3. supporting relationships between children and their families
4. connecting children to safe, nurturing relationships intended to last a
lifetime

5. participating as a member of a professional team
6. reinforcing a child’s heritage and cultural identity.

PRIDE includes ten mandatory pre-service training sessions for all applicants.
This training is designed to allow applicants to gain insight into the needs of
children and their own abilities to parent. PRIDE also provides core training.
PRIDE training is delivered by Society personnel who have undergone train-
ing and certification by the Ontario Association of Children’s Aid Societies.
The implementation and ongoing evaluation of PRIDE is the responsibility of
the OACAS.
The CAS of SD&G organized an internal training session for staff and foster

parents on dealing with children’s sexual behaviours in a foster home setting,
which was scheduled to run in spring 2006.
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Working Relationship Between Children’s Aid Societies and
Foster Homes

Service Agreements

Since 1985, foster parents have been required to sign a service agreement annually
with the CAS. This agreement addresses the roles and duties of the CAS and
the foster parents, how complaints will be handled, the reimbursement of the
foster parents, and foster parents’ rights.

Plans of Care

Child protection workers develop plans of care that address the individual needs
of each child. These plans involve the child, the foster parents, the worker, and
other professionals. Within the first seven days of placement, a preliminary plan
of care is established. This plan applies through the first thirty days of place-
ment and addresses the immediate needs of the child, such as medical exams,
school registration, and the child’s access to his or her natural family. The plan
of care is revised “and that Plan of Care carries the child for the next 60 days, and
then from that, it’s the end of the first 90 days from placement and then it’s every
90 days thereafter.” Each time the plan of care is reviewed, it is signed by the CAS
worker, a CAS supervisor, the foster parent, and the child if he or she is over
twelve years of age.
The plan of care established in 1985 recorded the contacts between the worker

and other parties, the current situation, the goals that were achieved, and the
needs of the child. In 2000, a more detailed plan of care was established, which
set out objectives in the areas of health, education, identity, family and social
relationships, social presentation, emotional and behavioural development, and
self-care. The 2005 plan of care set out the same objectives as the 2000 plan but
also included a long-term vision for each of these areas as well as tasks and
activities to be performed in relation to each of them.
Each of the plans of care requires certain documentation, including docu-

mentation regarding when worker visits were made, dates of medical and dental
visits, the latest rights and responsibilities review (discussed in more detail under
“Rights and Responsibilities of Children in Care” later in this chapter), and any
medications the child is taking.

Partnership Statement

In the past, foster parents were simply advised to raise CAS wards as they would
their own children. This was an “exclusive” model of fostering in which the
foster parents received little input or assistance from the CAS or the community.
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In 1985, with the introduction of licensing standards for foster parents, the model
changed from an “exclusive” to an “inclusive” model of fostering, which means
the child and foster parents now have more contact with and assistance from
professionals and the community.
In 1992, the CAS of SD&G created a partnership statement that addressed

the relationship between the Society and foster parents, which was included in the
2005 CAS foster care policy. This statement sets out the respective roles of the
CAS and foster parents and stresses the need for “close cooperation” to achieve
the goal of ensuring that children are individually equipped “with the means to
maximize their potential in the development of meaningful and fulfilling life
styles.” The statement says:

... The agency is mandated to act as the “legal guardian” of children
in alternate care. As the child’s legal guardian, the agency is ultimately
responsible and accountable for the well being of, and planning for
children it has removed from their families. The foster parents are
seen as “agents of the Society” contracted to provide the daily life
experiences for the child ... As we work together, there must be a
sense of equity and common purpose.

The statement sets out the importance of each party knowing and understand-
ing its own rights and responsibilities and those of the other party. It comments
on the need for the CAS and the foster parents to continually update their
service agreement.

Supervision of Foster Homes

Placement Committee

The Placement Committee was established in 1982. This committee meets weekly
and reviews all admissions to care made the previous week. It reviews the chil-
dren’s needs and the skills and abilities of the current placement to determine
whether to leave the child in the placement or move the child to a more appropriate
placement. CAS workers are required to review placements with the Placement
Committee after thirty days from the date of the placement.

Mandatory Visits to Foster Home

In 1985, the CAS of SD&G hired its first resource support worker to meet the
requirements of section 114 of Ontario Regulation 550/85. This section stated that
all foster home licensees must assign a staff person to supervise and support
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every foster family approved by the licensee.15 The resource support person is
required to visit the foster family and consult with at least one foster parent
within seven days of a child being placed in the home, then within thirty days of
the placement and every three months thereafter.16 The plan of care is reviewed
and updated, as necessary, at each visit. The worker is required to meet with the
child alone during each ninety-day visit. The ninety-day visits are tracked and
reported to the director of Residential Services. Workers are disciplined for
failure to comply with the visiting requirements. Ian MacLean testified that,
beginning in the fall of 2009, the CAS of SD&G will introduce unscheduled
visits to foster homes.
As of 2006, the CAS of SD&G had six resource support workers, who were

responsible for 140 foster homes. The main job responsibilities of these workers
include:

1. assisting in recruiting foster parents;
2. screening and conducting home studies on foster parent applicants;
3. signing service agreements with foster parents;
4. taking part in orientation sessions and training for approved homes;
5. assisting with the placement and coordination of children and youth;
6. liaising with and providing ongoing support and counselling to foster
parents;

7. conducting annual reviews of foster homes;
8. arranging relief and screening babysitters;
9. maintaining standards for foster care; and
10. running support groups and other groups as required.

Annual Reviews

Since 1985, when Children’s Aid Societies began to require a licence to operate
a foster parent program, the Ministry of Community and Social Services has
conducted random home site visits and interviews with staff, foster parents,
and children. It also conducts an annual review that examines CAS policies
and procedures.
CAS resource support workers conduct annual reviews of foster homes. This

review allows foster parents to provide feedback about their CAS worker and
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allows wards to provide feedback about their foster homes. It also allows the
CAS worker to assess the foster parents and home, including the foster parents’
ability to provide physical and emotional care and communicate with CAS staff
and comply with CAS policies and procedures. During the annual review,
all the children in the home over the age of ten, including foster children and
natural children, are interviewed. At the end of the review, a new service agree-
ment is signed.

Crown Ward Reviews

Crown wards are children who are permanently in the care of the CAS. The
goals of Crown ward reviews include:

• ensuring that an adequate plan of care is developed for each
Crown ward;

• monitoring compliance with the legislation and regulations relating
to the care of each Crown ward and issuing directives regarding any
non-compliance;

• looking for adequate assessment of needs, suitable placement and
support services, and realistic planning with regard to wards;

• making recommendations regarding particular cases and general
policies and practices and monitoring their implementation;

• allowing Crown wards to comment on the care they are receiving,
their contacts with their biological families, their current situation,
and case plans.

The Ministry of Community and Social Services has conducted Crown ward
reviews since the 1970s. However, they have become more formal. Every Decem-
ber, a team of five Ministry representatives reviews the files of all Crown wards
who have been in care for more than two years. Then, Ministry representatives
interview the foster parents or staff and management with regard to the child’s
placement. All children being reviewed receive a confidential questionnaire that
the child returns directly to the Ministry by mail. These questionnaires provide
wards with an opportunity to request an interview with a Ministry representative.
Any disclosure of abuse in a review is immediately relayed to senior managers,
and an investigation is undertaken immediately.

Serious Occurrence Reports

The Ministry of Community and Social Services’ 1981 Standards and Guidelines
on ChildAbuse required Children’sAid Societies to report all serious occurrences
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involving children in care to the Ministry’s regional office. Serious occurrences
include deaths; serious injuries; allegations of abuse or mistreatment, including
injuries suspected to have been caused by abuse or mistreatment by CAS staff and
injuries caused by the neglect of the caretaker; grievances made by or about
children, including grievances about the inappropriate use of detention; and all
serious allegations against staff, foster parents, volunteers, babysitters, and
temporary caregivers of children. In reporting to the Ministry, the agency was to
indicate what had occurred and what steps it had taken to protect the child. If
an investigation was warranted, the agency was to undertake the investigation
and report back to the Ministry.
The requirement for child protection workers to supply serious occurrence

reports to the Ministry was included in the 1984 Child and Family Services Act.
The report was to indicate not only what happened but also what corrective
measures were being taken.
The 2005 CAS foster care policy also contained a requirement to report all

serious occurrences. This provision is prefaced by this statement: “Serious occur-
rence reporting provides the Ministry and, more importantly, the service provider
with an effective means of monitoring the appropriateness and quality of their
service delivery. This monitoring includes provision for the ongoing review of our
practices, procedures and training needs.” The 2005 policy requires all serious
occurrences to be reported to the Ministry within twenty-four hours of the CAS’s
being alerted of the occurrence.

Rights and Responsibilities of Children in Care

Since 1985, it has been the responsibility of the CAS worker assigned to a child
in care to discuss the child’s rights and responsibilities with the child annually and
within thirty days of any new placement. If a child is under six years old or lacks
capacity, the rights and responsibilities are explained to the caregiver. Children
are provided with a pamphlet that describes their rights and responsibilities and
are told generally what they can expect in care, including the approved manner
of discipline.
Among others, the rights mentioned in the pamphlet include the right to

reasonable privacy and the right to receive a written plan of care within thirty
days of placement and to participate in the development of and changes to this
plan. The pamphlet also informs a child that he or she is not to be disciplined
through the use of corporal punishment or by being locked in a room.
The pamphlet states that, if a child feels his or her rights are not being

respected, he or she should talk to the social worker, foster parent, or staff at
the placement, and, if still not satisfied, the child can ask that the CAS review
team hear his or her complaint. After this, if he or she remains dissatisfied,
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the child can send a written complaint to the Ministry or his or her ombudsman
or Member of Parliament.
The pamphlet states that, between the 14th and 21st day of a child’s placement,

he or she can request that the placement be reviewed by the Residential Placement
Advisory Committee (RPAC), which will review the placement and make
recommendations. If the child is still unhappy after this process, he or she can
request a further review by the Children’s Services Review Board, which will
decide either that the child should be moved or left at his or her placement.
Ian MacLean testified that no child in the care of the CAS of SD&G has ever
requested a RPAC review.

Discipline of Children in Care

Bill Carriere, the former director of Protection Services at the CAS of SD&G,
stated that he believed that in Children’s Aid Societies in the 1970s, corporal
punishment was seen as an acceptable form of discipline for children.
In January 1978, the CAS of SD&G Board of Directors approved a child care

policy. This policy cautioned social workers “to always watch for and guard
against over-zealous foster parents whose disciplinary measures border on, or
are brutal in severity.”
In May 1978, the Society’s Board of Directors approved another document,

entitled “Principles of Care for Children in Placement,” which stated:

Severe punishment of a child should only be used as a last resort and
should it be considered or if it has been administered, the substitute
parent should inform the worker who will discuss the circumstances
with the supervisor.

If it appears that punishment is being used too frequently, it is the
responsibility of the placing agency to discuss these problems promptly
with the substitute parents and to act in the best interests of the child.

At this time, spanking was permissible. “Principles of Care for Children in Place-
ment” defined what constituted “spanking” and set out cautions regarding the
negative effects of its use. This document also stated that the purpose of punish-
ment should never be to humiliate or disgrace the child.
In 1983, the CAS of SD&G Board approved a “Group Home Policy Manual.”

This manual set out “Approved Disciplinary Procedures” for group homes, which
expressly prohibited the use of corporal punishment for a resident by group
home parents, employees, or residents.
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In 1984, the Board approved a policy entitled “Child Care Policies and
Procedures.” A discipline policy was approved as part of this policy in April
1985. In the discipline policy the CAS took the position that certain types of
discipline should never be used against children in its care, including “any striking
or assaulting of a child” or “the use of deliberate or harsh or degrading measures
that could humiliate a child or undermine a child’s self-respect.” It also outlined
the consequences of violating the policy. Very similar principles of permitted
and prohibited discipline are set out in the 2005 foster care policy and 2005 child
care policies, which continued to apply at the time of the Inquiry.
The McMaster model of foster home screening, which was employed by the

CAS of SD&G from 1990 to 2006, included questions meant to determine the
style of discipline within a family. Ian MacLean commented that this helped
workers determine whether the family members would agree with the CAS’s
discipline policy. He stated, “if they didn’t agree with the discipline policy, we
didn’t open. It was clear.”

Use of Restraint in a Group or Foster Home

Although foster parents have been prohibited from using any corporal punish-
ment on Crown wards since 1985, physically holding a child, also referred to as
“restraining,” is allowed if it is part of the plan of care prepared by the parent and
CAS worker and if the foster parent is trained in the restraint procedure. Ian
MacLean explained that restraint is not a method of discipline but rather a
method of control for safety reasons. He stated that restraint could be used on
children through to adolescence. However, he pointed out that different methods
should be employed depending on the age of the child, because the holding
a four- or five-year-old is not the same as holding a ten-, twelve-, or fifteen-
year old.
CAS documents from the mid-1980s have stated that restraining a child is

permitted only if the child is “totally out of control and is about to do damage to
himself [or] to someone else.” While older documents also allowed for restraint
if the child were about to damage property, the 2005 foster care policy allows
restraint only if the child is already “engaged in severely destructive damage to
property.” Ian MacLean explained that the CAS has tried to steer away from
employing restraint to prevent damage to property because there are other methods
of achieving this end.
Since 2005, a serious occurrence report must be completed in response to

any use of restraint on a CAS ward. Ian MacLean stated that this reporting
allows the CAS to identify trends and respond in order to improve its services
to children.
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Group Homes

In the early to mid-1970s, the CAS of SD&G established three group homes
that were staffed by CAS employees. As of 1977, all of these homes had been
closed and four parent-model group homes had been created. These parent-model
group homes were developed, approved, and supervised by the CAS of SD&G
and were in operation from 1977 to 1981. These homes were run by approved
foster parents with a good working history with the Society. After the Ministry
of Community and Social Services introduced group home standards and licensing
requirements in the early 1980s, one of these homes became a licensed parent-
model group home for complex-needs children, operating until 1992, and the
others became specialized foster homes.
Some privately operated group homes have operated and are continuing to

operate within the jurisdiction of the CAS of SD&G. Sunrise Home for children
with severe handicaps opened in 1976 and closed in the 1980s. It was open for
private placements and placements from the CAS of SD&G. Open Hands is a
home for developmentally delayed children. It was initially privately owned and
operated, from the 1970s to early 1980s, but was later licensed by the Ministry.
As of 2006, the CAS of SD&G did not have any children placed in that home. The
Akwesasne Group Home is a home for First Nations adolescents that has been
operating since the mid- to late 1990s.
A CAS of SD&G Group Home Policy issued in 1983 stated that “[t]he purpose

of group homes is to provide skilled, effective parenting to a group of children who
cannot remain or function in their own home or in a foster home, but who have
some ability to function as members of the community.” It stated that CAS of
SD&G group homes were parent-model group homes, which were intended to care
for children who have had poor relationships with adults and would feel threat-
ened by a close relationship with an adult. These homes were staffed by resident
house parents, who were not employees of the CAS but who had signed a contract
with the CAS to offer services in the group home. The CAS and group home
parents were jointly responsible for the operation of these homes.
From the early 1980s to around 2000, there was only one local group home.17

Around 2000, the CAS of SD&G began to develop local group homes. As of
2006, there were six local group homes that were participating in the CAS of
SD&G Outside Paid Resource Support and Development Group.
Around 2004, the philosophy of the CAS of SD&G changed, such that the

focus was on attempting to place wards in foster homes rather than in group
homes, also known as outside paid resources (OPRs). Rather than placing children
permanently in outside paid resources, the CAS may place children temporarily
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in OPRs to stabilize and assess them, after which a decision will be made as to
whether the child should be placed in a foster home or a local group home.
In 2004, the Foster Success Program was launched, with the goal of moving

children placed in OPRs to foster homes. Four more child and youth care workers
were hired to assist with this program. At the time of the Inquiry, twenty wards
had been successfully moved from OPRs to foster homes.
In a report to the CAS Board of Directors about the CAS of SD&G’s serious

occurrence reports in 2004, Ian MacLean stated that the clear majority of reported
restraints of wards in 2004 involved Crown wards in OPRs. In fact, he found
that none of the restraint incidents involved children in foster homes. The report
stated that “[t]he Agency continues to place youth in Outside Paid Resources
when their behaviours are high risk or such that would jeopardize a foster family
placement.”
CAS resource workers are responsible for overseeing contracts with OPRs. The

CAS meets with its OPRs every six weeks, and programs are adjusted to ensure
that needed services are provided and beds are used to capacity. The CAS conducts
annual reviews of OPRs, similar to those it conducts of its foster homes. When
a child is placed in a group home containing more than eight children, the CAS
Residential Placement Advisory Committee conducts mandatory review of his or
her placement.
A number of policies, protocols, and procedures have been adopted in recent

years regarding the establishment of foster homes and the screening, training,
and supervision of foster parents. These recent amendments have provided much-
needed structure to the foster care system. Prior to 1985, there were few, if any,
formal policies and procedures, which in part explains some of the reported
allegations of abuse within foster and group homes in the specific case files I
comment on in this chapter. Although there has been significant improvement in
the foster care system to date, there is always room for further improvement.
On the issue of foster parent screening, I recommend that all Children’s Aid
Societies in the province be provided access to the Fast Track System for the
purpose of screening potential foster parents. I comment on further recommen-
dations in the following sections.

Duty to Report

Child Welfare Act, 1965

The first evidence of a duty to report did not emerge until 1965. Section 41(1) of
the 1965 Child Welfare Act, proclaimed in force in 1966, stated: “Every person
having information of the abandonment, desertion, physical ill-treatment or need
for protection of a child shall report the information to a children’s aid society or
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Crown attorney.”18 There was no reference to sexual abuse. However, Kevin
Morris, a former Senior Policy Analyst at the Child Welfare Branch of the
Ministry of Community and Social Services, stated that it could be argued that
sexual abuse should be included within physical ill-treatment.
Section 41(2) of the 1965 Act made it clear that the duty to report existed

regardless of the confidential status of the information. It stated: “Subsection 1
applies notwithstanding that the information is confidential or privileged, and
no action shall be instituted against the informant unless the giving of the infor-
mation is done maliciously or without reasonable and probable cause.”

ChildWelfare Act, 1978

Section 49(1) of the 1978 Child Welfare Act, which came into force in 1979,
stated, “Every person who has information of the abandonment, desertion or
need for protection of a child or the infliction of abuse upon a child shall forth-
with report the information to a society.”19 The option to report to a Crown attorney
was removed, leaving Children’sAid Societies as the sole agencies to which reports
were to be made. Furthermore, the reporting duties were expanded to include
anyone who had information regarding the “infliction of abuse upon a child.”
Section 47(1) defined “abuse” for the purpose of the reporting provisions as:

a condition of,

a) physical harm;
b) malnutrition or mental ill-health of a degree that if not immediately
remedied could seriously impair growth and development or result in
permanent injury or death; or

c) sexual molestation.

The 1978 Act introduced a duty on professionals to report suspected abuse.
Section 49(2) stated that:

Notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act, every person who has
reasonable grounds to suspect in the course of the person’s professional
or official duties that a child has suffered or is suffering from abuse that
may have been caused or permitted by a person who has had charge of
the child shall forthwith report the suspected abuse to a society.20
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It did not identify which professionals were subject to this duty. Unlike section
41(1), which required every person who had “information” regarding the mis-
treatment of a child to report it to a Children’s Aid Society, this section required
professionals to report if they had “reasonable grounds to suspect” that a child was
being abused. This section also differs from section 41(1) in that it requires
professionals to report suspicions of past abuse.
The 1978 ChildWelfare Actmade it an offence for professionals to contravene

the duty to report suspicions of child abuse found in subsection 49(2) of the Act
and set out a penalty for this offence. Kevin Morris explained that the particular
obligation on professionals was included because there was a recognition that
people who were trained, had professional credentials, and were working with
children were in a position to be more aware of and sensitive to the conditions
of children.
Bill Carriere testified that the Children’s Aid Society of the United Counties

of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of SD&G) does not have a policy
regarding what to do if someone fails in his or her duty to report. However, he said
that the practice was to contact the individual and explain reporting obligations.
He stated that the Society took this same educational approach to professionals.
He said he was not aware of any cases in which the Society reported to the police
about a failure to report.
Section 49(3) of the 1978 Child Welfare Act stated that the duty set out in

section 49(1) and (2) applied:

... [N]otwithstanding that the information reported is confidential
or privileged and no action for making the report shall be instituted
against any person who reports the information to a society in
accordance with subsection 1 or 2 unless the giving of the information
is done maliciously or without reasonable grounds to suspect that the
information is true.21

However, section 49(4) stated that “Nothing in this section shall abrogate any
privilege that may exist between a solicitor and the solicitor’s client.”22

Ministry Training Materials, 1979

Kevin Morris testified that, after the 1978 Act was proclaimed, the Ministry of
Community and Social Services recognized that Children’s Aid Societies needed
a solid understanding of physical and sexual abuse. Thus, in 1979, the Ministry
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created training materials regarding how Societies were to carry out investigations
of abuse. These materials defined sexual molestation for the purpose of the
reporting provisions as “any improper sexual activity between a child and the
adult who has his care or custody.” They also stated:

The consent of the child is irrelevant, as is the absence of physical
injury. Incestuous relationships are included in the intent of the
definition. Improper or excessive sexual activity between children
may constitute molestation if an adult in charge of either child knows
about it and does nothing. The definition is not intended to encompass
normal sexual experimentation between children.23

The materials did not provide guidance regarding what kind of sexual activity
would constitute sexual molestation.24

Ministry Standards and Guidelines on Child Abuse, 1981

Neither the 1965 nor the 1978 ChildWelfare Actmentioned a duty to report a risk
of abuse. The duty set out in these Acts was in regard only to a child who was
suffering or had suffered abuse. A document entitled “Standards and Guidelines:
Child Abuse,” published by the Ministry of Community and Social Services in
1981, contained a definition of a “child at risk” as “a child who is exposed
to the danger of incurring probable injury through child abuse.” Kevin Morris
testified that this definition was an indication that the Ministry was beginning
to deal with the possibility of abuse rather than just past or current abuse.
The 1981 standards and guidelines stated that the definition of abuse included

in the 1978 ChildWelfare Act could be interpreted so broadly that it could include
all protection cases. However, the document stated, “[a]ll but the most severe ...
are excluded as incidents to which the reporting law and penalty provisions
would apply.”
The document explained that the legal approach to child abuse was to consider

serious harm or the potential for serious harm to the child, which should be sub-
stantiated by specific evidence. The document stated that, for the purposes of
the ChildWelfare Act, “this usually occurs in the context of a relationship between
the child and the parent(s) or caretaker(s).”
The document explained that the social work approach was to see child abuse

as a condition or a continuum, rather than a single incident, and that often
substantial evidence would be lacking.
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The document then went on to explain:

In determining whether a situation is child abuse for purposes of The
Child Welfare Act the legal requirements of substantiated evidence and
social work understanding of behaviour and environment are blended.
Therefore, the determination of child abuse is made on a case by
case basis rather than by clearly defined categories of situations
or conditions.

The document stated:

Although many factors are considered in each case, the major ones are:
• the conditions of the child
• the circumstances surrounding the incident(s) of alleged or
potential abuse

• the history of the child and family
• the potential danger to the child
• the potential of the family to provide a safe and healthy environment
for the child.

Child and Family Services Act, 1984

The 1984 Child and Family Services Act, which came into force in 1985, set out
the public duty to report in section 68(2) as follows: “A person who believes on
reasonable grounds that a child is or may be in need of protection shall forthwith
report the belief and the information upon which it is based to a society.”25 Kevin
Morris explained that this revised duty introduced a concept beyond merely
reporting past or current abuse: someone who was aware of a situation that raised
a concern that something may happen to a child would be obliged to report.
The duty to report for professionals was set out in section 68(3):

Despite the provisions of any other Act, a person referred to in
subsection (4) who, in the course of his or her professional or official
duties, has reasonable grounds to suspect that a child is or may be
suffering or may have suffered abuse shall forthwith report the
suspicion and the information on which it is based to a society.

Section 68(4) included a non-exhaustive list of professionals who had a specific
duty to report any suspicions of child abuse. The list included:
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(a) a health care professional, including a physician, nurse, dentist,
pharmacist and psychologist;

(b) a teacher, school principal, social worker, family counsellor, priest,
rabbi, clergyman, operator or employee of a day nursery and youth
recreation worker;

(c) a peace officer and a coroner;
(d) a solicitor; and
(e) a service provider and an employee of a service provider.

Section 68(1) stated that, for the purposes of the reporting requirements of the
1984 Act, “to suffer abuse,” which is the language used in regard to the report-
ing requirements of professionals, means to be in need of protection within
the meaning of clause 37(2) (a), (c), (e), (f), or (h). The relevant clauses are
as follows:

A child is in need of protection where,
(a) the child has suffered physical harm, inflicted by the person having

charge of the child or caused by that person’s failure to care and
provide for or supervise and protect the child adequately;

...

(c) the child has been sexually molested or sexually exploited, by the
person having charge of the child or by another person where the
person having charge of the child knows or should know of the
possibility of sexual molestation or sexual exploitation and fails
to protect the child;

...

(e) the child requires medical treatment to cure, prevent or alleviate
physical harm or suffering and the child’s parent or the person
having charge of the child does not provide, or refuses or is
unavailable or unable to consent to, the treatment;

(f) the child has suffered emotional harm, demonstrated by severe,
i anxiety,
ii depression,
iii withdrawal, or
iv self-destructive or aggressive behaviour,
and the child’s parent or the person having charge of the child does
not provide, or refuses or is unavailable or unable to consent to,
services or treatment to remedy or alleviate the harm;

...
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(h) the child suffers from a mental, emotional or developmental
condition that, if not remedied, could seriously impair the child’s
development and the child’s parent or the person having charge of
the child does not provide, or refuses or is unavailable or unable to
consent to, treatment to remedy or alleviate the condition.

Kevin Morris explained that his understanding was that the terms “sexual
molestation or sexual exploitation” in section 37(2)(c) included more than just
physical contact. They included situations where a person was gratifying them-
selves to the detriment of the child.
Bill Carriere pointed out that, as section 68(3) did not refer to the duty to

report a suspicion that a child was at risk of suffering sexual molestation or
exploitation, professionals did not technically have an obligation to report a
suspected risk of sexual molestation or exploitation.
The 1984 Act maintained the same penalty for professionals who did not

report suspected abuse as was contained in the 1978 Act, which was a fine not
exceeding $1,000.
Section 68(6) of the 1984 Act stated that “[a] society that obtains informa-

tion that a child in its care and custody is or may be suffering or may have
suffered abuse shall forthwith report the information to a Director.”
Section 68(7) stated that reporting was required regardless of whether the

information was confidential or privileged and that no action could be taken
against a person acting in accordance with the reporting provisions unless the
person acted maliciously or without reasonable grounds for the belief or suspi-
cion, as the case may be. Section 67(8) stated that nothing in the Act was meant
to violate solicitor–client privilege.

Ministry Revised Standards, 1992

In 1992, the Ministry of Community and Social Services released “Revised
Standards for the Investigation and Management of Child Abuse Cases by
the Children’s Aid Societies Under the Child and Family Services Act.” These
standards stated:

... To be considered a person in charge of the child one need not be a
parent or person exercising parental rights, but may also be anyone
having responsibility for caring for a child. The determination of
whether or not a person is in charge of the child will depend on the
facts of each situation. Examples of persons who may fall into this
category could include baby-sitters, teachers, Big Brother/Sister,
recreation worker.
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The abuse of a child by a person who is not in charge of the child is
not reportable child abuse as defined by the CFSA. The most common
example of this sort of a situation is sexual molestation by a stranger.
This kind of occurrence is dealt with under the Criminal Code...

Child and Family Services Amendment Act, 1999

Section 22(1) of the 1999 Child and Family Services Amendment Act (Child
Welfare Reform),26 which was proclaimed in force on March 31, 2000, set out a
new version of a duty to report, which continues to apply today.
Sections 72(1) through (6) of the Child and Family Services Act, 1990 were

repealed and replaced with new provisions. Section 72(1), entitled “Duty to
report child in need of protection,” now states:

Despite the provisions of any other Act, if a person, including a person
who performs professional or official duties with respect to children,
has reasonable grounds to suspect one of the following, the person shall
forthwith report the suspicion and the information on which it is based
to a society:

1. The child has suffered physical harm, inflicted by the person having
charge of the child or caused by or resulting from that person’s,
i. failure to adequately care for, provide for, supervise or protect

the child, or
ii. pattern of neglect in caring for, providing for, supervising or

protecting the child.
2. There is a risk that the child is likely to suffer physical harm

inflicted by the person having charge of the child or caused by
or resulting from that person’s,
i. failure to adequately care for, provide for, supervise or protect

the child, or
ii. pattern of neglect in caring for, providing for, supervising or

protecting the child.
3. The child has been sexually molested or sexually exploited, by the

person having charge of the child or by another person where the
person having charge of the child knows or should know of the
possibility of sexual molestation or sexual exploitation and fails
to protect the child.
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4. There is a risk that the child is likely to be sexually molested or
sexually exploited as described in paragraph 3.

5. The child requires medical treatment to cure, prevent or alleviate
physical harm or suffering and the child’s parent or the person
having charge of the child does not provide, or refuses or is
unavailable or unable to consent to, the treatment.

6. The child has suffered emotional harm, demonstrated by serious,
i. anxiety,
ii. depression,
iii. withdrawal,
iv. self-destructive or aggressive behaviour, or
v. delayed development,
and there are reasonable grounds to believe that the emotional harm
suffered by the child results from the actions, failure to act or
pattern of neglect on the part of the child’s parent or the person
having charge of the child.

7. The child has suffered emotional harm of the kind described in
subparagraph i, ii, iii, iv or v of paragraph 6 and the child’s parent
or the person having charge of the child does not provide, or refuses
or is unavailable or unable to consent to, services or treatment to
remedy or alleviate the harm.

8. There is a risk that the child is likely to suffer emotional harm of
the kind described in subparagraph i, ii, iii, iv or v of paragraph 6
resulting from the actions, failure to act or pattern of neglect on the
part of the child’s parent or the person having charge of the child.

9. There is a risk that the child is likely to suffer emotional harm of the
kind described in subparagraph i, ii, iii, iv or v of paragraph 6 and
that the child’s parent or the person having charge of the child does
not provide, or refuses or is unavailable or unable to consent to,
services or treatment to prevent the harm.

10. The child suffers from a mental, emotional or developmental
condition that, if not remedied, could seriously impair the child’s
development and the child’s parent or the person having charge of
the child does not provide, or refuses or is unavailable or unable to
consent to, treatment to remedy or alleviate the condition.

The amendments to section 72(1) made significant changes. These changes were:

1) introducing the notion of a pattern of neglect (sections 72(1)1.ii
and 2.ii);
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2) stating that a report must be made if there is a risk that a child is likely
to suffer physical harm or be sexually molested (section 72(1)4);

3) adding a requirement to report situations of children suffering emotional
harm caused by their caregiver (section 72(1)6); and

4) lowering the threshold for when emotional harm had to be reported by
using the term “serious” as opposed to “severe” in relation to anxiety,
depression, etc. (section 72(1)6).

Section 72(2) now makes the duty to report an ongoing duty, so that even after a
report is made about a particular child, another report is required whenever there
are additional reasonable grounds for suspicion that the child may be in need of
protection.
Section 72(3) specifies that the report must be made by the person with the

reasonable grounds for suspicion and may not be delegated to another person.
Kevin Morris explained that this addition was made because, in the past, some
people, especially those in large institutions, would make the report to their
supervisors, but the information was not passed on to the Society.
Section 72(4) states that it is an offence if a professional referred to in sub-

section (5) fails in his or her duty to report a suspicion under subsection (1) and
the information upon which the suspicion was based was obtained in the course
of his or her professional or official duties. The penalty for this offence remained
the same as in the previous legislation—a fine of not more than $1,000.
The list of professionals who had a particular duty to report remained

unchanged.
In section 72(7), which stated that no action could be taken against a person

acting in accordance with the reporting provisions unless the person acted ma-
liciously or without reasonable grounds for the belief or suspicion, the word
“belief” was removed. Bill Carriere explained that the threshold for suspicion
is lower than the threshold for belief. He stated that the intention was to ensure
that people were not waiting too long to report or collecting more information than
required before reporting.
The provision that a Society that obtains information that a child in its care and

custody is or may be suffering or may have suffered abuse must report the
information to a director was moved to section 72.1(1).
The definition of what it means “to suffer abuse” was moved to section 72.1(2).

It states that, “In this section ... ‘to suffer abuse,’ when used in reference to a
child, means to be in need of protection within the meaning of clause 37(2) (a),
(c), (e), (f), (f.1) or (h).”
Clauses (f.1) and (g.1) were added to section 37(2) as part of the 1999 amend-

ments, such that section 37(2) currently states:
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A child is in need of protection where,
(a) the child has suffered physical harm, inflicted by the person having

charge of the child or caused by or resulting from that person’s,
(i) failure to adequately care for, provide for, supervise or protect

the child, or
(ii) pattern of neglect in caring for, providing for, supervising or

protecting the child;
(b) there is a risk that the child is likely to suffer physical harm inflicted

by the person having charge of the child or caused by or resulting
from that person’s,
(i) failure to adequately care for, provide for, supervise or protect

the child, or
(ii) pattern of neglect in caring for, providing for, supervising or

protecting the child;
(c) the child has been sexually molested or sexually exploited, by the

person having charge of the child or by another person where the
person having charge of the child knows or should know of the
possibility of sexual molestation or sexual exploitation and fails
to protect the child;27

(d) there is a risk that the child is likely to be sexually molested or
sexually exploited as described in clause (c);

(e) the child requires medical treatment to cure, prevent or alleviate
physical harm or suffering and the child’s parent or the person
having charge of the child does not provide, or refuses or is
unavailable or unable to consent to, the treatment;

(f) the child has suffered emotional harm, demonstrated by serious,
(i) anxiety,
(ii) depression,
(iii) withdrawal,
(iv) self-destructive or aggressive behaviour, or
(v) delayed development,
and there are reasonable grounds to believe that the emotional harm
suffered by the child results from the actions, failure to act or
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pattern of neglect on the part of the child’s parent or the person
having charge of the child;

(f.1) the child has suffered emotional harm of the kind described in
subclause (f) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v) and the child’s parent or the
person having charge of the child does not provide, or refuses or
is unavailable or unable to consent to, services or treatment to
remedy or alleviate the harm;

(g) there is a risk that the child is likely to suffer emotional harm
of the kind described in subclause (f) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v)
resulting from the actions, failure to act or pattern of neglect
on the part of the child’s parent or the person having charge
of the child;

(g.1) there is a risk that the child is likely to suffer emotional harm of
the kind described in subclause (f) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v) and
that the child’s parent or the person having charge of the child
does not provide, or refuses or is unavailable or unable to consent
to, services or treatment to prevent the harm;

(h) the child suffers from a mental, emotional or developmental
condition that, if not remedied, could seriously impair the child’s
development and the child’s parent or the person having charge of
the child does not provide, or refuses or is unavailable or unable
to consent to, treatment to remedy or alleviate the condition ...

Recent Amendments

In 2006, mediators and arbitrators were added to the list of professionals set out
in section 72(5) of the Child and Family Services Act, 1990.28 However, even
with this addition, the list of professionals is not considered exhaustive. All
professionals who have reasonable grounds for suspicion of abuse that arise in the
course of their work with children must report, regardless of whether their
profession is on the list in section 72.
I will review a number of investigations and cases involving the CAS where

the duty to report was an issue. I will make recommendations regarding amend-
ments to the duty to report in the conclusion to this chapter.

Child Abuse Register

The ChildAbuse Register (CAR) is administered by theMinistry of Community and
Social Services. The Register comprises confidential records of the names of persons
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who have been verified by a Children’sAid Society (CAS) as having abused children
within the meaning of the Child and Family Services Act. The data in the CAR
consists of the name of the alleged abuser, his or her address(es), particulars about
the abuse, and the relationship of the abuser to the victim. The CAR is used by all
Children’sAid Societies as part of their investigations into alleged abuse.
Prior to the inception of CAR in 1979, there was a central registry of child

abuse. However, in the 1970s, there were concerns arising about its operation. For
example, because there were no standard requirements around the investigation
of abuse, and agencies were operating on their own best practice, and, because
reporting was not mandatory, there was much inconsistency in placements on
the registry. Some issues also arose concerning civil liberties and the security
of information. One of the initial rationales for the registry was that it would be
useful for tracking an alleged abuser travelling from community to community.
Research showed, however, that abusers did not move around very much, so the
registry also had limited value.
The Child Welfare Act, 1978 came into force June 15, 1979. At that time,

amendments to the Act establishing the new CAR were proclaimed into force.
Section 52(2) of the Act set out the duty to report to a Ministry director any verified
allegations of abuse of a child, including a child in care of a Society. In November,
reference to reporting to the CAR was included in the “Standards and Guidelines
for the Case Management of Child Abuse Cases” training materials.
In February 1981, the Ministry published “Guidelines for Reporting to the

Register: Child Abuse.” The maintenance of the central register was now man-
datory. The former registry was maintained only as an administrative con-
venience not required by law. The guidelines instructed that every person
who was registered must be notified in writing of his or her registration.
Further, the 1981 guidelines indicated that “[r]egistered persons have the
right to inspect the Register; to request removal of their names and, if this is
denied, to have a hearing to review their request. If such a hearing recom-
mends the name(s) stay on the Register, there is the right to appeal the decision
to Divisional Court.”
The central register was “intended to be a useful tool in the overall effort to

protect children and prevent child abuse.” Some of the specific reasons for its
establishment were:

1. to learn more about child abuse in Ontario, both for research and
practice purposes;

2. to assist in tracking abused children, their families, and suspected
abusers so that protection efforts may continue uninterrupted;

3. to monitor child abuse case management and programs of the
Children’s Aid Societies.
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Some social workers report that notification of registration may underline the
seriousness of their actions to alleged abusers, and act as a deterrent.

Reporting to the Child Abuse Register

The 1981 guidelines state that, in accordance with the Child Welfare Act, 1978,
“all verified cases of child abuse are to be reported to the Central Register.”
However, it was noted that defining and verifying abuse was difficult. Not all
cases of suspected abuse were to be reported to the CAR.
For the purpose of the reporting requirements, the Child Welfare Act, 1978

defines “child abuse” as a condition of: physical harm; malnutrition or mental ill-
ness of a degree that, if not immediately remedied, could seriously impair growth
and development or result in permanent injury or death; or sexual molestation.
Normally, cases to be reported are those in which there is a “perceived pattern

of abusive behaviour.” The guidelines indicate that “[t]he situation should be
serious enough to warrant a report to the ChildAbuse Register and should not just
be a single accidental injury.” However, if a child’s injuries are serious, an isolated
incident of abuse may warrant reporting to the Registry. Bill Carriere testified
that the CAS of SD&G has taken the position that an isolated incident of sexual
abuse warrants registration. A visible injury is not required before reporting.
Continued threats of harm to the child may create emotional abuse that should
be reported.
Physical harm is to be reported to the Registry if a child has been injured or

is at risk of being injured by a person who has “care, custody, control or charge
of him, or if that person has permitted the injury.” Mental ill-health is to be reported
if the child’s emotional needs have been or are being so neglected or interfered
with that his or her normal development has been seriously affected and he or she
is likely to be “impaired.” Sexual molestation is to be reported in cases where
sexual activity has occurred or is occurring between an adult and a child and in
cases of inappropriate or excessive sexual activity between children that goes
beyond normal experimentation and where there is a significant difference in
the ages of the children.
Not only a parent but anyone who has the responsibility of caring for a child

on a short-term or long-term basis can be an alleged abuser. Persons without
formal responsibility for the care of a child may also be identified as alleged
abusers. The abuse of a child by a person unknown to him or her (that is, a
stranger) is not reportable child abuse as defined by the Act and is dealt with,
instead, under the Criminal Code.
Alleged abuse is “verified” and reportable to the CAR once the director of

the CAS, on the basis of investigation and consultation, has reasonable grounds
to believe that the child is or has been abused. The judgment as to whether to
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report the alleged abuse to the CAR is made after the verification procedure is
complete. Verification does not require proof beyond a reasonable doubt that
abuse has occurred. As noted in the guidelines, “[t]here frequently will be no
external corroboration of the facts upon which the CAS is basing its opinion.”
If the decision is made to report to the CAR, the Society must tell the alleged

abuser of its intention and, ideally, explain the purpose of the CAR.
The law requires that the CAS report verified information concerning abuse

of a child to the CAR within fourteen days after the information is verified by the
Society. Once the name has been recorded in the Registry, the alleged abuser
will be advised and informed of the right to inspect the information and of the
procedure available for correction of false information or expunction. A name
recorded in the CAR will be retained for a minimum period of twenty-five years.
The guidelines require the submission of a follow-up report:

1) four months after the initial report if the case is still active.
2) on each anniversary of the initial report until the case is closed.
3) when there is a significant change in circumstances, e.g. disappearance
of a family, etc.

4) when a case has been referred or transferred to another Society or child
protection agency.

5) with the initial report ... if a case is being closed or transferred at the
same time that a Form 6 is being submitted.

The CAR was maintained under the 1984 Child and Family Services Act. In
August 1987, the guidelines for reporting to the Register were revised to reflect
appropriate references to provisions in the new legislation. There were no
significant changes, however, as around this time a review of the CAR was being
undertaken because of contentious issues being raised about the nature and
functioning of the Register and there would potentially be significant revisions
to the CAR as a result of that review.

Review of the Child Abuse Register

Professor Nicholas Bala conducted some studies with respect to the Ontario
CAR in 1987 and prepared a report in 1988. He testified at the Inquiry that one
of the issues with the CAR is that the obligation to report applies only when the
alleged abuser has charge of a child, and it is not clear exactly what it means to
have charge of a child and who properly falls under that category. Professor Bala
also discussed the fact that the CAR in Ontario cannot be used as a screening tool
by employers and therefore is of limited use. He recommended that the CAR
be dramatically changed or shut down. Professor Bala testified that the Ontario
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government announced it would accept the recommendations in his report, but
they had not yet been fully implemented.
In the 1999 amendments to the Child and Family Services Act, the sections

related to the CAR were repealed. These provisions, however, have not yet been
proclaimed, and the CAR is still functioning.

Utilization of the Child Abuse Register

As of March 31, 2005, there were 26,988 names of alleged abusers on the CAR.
Data from the CAR is uploaded daily to the Ministry of Children and Youth
Services’ Child Protection Fast Track Information System (Fast Track) and can
be accessed by Societies that are conducting investigations. The CAS of SD&G
registered 429 verified cases between 1977 and 2006. The largest number of
registrations by the CAS of SD&G was in 1986, when thirty-six names were
registered, and the lowest number was in 1981, when only one registration was
made. Of the verified cases registered by the CAS of SD&G, 317 were for verified
sexual abuse cases.
The ChildAbuse Register is of particularly limited value in respect to historical

child sexual abuse cases. Because it is not within the CAS mandate to investigate
reports of historical abuse made by an adult unless there is a concern that the alleged
abuser may still be abusing children, these allegations would not be verified, and
the CAS could not register the alleged offender on the Child Abuse Register.
The decision of the CAS whether to register a person with the CAR is

independent of whether the individual was found guilty in a criminal proceeding.
As long as the CAS is satisfied on a balance of probabilities that the abuse
occurred, it will make the registration. There is no relationship between when the
Society makes a registration to the CAR and the timing of the outcome of the
criminal process. In most cases, the registration occurs well before any criminal
conviction. In reviewing registrations, Bill Carriere noted that, from 2000 to
April 2006, 91 percent of the CAR registrations for sexual abuse also had a
corresponding criminal charge.

Is the CAR Still a Useful Tool?

As mentioned in the section dealing with policies and protocols of the CAS,
Children’s Aid Societies in Ontario are not permitted to use the Child Abuse
Register to screen their potential applicants for employment.
Mr. Carriere testified that he didn’t think the CAR was utilized frequently

across the province. He stated that he had not found it particularly useful and
said, “I do not see it as a tool to protect people.” He noted his concern that the
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forms have so much information regarding the victims. He felt that the descrip-
tion required of the victim has discouraged them from consenting to the use of
the process.
As discussed above, Professor Bala testified that the CAR needs to be changed,

in part because it cannot be used for employment screening. He also noted that,
given the existence of the Fast Track System, he would anticipate that agencies
would rely less on the Child Abuse Register.
Dr. Nico Trocmé noted that, although there are concerns with the reliability and

consistency of reporting to the CAR, especially since 1986, when it was subject
to widespread criticism, the CAR provides the only data regarding child abuse
reporting dating back to the late 1970s that distinguishes between physical and
sexual abuse. Dr. Trocmé noted, however, that for the past five or six years,
Children’s Aid Societies have been connected by a computer system and so can
easily find out if people had previous contact with a Society. Therefore, he
concluded that the ChildrenAid Societies no longer need the ChildAbuse Register.
I have heard evidence from expert witnesses and employees of the CAS

criticizing the ChildAbuse Register. The implementation of the Fast Track System
now permits the tracking of individuals who have had contact with any Children’s
Aid Society in the province.Witnesses have also indicated that the CAR has a very
limited use, because Societies cannot access it to screen employees or foster
parents. I have also heard evidence that comparable child abuse register systems
in other provinces have more practical application. I recommend that the
government of Ontario reassess the Child Abuse Register to determine if it is
still useful, given the new systems and tools that are now in place. If it does, the
Child Abuse Register should be revised to address some of the deficiencies that
I have highlighted in this section.

The Dawson Review and Report

The “Review of the Management of Child Abuse and Child Protection Cases by
the Children’s Aid Society of Stormont, Dundas and Glengary [sic]” (the Dawson
Review) was conducted in 1988 by Ross Dawson, a former executive director of
a Children’s Aid Society who was selected to participate by the Children’s Aid
Society of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (the CAS of
SD&G), and Brit James, also a former executive director, selected by the Ministry
of Community and Social Services (MCSS). The two conducted an audit and
review of the protection services offered by the CAS of SD&G at the request of
the parties and made fifty-six recommendations to improve the quality of services
offered. They randomly selected files to review and had access to staff. A report
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of their findings and recommendations (the Dawson Report) was completed
and submitted to the CAS of SD&G in December 1998.
The Dawson Review was initiated following a written complaint by an official

at the Ontario Attorney General’s Office reported to the MCSS. The concern
related to the management of a particular child sexual abuse case, involving Ron
Locey, a known sex offender, which had been handled by the CAS of SD&G.

The Case of Ron Locey: A Failure in Child Protection

The CAS of SD&G first became involved with Mr. and Ms Pharand in 1970,
when Ms Pharand’s mother, the maternal grandmother of the child in question,
reported that her daughter was not caring for her child, who suffered from a
severe case of cerebral palsy. Ms Pharand separated from her husband in 1971 and
developed a relationship with Ron Locey sometime in 1972. In 1975, Mr. Locey
was convicted on charges of rape and gross indecency and was sentenced to a
period of incarceration of six years. Ms Pharand married Mr. Locey onAugust 1,
1976, while he was in custody. Mr. Locey was eventually paroled but was
incarcerated again in 1980 following his conviction of a charge of gross indecency
involving his eight-year-old stepdaughter. On June 11, 1982, shortly before Mr.
Locey was to be paroled from this sentence, the CAS file on the family was
re-opened. Mr. Locey was released from the Kingston penitentiary on June 21,
1982, with no restriction on contacts with children. Case recordings indicate
that the CAS worker was concerned that Mr. Locey could again sexually abuse
a child because he had refused treatment while in prison. The CAS developed a
plan with the family, which required Mr. Locey to live apart from his family
until the CAS of SD&G was satisfied that he had made significant gains from
treatment. By the fall of 1982, Mr. Locey was living with his wife and the children.
In 1983, Mr. Locey was once again charged and convicted of indecent assault
involving his stepdaughter and sentenced to four years of imprisonment.
Following his release, in 1986, the mother resumed her cohabitation with

Ron Locey. The stepdaughter, who had been living in Guelph, returned to
Cornwall at age sixteen but was not living with her mother and Mr. Locey. The
CAS of SD&G were asked by the Guelph CAS to supervise her. Mr. Locey had
been paroled with a condition that he was not to associate with females less than
eighteen years of age. The CAS worker was aware, however, that Mr. Locey
was in contact with the victim. Bill Carriere did not know if the CAS contacted
the local police or the Ontario Provincial Police at that time. Mr. Carriere admitted
that, in hindsight, he and his colleague should have contacted the police, as they
were aware of the parole violation. In March 1987, Mr. Locey was convicted of
a third sexual assault of his stepdaughter. He was sentenced to a further period
of incarceration of four years.
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Mr. Carriere acknowledged that Mr. Locey had broken the conditions imposed
and that the CAS had not enforced them. He testified that “the tragedy in this
situation” was that he had not read the worker’s notes to see that Mr. Locey had
broken his parole violation and was in contact with his stepdaughter. Mr. Carriere
admitted that things were unfolding contrary to the best interest of the young
girl, but the worker took no steps to intervene. The worker in the Locey case,
who had substantial contacts with the family, thought Mr. Locey was permitted
to be in contact with the victim, with supervision. This was incorrect. Mr. Carriere
said that he learned from the case the importance of exact language and of ensuring
that workers understood conditions. He acknowledged that they could have
attached Mr. Locey’s probation order to the front of the file and met with the
probation officer to avoid any confusion. I agree, and it is unfortunate that this was
not done.
In October 1987, the Ministry of the Attorney General wrote to MCSS,

outlining concerns about the handling of the Locey matter by the CAS of SD&G.
As a result of these concerns, the MCSS conducted a thorough review of the
case, which was completed in March 1988. The review concluded that the case
was “improperly managed,” and ten recommendations were made. One of
the recommendations was that the Board “have a review conducted across the
agency, of existing methodology, protocols and handling of a cross section
of child sexual abuse cases in order to assure itself and MCSS Area office that
appropriate protocols, case management processes and decision making processes
are in place.”

The Dawson Review Is Undertaken

In response to this recommendation, from the March 1988 review, the CAS of
SD&G and the MCSS met to determine the terms of reference for this new review.
The work, which came to be known as the Dawson Review, was completed in
September 1988. The terms of reference for the Dawson Review were as follows:

I. the review of the adequacy of case management related to a
sample of:
a. child abuse cases (both physical and sexual abuse)
b. court ordered child protection cases involving child protection
concerns other than physical and sexual abuse.

c. general child protection cases (excluding those covered in a and
b above)

d. protection services to native children and families on the Reserve
under the auspices of Akwesasne Child and Family Prevention
Program.
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II. the review of the adequacy of information gathering, clinical
assessment, case planning and decision making processes including
agency management practices.

III. the review of the adequacy of the systems utilized by Society’s
Board and management to ensure an acceptable level of service.

A Steering Committee was established to guide the review, resolve operational
issues, and receive and review the report. Each file was reviewed regarding
compliance with the Child and Family Services Act, Ministry policy, and the
Society’s policies and procedures. Each file was also reviewed regarding clinical
adequacy of initial response, assessment, case planning, service provision, case
transfer, and termination. In total, 104 cases were reviewed, which accounted
for approximately 18 percent of the total number of CAS of SD&G open family
cases as of September 1, 1988. In addition to a case file review, Mr. Dawson
also reviewed agency policies and procedures, management systems, board
systems, staffing, and Native services.

The Dawson Report Findings and Recommendations

A number of findings and recommendations were made in the Dawson Report,
a few of which will be discussed briefly below. In particular, those relating to
worker/supervisor caseloads, policies and procedures, management, quality
control, and record keeping will be highlighted.
The Dawson Report began by noting that “the Children’s Aid Society of

Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry provides services to a significant number of
severely troubled families.”
The report stated that “[i]t is not possible to provide a high level of service to

child protection case [sic], and in particular cases with severe psycho-social
pathology, if caseloads exceed 20 cases per social worker.” It was found that the
supervisor to social worker ratio at the CAS of SD&G was significantly above the
provincial average for Children’s Aid Societies. In addition, the supervisor to
staff ratio was also “well above generally accepted social work standards which
advocate an ideal ratio of 1–6 and a maximum ratio of 1–8.” This placed excessive
demands on supervisors and also contributed to some of the quality control and
case management deficiencies identified in the Report. Mr. Carriere agreed that
the supervisor to staff ratio at the CAS of SD&G was above accepted standards
and that the demands placed on supervisors were excessive. He noted that, at
one point, he was supervising ten people.
Mr. Carriere acknowledged that the caseloads for each worker have to be of

a reasonable size so as to allow them the time to effectively work with families.
When caseworkers carry too many cases and are responsible for the well-being
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of too many children, they can run into difficulties. Mr. Carriere agreed with the
suggestion that the caseloads for supervisors were impossibly high.
The Report found that the staff turnover observed at the CAS of SD&G

dictated a need for current and accessible policies and procedures. Although
staff were aware of the existence and general content of the agency’s policy and
procedure manual, they were not fully aware of the details contained in the
manual. The manual was found to be outdated and incomplete. It contained no
policy and procedures with respect to several critical areas such as child abuse and
child protection services. A number of protocols and manuals developed by
the Society, including the child abuse manual and sexual abuse protocol,
had not been formally adopted by the agency or incorporated into its policy and
procedure manual.
The Report noted that little had been done to develop policies and procedures

that reflected the introduction of the 1984 Child and Family Services Act,
whose introduction required major changes to the way child welfare agencies
provided services.
The Dawson Report recommended that the Board establish a three-year

schedule to review and develop agency policy in a number of areas, that the
Board monitor the implementation, and that intensive training be given to all
staff on child protection and child abuse policies and procedures. It also recom-
mended that comprehensive and revised child protection and child abuse policies
and procedures be developed immediately. The Report also directed the executive
director to assume full control of the process of policy review and development.
The Dawson Report found that the management team and supervisors at the

CAS of SD&G had extensive child welfare and child protection experience. The
experience level of management staff was found to be “on average, higher than
their management counterparts in other Children’s Aid Societies.” Morale in the
management group was found to be positive “despite the excessive workload.”
However, it was unclear who was ultimately responsible for directing clinical
work at the agency. There was a need identified for one person to have this
overall responsibility. There was also a lack of recent clinical training for key
management personnel. There was no established system for investigating,
assessing, and managing child protection and child abuse cases. The Dawson
Report noted: “Overall the quality of clinical direction provided by the agency is
considered to be seriously flawed.”
In discussing the Locey case, Bill Carriere recognized a need for tighter risk

management and more face-to-face work between the worker and supervisor,
with fixed meetings. He acknowledged the lack of supervision.
Concerns related to quality control were also identified. Performance evalua-

tions of all staff and management were not completed annually. There was
inadequate orientation for staff. Existing procedures for case documentation,
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planning, and case transfer were seldom followed. There was limited statistical
tracking with respect to services. The Dawson Report recommended the following:
the establishment of the position of clinical director; training for management in
clinical supervision, the identification, dynamics, assessment, and treatment of
child abuse and high-risk cases, and risk assessment and risk management; a
uniform system of case management; a system of risk assessment; clinical
supervision; and a new orientation program for staff.
Non-compliance with case documentation was a noted problem. Most child

abuse files were found to be “woefully lacking with respect to the documentation
required.” The initial response to allegations of abuse was found to be “good.” The
follow-up performed within one to two weeks after referral was described as
“well done,” but many investigations were incomplete and did not comply with
Ministry guidelines.
Due to “insufficient documentation,” many files could not be assessed with

regard to the clinical work performed. A lack of information gathering at the
initial referral was noted. Few clients or collaterals were interviewed face-to-
face by the worker receiving the initial complaint. Client contact at the point of
referral was found to be “generally sufficient,” but it became inadequate after
the first few weeks of the file. There was not a consistent process of investigation,
assessment, or risk decision-making followed by staff. Overall, case documen-
tation was found to be “seriously deficient.” Recommendations included training
on case documentation and agency policy and procedures.
In cases where children had been ordered in need of protection by a court

and the agency was ordered to supervise care, the level of service was superior
to that in other cases. However, in several cases, lack of contact with the child
placed the agency at risk of legal action for “failing to supervise.” Of the general
protection cases, the cases opened and closed at intake that were reviewed were
very well managed. The cases reviewed that were opened by the Intake Unit and
transferred to the Protection Unit were adequately serviced and documented at the
onset but became deficient once transferred. The Dawson Report recommended
that the assistant director review all court-ordered supervision cases, implement
polices for management of these cases, revise policies on case documentation,
identify and monitor the status of all cases, and review intake systems.
The Report also recommended that the assistant director implement a system

to identify and monitor the status of all case recording on a monthly basis and that
the agency revise its policies on case documentation and review its intake systems.
Bill Carriere was involved with the implementation of some of the recom-

mendations made in the Dawson Report. He noted that there “definitely was an
impact” on how the CAS performed investigations as a result of the Report.
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RichardAbell confirmed that the position of clinical director was created as a result
of a recommendation in the Dawson Report. The clinical director position was
meant to bring together all of the services being provided by the CAS. The
Review had identified concerns about coordination and oversight of the service
delivery system, and it was felt that the new position would assist in addressing
these concerns. Mr. Abell was hired as the first clinical director for the CAS of
SD&G in late 1989. As clinical director, he had “ultimate responsibility for
service delivery.” He reported directly to the executive director.
Mr. Abell was involved in the implementation of strategies recommended in

the Dawson Review. He commented that the difficulties identified in the Report
were “not unique” to this CAS. Mr. Abell noted substantial changes to both
policies and procedures as a result of the Dawson Review. He observed an
emphasis on systems and procedure to ensure that necessary steps at all stages
were identified and carried out. A new and “very extensive” documentation
system was also introduced and there were changes in staffing.
It is unfortunate that it took such a horrific case before a comprehensive review

of the policies and procedures of the CAS SD&G was undertaken. The Dawson
Review was conducted some twenty years ago. The deficiencies it noted may
explain to some extent some of the failings of this institution in cases that I will
comment on later in this chapter. I have heard evidence and reviewed documents
that suggest that, since the time of the review, policies, procedures, and protocols
have been updated, modified, or drafted and adopted. I recommend that an internal
review mechanism be put in place to ensure that these polices, practices, and
protocols are subject to a comprehensive review on a regular basis so that amend-
ments are not simply a reaction to disturbing cases.

The Cieslewicz Foster Home

Dora and Hans Cieslewicz applied to become foster parents on November 12,
1972. A foster home investigation was conducted by Mary Gratton, who was a
foster home finder for the Children's Aid Society of the United Counties of
Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of SD&G), and the first child was placed
in their home on January 5, 1973. Their home remained a foster home until
November 14, 1977, when it was made a receiving home. A foster home receives
children through the CAS in a planned manner. Foster parents are contacted and
the case is discussed with them prior to the child coming into the home. It is a very
systematic process. A receiving home is different. It receives children who are
taken out of a crisis situation. They stay for a short period of time until they can
be placed into the care of a foster home. The stress level and degree of flexibility
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required by the family is much greater in a receiving home than a foster home.
Bryan Keough, who worked for the CAS of SD&G as both a child protection
worker and a childcare worker for nineteen years, testified that he expected that
there would be higher standards or requirements for receiving homes than for
foster homes.
The Cieslewicz receiving home was closed effective November 18, 1977, after

the Cieslewiczs resigned. This resignation followed a number of sexual allegations
made against Mr. Cieslewicz by several girls who were placed in the home.

Allegations of Sexual Abuse Against Hans Cieslewicz

On September 22, 1978, case worker Françoise Lepage made an entry in the
Cieslewicz foster home case file indicating that several teenagers who had spent
time in this home had made allegations of a sexual nature against Mr. Cieslewicz,
including C-77, C-78, C-79, and C-76. Some of these allegations had been made
five years prior to this recording and were never investigated.

C-77’s Allegations

C-77 was adopted in 1964. On September 24, 1973, C-77 attended at a police
station with her brother and complained that her adoptive father had been
molesting her. She was admitted to the care of the CAS of SD&G after refusing
to return home and was placed in a receiving home the same day. C-77’s adop-
tive father eventually admitted that he had made advances towards her on several
occasions, although her case file indicates that her case worker, Cam Copeland,
felt that C-77 was not totally innocent in these episodes.
C-77, born onAugust 2, 1958, was placed in the Cieslewicz home on October

19, 1973, and she remained there until November 15, 1973. Françoise Lepage
became C-77’s worker in June 1975. As noted, Ms Lepage’s September 22, 1978,
entry in the Cieslewicz foster home files indicated that several teens had made
allegations against Mr. Cieslewicz, including a complaint from C-77. She had
complained to Ms Lepage that Mr. Cieslewicz had fondled her breasts. The date
of this complaint is not noted. Ms Lepage wrote that the complaint was not
investigated because C-77 was known to lie frequently. The allegation of sexual
abuse was first recorded in the foster home file in September 1978. There is no
record of it in C-77’s child file.
On October 27, 1973, Ms Cieslewicz left the home with two of the foster

children, leaving C-77 and another foster child in the care of Mr. Cieslewicz,
and went to her daughter’s home in Montreal. The reason provided at the time was
that she had a disagreement with her husband about the teenagers in the home not
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assisting with the house cleaning. Given the timing, it is natural to wonder
whether the departure of Ms Cieslewicz from the home had anything to do with
C-77’s allegations. As will be discussed below, Ms Cieslewicz once again
temporarily left the home with the children approximately two and a half years
later because of allegations of sexual molestation made by a foster child against
Mr. Cieslewicz.
C-77 was moved from the home on November 15, 1973. According to

C-77’s file, the placement in the Cieslewicz home broke down because of
C-77’s stealing and her inability to get along with other adolescents in the home
because of her arrogance and attitude of superiority.

C-78’s Allegations; Ms Cieslewicz and the Children Leave the Home

C-78 was born on May 17, 1961, and came into the care of the CAS of SD&G
on May 27, 1967. At the time of her admission, she was diagnosed as suffering
from a convulsive disorder, mental sub-normality, and secondary behaviour
problems. C-78 was placed in the Cieslewicz home on February 23, 1976. Shortly
thereafter, C-78 complained to Ms Cieslewicz that Mr. Cieslewicz had asked
her to remove her sweater and bra in order to ensure that she was physically in
good condition. She complied and, after he had finished looking, Mr. Cieslewicz
left the room. Ms Cieslewicz questioned her husband about the incident, and he
responded that the girl was lying.
On March 9, 1976, Ms Cieslewicz attended at the CAS office to meet with

Bryan Keough and request his advice about the situation. She advised Mr. Keough
that her plan was to immediately move out of the home with the children,
explaining to them that she and her husband were having marital problems and
were giving each other time to think things over. Mr. Keough thought this was a
feasible plan, and he assured Ms Cieslewicz that the children would not be
removed, on the condition that she remained apart from her husband until the
situation was resolved. Mr. Keough discussed the situation with supervisor Dave
Devlin and acting director Angelo Towndale. They approved of the proposed
manner of dealing with the situation.
That day, Ms Cieslewicz took the foster children and her natural daughter

and moved to her daughter’s home in Apple Hill. She returned to the home with
the three girls on March 15, 1976, after C-78 retracted her allegations and admitted
that she had lied. Despite the retraction, Mr. Keough was still not satisfied and so
he undertook to complete an investigation. Mr. Keough advised Ms Cieslewicz
that he still had to conduct an investigation into the matter. This proposed step was
approved by Mr. Towndale. Bryan Keough met Mr. and Ms Cieslewicz on March
25, 1976, and reached the following conclusion:
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It is possible that the above may have occurred, however, if so, I doubt
if it ever will again. Mr. Cieslewicz denies it right down the line, and
because of the tremendous asset this home has been to our agency in
the past, I believe the man should be given the benefit of the doubt.
I therefore recommend that this home remains [sic] open.

Mr. Towndale reviewed and initialled Mr. Keough’s recording about the inves-
tigation. He explained that, at the time, in the 1970s, there was a tendency not to
believe children.
On March 26, 1976, C-78 was removed from the home. Had she not been re-

moved, Ms Cieslewicz would have requested her removal due to her misbehaviour.
Bryan Keough did not recall any discussion about contacting the Cornwall

Police Service or the Ontario Provincial Police about C-78’s allegations. He
testified that, had this allegation happened today, the police would be contacted.
It does not appear that Mr. Keough interviewed anyone else except the Cieslewiczs.
The only reference to another foster child being asked about these allegations
or about Mr. Cieslewicz more generally was in Ms Lepage’s recording in
September 1978. She wrote that Mr. Keough said that C-76 had initially supported
C-78’s allegations but she had later withdrawn her statement. Mr. Keough testi-
fied that, at the time, CAS workers did not have training on how to deal with
allegations of sexual abuse. He testified that, if this situation had arisen in the
1980s, when workers had received some training, the matter would have been
handled differently.

Complaint About the Care of C-78

After being removed from the Cieslewicz home, C-78 was placed in the Anson
Group Home inMinden, Ontario, onMarch 29, 1976. In early 1978, David Phillips,
the director of theAnson Group Home, wrote a letter to the ChildWelfare Branch
of the Children’s Services Division of the Ministry of Community and Social
Services concerning the treatment of the CAS wards while in foster care, including
C-78’s treatment in the Cieslewicz foster home. As a result, Tom O'Brien, the
executive director of the CAS of SD&G and Dave Devlin met with Robert Penny,
a supervisor with the ChildWelfare Branch, on February 14, 1978, to discuss this
matter. Notes describing the meeting indicate that Mr. Penny was told that the
allegation made by C-78 had been investigated, that the CAS could neither prove nor
disprove the accusation, and that C-78 had been removed from the home. Mr. Penny
was also advised that C-76, another ward living in the home at the time, had never
suggested that Mr. Cieslewicz had made any improper advances against her. The
notes conclude that Mr. Penny seemed satisfied with the explanations provided.
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C-79’s Allegations

C-79, aged fifteen, was picked up after running away from a group home in
Quebec and was placed in the Cieslewicz home on September 16, 1978, for two
nights. C-79 told workers Françoise Lepage and Cam Copeland that Mr.
Cieslewicz had come to her bedroom on both nights that she was in the receiving
home. On the first night, Mr. Cieslewicz touched her breast but did nothing else
once she indicated she would not cooperate. On the second night, Mr. Cieslewicz
came to her bed and indicated that he wanted to have sexual intercourse with
her. She refused and then practised oral sex on him for a short period of time
before he masturbated and ejaculated on her abdomen. C-79 wiped the semen from
her abdomen with the sleeve of her blouse. Workers at the interview held the
next day observed that a substance had dried on her sleeve. According to the
recordings, these allegations were given some consideration, but, in view of her
bad reputation, they were not investigated. It was decided that, should another
allegation of a sexual nature be made against Mr. Cieslewicz, the matter should
be given serious consideration.
Bryan Keough did not recall being at the interview. Although he heard about

this allegation in September 1978, he did not consider removing C-76, the foster
girl he was responsible for in the home. Mr. Keough testified that, had this same
scenario occurred in the 1980s, it would have had far different results:

... I’m not seeking to excuse anybody.

We had not been given any training in child sexual abuse. We had no
idea about what indicators to look for. We all had high case loads.

And like I said yesterday, we made mistakes, but none of those mistakes
were “intentional.” We were trying to do the best that we could.

Although I appreciate that the training and resources available in the 1970s
were not the same as they were subsequently, in my view the way in which these
girls’ allegations were dismissed was inexcusable, even in the 1970s. This is
especially so given that, in the case of the third girl, C-79, there was potential
physical evidence of the abuse and still no steps were taken to investigate the
matter. To simply say that it was a different period of time is not acceptable. The
sexual molestation of young girls by adults in positions of trust and responsi-
bility has never been accepted in our society. The fact that three girls had come
forward with allegations should have led to an internal investigation by the CAS
as well as a police investigation.
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C-76 Comes ForwardWith Allegations

C-76 was born on October 16, 1960, and entered the care of the CAS of SD&G
on November 22, 1968. She was placed in the Cieslewicz foster home on July 26,
1973, and remained there until October 20, 1978. C-76's case file indicates that
she was a child of below-average intelligence and was considered by the CAS to
be “a trainable retardate with an I.Q. of 59.”
On October 16, 1978, C-76 confided to her worker, Bryan Keough, that Mr.

Cieslewicz had been involved sexually with her for some time but that this did not
include sexual intercourse. She told Mr. Keough that the abuse involved fondling
and usually happened when she was going to the barn to help him with chores.
According to Mr. Keough, this allegation is what closed the foster home. It was
the fourth allegation of sexual abuse against Mr. Cieslewicz. On the same day, Ms
Cieslewicz wrote a letter to CAS Executive Director Thomas O'Brien indicat-
ing that, effective November 18, 1978, she would be closing her receiving home.
According to the file recording, on October 19, 1978, C-76 accused Mr.

Cieslewicz, in the presence of Ms Cieslewicz, of having sexual play with her,
which he denied. Mr. Cieslewicz called Bryan Keough on October 20, 1978,
and requested that C-76 be removed from their home. She was removed on the
same day.
I question why C-76 was not removed from the home by Bryan Keough on

October 16, 1978, after she alleged that she had been abused by Mr. Cieslewicz.
In my opinion, she should have been removed immediately or steps should have
been taken to ensure that Mr. Cieslewicz would not be alone with her until an
investigation could be conducted. It does not appear from the file recordings
that Mr. Keough discussed that matter with the Cieslewiczs prior to C-76 making
an accusation against Mr. Cieslewicz on October 19, 1978.

The CAS Report to the ChildWelfare Branch and MeetingWith the
Crown Attorney

On October 25, 1978, Mr. O’Brien wrote to Mr. and Ms Cieslewicz acknowl-
edging receipt of Ms Cieslewicz's letter of October 16, 1978, and thanking them
for their help and for the tenderness exhibited towards the children.
Following a discussion between Angelo Towndale and Robert Penny, a field

consultant with the Child Welfare Branch, on or around October 31, 1978, Mr.
Penny wrote a letter to Mr. O’Brien. He indicated that the ChildWelfare Branch
was very concerned about the events that had apparently taken place at the
Cieslewicz home and thought that the CrownAttorney’s Office should be “fully
involved at the earliest possible date.”
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Mr. Towndale testified that the CAS was reporting to the Ministry to keep
them informed and ask for advice. The Ministry suggested that the CAS report
to the Crown and did not suggest reporting to the police. According to Mr.
Towndale, the Crown, in a subsequent meeting, also did not suggest reporting to
the police.
On October 31, 1978, Mr. O'Brien wrote to Barry Dalby, the director of Child

Welfare, ChildWelfare Branch, providing a report on the Cieslewicz receiving and
foster home and describing the four complaints of sexual abuse made against
Mr. Cieslewicz over the years. He characterized the three complaints prior to
C-76’s coming forward as follows:

... The first girl who made an allegation against the foster father was
not only promiscuous but had made allegations of the same nature
against her own father. She was also mildly retarded and known to
be a compulsive liar.

The second complaint was a severely retarded adolescent girl ... When
this complaint was brought to our attention, the worker assigned to this
home immediately investigated. Mr. Cieslewicz denied the allegations ...
We also learned at this time that the complainant had previously made
allegations of this type against staff and residents of past placements,
including our own staffed group home.

...
The fourth complaint came from a ward of the Province of Quebec
who had run away from a group home in St. Hyacinthe, and was
placed in the Cieslewicz home for two days ... She was questioned
at our office but we had doubts as to her credibility since she had
quite openly made sexual advances while in the car towards the
male worker who apprehended her. During the investigation she
related very casually many sexual experiences she had had in
the past.

Mr. O’Brien testified that he had received the information to write this letter
from Françoise Lepage. In fact, he testified that she wrote the letter and that he
read and signed it. Mr. O’Brien did not recall meeting with any of the girls before
writing this letter and did not think he should have because he knew the case
worker very well and had full confidence in what she told him.
Mr. O’Brien agreed that the letter was not as complete as it ought to have

been. For example, the letter did not state that the allegations C-77 had made
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against her father had been admitted to by her father. This was, in my view, a
serious omission. He acknowledged that, with respect to the allegation of C-79,
the fact that there had been potential physical evidence of that abuse should have
been included in the letter. Mr. O’Brien testified that he had not been aware of the
existence of this physical evidence. The tenor of the letter appears to be more
accusatory towards the four alleged victims than towards the alleged perpetrator.
The letter to Mr. Dalby noted that a meeting had been held with the workers

involved with the home, and the result was that the Cieslewicz home was to be
closed as a receiving home. Mr. O’Brien further advised that he would be meet-
ing with the Crown attorney later that day.
Ameeting took place onOctober 31, 1978, between CrownAttorneyDon Johnson,

Assistant Crown Attorney Guy DeMarco, Tom O’Brien, Angelo Towndale, and
Bryan Keough.According to a letter Mr. O’Brien wrote to Mr. Dalby the following
day, after considering the facts presented by the officials of CAS of SD&G, Mr.
Johnson was of the opinion that there was insufficient evidence to proceed with any
charges against Mr. Cieslewicz. Mr. O’Brien further clarified in this letter that the
Cieslewicz home had been closed as both a receiving home and as a foster home.
This is another instance in which Mr. O’Brien met with the Crown attorney

instead of contacting the police. Mr. O’Brien explained that the reason he went to the
Crown attorney so often was because he knew him both professionally and per-
sonally and had a lot of respect for his knowledge and professionalism. He testified:

Cornwall then and now is still a small community in terms of population
and for years we only had one Crown Attorney and I knew them all.
And when it came to a matter of wanting to understand the law better to
make sure I was doing what I should have been doing, I would discuss it
with the Crown Attorney and, as I said before, if the Crown felt that I
should be going to the police they would tell me in no uncertain terms.

In hindsight, Mr. O’Brien remained comfortable with the decision to go to the
Crown rather than referring the matter to the police to conduct an investigation.
As I have previously indicated, all allegations of sexual abuse brought to the

attention of the CAS should have been reported to the police, regardless of
whether the Crown attorney recommended that the police be contacted or not. I
note that, today, the 2005 Foster Care Policy provides that, if a serious occurrence
is reported, the police are to be notified if appropriate. In my view it is always
appropriate to report the matter to police if the serious occurrence is an allegation
of sexual abuse. I discuss the role of the Crown attorney in this matter in Chapter
11, dealing with the institutional response of the Ministry of theAttorney General.
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The Cieslewicz Home Is Closed

The closing summary for the Cieslewicz home was prepared by Françoise Lepage
on November 1, 1978. The summary indicated that, over the years, the CAS had
received four complaints of a sexual nature against Mr. Cieslewicz and that this
was one of the negative aspects of the home.
The response of the CAS to the allegations of sexual abuse at the Cieslewicz

foster home was entirely unacceptable, even by the “standards” of the 1970s.
Before considering this issue in more detail, I wish to make some comments
about how the Cieslewicz home was operated and supervised, as I feel there
were some problems in this regard that could have contributed to the lack of
knowledge CAS workers seemed to have about alleged incidents in the home.
There were a number of children placed in the Cieslewicz home who had

different CAS workers. At one point, there were as many as three child protec-
tion workers involved—Bryan Keough, Françoise Lepage, and Cam Copeland.
Mr. Keough testified that, at the time, there were no meetings among the work-
ers who had children in the same home. These circumstances can lead to one
worker not being aware of information another worker has about the situation in
the home. This potential problem was exacerbated in this case by the fact that there
was a gap in the recordings in the foster home file between 1973 and 1976. Each
foster home has a file and each child also has a file. In this case, the foster home
file did not contain any recordings between November 21, 1973, and April 6,
1976. When asked about this, Angelo Towndale testified that he had no explana-
tion for the gap but thought it might have occurred due to a lack of resources. It
is critical that foster home files be kept up to date, especially when there are
various workers involved with children in the home. This will allow each worker
to review the foster home file and have a firm understanding of what has been
occurring in the home.
There were four allegations of sexual abuse made against Mr. Cieslewicz

before this home was closed. Only two of these allegations led to any investiga-
tion by the CAS. The other two were dismissed as a result of the reputation and
perceived dishonesty of the complainants. At the conclusion of the first investi-
gation, which did not result in the home being closed, Bryan Keough placed a lot
of emphasis on what an asset the Cieslewicz home had been to the CAS of
SD&G over the years. He denied, however, that any cost-benefit analysis had
been done such that, regardless of whether the sexual abuse had occurred, the
home would stay open because it was too valuable for the CAS to close it. Tom
O’Brien also disagreed with the suggestion that the allegations of the girls in
the foster home were not heeded because the CAS could not afford to lose the
foster home. Rather, he testified:
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Our problem with the children coming to us about certain allegations
was over the years you found from experience that certain children
lied for various reasons; one in a petty way to get back at the foster
parents for something; one is to—another one would be to get the
Agency to move them into another home that they think they might
like better than the one they're in ... [A] lot of these children were
somewhat disturbed, so you couldn't always have the confidence
in what they were saying that you would like to have. That doesn’t
mean that they didn't tell you the truth but it’s hard to be clear in
your mind.

In my opinion, although there were resource issues that may have contributed
to a reluctance to close a foster home on the basis of allegations of abuse, the
primary reason for the result in the Cieslewicz case was a tendency to disbelieve
the complainants. Angelo Towndale testified that, in the 1970s, the tendency
was not to believe children. I heard from a number of CAS witnesses that, in
the 1970s, it was not believed that sexual abuse happened and that these foster
children were thought to be “troubled,” with a tendency to lie. I accept that this
attitude has changed, and I understand that a situation such as what occurred at
the Cieslewicz home would be handled very differently today.
According to Mr. Towndale, in the 1970s, it was also not the practice to

report these types of incidents to the police and, in this case, the Ministry had
advised the CAS to go to the Crown attorney. Mr. Towndale testified that
the CAS should have seen this as a police matter; however, he felt that the
Crown attorney had an obligation to advise the CAS on how to deal with the
situation properly.
As I said earlier, even by the standards of the 1970s, the institutional re-

sponse of the CAS of SD&G to allegations of abuse against young people
was seriously deficient. The CAS as an institution, Executive Director Tom
O’Brien, and Françoise Lepage all failed to investigate sufficiently or delayed
in investigating allegations, obtaining information, or noting indications of
abuse of young people involving Hans Cieslewicz. In addition, the CAS, Tom
O’Brien, and Françoise Lepage failed to take or delayed in taking appropri-
ate actions to ensure that young people would not be at risk of abuse from
Hans Cieslewicz. In addition, the CAS failed to advise or delayed in advising
proper police authorities of allegations or information relating to abuse of
young people involving Hans Cieslewicz, and it failed to offer and/or provide
sufficient counselling, assistance, and support to alleged victims of abuse
involving Hans Cieslewicz.
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Roberta Archambault and the Lapensee Group Home

Roberta Archambault (née Judd)29 was born on May 15, 1965, the youngest of
seven children. She and her siblings were brought into the care of the Children’s
Aid Society of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of
SD&G) in 1970, when she was five years old. Ms Archambault was admitted
into care on September 3, 1970. She became a permanent ward of the Crown in
1972, when she was seven years old, and remained in the care of the CAS until
she was nineteen.
Ms Archambault lived in a number of foster homes growing up. She lived

in the Hubert foster home for ten years, the Lapensee group home for a couple
of years, briefly at the Lalonde home, and finally the deRonde home. She
alleged that she was physically, mentally, and sexually abused while in the care
of the CAS.

Roberta Archambault in the Hubert Foster Home

MsArchambault and her older sister were placed in the foster home of Hannah
and Boleslaw Hubert, located in Morrisburg, Ontario, on September 3, 1970.
Roberta was five and her older sister Jennifer was eight years old. The Huberts
had one young child and two adolescent children of their own living in the home.
During the ten years that Ms Archambault lived in the Hubert home, a number
of foster children were placed there, although none for as long as Roberta and
her sister.
MsArchambault alleged that she was verbally, physically, and sexually abused

in the Hubert home. She knew something “had to be wrong” on the first day
when, upon arrival at the home, she and her sister were taken upstairs to the
bathroom and stripped down in front of a few members of the family, bathed,
and washed with anti-lice soap. Ms Archambault testified that even at the age
of five she thought it was degrading to have a bunch of adults watch her bathe.
MsArchambault testified that the verbal abuse began after the first Christmas,

when the Huberts began insulting her in Polish and German. Although she could
not understand the languages, she came to understand later on that they were
insulting her. Roberta was told that she was excess baggage and was there only
because she and her sister were a package deal and they wanted a sibling close
to their daughter’s age to grow up with her. According to Ms Archambault, the
physical abuse started the first summer they lived there, in 1971. She testified that
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she and her sister were not allowed to talk to each other, and, if they were caught
talking, Roberta would get beaten and her sister would have to watch.
MsArchambault testified that she was physically abused byMr. Hubert regularly

and that Ms Hubert began to beat her when she was about eleven years old.
Ms Archambault also recalled being sexually abused by Mr. Hubert begin-

ning when she was seven or eight years old. She testified that this recollection
came to her recently:

I’ve had nightmares all my life and I haven’t slept at night all my life
until the early hours in the morning, and it was just recently, about two
months ago, two and a half months ago, that I figured out what it was.
It was like a mental block just undone.

She testified that the sexual abuse occurred in the summer when Mr. Hubert took
her fishing and also in the garage during the winter. According to MsArchambault,
the abuse stopped shortly before she left the Hubert home. She testified that the
only person who might have suspected she was being sexually abused was Ms
Hubert: “For some reason she started hitting me in the stomach and telling me she
made damn sure I never reproduced.”
Ms Archambault testified that, when she was eleven years old, she tried to

commit suicide by taking pills after Ms Hubert denied her the opportunity to
spend the weekend with one of the Huberts’ sons in Cornwall. MsArchambault
felt that Ms Hubert’s son and his wife, whom she said were estranged from the
Huberts, liked her and she thought they would “rescue” her. She testified that
the Huberts and their son had a falling out over her treatment in the home.
According to MsArchambault, she was taken to the hospital and was there for two
to three days. She said nobody asked her what caused her to pass out or if she had
ingested any substances. However, she assumed the Huberts knew what happened
because, when they returned from the hospital, there was a lock on the bathroom
cupboard. MsArchambault later learned that the Huberts said the episode was a
result of a cheerleading accident.

InteractionWith the CASWhile in the Hubert Foster Home

Roberta Archambault had a number of CAS workers while at the Hubert foster
home. She testified that, although a worker attended at the home from time to time
and asked how she and her sister were treated, they could not say anything because
the Huberts were in the next room and could hear everything that was said. She
testified that she knew when the CAS worker was coming, because the Huberts
would tell her to clean up and would put her in suitable clothes instead of the rags
she usually wore. She recalled that the CAS worker never came unexpectedly.
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MsArchambault testified that she did not tell any CAS worker about the verbal
or physical abuse by the Huberts until she was in high school. This will be
discussed further below.
Bryan Keough was Roberta Archambault’s CAS worker from July 1972 until

she left the Hubert home in December 1980. He testified that, when he visited
foster homes, he would meet with the foster parents or mother alone, followed by
a meeting with the child alone and then a meeting with the parents and child
together. The intent was to have the meetings with the child out of earshot from
the foster parents. In my view, meetings with the child in the foster home are
not effective, as the child cannot be certain he or she will not be overheard by the
foster parents.
At the Inquiry, MsArchambault recommended that every child in foster care

should be questioned outside the home and should be told that they can say
something if they are in danger and that they will then not be sent back to that
situation. I agree. I recommend that the CAS require workers to conduct meet-
ings with children in a location outside of the foster home, such as at school.
Ms Archambault also noted that all visits by workers were scheduled, and
she recommended that the CAS make unannounced visits. She testified that
“[a]nybody can put on a show.You can clean up your house.You can clean up your
children.You could tell them what they can and cannot say.” Again, I agree. Ian
MacLean, who was the director of Residential Services for a number of years,
testified that steps are being taken by the CAS of SD&G to introduce unscheduled
visits to begin in the fall 2009. He suggested that a recommendation be made
to the Ministry of Children and Youth Services that Children’s Aid Societies
include in their service agreements with foster parents the requirement of un-
scheduled visits by workers to foster homes. I agree with this recommendation,
and I support the initiative of the CAS of SD&G to introduce unscheduled visits
prior to it becoming a Ministry requirement.
As required, Bryan Keough kept detailed recordings of Roberta’s progress

at the Hubert home. He agreed that from 1972 to 1973 there did not appear to be
any concerns with her, but that by 1976 there had been a change and he had
noted some concerns. For example, in an annual summary prepared in April
1976, Mr. Keough noted that Roberta had a “short attention span with possible
problem areas as follows; lying, ... manipulative, and outright bullheaded at
times.” Mr. Keough testified that he was not aware of any suicide attempt by
MsArchambault. Although he had noted in the case file that she was admitted to
hospital on October 6, 1976, he could not recall the incident or whether he had
any concerns about it at the time.
In later entries, Mr. Keough noted possible sexual behaviour. In particular,

he made the following comments:
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She has a fair attention span with problem areas as follows: lying,
stealing, possible sexual misbehaviour, manipulative, very selfish and
self-centred at times.

She has severe anger outbursts, mood changes, manipulative, jealous,
possessive, smokes heavily, but always has money and possibly
promiscuous.

These recordings were made in 1980. The first comment was made in an annual
summary that covered the period of time from October 1978 to October 1980, and
the second comment is in a transfer summary recorded in November 1980.
Roberta Archambault was then thirteen to fifteen years old. Mr. Keough testi-
fied that he could not recall what these comments referred to and that he likely
made them based on information received from the Huberts. Mr. Keough did
not think at the time that Ms Archambault’s behavioural problems could be
indicators of physical or sexual abuse. He thought she was just experiencing the
trauma one would expect a child to experience when he or she is taken from the
natural family and placed in a foster home.
In my view, observations of sexual misbehaviour or promiscuity with respect

to a thirteen- to fifteen-year-old youth warrant at least some investigation,
including speaking to the child in question. I also note that, at the time, Roberta
Archambault had been in the care of CAS for ten years and had not recently
been apprehended. I also expect that Mr. Keough, who had been her worker
since 1972, would have developed a relationship with Ms Archambault and
should have been able to observe a change in her character. Behaviour changes
can be a product of growing up, and we cannot always assume there is some-
thing negative behind them. However, it is incumbent upon CAS workers to
recognize the signs of possible abuse and to ask the appropriate questions to
determine whether abuse is a factor. My recommendations above about meeting
with foster children outside of the foster home and making unscheduled visits
should help in this regard. Mr. Keough did not have a specific recollection of
the events that would explain his comments. Perhaps case recordings should
include more details of the supporting facts and observations when drawing
inferences relating to sexual conduct.

Disclosure of Abuse to a CASWorker

Roberta Archambault testified that, when she was in grade 10, she called Bryan
Keough from school one day and that he came to speak with her at school. She
said they met in Mr. Keough’s car in the school parking lot once or twice a week
for two or three months and she told him about the verbal and physical abuse
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by the Huberts and about her suicide attempt. Ms Archambault also said she
told Bryan Keough that every Sunday while she was dusting the Huberts’
bedroom, Mr. Hubert was in the room cleaning his shotgun and he would put
the gun to her head and say he could shoot her and bury her in the backyard and
nobody would look for her. According to MsArchambault, Mr. Keough said he
would look into it; she said that was his response to everything she told him.
Ms Archambault recalled that Mr. Keough was constantly writing in his books
and flipping pages during their meetings. She thought he was taking notes of
what she said.
MsArchambault testified that Mr. Keough told her he would get her out of the

Hubert home; she could not understand why it was taking so long. She said that,
after speaking with Mr. Keough the first time, she packed her bags and Ms Hubert
had unpacked them.
Ms Archambault did not tell the CAS worker about the sexual abuse by Mr.

Hubert. She testified she had “blocked that from myself.”
Bryan Keough denied that Roberta Archambault told him about any abuse

in the Hubert home or that he met with her at school two to three times a week
for several months. He explained that the CAS would have received a call
from the school because the school would have “frowned upon” a child being
removed from the school for that amount of time. Mr. Keough did not recall Ms
Archambault telling him that she had attempted to commit suicide or that
Mr. Hubert had put a shotgun to her head; nor did he recall her showing him
bruises or marks on her body. Mr. Keough testified that, had she told him she
had been abused in the Hubert home, he would have put the information in his case
recordings. There is no reference in the recordings prepared by Mr. Keough of
RobertaArchambault advising him that she was physically abused by the Huberts.
I have already recommended that case recordings should perhaps be more detailed.
In light of the issues that arose here, recordings should also always note the
location of the meeting or interview.

Removal of Ms Archambault From the Hubert Foster Home

According to the file recordings, in April 1980, the Huberts requested that
Ms Archambault be removed from the home, but she requested that she not be
moved immediately due to her school year and the Huberts agreed that such
an interruption at that time could do her harm. According to the notes, Roberta
was given several alternatives, including immediate removal if the situation
in the home broke down or staying until the end of July if she behaved. Ms
Archambault testified that Mr. Keough gave her the option to move immedi-
ately or stay until the end of the school year and that she told him she wanted
to leave immediately. This is inconsistent with the case recordings, which
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indicate that, in August 1980, she requested that she be allowed to stay in the
Hubert home.
In the fall of 1980, the situation in the Hubert home began to deteriorate again

and Ms Archambault was removed from the home in December 1980.

Roberta Archambault Is Placed in the Lapensee Group Home

Roberta Archambault was transferred to the Lapensee group home in December
1980. She was fifteen years old. With the exception of a short period of time
during which she tried living with her natural mother, Ms Archambault lived at
the Lapensee home until the spring of 1983.
There were seven other foster children at the Lapensee home—five girls and

two boys. The Lapensees also had two sons and three daughters of their own.
When MsArchambault first moved to the Lapensee home, they had a farmhouse
where everybody lived. Shortly after, they purchased a residence in Martintown,
which became the girls’ group home. The boys stayed at the farmhouse. Mary
Miller was the CAS worker responsible for the children in the Lapensee home.
Ian MacLean was her supervisor.
There was a Placement Committee meeting on December 17, 1980, during

which Roberta’s file was reviewed. Present at the meeting were MsArchambault’s
former worker Bryan Keough, Mary Miller, Ian MacLean, the Lapensees, and
another CAS worker, Karen Clarke. Mr. MacLean testified that the references in
the case file to sexual misbehaviour and possible promiscuity were discussed
during the meeting. His role as supervisor was to ensure that the new worker
took these issues into consideration and tried to deal with them. Mr. MacLean did
not recall any discussion about obtaining a psychological assessment of Ms
Archambault in light of some of the issues raised in the case notes. He testified
that, in hindsight, it would have been prudent to arrange such an assessment.
The intention was that Roberta Archambault would be in the Lapensee home

only temporarily and that she could then return to the Hubert family. However,
within three months of her arrival she “adamantly refused” to return to the Hubert
foster home. Mr. MacLean could not recall if Ms Miller explored with Ms
Archambault why she was so adamant about not returning to the Hubert home.

Disclosure of Physical Abuse at the Huberts

MsArchambault testified that she told the Lapensees about the physical abuse at
the Hubert home, including the incident of Mr. Hubert holding a shotgun to her
head and specific injuries she received to her hands and her nose. She testified that
Mary Miller also knew about the shotgun incidents. There is no indication in
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the recording of either the Lapensees or Ms Miller being advised of these events.
Mr. MacLean could not recall it being brought to his attention that Ms
Archambault had disclosed physical abuse at the Hubert home to the Lapensees
and Ms Miller.

Sexual Abuse by Brian Lapensee

After moving into the Lapensee group home, Ms Archambault was introduced
to one of the Lapensees’ sons, Brian. She thought he was around twenty-one
years old. He lived at the Lapensee farmhouse, where Ms Archambault spent
some of her weekends. She testified that, during her first weekend at the farm-
house, another foster girl told her that Brian Lapensee had been touching her
inappropriately.
At one point, less than three months after she arrived at the house, Ms

Archambault found herself the only female foster child left at the home over the
weekends. She testified that the Lapensees started offering her a glass of wine and
asking her to cook something:

And the thing was to cook something in the kitchen, you would have
to leave the living room and he was always in the kitchen by the
wood stove drinking, Brian Lapensee. It was basically a set-up. They
never watched him. They knew what he was doing. They just turned
a blind eye.

Roberta Archambault alleged that Brian Lapensee fondled her, and there was
oral sex, and this took place when she was fifteen or sixteen years old. She said
she never had sexual intercourse with him because she “didn’t want to end up
being one of the girls that got pregnant.” She had heard about other girls who got
pregnant and was told by one girl that she had been taken to Montreal for an
abortion when she was fourteen years old.
According to Ms Archambault, she did not tell Brian Lapensee’s parents

because she had been told by one of the daughters that this was the last foster
home for her, and she felt the mother, Alice Lapensee, would do anything to
protect her son.
On August 31, 1982, Ms Archambault moved in with her natural mother in

Crystal Beach, Ontario. She returned to the Lapensee home on December 2,
1982. Shortly before Roberta returned to the home, allegations of sexual abuse
were made against Brian Lapensee by other girls in the home, and the CAS
conducted an investigation.
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CAS Investigation Into Allegations Against Brian Lapensee,
November–December 1982

On November 30, 1982, Mary Miller reported to Ian MacLean that one of the
female foster children in the Lapensee home had alleged that Brian Lapensee
was sexually molesting her and other girls in the home. It was decided that the
CAS would conduct a full investigation into the matter, and Mr. MacLean and
Ms Miller interviewed all the girls in the home, Brian Lapensee, and Mr. and
Ms Lapensee later that day. In addition to the original complainant, three other
girls alleged that Brian Lapensee had sexually molested or made sexual advances
towards them.
During their interview, the Lapensees advised the CAS workers that Brian

Lapensee was not allowed in the group home and the girls were not allowed at the
farmhouse. They admitted, however, that Brian and a male ward named Donald
would drop by the group home occasionally to pick up their dinner but that the
visit was brief and they were watched carefully. They also mentioned that Brian
Lapensee had slept over at the home when the girls had been at the farmhouse on
one occasion. Ian MacLean explained that there was approximately four to five
kilometres between the group home and the farmhouse and that Brian Lapensee
was living at the farmhouse.
Brian Lapensee denied having any physical or sexual contact with the girls and

stated that he felt his previous involvement with a ward in his parents’ home,
which will be discussed below, allowed him to be set-up by the other girls even
if he had not done anything. He advised that he was leaving that night to move
to Toronto.
Following the investigation, Ian MacLean prepared a serious occurrence

report. A serious occurrence report refers to a report of an incident that has to be
reported to the Ministry. The use of the term is not dependent upon the serious-
ness of the situation. There is a long list of situations where a serious occurrence
report is sent to the Ministry.
The report concluded as follows:

With all the similar reports given by at least four of the girls and with
Brian’s past history one has to conclude that many if not all and perhaps
more of these incidents did occur. How much setting up was done by
the girls (who all have promiscuous backgrounds) one will never know.
However, Brian has to realize that this home is a home of safety of these
girls and that he under no circumstance can be involved with them. I
feel I made that very clear to him.
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In my view, Mr. MacLean used some unfortunate language in this report,
especially in light of the fact that Brian Lapensee was twenty-one years old and
the girls, who were all in the care of the CAS, were fifteen years old. I find the
reference to the girls’ “promiscuous backgrounds” to be inappropriate and
irrelevant to determining whether or not sexual abuse occurred in the home. Mr.
MacLean acknowledged that, even if an individual is promiscuous, she can still
be sexually assaulted and that promiscuity on the part of the girls would not
excuse Brian Lapensee’s behaviour. I also find disconcerting that Mr. MacLean
concluded that Brian Lapensee could not “be involved” with the girls in the
home. An allegation of a consensual sexual relationship between Brian Lapensee
and a female ward would in itself have been inappropriate. However, the allegation
reported was an unwanted and non-consensual sexual touching and harassment.
Given that this report is submitted to the Ministry and would be provided to the
legal authorities if the matter were further investigated and is kept in the foster
parents’ file, CAS workers should be forthright and explicit in describing the
behaviour that is being investigated or questioned.
The conclusion also references “Brian’s past history.” The CAS was aware that

there had been an issue of inappropriate sexual misconduct on the part of Brian
Lapensee several years earlier, as a result of which a female ward became preg-
nant. Mr. MacLean testified that, at the time, Brian Lapensee was not constantly
living in the home but moving in and out. Each time he moved back, Mr. MacLean
would meet with him and his parents and “have a very frank discussion with
him that he needed to be very careful of his actions.” I think it is unfortunate
that Mr. MacLean was not more specific with respect to the history being referred
to—again for the sake of other individuals or institutions that may have read
this report and made decisions on the basis of it.
I heard evidence at the Inquiry of an incident involving the Lapensees’ other

son, Larry. He had a sexual relationship with a ward in the home who became
pregnant and was placed in a home for unwed mothers. Ian MacLean did not
know about this until the Inquiry, as none of this information was in the Lapensee
file. Mr. MacLean testified that, if he had had this information in 1977, when
he began developing parent-model and specialized foster homes, he might not have
considered the Lapensees as candidates to run a group home. He also agreed
that, given that the event in 1979 was the second time a boy from the Lapensee
family had impregnated a ward entrusted to the care of the Lapensees, the home
should have been closed in 1979. This is a good example of the importance of
accurate record keeping and information sharing. Had Mr. MacLean had this
information, it may have led to the Lapensee home being closed earlier or perhaps
not even opened.
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The serious occurrence report recommended three actions to be taken:

1—That a letter of warning under Section 46(c) of the Child Welfare
Act be sent to Brian Lapensee and recorded.

2—That the Ministry be notified.

3—That a letter be sent to Ed and Alice [Lapensee] containing a copy of
Brian’s letter and recommendations: 1) that Brian never be allowed on
the Group Home premises; 2) that we be notified should he move back
to our area; 3) that all incidents, alleged or otherwise affecting safety or
well being of a child be reported to the CAS social worker immediately
as outlined in our policy; 4) that staff on every shift report in the log.

The report recommendations were all followed. Notably, there was no recom-
mendation to contact the police. Ian MacLean testified that the matter was reported
to the executive director, Tom O’Brien, as was the practice at the time. Mr.
O’Brien was provided with a copy of the serious occurrence report on December
1, 1982, the day after it was completed. According to Mr. MacLean, both Ms
Miller and Mr. MacLean hoped that charges would be laid. Mr. MacLean thought
charges would be laid.
“Standards and Guidelines: Child Abuse” (1981) was adopted to ensure

adequate and uniform service and case management in cases of child abuse by
Children’s Aid Societies. It provides under “Receipt of Complaint” that the
“[p]olice shall be informed of complaints received of alleged child abuse according
to a predetermined plan that will have been worked out jointly by the police and
local Children’s Aid Society.” Under “Police Involvement” it says that “[a] plan
shall be developed jointly by the local Children’s Aid Society and the police to
ensure that there is a cooperative working agreement.”
Mr. MacLean testified that he was not sure if he was aware of this document

prior to his writing of the report in 1982. He testified that the child protection group
should have been familiar with this document in February 1981. At the time, he
was in foster care and special resources. He also testified that the guidelines
applicable to child abuse investigations were not followed. He was unsure what
the practice was but agreed that CAS wards should not have been dealt with
under a different protocol than the provincial policies and guidelines in place at
the time with respect to complaints of child sexual abuse allegations.
As I will discuss further below, in my opinion one of the recommendations

coming out of the CAS investigation of Brian Lapensee should have been to
notify the police. The allegations were sufficient to warrant a police investigation.
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When Roberta Archambault returned to the Lapensee home on December 2,
1982, she was advised by Mary Miller of the allegations against Brian Lapensee
and the subsequent investigation. According to the file recordings, this infor-
mation upset Ms Archambault:

This upset Bertie considerably as she denied Brian had ever made
any advances towards her and also because she had returned to the
GH [group home] planning that she could eventually “graduate”
to the Lapensee family home and from there find a sence [sic] of
family belonging.

Roberta Archambault recalled Mary Miller asking her if Brian had touched her
or made any sexual advances, and she denied that any such events had occurred.
She understood that Ms Miller was asking her this question because another girl
had reported that Brian Lapensee had touched her. She felt that she had “failed”
this girl by not telling Ms Miller what had happened; she explained, “I didn’t
want to live on the streets again.”

Tom O’Brien Reports to the Ministry and MeetsWith the Crown

On December 2, 1982, Mr. O’Brien wrote a letter to Robert Nadon, Ministry
supervisor, enclosing a copy of the serious occurrence report. Mr. Nadon was
advised that there was no further risk to children, as Brian Lapensee had left the
area. Mr. O’Brien also stated that, although he did not expect any action on the
part of the Crown attorney or the police, he had made an appointment to meet with
the Crown attorney.
Mr. O’Brien sent another letter to Mr. Nadon, dated December 6, 1982,

indicating that he and Ian MacLean had met with the Crown attorney. Mr.
MacLean did not know why they had gone to the Crown rather than speaking with
the police first; it was not his decision. He testified that the Crown did not suggest
that it was inappropriate for them to come to him rather than the police and did
not recommend that the police be contacted.
The Lapensees were provided with a copy of the serious occurrence report and

the two letters to Mr. Nadon in addition to a letter from Tom O’Brien dated
December 7, 1982. Mr. O’Brien advised them that the matter had been discussed
with the Crown attorney, who had decided that no further legal action would be
taken. The Crown attorney’s role in this will be further discussed in Chapter 11,
dealing with the institutional response of the Ministry of the Attorney General.
The Ministry supervisor, Robert Nadon, sent a letter to Tom O’Brien on or

around December 14, 1982, indicating that he was satisfied that children in the
Lapensee home were no longer at risk.
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Home Not Closed, Charges Not Laid

This was not the first incident the CAS encountered at the Lapensee group home,
yet the home was still not closed. Ian MacLean did not recall there being any
discussion about closing the home. The fact that Brian Lapensee had moved
away influenced Mr. MacLean’s comfort level with respect to the home.
This group home already had two incidents in which the foster parents’ sons

had engaged in sexual activity with adolescent female wards. I accept that Mr.
MacLean was not aware of the first incident involving Larry Lapensee. Mr.
O’Brien also could not recall knowing of either incident in 1982. However, it is
clear from Mr. MacLean’s testimony and the serious occurrence report that the
CAS was aware at the time of at least the incident in 1979 involving Brian
Lapensee. In 1982, when allegations of sexual molestation were made against
Brian Lapensee, an investigation led Mr. MacLean to conclude that these incidents
and possibly more had occurred. Mr. MacLean testified that he was aware that
what Brian Lapensee allegedly did to at least three girls in the home was possibly
an offence under the Criminal Code. In my opinion, given these circumstances,
the police should have been advised of the allegations and the home should have
been closed. Even if charges were not warranted under the Criminal Code, the
behaviour was such that this was not an acceptable home in which to place chil-
dren and youth in the care of the CAS. The threshold for closing a home due to
misconduct should be lower than the threshold for laying criminal charges. Any
one of the incidents that occurred at the Lapensee home should have been grounds
for considering closing it. More than one incident should have ensured its closure.
Mr. O’Brien, who was the executive director of the CAS at the time of these

incidents, acknowledged that the information about Larry Lapensee would have
been enough to close the home. He agreed that by 1982, given the earlier
behaviour of the two sons, the home needed to be closed: “Knowing what I know
now, I think we should have been much more thorough in our investigations and,
if necessary, taken action to close the home.”

Brian Lapensee Returns to the Lapensee Home

In December 1982, Brian Lapensee returned to the area and was again living in his
parents’ farmhouse. Tom O’Brien and Ian MacLean wrote Brian Lapensee a letter,
dated December 20, 1982, in which they reminded him that he had agreed that he
would leave his parents’ home and have no further contact with the girls in the
Martintown group home. He was advised that any further contact with any of the
girls could result in serious consequences.A copy of this letter was provided to Mr.
Nadon, Ed and Alice Lapensee, and Mary Miller. Mr. MacLean recalled that
Brian Lapensee was in agreement and was willing to follow these conditions.
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Given that it appeared that Brian Lapensee’s departure from the area was a
significant factor in the determination by the CAS that the wards in the home
were no longer at risk, I am surprised that more aggressive action was not taken
upon his return to the area to ensure that he would not pose a threat to the female
wards in the group home.

Roberta Archambault Spends ChristmasWith the Lapensees

As the Christmas holidays approached, it was agreed that Roberta Archambault
could spend two days and one night with the Lapensee family, including
Brian Lapensee, over Christmas on the condition that the parents would
provide constant supervision and ensure that their son was not alone with
Roberta. According to the file recordings, “At that time, Bertie was unwanted by
any of her family in this area and was very unhappy at having no one to spend
Christmas with.”
Correspondence was exchanged between Ed Lapensee and Tom O’Brien,

confirming the conditions on which Roberta could join the family for Christmas
Eve and Christmas Day. In particular, the Lapensees were to assume full respon-
sibility for her during the time she was with the family in the farmhouse, and
she could stay overnight in the farmhouse only when both parents were present.
As to why the CAS made the decision to allow a young female ward to spend

Christmas in the Lapensee home, with Brian Lapensee present, only a few weeks
after specifying that Brian Lapensee was to have no contact with female wards
in the home, Mr. MacLean testified:

... We were faced with a young lady who is now 17 and-a-half,
still a minor but 17 and-a-half years of age; she had been visiting
her parents—her mother. That had broken down and that was quite
disturbing to her.

At that point, she was in—no speaking terms, I believe, with her sister.
She very desperately wanted to have family, again, as I’ve spoken
before, and it was Christmas.

...

On the other side, I had Brian and I had the conditions that we had
laid out, that I was fully aware of with the Ministry. And we made the
decision, I was very much a part of that decision, to allow for the one
night and two days. It was Christmas Eve and Christmas Day for her
to spend, with the conditions.
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Mr. MacLean was aware that allowing an arrangement to depart from the
prohibitions and conditions that had been put into place three weeks prior was a
major departure from the original prohibition. He did not believe that he notified
that Ministry of this departure.
Roberta Archambault stayed with the Lapensees at Christmas, and there was

no report of misconduct at the time.

The EasterWeekend Incident and Roberta Archambault’s Second
Suicide Attempt

In April 1983, Roberta Archambault attended a Lapensee family Easter dinner at
a relative’s house during which there was an incident that led MsArchambault to
accuse Brian Lapensee of making sexual advances towards her. This incident
led to a heated family argument, and MsArchambault spent the night with rela-
tives of the Lapensee family. According to MsArchambault, when she returned
to the Lapensee home the following day, she was told by one of the Lapensees’
daughters that she “had ruined it for everybody” and that now she “didn’t have
a home.” Roberta Archambault testified that she “had nothing” and “had thrown
it all away,” so she bought someAnacin, took the pills, and went to bed “hoping
not to wake up.” The next morning, onApril 5, 1983, she woke up not feeling very
well but did not tell the Lapensees what she had done. At school, she called
Mary Miller, who came to the school and took her to the hospital.
MsArchambault testified that, on the way to the hospital, she told Ms Miller

that the accusations made by the girls in 1982 against Brian Lapensee were true
and that she had lied when asked about him because she “had always been able
to handle Brian and his advances to her and she did not want to hurt Ed and
Alice by telling them the truth.” She desperately wanted to have them as a family.
According to MsArchambault, she was told by Mary Miller that the Ontario

Provincial Police (OPP) would be investigating. She believed that Brian Lapensee
was charged by the police, and she thought it was strange that she was not
interviewed. As will be discussed below, the OPP were never contacted about
this incident.
On April 7, 1983, Mary Miller and Ian MacLean interviewed Roberta

Archambault at the hospital. She told them that she had stayed overnight at the
Lapensee farmhouse onApril 2, 1983. This was the first time the CAS was aware
that MsArchambault had stayed at the farmhouse that night. There had been no
arrangement with the CAS for this overnight visit. Mr. MacLean testified that
he would have expected there to have been a request and special circumstances
set up, as the Lapensees were aware that Roberta was not to stay there and that
Brian Lapensee was not to have contact with female wards.
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Roberta Archambault told the CAS workers that, when she woke up the next
morning, Brian Lapensee was in her bedroom and made a sexual advance towards
her. She then described the family party, the confrontation that ensued, and her
attempt to commit suicide.
Later that day, the Lapensees were interviewed and were told there were two

options. One was to close the home and the second was to ask the Ministry to con-
duct a review of the home and for the Lapensees to follow the recommendations
laid down. Following this interview, Mr. MacLean met with Tom O’Brien, Angelo
Towndale, and other CAS officials. A unanimous decision was made to close
the home, but that the Lapensees would be given the opportunity to resign. Mr.
MacLean could not recall why this opportunity was given to the Lapensees.
As with the incident in late 1982, a serious occurrence report was prepared by

Ian MacLean. His report recommended that: the report be filed with the Ministry;
the police or Crown attorney be consulted on the recommendation of Mr. Robert
Nadon; a deadline for closing the group home, allowing sixty days notice, be
set by Mr. O’Brien, with Mr. Lapensee being asked for a letter of resignation;
and, finally, the three girls then in the Lapensee home be referred to the Place-
ment Committee.
Although the Lapensees were asked for a letter of resignation, the CAS was

going to close the home regardless of whether such a letter was received, according
to Ian MacLean. The recommendation to close the home was based on the fact
that the Lapensees had broken the agreement with the CAS that Brian Lapensee
was to have no contact with any girls in the group home and the girls were not to
stay at the farmhouse. In addition, the CAS was “not prepared to expose [their]
adolescent wards to further chances of sexual harassment from Brian.”
As per the recommendations, the serious occurrence report, dated April 11,

1983, was forwarded to Mr. Nadon.With respect to notifying legal authorities, the
recommendation was that either the Crown attorney or the police be consulted.
In a letter to Executive Director Tom O’Brien, dated April 19, 1983, Mr. Nadon
indicated that he understood Mr. O’Brien would be consulting with the Crown
attorney. Mr. Nadon did not recommend reporting to the police. As with the pre-
vious incident, Mr. O’Brien again contacted the Crown rather than the police.
Tom O’Brien spoke with the Crown attorney,AlainAin, onApril 21, 1983. The

following day, Mr. O’Brien sent Mr. Ain a letter, enclosing a copy of the serious
occurrence report and providing the following opinion:

While it is your decision as to whether charges should be laid, I would
like to take the liberty of giving you my opinion which is that there
would not be a necessity to pursue charges. I’m basing my decision on
three specific items—1) the nature of the sexual advance does not seem
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too serious; 2) since the advance in question was one more in a series of
inappropriate advances we see it as the “straw that broke the camel’s
back” and therefore decided to close this group home. The home is now
closed, though because of a contract we must continue to pay until
sometime in June; and 3) all girls have been removed from this group
home and the licence for the operation of it has been revoked by us.

Mr. O’Brien advised Mr. Nadon in a letter dated April 23, 1983, that the Crown
felt there was no point in pursuing charges against Brian Lapensee at that time.
Mr. O’Brien testified that he went to the highest source for direction, which

was the Crown. He was comfortable basing his decision regarding the proper
way of proceeding on the Crown’s opinion of the case, including the Crown’s
opinion not to lay charges against Brian Lapensee.
In my opinion, the practice of Mr. O’Brien in going to the Crown for direction

illustrates a misunderstanding of the roles of the police and the Crown. It is the
police and not the Crown attorney who decide whether criminal charges will
be laid. It is clear that Mr. O’Brien had no difficulty expressing his opinion to
the Crown that he did not see a need for charges. Again, this is a matter for the
police, not Mr. O’Brien or the Crown. Ian MacLean testified that, at the time, he
did not understand the different roles of the Crown and the police. He thought
going to the Crown was sufficient. Although he knew the police were responsible
for laying charges, he believed that the Crown, upon looking at the evidence,
would recommend that the police be contacted if there were sufficient grounds
to lay a charge.
As I found with respect to the 1982 incident, the CAS should have contacted

the police about the allegations of Ms Archambault in April 1983.
In addition to not contacting the police, the CAS also did not interview female

wards who were placed in the home between 1977 and 1983 to find out if they
had been sexually molested or suffered any sexual advances by Brian Lapensee.
Given the number of incidents involving Brian Lapensee that had come to the
attention of the CAS, this would have been a prudent thing to do. Mr. MacLean
testified that this is something that would be done today.
According to MsArchambault, she was not offered any counselling or help by

the CAS. There is, however, in the file recordings a reference to an appointment
with Dr. Forson onApril 7, 1983, during which MsArchambault was referred to
Dr. Manigat for counselling. Whether or not MsArchambault attended for coun-
selling on that occasion, it is evident from her testimony at the hearings that she
is still experiencing difficulties. She spoke of ongoing health problems that she
attributes to her alleged abuse and a need for ongoing counselling.
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The Lapensees Resign and the Group Home Is Closed

The resignation letter from Mr. Lapensee, dated April 11, 1983, stated:

We now find the heartache, pressure and emotional strain, too
great for us to continue in the capacity of group home parents at
this time.

...

As group home parents we feel that we have taken something away
from our own children. It is time we devout [sic] more of ourselves
to our own family.

Therefore, we must tender our resignations as group home parents,
effective June 11, 1983.

There is nothing in this letter about the problems that occurred within the home
or about the Lapensees being in breach of agreements with the CAS regarding their
son. Mr. MacLean testified that the CAS did not expect the letter to go into any
detail. He explained that he prepared a closing summary for the Lapensee foster
home, which was to be part of the permanent file. This file would be shared with
any other CAS jurisdiction that contacted the CAS of SD&G inquiring about
the Lapensees if they were to move to another jurisdiction and decide to become
foster or group home parents again. Mr. MacLean was very confident that
Children’s Aid Societies in other jurisdictions would be told the real reason
behind the resignation.
The closing summary prepared byMr.MacLean on January 7, 1985, stated in part:

Apart from the excellent care provided in this home, there has been
one recurring negative theme throughout the six years I have worked
in the home. Very early in our group home relationship I had our
female wards complain that Brian Lapensee (youngest son of Ed and
Alice) was attempting to have sexual play with them. At that point,
Brian was about 16 years of age and given a firm warning. In the
fall of 1979 Brian again came to our attention when he left the home
with a 16 year old ward who became pregnant by him and moved
with him to the West. On Brian’s return to the home, he became
involved in drugs and drinking and was again warned that should
he have further involvement with our girls he may be charged and
the home closed.
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Two further serious occurrence reports have been received by this
Agency—both involving Brian Lapensee and sexual advances to our
female wards. As a result, I see no other possible alternative than to
close the home so as to protect our wards from Brian.

... During these recent incidences Mrs. Lapensee tended to turn her anger
back on our girls labelling them as being responsible for the initiation
of the sexual activity and saying that Brian was “victimized.” Only in
the last case did Ed truly begin to accept that Brian was the instigator,
however, [he] was not prepared to take any significant action. At no time
wasAlice ever able to recognize Brian was a problem in the home.
Very hesitantly she would support recommendations controlling Brian’s
activity in the Group Home, but seldom consistently carried through.

This closing summary makes reference to an incident involving Brian Lapensee
when he was sixteen years of age, prior to the 1979 incident. There was no note
of this in the file until this closing summary. Ian MacLean did not believe that
anything was recorded or the Ministry notified of that incident. Mr. MacLean
just spoke to Brian Lapensee and his parents. He could not recall who the
complainant was or anything else about the situation. There was similarly no
reference in the file to the 1979 incident until the 1985 closing summary. There
were in fact no recordings in the Lapensee file between 1973 and the closing
summary in 1985. In my view, the record keeping with respect to the Lapensee
group home was inexcusable. This failure is even more egregious given the
numerous concerns that arose with respect to the Lapensees’ son. To maintain
consistency and ensure that decisions are made with full knowledge and infor-
mation, it is critical that foster and group home files be kept up-to-date and
contain detailed descriptions of any incidents or concerns.

Staff of the Lapensee Group Home

The Lapensee family ran a group home for troubled teenagers for many years. The
group home was staffed in part by some of the Lapensees’ children. Ian MacLean
testified that the CAS would likely not have such an arrangement today because
having family members directly under the responsibility of other family members
can create awkward situations. I agree and would add that, unlike a foster home,
which is modelled after a natural family, a group home is a somewhat different
atmosphere, with many more children in the home and therefore the need for
staff to assist in operating the home. It may be also be more difficult for a child
to report difficulties to the foster parents, given the family dynamic.
Although I have acknowledged several times in this chapter that times have

changed and many things are done differently today than they were twenty or thirty
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years ago, the Lapensee home, in my view, should have been closed down earlier
than it was. The incident in 1979, in which Brian Lapensee impregnated a female
ward, could have been sufficient grounds to close the home.At the very least, there
should have been a discussion among CAS officials about the future of the home.
According to Mr. MacLean, the issue of closing the home was not raised with his
superiors in 1979. He explained that the CAS was in the process of replacing
beds due to the closure of the Second Street group home, which may have been
part of his focus at the time. He acknowledged that, in hindsight, he should have
done things differently.
Although the decision not to close the home in 1979 might be understand-

able given the circumstances, the response of the CAS to the incidents in 1982 and
1983 involving Brian Lapensee was entirely inadequate. The police should have
been contacted. The home should have been closed in 1982. When it was finally
closed in 1983, the Lapensees should not have been allowed to resign. In any
event, the closing summary should have been prepared immediately, especially
given that the Lapensees were permitted to resign with no indication in their
resignation letter as to the circumstances of the home’s closure.
Mr. MacLean, who was a supervisor at the time of the incidents with the

Lapensee home, agreed that in hindsight and with the knowledge he has today,
the home should have been closed earlier. At the time, it was not something he
considered.
At this point, I wish to say a few words about Ian MacLean. Although I have

disagreed with some of the decisions he made in respect to the Lapensee group
home, I find that he was an exceptionally dedicated and compassionate individual
who genuinely had the best interests of the children in CAS care at heart.
Unfortunately, often individuals like Mr. MacLean and others at the CAS are
mentioned only when something goes wrong. And although it is important to
hold people and institutions responsible for mistakes, it is equally important to
recognize the good work and achievements accomplished by these individuals.
Mr. MacLean has worked for over thirty years to ensure that children who have
been abused and/or neglected have somewhere safe to live and grow. For that
he should be commended.
I found Mr. MacLean to be a forthright and honest witness who readily

admitted his errors and appeared to be genuinely interested in ensuring that all
relevant information was put before the Inquiry for my consideration. I also
found his recommendations insightful and helpful.

Roberta Archambault Is Placed in the deRonde Home

After her removal from the Lapensee group home, Roberta Archambault stayed
briefly at the Lalonde home and then was sent to the deRonde home in St.
Andrew’s. She said that things were better there and they tried everything to
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make her a part of their family. She thought that, when she moved into the
deRonde home, they knew what had happened to her, but she found out only
later that they did not know anything about the physical and sexual abuse she
had suffered. Ms Archambault believed that, if the foster parents had been told,
they would have got her the help she needed.
Roberta Archambault left the deRonde home when she was nineteen. After

graduating from high school, she had three months to find a place to live, and
that ended the CAS’s care of her. MsArchambault’s wardship ended in Septem-
ber 1984.

Roberta Archambault Attempts to Access Her CAS File

In or around 1992, Roberta Archambault asked the CAS if she could see her file
from when she was a Crown ward because she thought it would contain some
proof of what had happened to her. Because she had been a ward for close to
fifteen years, she had expected her file to be thick but she received only four or
five pages. When she asked where the rest of her file was, MsArchambault was
told that the CAS could give her only a summary of her file because of other
parties named in her file. She was told that she could not even look at her whole
file. In addition to being disappointed with the lack of information she received,
MsArchambault felt that the content of the file differed from her experience. In
particular, with respect to her time at the Hubert home, she felt as though the
file recordings were talking about somebody else.
In 1994, Roberta Archambault retained a lawyer to try to obtain access to her

CAS records. Some correspondence was exchanged between her lawyer and the
CAS of SD&G, but MsArchambault still did not receive the entire contents of her
file. She was provided with an additional three-page summary. After receiving this
summary, MsArchambault made an appointment to see CAS Executive Director
RichardAbell. She testified that she asked him what happened to the information
she disclosed to Bryan Keough about the Huberts. According to MsArchambault,
Mr.Abell called Mr. Keough, who said that he didn’t write anything down because
he thought she was a liar. Mr. Keough testified that he did not recall any such
phone call with Mr. Abell.
RichardAbell recalled meeting with MsArchambault in 1994 and that she had

been seeking access to her file for several years. During a conversation onAugust
24, 1994, Mr. Abell told her that she would not be getting access to her file. He
testified that this was the policy at the time.
As I will discuss in a later section, the inability of individuals who were in the

care of CAS as children to obtain access to their files is troubling and, in my
opinion, unacceptable.
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Jeannette Antoine

Jeannette Antoine (née Lapointe) was born on September 24, 1960, the youngest
of four girls. Ms Antoine30 and her three older sisters were placed into the care
of the Children’s Aid Society of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas &
Glengarry (CAS of SD&G) at a very young age. She became a temporary ward
on February 6, 1962, and a permanent ward in 1964. She lived in various foster
homes and group homes and alleged she was a victim of both physical and sexual
abuse while a ward of the CAS.
Jeannette Antoine and her sister Lorraine were the two youngest of the four

sisters. They remained with their maternal grandmother until March 5, 1962,
when they were placed in the St. John foster home for a period of two years.
Jeannette’s other two sisters were placed in care elsewhere and were eventually
adopted.
In April 1964, Jeannette and Lorraine were moved to the Martin home in

Cornwall. The St. Johns could no longer foster the children because of Ms St.
John’s health. The sisters remained at the Martin home until August 27, 1964,
when they were both placed on probationary adoption, with Mr. and Ms Taillefer
and their ten-year-old son. The foster mother had a difficult time adapting to life
with the two girls. The adoption process was terminated, and they were removed
from the home on October 27, 1964, and placed again in the St. Martin foster
home. In early 1965, the foster mother reported that the two girls, who slept
together, were frequently engaged in what appeared to be sex play. On July 1,
1965, Jeannette Antoine and her sister were removed from the Martin home and
placed in the Lamarche home, where they gained security and their behaviour
slowly improved. On July 12, 1966, Jeannette and Lorraine were once again
placed on probationary adoption, with the Rowan family in Orillia. The adoptive
placement was of short duration, and the two girls were returned to the care of the
CAS of SD&G on September 15, 1966.

The Reynen Foster Home

Jeannette Antoine and her older sister Lorraine were placed in the Reynen foster
home, located in Ingleside, on September 15, 1966, when Jeannette was five.
The Reynens had a nine-year-old daughter, another foster child, and an adoles-
cent son, aged eighteen, who was home for the weekend when Jeannette and
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Lorraine arrived at the home. There were other foster children placed in the
home from time to time. Mavis Nixon was the children’s childcare worker from
October 1966 to January 6, 1967, when the children were transferred to theAnne
Mitchell, their new worker.
Jeannette Antoine testified that the Reynens were from Holland and would

occasionally return there for visits, during which time the girls would stay at
either the Looyen or the Heemskerk foster homes. I have reviewed the foster
file of Jeannette Antoine, which confirms that they were temporarily placed with
the Looyens while the Reynens were away, but they were placed with the
Heemskerks because they were being considered for adoption. Ms Antoine
testified that they would also stay in one of these homes at times when Ms Reynen
was admitted to the hospital. Ms Antoine testified that she lived in the Reynen
foster home until she was fifteen years old, following which she lived in a number
of group homes.
Jeannette Antoine alleged that she and her sister were both physically and

sexually abused at the Reynen home. She testified that the physical abuse started
within a month of their arrival and that the sexual abuse started approximately four
months later. According to Jeannette Antoine, the foster mother physically abused
the girls on many occasions. The abuse included pulling their hair, slapping
them, punching them, and refusing to feed them. She claimed that the Reynens’
daughter was also physically abusive. MsAntoine recalled the Reynens’ daughter
kicking her sister in the mouth.
Ms Antoine also alleged that Mr. Reynen once took off his belt, chased her

outside, and pushed her. She hit her head on a big rock and ended up with a
concussion and stitches. Although she was taken to the hospital, Ms Antoine
testified that she told people at the hospital that her sister had hurt her because she
was worried that, if she told the truth, Mr. Reynen would do something else to her.
Jeannette Antoine testified that Mr. Reynen started sexually abusing her when

she was about five or six years old. She said that she and her sister shared a bed
in the basement and he would lie down between them and touch them. She
testified that the abuse became more frequent and intrusive, and he eventually had
sexual intercourse with them. According to Ms Antoine, initially she and her
sister did not talk about the abuse, but when she was about twelve or thirteen
years old she started to tell people, including school teachers and CAS workers.

InteractionWith the CASWhile in the Reynen Home

MsAntoine testified that different CAS workers showed up at the home every two
to three months. She recalled that the Reynens were always present, and the
two sisters never had any time alone with CAS workers. She also believed that
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the visits were scheduled in advance, because when the CAS worker showed up
there were dolls and jewellery in their room, which would be put away after the
CAS worker left.
According to Jeannette Antoine, the CAS became involved when she was

hospitalized after she hit her head on a rock. She testified that a worker named
Mavis came to the house after she was released from hospital and advised that she
had been trying to reach MsAntoine but that the Reynens kept giving her excuses
for why she could not come to the phone. MsAntoine testified that she told this
worker that she had received the injury to her head as a result of Mr. Reynen
chasing her. She explained that she had a chance to speak freely to Mavis “for like
2 seconds” before the Reynens came into the room. Although she was able to
convey her message, Ms Antoine testified that her worker did not believe her
and asked Bill Reynen what had happened and that he told her that Lorraine had
pushed Jeannette.
MsAntoine also alleged that a teacher, Mr. Clancy, asked about a bruise on her

sister, which is the bruise she received when the Reynens’ daughter kicked her in
the mouth. Ms Antoine testified that she and her sister told Mr. Clancy about
some of the physical abuse one day. The CAS was contacted and Mavis came to
the school. According to MsAntoine, the sisters told the CAS worker only about
the physical abuse, as they were too scared to talk about everything that was
happening to them. She said the worker took them home and spoke to the Reynens,
who explained that the Reynens’ daughter kicking Lorraine had been an accident.
Jeannette Antoine testified that she told her worker Mavis “bits and pieces”

about the abuse she suffered at the Reynen home. For example, if she had a
bruise on her, she would tell Mavis exactly what happened. I have reviewed the
file, which indicates that Mavis Nixon was their adoption worker at the time
they were placed with the Heemskerks.
Bryan Keough became Jeannette Antoine’s worker in 1972. She was approxi-

mately twelve years old and living at the Reynen foster home.
Ms Antoine testified that Bryan Keough was told about the physical and

sexual abuse at the Reynen home. According to Ms Antoine, she was present
when her sister told Mr. Keough that Bill Reynen was raping her and that she had
to get out of the home. Bryan Keough denied that Lorraine ever told him she
was being sexually abused at the Reynen home. He remained her worker until her
wardship was terminated, and he testified that she never disclosed to him that
she was sexually abused by Mr. Reynen. Although Mr. Keough did move Lorraine
from the home, as will be discussed below, he testified that he had had no
indication at the time that she was being sexually abused.
Jeannette Antoine testified that she told Bryan Keough about both the physical

and the sexual abuse the day that her sister was removed from the home.According
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to MsAntoine, Mr. Keough responded by calling her a liar and telling her that this
was the best foster home the CAS had and she was lucky to be there. MsAntoine
testified that she asked many times to be moved to another home.

Ms Antoine Alleges Abuse at the Looyen and Heemskerk Homes

Jeannette Antoine recalled that she and her sister began going to the Looyen
home within the first year that they were at the Reynen home. MsAntoine testified
that they were abused by Ms Looyen’s father, who would put them on his lap
and touch them. She recalled that the abuse did not begin immediately and might
have started when she was seven or eight years old. According to Ms Antoine,
there was also physical abuse at the Looyen home, and she recalled an incident
where her sister was beaten because the foster mother thought she had ruined
her flowers.
Ms Antoine testified that she and her sister were too scared to report the

abuse in the Looyen home and did not believe anybody observed the abuse they
suffered there. However, she alleged that she told a number of CAS workers
about the abuse later. In particular, she said she told Mr. Keough when he picked
them up at the house and took them back to the Reynens; that she told Françoise
Lepage after she ran away from the Anson home; and that she told Angelo
Towndale at the meeting in March 1976 regarding abuse at the Second Street
group home. Mr. Keough denied receiving this disclosure from Ms Antoine.
He believed that MsAntoine was in the Looyen foster home prior to Mr. Keough
joining the CAS.
The child care file indicates that Jeannette and her sister Lorraine were trans-

ferred to the Heemskerk home for adoption placement on March 22, 1968, but that
they had stayed there a number of weekends prior to the transfer. The adoptive
worker at that time was Mavis Nixon. The Heemskerks already had an adoptive
son. On July 2, 1968, the Heemskerks announced that they could no longer keep
Jeannette Antoine, as she had been engaging in sexual play with their son. The
foster mother also revealed that Jeannette Antoine, who was not yet eight years
old, enjoyed exposing herself to the teenage hired hand and had been observed
stimulating the dog. She indicated at the time that she wanted Jeannette to
be removed but that her sister could stay. On July 3, 1968, there was a case
conference, which included the CAS executive director, Tom O’Brien, regarding
Jeannette’s behaviour. They discussed the possibility of separating Jeannette
from her sister and agreed to do so if this would not traumatize Lorraine.
According to the file recording, Mr. O’Brien also consulted Dr. Irwin, who was
of the opinion that MsAntoine’s problem was not physiological but psychological.
Arrangements were made for Ms Antoine to see Dr. Burns on July 15, 1968.
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On July 11, 1968, the CAS worker was advised that the Heemskerks wanted
both sisters removed. They indicated that Jeannette had been caught twice
engaging in sexual play. The next day, on further examination of the file, Mavis
Nixon also noted the previous incident of sexual play involving Jeannette and her
sister, which I discussed earlier. Jeannette Antoine saw Dr. Burns on July 15,
1968. He was of the opinion that her behaviour was serious and that she could
benefit from treatment. On July 16, 1968, both girls were moved back to the
Reynen foster home. Ms Reynen was advised that Jeannette had been sexually
acting out, and she indicated that her behaviour would be closely monitored. I note
that Ms Reynen and Jeannette Antoine visited Dr. Burns in September and
November 1968 and January 1969, but that the foster mother had not observed
any further regressive behaviour. Ms Connelly was the case worker assigned to
this case, until it was re-assigned to R. Martel in December 1969 and MsWard
in May 1970. The file does not report any difficulties with the placement during
that period of time. A number of workers were assigned to this file until Bryan
Keough became the childcare worker in August 1972.
Jeannette Antoine testified that there was also a lot of physical abuse in the

Heemskerk home, with the foster mother “smacking [them] around.” According
to MsAntoine, she reported this abuse to Bryan Keough when he picked them up
and brought them back to the Reynens’. There are no references in MsAntoine’s
file of her disclosing physical or sexual abuse to Bryan Keough at that time. It is
apparent from the file that Mr. Keough became the caseworker only in 1972,
four years after the two sisters were returned to the Reynen Foster home by
Mavis Nixon.
Ms Antoine initially testified that a ranch handyman who worked for the

Looyens raped her sister and molested her; however, upon being shown a copy
of handwritten notes she made indicating that this abuse happened at the
Heemskerk home, she testified that she must have been confused and did not
remember at which home this happened. I find that, at times, Jeannette Antoine
may have been confused about the location, timing, and details of the events
from her past. This is not surprising given the passage of time, the number of
CAS workers assigned to her file, and the frequency with which she was trans-
ferred in and out of numerous foster homes, all at a very young age.
Although there are no references in the case file to Ms Antoine disclosing

abuse to her CAS workers, the references to sexual behaviour in MsAntoine’s file
should, in my opinion, have alerted the CAS to a potential problem.Although these
entries are not conclusive of any mistreatment, they indicate behaviour that
should cause concern when exhibited by such a young child. Although the CAS
took steps to ascertain a medical or psychological reason for Ms Antoine’s
behaviour it should also have, in my opinion, investigated the foster homes where
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she resided to determine if circumstances in those homes were the root cause
of her sexual behaviour.
Bryan Keough testified that when he became Jeannette Antoine’s worker

in 1972, he read her file but he could not recall making a note of these particu-
lar recordings regarding her sexual behaviour and nobody discussed this matter
with him.

Jeannette Antoine Leaves the Reynen Home

Bryan Keough testified that there were some issues in the Reynen foster home.
The foster mother suffered from depression, and in November 1972 she was
hospitalized due to a nervous breakdown and was released one month later. On
March 15, 1973, Bryan Keough met with Mr. Reynen, who requested that the
children be taken out of his home at the end of the school year. In June 1973, Mr.
Keough had a discussion with a social worker, Pierre Landry, about some of the
problems the foster parents were having, including the foster mother suffering
breakdowns. Despite these issues in the home, the children remained there. Mr.
Keough testified that his reasoning at the time was that the children seemed to be
doing relatively well and that the focus should be on helping Ms Reynen resolve
her problems.
On July 19, 1973, Bryan Keough received a call from Mr. Reynen, who asked

that Lorraine Lapointe be moved out of the home as soon as possible but said that
they had not yet made up their minds about Jeannette. They subsequently decided
that Jeannette could stay. Mr. Keough testified that he did not wonder why Mr.
Reynen wanted Lorraine but not Jeannette out of the home, even though she
was, according to Mr. Keough, a bit of a troublemaker in the home. It never
occurred to Mr. Keough that something sexual had occurred between Mr. Reynen
and Lorraine. Nor did it occur to him to ask Lorraine about whether something
might have happened after Mr. Reynen requested that she be removed. In hind-
sight, he agreed it was strange that Mr. Reynen wanted Lorraine rather than
Jeannette to be removed from the home.
On June 3, 1974, Mr. Keough met with his supervisor, Angelo Towndale, to

discuss Jeannette Antoine’s placement in the Reynen home. Mr. Keough testi-
fied that when the sisters were separated he thought Jeannette Antoine blamed
him and working with her after this was very difficult. He suggested at this
meeting that her file be transferred to a female worker, and it was subsequently
transferred to Françoise Lepage. Ms Antoine remained in the Reynen foster
home until April 1975, when Mr. Reynen requested that she be removed by the
end of the month.
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Jeannette Antoine’s Experience in CAS Group Homes

After leaving the Reynen home, Ms Antoine was placed briefly in the Lisieux
group home, following which she was placed in the Second Street group home.
MsAntoine’s experiences at the Second Street group home are discussed in the
next section. Jeannette Antoine’s last placement with the CAS was in the Anson
group home in Minden.
Although MsAntoine claimed that Bryan Keough remained her worker, Mr.

Keough testified that he was not her worker while she was at the Anson group
home. Mr. Keough ceased being Ms Antoine’s worker in 1974, when the file
was transferred to Ms Lepage. In light of the events at Second Street group home
and the allegations made by Ms Antoine against Mr. Keough, which I discuss
in the next section, I do not believe that Mr. Keough was assigned as MsAntoine’s
worker while she was in theAnson group home. The file indicates that Ms Lepage
was her childcare worker until September 1997, when the file was transferred to
Bill McNally.
While Jeannette Antoine was at theAnson group home, her sister Lorraine got

married. MsAntoine alleged that Bryan Keough drove her to the wedding and he
put her in the trunk, only letting her out twice to go to the bathroom. Mr. Keough
did not recall driving MsAntoine to her sister’s wedding and denied ever placing
her in the trunk of his car. In a statement Ms Antoine gave to Constable Kevin
Malloy of the Cornwall Police Service on January 21, 1990, she said that the
“group home boss David” drove her to Cornwall to see her sister get married.
Although Ms Antoine testified that this was a mistake and insisted that it was
Bryan Keough that drove her, I am unable to conclude that Mr. Keough drove her
to her sister’s wedding or that he placed her in the trunk of his car.
MsAntoine was discharged from theAnson group home on June 19, 1978, and

her file was closed at her request, effective August 27, 1978.

A Difficult Childhood

Jeannette Antoine, unfortunately, had an awful experience as a young child in
foster care. I do not disbelieve that she was physically and sexually abused while
in foster care; however, I am unable to conclude with certainty by whom. I am also
unable to determine with certainty who was made aware of the abuse she suffered,
as there were no specific recordings in her file containing allegations of abuse. The
lack of these entries does not mean that Ms Antoine did not in fact report abuse
to her CAS workers. I have heard evidence from several witnesses, including
from the CAS, that, in the past, children were not believed when they alleged
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abuse at the hands of an adult. In my opinion, all reported allegations of abuse
should be recorded in a child’s file regardless of whether they are believed or
corroborated.
In this case, there were clear indications in the recordings that something was

amiss, including observations about sexualized behaviour on the part of Ms
Antoine when she was very young. In my opinion, signs of abuse were prevalent
in this young girl’s file, and they should have been properly investigated.

The Second Street Group Home

The Second Street group home was established by the Children’s Aid Society
of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of SD&G) in
1975. It was the Society’s first attempt, explained Angelo Towndale, to provide
alternative care for children with behavioural problems who did not function
well in traditional foster homes. It was located in close proximity to the CAS
office. The previous year, the CAS had established a group home on Lisieux
Street in Cornwall for teenage girls who required minimal supervision.
When the Second Street home was opened in 1975, there were no CAS

policies on physical discipline and no written documents stipulating that sexual
overtures towards and relations with CAS wards were prohibited and grounds for
dismissal. There was also no CAS training for the individuals who operated and
worked at the group home. To exacerbate matters, the staff responsible for the
children at the Second Street home were not adequately screened.
Rod Rabey, who worked in the Child Protection Department of the CAS of

SD&G, was selected to operate the Second Street home when it first opened in
1975. Mr. Towndale was involved in the decision to select Mr. Rabey for the
position. Mr. Tom O’Brien was the executive director at the time, but shortly
after the group home opened he left the agency on sick leave.
Mr. Rabey operated the Second Street group home with his wife. Dave Devlin

was a supervisor in the CAS Protection Department and was responsible for
supervising the home. Children who lived in the home continued to have contact
with CAS employees, as each child in the home was assigned a CAS worker.
For example, Bryan Keough had been Jeannette Antoine’s childcare worker since
1972, when she was about twelve years old. MsAntoine moved into the Second
Street home in April 1975. She referred to Mr. Rabey as “excellent,” and she
explained in her testimony that he “didn’t want it as a group home. He wanted it
as a setting for family, everybody pitched in to do everything.”
The feedback on the group home was positive in its first months of operation,

and Mr. Towndale did not recall hearing any complaints or concerns with respect
to the treatment of children in the home in the fall of 1975.
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Unfortunately, Mr. Rabey’s time at the Second Street group home lasted only
a few months. He died suddenly in December 1975, shortly before Christmas.
It was decided by the CAS that Derry Tenger, who worked in the Child Care

Department, would fill Mr. Rabey’s place and run the group home. It is of
significance that CAS officials allowed Mr. Tenger to choose his staff for the
group home without involvement in any of the interviews or the decisions
regarding which individuals would be hired to care for the children at the home.
As Mr. Towndale acknowledged, staff at the home were not screened by the
CAS, the agency did not interview any of the candidates, and the CAS did not
check references of the individuals selected to care for the children at the home.
Hiring the staff was at the sole discretion of Mr. Tenger. In this respect, the CAS
failed to properly screen the group home staff.
Mr. Tenger decided to ask Bryan Keough, a close personal friend, to assist him

and asked the Children’s Aid Society to designate Mr. Keough as the liaison
officer between the group home and the agency. Although Mr. Keough continued
to have a caseload at the CAS, he visited the group home and agreed to help Mr.
Tenger “on a need basis.” Mr. Keough testified that he had about two or three shifts
in the group home, including an overnight shift. He routinely visited the group
home, about twice or three times a week. Mr. Keough was under the supervision
of Angelo Towndale at the CAS. Mr. Tenger also hired Mr. Keough’s brother,
Michael, as a staff member in the group home, as well as Mr. Tenger’s daughter,
Heather. He also hired Jerry MacGillis. To Mr. Towndale’s knowledge, neither Mr.
Tenger nor Mr. Keough had social work degrees or formal training. Mr. Towndale
agreed that they had learned “on the job.”

Bryan Keough’s Knowledge of and Participation in Discipline in the
Second Street Group Home

Bryan Keough did not discuss with the child residents their experiences in the
home, despite his position as the liaison between the CAS and the Second Street
home. He had interactions with the children when he visited the group home
two or three times weekly, and on the shifts in which he was responsible for the
care of the children. He did read the logs prepared by the staff at the group home.
There was a requirement that all punishments administered be reflected in the log.
In addition, a daily log was to be completed on each shift for every child.
Mr. Keough testified that he had witnessed corporal punishment as well as other

forms of discipline of children at the group home. He himself had administered
corporal punishment to a young boy at the Second Street home: he had strapped
the child three or four times on his buttocks.
Mr. Keough witnessed various forms of discipline at the Second Street home.

In the winter months, if the children misbehaved, they were forced to shovel
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snow from one pile to another, which Mr. Tenger referred to as “brainless activity.”
Mr. Tenger also required the children to wash the floor tiles with a toothbrush. The
children were expected to eat all the food on their plate at each meal; any food that
remained on their dishes was reheated and served to them at the next meal.
Mr. Keough would occasionally have coffee with Derry Tenger. Mr. Keough

considered Mr. Tenger a good friend. Mr. Tenger discussed with Mr. Keough
the effectiveness of the discipline practised at the home. Bryan Keough testified
that he “had no serious issues with what” Mr. Tenger was doing at the home.
As a result, he never reported the corporal punishment or other forms of discipline
to his superiors at the Children’s Aid Society.
Bryan Keough acknowledged that he was involved in conduct with C-75 that

was “inappropriate” and an “error in judgment.” On February 28, 1976, on a
Saturday afternoon, Bryan Keough received a call from the Ontario Provincial
Police (OPP) in Long Sault asking him to pick up a runaway teenage girl. Mr.
Keough drove to the police station to retrieve C-75, a CAS ward with whom he
had had no previous contact. Bryan Keough transported C-75 to a receiving
home run by Ms Matte. He brought the girl to a bedroom and instructed her to take
off all her clothing and put on a housecoat. Mr. Keough acknowledged that the
fifteen-year-old girl was physically well-developed. She refused to remove her
clothes, and a physical struggle ensued between her and Mr. Keough. Mr. Keough
forcibly removed the girl’s pants, shirt, and bra. When asked why he forced her
to strip, Mr. Keough explained that, without clothes or shoes, she could not run
away in the winter, particularly if he tied her to the bed, which he proceeded to
do. After he initially tied the girl’s hands and feet to the bed with nylon, she was
able to extricate herself. A further struggle ensued, and he then successfully bound
the girl tightly to the bed. Mr. Keough then left Ms Matte’s receiving home.
Mr. Keough testified that he soon realized that his actions were excessive and

inappropriate—in his words, “totally stupid”—and that he had exercised bad
judgment. He decided to contact his supervisor, Dave Devlin, that night to discuss
the incident. Mr. Devlin immediately reprimanded Mr. Keough. Mr. Keough
testified that this reprimand was “expected because after I left the home I realized
just how big an error in judgment I had made ... [H]e needed to reprimand me
because it was totally inappropriate.” Later that night, Mr. Keough picked up
C-75 at Ms Matte’s receiving home and brought her to the Second Street home.
Bryan Keough saw one of the staff—he believes it was Jerry MacGillis—

strap C-75 with a belt. The corporal punishment administered to this girl was
sanctioned by Mr. Tenger: the director of the group home had ordered Mr.
MacGillis to strap the teenager. Mr. Keough testified that, although he “believed
in corporal punishment,” he had concerns about the physical punishment
administered to C-75 for two reasons. First, the girl was strapped about four or
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five times for behaviour she had (allegedly) engaged in before she became a
resident of the Second Street home. Mr. Keough had just brought C-75 to the
group home as a “new placement,” and, in his view, “when you entered a foster
home or a group home ... you always entered with a clean slate. No matter what
had happened prior to that, you started from a clean slate.” The second reason Mr.
Keough had concerns about the corporal punishment was that Mr. Tenger was
visibly angry when the discipline was administered to the girl; Mr. Tenger’s
voice was loud, his face was red, and he was very upset. Mr. Keough thought
that it was not appropriate to corporally punish a child from a state of anger.
Bryan Keough witnessed the strapping of C-75, saw the circumstances in which
it was administered, and saw Derry Tenger’s rage. He considered this punish-
ment inappropriate, yet he did not report it to his supervisor, Dave Devlin, or to
other officials at the CAS.
Mr. Keough knew that teenage girls at the home had been forced to clean

tiles with a toothbrush and, in the winter, move snow from one pile to another. He
also knew that Mr. Tenger, an intimidating man, wore black clothing, as did his
own brother, Michael Keough, a staff member at the group home.
The following week, Mr. Keough learned that, on the night he brought C-75

to the group home, the teenager had been forced to clean the house, wearing
only a bra and underpants, in the presence of staff—clearly a degrading and
humiliating experience for the fifteen-year-old. Mr. Keough claimed he was
unaware that children in the home were compelled to take cold showers through-
out that night.
It is clear that Bryan Keough was aware of discipline at the group home that

constituted abuse. In my view, he should have reported this abusive behaviour to
his superiors, and he failed to do so. Mr. Keough also used inappropriate methods
of restraint and discipline on children, in particular C-75.

CAS Officials Aware of Problems at Second Street Group Home in
Early 1976

It became apparent to Mr. Towndale, shortly after Mr. Rabey’s death, that there
were problems at the Second Street group home. By February 1976, the acting
director of the Children’s Aid Society was aware that the treatment of the children
in the group home needed to be addressed.
When Tom O’Brien, the executive director of the CAS, went on sick leave in

February 1976, the Board of Directors askedAngelo Towndale to fill his position
until Mr. O’Brien returned. It was at a staff meeting in February, shortly after
becoming acting executive director of the CAS, that Mr. Towndale learned there
were concerns regarding the Second Street group home. Some Board members
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as well as the program supervisor of the Ministry of Community and Social
Services, Steve Charko, attended this meeting. Mr. Towndale was told that Derry
Tenger and other staff at the Second Street group home dressed in black. Dressing
in dark attire was perceived as intimidating for the children at the home. Mr.
Towndale then asked Mr. Devlin to check into things after the meeting. Mr.
Devlin spoke with Mr. Tenger and reported back to Mr. Towndale that there was
“questionable” discipline administered to the children by staff at the home.
Mr. Towndale spoke with Mr. Tenger about the discipline issue. Mr. Tenger
challenged him on his objection to corporal punishment, given that there were no
policies at the CAS on this issue at the time.
Mr. Towndale and Mr. Keough both testified that they knew there were no

standards or guidelines at the CAS regarding corporal punishment. They both
indicated that different attitudes existed among CAS staff as to the appropriate-
ness of corporal punishment and the extent of physical discipline that was
acceptable for children under the care of the agency. When CAS social workers
assessed foster homes, it was within the discretion of the individual social worker
to determine whether the physical treatment of the children was excessive. In
this regard, Mr. Keough noted that there were “different views ... from yes to
no to in between. It was all over the scale. There was no policy, so it was all left
to personal opinion, personal views.”
Mr. Towndale had concerns about the physical treatment of the children at

the Second Street group home as well as other foster homes under the jurisdiction
of the CAS of SD&G. Notwithstanding his concern, it does not appear that any
action was taken other than the confrontation with Mr. Tenger. At the Board of
Directors meeting on March 2, 1976, it was announced that, at the annual meeting
scheduled later that month on March 24, 1976, a discussion on discipline with
panel members and a moderator would take place. Mr. Towndale selected this
topic for discussion because he thought his agency needed to address this issue,
particularly because of concerns raised regarding corporal punishment at group
homes and other foster homes.
On March 5, 1976, Mr. Towndale, Dave Devlin, and board member Canon

Sidney Irwin met with staff from the Second Street home, including director
Derry Tenger, Michael Keough, and Bryan Keough. The purpose of the meeting
was to discuss the physical punishment administered to the children at the home.
Mr. Irwin, a member of the Board in 1976, was the Rector of Trinity Anglican

Church in Cornwall. Derry Tenger had been the organist and choirmaster at
Trinity Church.
At the meeting, Mr. Towndale and Mr. Devlin made it clear that they were

opposed to physical punishment. Mr. Tenger told the CAS officials that physical
punishment was an important part of his program at the group home and that he
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was reluctant to give it up. Mr. Tenger also stressed that no policy existed at the
CAS on corporal punishment. Mr. Towndale responded that this type of discipline
was not acceptable. Mr. Tenger disagreed. He was instructed to exercise caution
in his administration of physical punishment to the children until such time as
the CAS developed a policy on what constituted inappropriate physical disci-
pline by staff.
Mr. Towndale, as acting executive director of the CAS, had a duty to ensure

children under the care of the CAS were safe. His instruction to Mr. Tenger to
exercise caution was clearly insufficient at that time; rather, he should have directed
Mr. Tenger to completely refrain from using physical punishment. Furthermore,
after this meeting, the CAS should have begun actively developing a policy
regarding inappropriate physical discipline by staff.

Residents Run Away From the Second Street Home: Complaints by
Children of Sexual Conduct and Excessive Physical Punishment

On Sunday, March 7, 1976, three female youths from the Second Street home ran
away.When they were picked up by the police, the girls complained that they were
strapped at the group home. The girls were also very worried they would receive
further beatings as punishment for fleeing the home.
In fact, the following day, Derry Tenger and Michael Keough asked Angelo

Towndale if they could strap the three girls as punishment for their behaviour. Mr.
Towndale refused to grant permission, and he contacted the Chair of the Personnel
Committee at the CAS, Ms Labekovski, and a meeting of the committee was
arranged for the next day, March 9, 1976.
Mr. Towndale thought that he should speak to the children to gather infor-

mation on their treatment at the group home. The acting executive director decided
to hold interviews at the CAS offices and speak to each child individually. The
girls were interviewed by Sister Theresa Quesnelle, who operated the group
home for teenage girls in Cornwall, and Peggy Follon. Together with Mary
Gratton, Mr. Towndale interviewed the boys who lived at the group home.
C-75 described the incidents that had occurred the evening she had been

picked up by Bryan Keough at the OPP Long Sault Detachment and taken to
Ms Matte’s receiving home. She had been brought to a bedroom and ordered by
Mr. Keough to strip off her clothes. When she refused, Mr. Keough, physically
struggled with her and removed her pants, shirt, and bra. She was then given a
housecoat. Mr. Keough then bound her hands and feet with nylon and locked
the door. The girl said that she was bound for about six hours and that her hands
became sore and swollen. When she was brought to the group home, she was
strapped, forced to remove her clothes, and required to do housework throughout
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the night in her bra and underpants “in front of staff,” clearly a humiliating
experience. The girl was also forced to take cold showers that night as a form of
discipline. She was not permitted to attend school for the week. Sister Theresa
Quesnelle and Ms Follon saw bruises on the girl’s buttocks. This was one week
after she had received these beatings, yet the physical marks of these punish-
ments on her body were clearly visible.
C-75 had a scheduled court appearance regarding her wardship soon thereafter.

She said it was her intention to inform the judge of her experiences in the Second
Street home and her treatment by staff and by Bryan Keough.
In these interviews, CAS officials also learned that, at the Second Street group

home:

• children were forced to wash the floors with a toothbrush;
• children were required to get up at five o’clock in the morning and
shovel a huge pile of snow from one side of the yard to another, for
hours;

• children were forced to kneel for hours in a corner on a pile of beans,
with arms above their heads—if they lowered their arms, they were
strapped;

• a boy was strapped every night for a week because he had jumped on
the bed and had been noisy at night;

• a boy said he was afraid to ask for glasses and needed clothing;
• the children were sometimes strapped in front of staff and other children
at the home;

• one girl was strapped by the staff member she liked best, and Mr.
Tenger had compelled the staff member to hit the girl with greater force.

Clearly, the information conveyed to the CAS officials by these wards raised
serious questions about physical, sexual, and psychological abuse of children
under the care of the Children’s Aid Society. Mr. Towndale considered this
treatment of the children “demeaning, quite harsh, unacceptable” and “very
inappropriate.”
These interviews with the children focused on physical discipline. The

children were not asked questions during the CAS interviews about sexually
inappropriate behaviour at the Second Street home; this issue was not probed.
This was despite the fact that Mr. Towndale knew that female wards had had their
clothes removed and that they had been required to do housework in their bra and
underpants, and that Bryan Keough had taken off C-75’s clothes and bound
her. Mr. Towndale agreed at the hearings that this conduct had a sexual dimension.
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Mr. Towndale considered the treatment of C-75, a temporary ward with the
CAS, appalling.
Mr. Towndale had serious concerns about Derry Tenger’s treatment of the

children at the Second Street group home, but he did not know how to deal with
this objectionable and, in his view, egregious conduct. He testified that no CAS
policies addressed this issue, and Mr. O’Brien was not available for advice. Mr.
Towndale did not contact the Ministry of Community and Social Services for
guidance or advice on how to handle the situation.
On March 9, 1976, the Personnel Committee of the Children’sAid Society met.

Mr. Towndale, Mr. Devlin, Ms Gratton, and Sister Theresa Quesnelle were also
present. A report of the children’s interviews was presented to the committee.
Mr. Towndale had previously arranged to have speakers at the meeting. John
McKee, the director of Laurencrest youth facility, had been invited to address
the meeting and present his views on corporal punishment. He made it clear that
corporal punishment was never used at Laurencrest and, in his view, that such
punishment had no value in terms of long-term behavioural change. He was a
proponent of behavioural modification, which he stated had been very successful
at Laurencrest. At the meeting, the Children’s Aid Society lawyer addressed the
legal ramifications of corporal punishment.
At that juncture, it was decided that Derry Tenger, Bryan Keough, and Michael

Keough should join the meeting to discuss their views on physical punishment and
other forms of discipline administered at the Second Street home. These men
verified that the statements of the children were accurate. However, both the
director and staff from the group home “felt that their actions were justified”
and that “the behaviour of the children had greatly improved” as a result of the
punishments administered to them. It was a “very emotional meeting,” and a
wide array of views on appropriate discipline of wards of the CAS were expressed.
Bryan Keough described the meeting as “very heated.”
A motion was passed at the CAS Personnel Committee meeting that staff at

the Second Street group home refrain from strapping the children and that, if
isolation of the child were considered necessary, it should not exceed twenty-
four hours and that the child should be provided with a bed and bedclothes. The
Personnel Committee considered the information from the Second Street home
very significant and serious, thought that further investigation should be pursued,
and agreed that CAS protocols should be developed.
The adoption of the motion was a step in the right direction but the CAS

should have been more proactive, given the reaction of the director and staff of
the Second Street home, who clearly did not agree with the views of the CAS
Personnel Committee.
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Five Children Run Away From the Second Street Home

On March 10, 1976, the day following the meeting of the CAS Personnel Com-
mittee, five children, one of whom was Jeannette Antoine, ran away from the
Second Street home. Jeannette and another ward, Freddie, came to the CAS
office and asked to speak to Sister Theresa and Ms Follon. Ms Antoine told Ms
Follon and Ms Labekovski that she had been strapped twice in one day because
she had lost her mittens. The CAS staff were also told that Freddie had been
strapped for losing his place in his prayer book in church and for talking at night
after lights went out. The children were afraid to return to the group home.
Ms Follon brought the children to her home for supper, and Jeannette and

Freddie disclosed that the other children were hiding in a cottage in Summerstown.
Dave Devlin transported the children to the Second Street home that evening.
It is noteworthy that C-75, one of the residents of the home, was in court the
same day the children ran away from the group home. The judge recommended
that her wardship be terminated because of extreme disciplinary measures at the
Second Street home.
By March 11, 1976, Mr. Towndale had decided that the situation at the group

home had deteriorated to such an extent that he should remove Mr. Tenger
immediately as director. Because there was no CAS policy on physical punish-
ment and because Mr. Towndale did not feel he had the full support of the Board,
he asked Mr. Tenger to return to his former position at the CAS and did not take
any action to terminate his employment. Mr. Tenger made it clear that he had
no intention of returning to his former position. Mr. Towndale gave him one
week to think about the offer. Dick Mulligan, another CAS employee, replaced
Mr. Tenger. The staff at the group home were upset and hostile about the removal
of Mr. Tenger by the CAS. They also were required to leave the Second Street
home for a one-week period.
Mr. Towndale claimed that he went to the Board to receive direction because

he was concerned about lawsuits that could result from his decision to termi-
nate the employment of CAS staff. He testified that “Children’s Aid was under
immense financial pressure at that time” and that the Ministry of Community
and Social Services had a “very low profile” because, at that time, children had
“no voice.” Mr. Towndale explained that he went to the Board to get some
“direction” about actions to take regarding the inappropriate treatment of children
at the group home but did not receive definitive guidance:

So I went to the governing body and said there is a problem and what
do we do? And people were all divided on that issue. So how do I go
ahead an [sic] fire somebody and—on principle, maybe I should have
done that at that time, but I didn’t do it.
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At the Personnel Committee meeting on March 17, 1976, it became clear that staff
at the group home were still not receptive to other ways of disciplining the
children. Moreover, Mr. Tenger had refused to attend this meeting. Staff at the
home insisted that other methods were not effective:

They felt that other methods like removal of privileges or behaviour
modification or grounding were too easy—“like patting a child on the
head and saying naughty boy.” They talked about discontinuing a
hyperactive child’s medication ...

The reason why Jerry was forced to strap [C-85] against his will, was
because up until then [C-85] had an infatuation towards Jerry and the
kids would respect Jerry’s authority, because up until then, he had been
ineffective in disciplining them and Mr. Tenger felt the kids would
behave better for him if they knew he strapped too.

Members of the Personnel Committee decided that existing staff at the Second
Street group home could not work with a new director who believed in behavioural
modification and less negative, non-physical methods of disciplining the children.
A written record of the meeting stated that staff “were not willing to learn new
ways of discipline and voiced contempt for other more positive theories suggested
to them. They showed a hostility and contempt for the Committee.” The CAS
committee decided that the current director and staff of the group home should
submit their resignations to the Board immediately. Resignations were received
in the next two days.
It is of significance that Bryan Keough was not asked to resign and was

permitted to remain on staff at the CAS. Mr. Keough was under Mr. Towndale’s
supervision. Mr. Towndale considered Mr. Keough’s behaviour appalling, yet
no serious disciplinary measures were taken against this CAS staff worker. Mr.
Towndale acknowledged at the hearings that, in hindsight, perhaps he should
have terminated the employment of staff such as Bryan Keough for inappropriate
treatment of children. At the hearings, Mr. Towndale stated that Mr. Keough was
not fired because that was a decision of the Personnel Committee and the CAS
Board was divided.
Bryan Keough testified that Mr. Towndale met with him shortly thereafter,

to express his disappointment in Mr. Keough’s behaviour and to inform him that
a reprimand would be placed in his personnel file.
Mr. Towndale’s decision to place a reprimand in Mr. Keough’s file was

insufficient in my view. The CAS had received information on Mr. Keough’s
handling of C-75 from Mr. Keough himself and from C-75. It is noteworthy
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that the handling of C-75 by the CAS was discussed before a judge, who decided
to terminate her wardship. There was sufficient information available to Mr.
Towndale to take action against Mr. Keough. He should have reported the matter
to the police.
At the CAS Annual Meeting on March 24, 1976, speakers selected by Mr.

Towndale made presentations on corporal punishment. Different views were
elicited.Yet the CAS did not develop a policy on physical discipline of children
at that time. Mr. Towndale was not successful in developing a protocol on
unacceptable physical treatment of children under the care of the CAS.
When Mr. O’Brien returned to the CAS inApril 1976 after his sick leave and

resumed his position as executive director, he was briefed by Mr. Towndale
regarding the treatment of children at the Second Street group home and the
actions of Mr. Towndale, the Personnel Committee, and the Board of Directors.
Mr. O’Brien took no steps to ensure that Bryan Keough was adequately disciplined
for his inappropriate behaviour with the children at the group home. Nor did
Mr. O’Brien ensure that the allegations made against the staff by the children at
the home were investigated further or reported to the police. Nor did Mr. O’Brien,
after learning about the treatment of the children, develop a policy on the
procedures for current CAS wards who allege they were abused by an employee
of the CAS. Nor did he develop a written policy on reporting such internal matters
to the police. Mr. O’Brien stated that “I didn’t at the time but if you asked me if
I were there today would I do it, I’d say yes, I’d develop a policy.”
Mr. O’Brien knew that Derry Tenger, Michael Keough, and others dressed

in black. Although he considered it peculiar, he did not take any action to ensure
that they dressed differently. The executive director did not invoke any measures
to ensure that the children in the Second Street home did not feel intimidated
by the dark clothing worn each day by the supervisor and staff at the group home
operated by the CAS.

Ian MacLean Is Unsuccessful at Introducing Position Changes at the
Group Home

Derry Tenger was replaced by Dick Mulligan, and new staff were hired for the
Second Street home. Ian MacLean joined the CAS of Stormont, Dundas &
Glengarry in 1976. From June 1976 until February 1977, Mr. MacLean was the
liaison between the agency and the Second Street home. When he assumed this
position, he was told that staff at the home had been fired and that there had
been excessive discipline of children at the CAS-operated group home. Mr.
MacLean reported to Mr. Towndale and Mr. Devlin initially; after a month in
his position as liaison, he reported solely to Mr. Devlin.
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There were three male staff and six adolescent residents, mostly girls, when
Mr. MacLean assumed the role as liaison of the group home. The three staff
were John Primeau, Raymonde Houde, and Al Herrington. It quickly became
apparent to Mr. MacLean that there were no policies in place or set routines at the
Second Street home. Each day, the individual staff worker would decide what
activities would take place at the home—for example, wake-up time, bedtime, and
chores were left to the discretion of individual staff members.
It was Mr. MacLean’s responsibility to develop a behavioural management

program and a routine for the group home. He was also asked to develop a team
approach for staff working with the children at the home. But it soon became
evident to Mr. MacLean that it would be difficult to implement such programs,
schedules, and team building at the home. Mr. MacLean did have meetings with
staff, and he did develop protocols and programs. But he did not feel that he had
the authority to require the staff at the home to adhere to his proposed schedules
and to his suggestions regarding interactions with the children.
Mr. MacLean testified that it would have been beneficial if he had been fully

apprised of the history of and treatment of the children at the Second Street
group home when he became the liaison. He stated that he could have been more
attentive to red flags regarding possible abuse—sexual or physical—of the
children who resided in the home. He also stated that he would have had a better
understanding of the children and would have ensured that the programming
was tailored to their needs. He also claimed that, if he had had knowledge of
the history of the treatment of the children, he would have taken appropriate
actions to ensure that the current staff received adequate training regarding
appropriate disciplinary measures. However, it is clear that Mr. MacLean did
not take measures to obtain the particulars on the historical treatment of the
children at the home before he became the liaison. He testified at the hearings that
“there was no reason for me to do that and I was too busy, frankly.”
Mr. MacLean believed that it was important for female staff to be hired at

the Second Street group home. As he said at the Inquiry, in assessing risk factors
and considering “wise management” practices, Mr. MacLean thought female
staff should be on duty, particularly in the evenings when the female wards were
at the home. He spoke to Mr. O’Brien, Mr. Towndale, and Mr. Devlin about his
concern and stressed that “we needed female staff in that home; that I felt very
uncomfortable—that it was very unwise for them to have three male staff and the
adolescent girls that were in that home.”
John Primeau was one of the staff at the home about whom Mr. MacLean

had concerns. Mr. Primeau would routinely take female adolescents from the
Second Street home on outings. Mr. MacLean made it clear to Mr. Primeau
that he opposed this practice and considered it risky and dangerous. However,
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Mr. Primeau did not adhere to Mr. MacLean’s advice and continued to engage in
this behaviour. Moreover, Mr. Primeau did not comply with the routine he had
agreed to follow with Mr. MacLean regarding the activities and schedules for
the children at the home. Mr. MacLean decided to raise Mr. Primeau’s behaviour
with his supervisor, Mr. Devlin, in July andAugust 1976. As Mr. MacLean said
in his evidence, “The more I worked with John, the higher my anxiety level.”
John Primeau was always “distant” from Mr. MacLean; the CAS liaison “never
felt” that Mr. Primeau “was a working member” or a “committed member to the
team.” In early September 1976, a female staff worker was hired for the Second
Street home who, Mr. MacLean expected, would be the “eyes and ears” for him.
Despite Mr. MacLean’s concerns about Mr. Primeau’s refusal to follow the

rules in the Second Street home and his continued excursions with female resi-
dents at the home, Mr. MacLean did not discuss with these adolescents what
was going on during these outings. Nor did Mr. MacLean inform these teenagers
of their rights in the event that anything untoward took place. This omission was
despite the fact that he knew that children who have been abused often fail to
disclose inappropriate behaviour for many reasons, including fear or guilt. In
my view, Mr. MacLean failed to take appropriate action against John Primeau, a
worker he knew to be acting contrary to the rules of the group home. He also
should have taken some steps to satisfy himself that nothing inappropriate was
happening between John Primeau and the adolescents in the home.
Had Mr. MacLean engaged the adolescents at the home in discussions, he

would have likely learned about other questionable methods of discipline at the
Second Street home, such as the improper use of restraints. He stated that he
knew that restraints were being used on the children but was unaware of the
particular techniques that were being practised. For example, one of the staff
members, Raymonde Houde, told the Cornwall police in 1994 that a regular
method of discipline was forcing the children to lie on their stomach with their
hands behind their back while a worker sat on them. Mr. Houde stated that “[t]his
method was shown to me by John Primeau and all the workers in the home used
it.” Despite the problems that had existed previously at the Second Street home
when Mr. Tenger was the director, the CAS Board had not passed a written policy
on discipline.
A former resident of the home alleged that a group home worker named

“John” had fondled her and placed her under restraints. Mr. MacLean testified that
he was unaware of sexual misconduct at the group home in 1976.As I discuss later
in this chapter, allegations were subsequently made in 1994 by two former wards
from the home that John Primeau engaged in sexual conduct with them. In an
interview by a Cornwall Police Service Constable (ShawnWhite) in 1994, a girl
alleged that Mr. Primeau sexually touched and sexually assaulted her.
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In the early months of 1977, Mr. MacLean informed Mr. O’Brien that the
operation of the group home was becoming too expensive for the CAS. In
February 1977, the Board decided to close the Second Street home. Mr. MacLean
understood that the reason for the closing was strictly financial and that it had
nothing to do with any allegations of wrongdoing—physical or sexual—by staff
to the children under the care of the CAS.

Jeannette Antoine Discloses to the CAS AbuseWhen SheWas a
Ward of the Agency

In 1989, Greg Bell and Suzie Robinson were assigned by the CAS to investigate
allegations against Jeannette Antoine of physical abuse of her nine-year-old-
child. It was during the course of this investigation that Ms Antoine disclosed
to these CAS workers that she had been abused as a child when she was a ward
of the Children’s Aid Society.
One of the people Ms Antoine alleged had abused her was Bryan Keough, a

colleague of Mr. Bell’s. Over the course of a few meetings in 1989, MsAntoine
told Mr. Bell and Ms Robinson that she and other children had been abused by
staff at the Second Street group home. She was particularly concerned that Bryan
Keough remained in the employment of the CAS and continued to have contact
with children. Mr. Bell joined the CAS of SD&G in 1982, several years after
the Second Street home was closed by the CAS. Mr. Bell was disturbed to learn
of the allegations of abuse at the group home. He contacted the Cornwall
Community Police Service (CPS).
Mr. Bell reported MsAntoine’s allegations of historical abuse to Tom O’Brien,

the executive director of the Children’sAid Society, and Bob Smith, a supervisor
at the Society, on August 21, 1989. Mr. O’Brien instructed Mr. Bell and Ms
Robinson to continue their investigation regarding JeannetteAntoine’s child. In the
meantime, the executive director reviewed the following documents: the state-
ment signed by Ms Antoine, which provided details of her allegations of abuse
when she was under the care of the CAS; Suzie Robinson’s notes of her meetings
with MsAntoine; and minutes of the Personnel Committee meeting concerning the
Second Street home, which had been placed in a confidential file.
OnAugust 23, 1989, Mr. O’Brien instructed Mr. Bell and Ms Robinson not to

concern themselves with Jeannette Antoine’s allegations of historical abuse and
told them he would contact her. That same day, he telephoned Ms Antoine
and advised her that the CAS social workers to whom she had disclosed the
allegations of historical abuse “would not be dealing with past issues since it
was not part of their position,” but that Mr. O’Brien was willing to meet with
her. MsAntoine told the CAS executive director that children at the group home
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had been subjected to harsh corporal punishment. She also stated that there
had been sexual abuse but it was not clear to Mr. O’Brien whether Ms Antoine,
or the other children at the home, had been subjected to the sexual conduct.
Jeannette Antoine could not understand why the CAS had not terminated the
employment of Bryan Keough for his inappropriate behaviour at the Second
Street group home.
Mr. O’Brien decided to discuss these issues with Angelo Towndale upon his

return from holiday, as Mr. Towndale had been involved in the group home in the
spring of 1976, when Mr. O’Brien was on sick leave. A meeting attended by
Mr. Towndale, Mr. O’Brien, and Bill Carriere was held on September 8, 1989, to
discuss what actions the CAS should take regarding MsAntoine’s “accusations
and concerns.” It was agreed that the president of the Board of the CAS should
be advised of the allegations and that a meeting should be arranged with the
Cornwall police and the Crown to receive their input. It was also suggested that
Mr. O’Brien contact other CAS executive directors, such as those in Ottawa and
Renfrew, to obtain information on how these agencies handled allegations of
abuse by staff employed by the agency. Mr. O’Brien did not know how to deal with
such allegations against CAS staff. The matter was also discussed with Lenore
Jones, the program supervisor in Ottawa at the Ministry of Community and
Social Services, who believed that action should be taken regarding these historical
allegations of abuse. Ms Jones also recommended that an outside body, not the
CAS of SD&G, ought to deal with these allegations. The September 8, 1989,
notes of Mr. O’Brien say:

This case has been discussed verbally with our programme supervisor,
Lenore Jones, who encouraged action and suggested that the Agency
itself might not be the best body to deal with the present situation as
our action could be perceived as whitewashing the situation.

As Mr. Carriere stated, the purpose of the September 8, 1989, meeting was to
brainstorm on how to handle the serious matter of allegations of abuse against CAS
staff, which was “new territory” for the agency:

We hadn’t, certainly in my experience at the Agency up to this point
in time, ever had anything like this and I’d be fairly certain that’s why
there’s the reference to checking with other Children’s Aid Societies
because it’s just completely new territory for us.

There was no policy or protocol regarding the procedure to follow when
allegations of abuse were made against staff or employees of the CAS.
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Mr. Towndale continued to believe that the behaviour of staff at the Second
Street home had been completely unacceptable. The physical punishments had
been excessive and there had been a sexual dimension to the treatment of the
girls in the home. Mr. O’Brien, he said, had been “fully informed” of this
immediately upon his return to the agency after his sick leave in 1976.
On September 25, 1989, a meeting was held with Crown Attorney Don

Johnson, Deputy Chief Joseph St. Denis of the Cornwall police, and Inspector
Richard Trew. Strapping at the group home was discussed, and it was concluded
that this did not constitute a violation of the Criminal Code. It was proposed
that Mr. O’Brien send a registered letter to Jeannette Antoine attaching the
CAS complaints procedure and inviting her to again meet with him. It was
also suggested that, if MsAntoine did not take any further action, there need be
nothing further done.
A few days later, Mr. O’Brien met with Greg Bell, Suzie Robinson, Bill

Carriere, andAngelo Towndale to reviewMsAntoine’s statement. In Mr. O’Brien’s
opinion, some of her allegations were true, others were exaggerated, and some
lacked merit. Mr. Bell and Ms Robinson made it clear that it was Ms Antoine’s
desire that Bryan Keough’s employment be terminated by the CAS. Questions
were raised at the meeting regarding the “wisdom” of asking Ms Antoine to
meet with Mr. O’Brien again, given that she considered the CAS executive director
“as part of the system for which she really has little use.”
On September 29, 1989, after again meeting with Mr. Towndale and Bill

Carriere, Mr. O’Brien and his two senior officials decided the agency should
“very quickly contact the police again,” because information contained in Suzie
Robinson’s notes suggested that “inappropriate sexual behaviour” was engaged
in by “staff when the group home was in operation.” They decided that the police
should be given copies of Jeannette Antoine’s statement, Suzie Robinson’s notes,
as well as the minutes of the Personnel Committee meetings, once this was
discussed with the president and vice-president of the CAS Board.
On October 2, 1989, Mr. O’Brien met with Deputy Chief St. Denis and Staff

Sergeant BrendonWells. The Deputy Chief was surprised that Mr. O’Brien was
meeting with him again, given that Mr. O’Brien had recently met with the
Cornwall police and the Crown to discuss the Antoine allegations of historical
abuse. Mr. O’Brien explained that when he re-read Ms Robinson’s notes on the
allegations of sexual behaviour by staff, it “changed the situation” for him, and,
as a result, Mr. O’Brien “felt” that he had “no option” but to contact the Cornwall
police again. Mr. O’Brien also spoke to CrownAttorney Don Johnson to convey
the information about the sexual misconduct alleged by MsAntoine and offered
to send the material to the Crown. Mr. Johnson replied that this was not necessary,
as the police would notify him if they intended to pursue the matter.
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There are no notes or records from Mr. O’Brien to confirm that he spoke to
Bryan Keough in September 1989 to discuss these allegations of abuse. Mr.
O’Brien testified that, despite receiving allegations against Mr. Keough that
he sexually and physically abused children under the care of the CAS, he did
not consider suspending his employment. Mr. O’Brien said, “I was unsure of
what to do because I wasn’t sure of the validity of some of the information.”Yet
Mr. Keough had admitted to inappropriate conduct with wards of the CAS as
early as 1976.
Mr. O’Brien claimed that he was not concerned about the fact that Mr. Keough

continued to supervise children under the care of the CAS. Yet Mr. O’Brien
acknowledged that he did not agree with Bryan Keough’s view of physical
discipline and considered it excessive, rigid, and unduly harsh. At that time,
Mr. Keough trained foster parents and supervised six specialized foster homes.
Mr. O’Brien allowed Mr. Keough to continue supervising foster children and to
provide advice and guidance to foster parents on such matters as physical disci-
pline of children under their care. Mr. O’Brien testified that, although this did not
concern him at the time, in hindsight, had he thought about the issues then, he
“would have been much more cautious.”
Mr. Keough remained a child protection worker at the CAS of SD&G and

continued to have contact with foster children. Upon learning of Ms Antoine’s
allegations, Mr. O’Brien did not take any measures to suspend Mr. Keough or
otherwise restrict his duties. Mr. O’Brien took the position that the Cornwall
police were investigating the matter, and therefore it was not necessary for him
to meet with Mr. Keough in 1989 to discuss the allegations or to impose any
disciplinary measures on his staff member.
Mr. O’Brien acknowledged in his testimony that having an outside agency

conduct an investigation of an employee at the CAS of SD&G would “probably
be more objective.”
Mr. O’Brien telephoned Staff Sergeant Wells at the Cornwall Police Service

on October 23, 1989, to find out the status of the case. He was told that Staff
Sergeant Wells had been away on holiday, and that the Antoine case had been
turned over to Constable Kevin Malloy. The CAS executive director was told
that when Constable Malloy reported to Staff Sergeant Wells on the Antoine
matter, the CAS would then be advised.
Time passed. As is discussed in Chapter 6, on the institutional response of

the Cornwall Police Service, Mr. O’Brien again contacted the CPS in December
1989 to discuss the status of theAntoine investigation with Constable Malloy. The
Constable reported that he had approached JeannetteAntoine regarding her desire
to pursue the investigation, but that she had said she would think about it. He
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told Mr. O’Brien that he intended to “close” the case before Christmas but, in a
subsequent conversation, Constable Malloy told Mr. O’Brien that the case would
be closed in January 1990, as he did not have the time to do so in 1989.
Tom O’Brien inscribed the following in his notes of December 22, 1989: “If

Det. Malloy does not contact me again prior to the middle of January, I will get
in touch with Deputy Chief Joe St. Denis to learn of the current situation.”
The delays and problems in the CPS investigation of the Antoine matter are

discussed in detail in Chapter 6, on the institutional response of the Cornwall
Police Service.

Bryan Keough’s Application to Adopt a Child

Bryan Keough was not aware of the Antoine allegations of abuse until February
1990, when he applied to adopt a child who was under the care of the CAS.
Mr. Keough had developed a relationship with this child.
On January 23, 1990, senior CAS officials met to discuss how the agency

should handle Bryan Keough’s application to be a foster parent with the inten-
tion of adopting the child. (At this time, Richard Abell had recently joined the
agency and was clinical director.) Tom O’Brien, RichardAbell, and Ian MacLean
thought that an outside agency should be responsible for the home study for Mr.
Keough’s application. These senior CAS officials had two concerns. First, if CAS
staff from Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry conducted the home study, “would it not
appear to indicate that we are quite prepared to seriously consider the Keoughs as
foster parents with the further intention of adopting the child”? Second, the officials
questioned whether a home study should even be undertaken at this time, as the
outcome of the investigation by the Cornwall police was not yet known. It was
uncertain whether the police and Crown would proceed with criminal charges as
a result of the complaint by JeannetteAntoine. It was decided at this January CAS
meeting that Mr. Keough would be advised by his supervisor, Ian MacLean, that
an external agency would perform the home study for his adoption application.
Tom O’Brien contacted Constable Kevin Malloy to inform him that Mr. O’Brien

would be disclosing to Bryan Keough the allegations made against him by Ms
Antoine. Constable Malloy told the executive director that he intended to meet with
the Crown to determine whether the criminal case should be pursued, as this
still had not yet been determined.
In about the middle of February 1990, Mr. O’Brien raised with Mr. Keough

the allegations of abuse that MsAntoine had made in the past five or six months.
The CAS executive director also discussed with Mr. Keough his application to
become a foster parent. Upon learning of these allegations, Mr. Keough told Mr.
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O’Brien that he no longer wished to proceed with the adoption. Mr. O’Brien did
not discuss any possible disciplinary measures that might be imposed on Mr.
Keough. Mr. Keough also advised Mr. O’Brien that he would be leaving the
agency to attend theological college.
At no time did the CAS suspend the employment of Bryan Keough. In fact,

it never conducted an investigation of Mr. Keough as a result of the allegations
made by Ms Antoine. Even after speaking to Constable Malloy, Mr. O’Brien
did not initiate a CAS investigation of the allegations. Mr. O’Brien acknowl-
edged that, had the information regarding Mr. Keough arisen from another
person in the Cornwall community, the agency would likely have conducted an
investigation of the matter. The former CAS executive director acknowledged
that, “in hindsight ... I’m not positive about some of the conclusions I reached in
all instances.”
Bryan Keough left the employ of the Children’s Aid Society in June 1990

and moved to Regina to obtain a divinity degree. On January 17, 1990, Mr.
Towndale signed a positive letter of reference for Mr. Keough’s application to the
Canadian Theological Seminary. As I discuss in Chapter 6, on the institutional
response of the Cornwall Police Service, Mr. Keough was contacted in 1994 by
the CPS regarding the Antoine allegations of abuse.
As Mr. O’Brien prepared to leave the CAS in May 1990, he drafted a memo

to his successor, Richard Abell, regarding the “messy situation” involving the
Antoine allegations. CAS officials still had not heard from the CPS or the Crown
regarding the outcome of the criminal investigation and were not convinced they
ever would. In a memo to Mr. Abell in May 1990, Mr. O’Brien wrote:

I did follow up several times verbally with Detective Malloy, but he
had not on any occasion received a letter from the Crown Attorney and
I am not sure that he ever will. I am not sure there is much point in your
pursuing the matter with the Crown Attorney.

Mr. O’Brien further said in his memo to Mr. Abell:

As for notifying the Executive, I have not done that but I have discussed
the matter verbally with the Board President, and you might wish to
discuss it with him in your first meeting to determine how you would
inform the Executive of the current status of this particular case.

As for Lenore Jones, I think you should advise her in writing that this
case is no longer a contentious one with us, in that the police to whom
the material had been given have made the decision not to proceed.
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Richard Abell Succeeds Tom O’Brien As Executive Director of the
Children’s Aid Society

After Mr. O’Brien transferred the Antoine file to his successor, Mr. Abell, the
new CAS executive director did not consider pursuing theAntoine matter further
concerning the allegations of abuse against Bryan Keough. Mr. Abell testified
that he did not consider an internal investigation of the allegations of abuse
against his employee. At that time, he had no experience at the CAS with the
suspension of an employee without pay while an investigation took place. Mr.
Abell testified that this was “new ground” for him and that he was “feeling [his]
way through it.” Nor was there a suggestion from officials of the Ministry, to
Mr. Abell’s recollection, that an internal investigation of this issue ought to be
conducted by the CAS.
Mr. Abell testified that the current practice of the CAS with respect to such

issues has changed—the matter would be pursued by the agency, the individual
in question might be removed from his or her duties, and another CAS agency or
third party would be asked to conduct the investigation of the allegations against
the CAS staff worker in question.

Jeannette Antoine Requests Disclosure of Her File and Renews
Allegations of Abuse

On October 7, 1991, Greg Bell received a call from Jeannette Antoine requesting
a copy of her file from the Children’s Aid Society. Mr. Bell explained that Ms
Antoine’s file had been transferred to another CAS worker, Debbie Cleary.
File disclosure was not an area in which Greg Bell generally had involvement at
the CAS.
Mr. Bell discussed her request with his supervisor, Bill Carriere, as well as

Mr. Towndale and supervisor Cam Copeland. Ms Antoine had said that she
wanted to read her file for a number of reasons, which included finding out why
she and her three sisters had been removed from the care of their parents.
Mr. Bell contacted MsAntoine the following day and was informed that she was

planning to initiate a lawsuit against the CAS. Mr. Bell suggested that she prepare
a list of the information she was seeking, such as the dates of her placements and
the various homes in which she resided as a ward of the Children’s Aid Society.
The CAS executive director became involved. Mr. Abell decided to write to

Susan Bihun, the Ministry of Community and Social Services program supervisor
to whom he reported. Ms Bihun had succeeded Lenore Jones at the Ministry.
Mr. Abell was concerned that the Antoine matter might result in publicity in the
community, and he wanted to notify the Ottawa office of the Ministry that this
might attract media attention.
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In the October 15, 1991, letter to Ms Bihun, Mr. Abell discussed the history of
the Second Street group home, beginning in March 1976. He discussed the reports
of excessive corporal punishment, the highly questionable disciplinary practices,
and the involvement of the CAS Board. Mr. Abell stated that the issue of the
home had arisen again in 1989, when two CAS staff at his office were investigating
allegations of abuse of MsAntoine’s child. He discussed in the letter to Ms Bihun
Mr. O’Brien’s interactions with the Cornwall police and the Crown.
Mr.Abell explained that MsAntoine had contacted the CAS the previous week

asking for information in her file, as she was contemplating a lawsuit against the
agency for mistreatment when she was a child under its care. He told his supervisor
that there was “evidence of improper behaviour management practices on the
part of our agency staff” at the Second Street home. Mr.Abell indicated that he was
planning to convene a case conference to review the matter.
Mr.Abell called JeannetteAntoine on October 15, 1991, and said he would like

to discuss her allegations against the agency. According to Mr. Abell’s notes of
the telephone conversation, Ms Antoine replied, “I don’t mind ... [I]t will all
soon be public anyway.” They arranged to meet a few days later.
Mr. Abell testified that he felt he had an obligation to speak to Ms Antoine

directly; she was a former ward, she had made serious allegations against the
CAS, he wanted to show her that someone was ready to listen, and he wanted to
hear what she had to say and to give her a full hearing.
Mr. Abell called Constable Kevin Malloy. When they connected on October

16, 1991, Mr. Abell recounted that MsAntoine had told Greg Bell that Constable
Malloy had discouraged her from pursuing the matter when he had carriage of the
file in October 1989.
Mr.Abell met with JeannetteAntoine on October 18, 1991. It was immediately

apparent to Mr. Abell that her anger was directed at Bryan Keough for his
treatment of her when she was a child under the care of the CAS. MsAntoine was
concerned that Mr. Keough continued to be a staff worker at the CAS, although
he had in fact left the agency the previous year. MsAntoine did not think that her
allegations of abuse had been received with the seriousness they deserved from
the agency. She was upset that no criminal charges had been laid by the police and
she wanted an apology from the Children’s Aid Society. Mr. Abell’s notes of
October 18, 1991, state:

... she wants Brian [sic] charged, and an apology from the Society for
what was done to her. She has spoken to a lawyer about charges or a
suit ... She mentioned having previously spoken to Kevin Malloy at the
CPS, but was vague regarding a comment about the length of time since
the events occured [sic].
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Mr. Abell did not know whether the CAS could provide Ms Antoine with the
requested apology; it was “tricky ground,” particularly if a person is planning
to sue the agency. There are “issues of liability and corporate risk” and the CAS
had to “be cautious.”
MsAntoine expressed concern to Mr. Abell that, if she pursued a legal claim

against the CAS, the agency might take her children from her. He assured her that
the CAS would not respond in this way. At the conclusion of the meeting, Mr.
Abell invited MsAntoine to contact him if she had any other concerns or wanted
to discuss the matter further.
Mr. Abell gave further thought to Ms Antoine’s request for an apology and

decided to seek advice. On October 29, 1991, he sent a letter to Ms Antoine in
which he tried to express compassion and support and provide some recogni-
tion of the treatment she had sustained while under the care of the CAS. As he
made clear in his testimony, this was not an apology. Mr. Abell wrote:

I have spent some time reading the record of your time in the care
of this Society. It is evident that your very first months were bad
for you and all of your family. As well, a number of social workers
really did try hard to find you and Lorraine a permanent family for
you to grow up in.

...

The discipline imposed on you and the other young people was harsh,
and was definitely seen as such when it came to the attention of the
Board of Directors ...

Mr. Abell further wrote that, if MsAntoine wanted criminal charges laid against
Bryan Keough, she should pursue this matter with the Cornwall police. By this
time, Mr. Keough had left the province.
A few months later, in February 1992, Mr. Abell instructed one of the child

protection staff, Carlene Cummings, to close the Antoine file. Mr. Abell made
this decision because, at this time, there was no indication that the Cornwall
police would pursue the matter further, nor had MsAntoine initiated a civil law-
suit against the agency. In Mr.Abell’s opinion, there were no further steps the CAS
ought to take regarding the allegations of JeannetteAntoine. However, MsAntoine
again contacted Mr. Abell about five months later. According to the notes of
Staff Sergeant Garry Derochie, who conducted a review of the Antoine case
for the Cornwall police, Ms Antoine spoke to Mr. Abell in July 1992 to com-
plain about the inattention given to her case. Mr. Abell told Ms Antoine to
contact the police. At the hearings, Mr. Abell could not recall this conversation
with Ms Antoine.
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Geraldine Fitzpatrick and Constable Sebalj Interview Jeannette Antoine:
An Unauthorized CAS Investigation

It was in the late fall of 1993 that Geraldine Fitzpatrick, a CAS staff worker,
arrived at the Cornwall police station to meet Constable Heidi Sebalj. As I
discussed in the context of Project Blue and the David Silmser/Father Charles
MacDonald investigation, when Ms Fitzpatrick arrived that day she noticed that
Constable Sebalj was distraught. Constable Sebalj told Ms Fitzpatrick that her
colleague at the CAS, Greg Bell, had come to the police station and had photo-
graphed her file of the Silmser investigation. Constable Sebalj told Ms Fitzpatrick
that no criminal charges had been pursued against the priest, who had allegedly
sexually abused a youth. The Constable explained that this was a result of the
advice from the Crown and, as well, because the Diocese had offered the victim
a financial settlement.
It was in the context of this discussion that Constable Sebalj asked Ms

Fitzpatrick if she had information on the Second Street group home. Constable
Sebalj asked Ms Fitzpatrick for her assistance in conducting an interview with a
woman in a historical abuse case. This woman claimed she had been abused as
a child when she was a ward of the CAS living at this group home. This woman
was Jeannette Antoine.
The interview with Ms Antoine took place on November 12, 1993. Ms

Fitzpatrick did not inform anyone at the CAS office that she was interviewing
Ms Antoine with Constable Sebalj. Not only did Ms Fitzpatrick not advise her
supervisor or other agency officials, she did not open a CAS file on the matter.
Ms Fitzpatrick explained that the interview took place on a day that she had
“booked ... off,” and that she was technically not on duty. Ms Fitzpatrick took the
position that she was not at the Antoine interview in her official capacity as a
child protection worker but rather to assist Constable Sebalj in her assessment of
the validity of the allegations. The interview took place at 340 Pitt Street in the
Youth Bureau at the Cornwall Police Service.
Ms Fitzpatrick asked Jeannette Antoine most of the questions during the

interview. MsAntoine stated that, when she was living at the Second Street group
home as a child under the care of the CAS, she was physically and sexually
abused. She told the CAS worker and CPS officer that she and other children at
the home were hit and forced by male staff to strip down to their bra and under-
pants while they cleaned the home. She described Derry Tenger, who wore black
clothing, as well as the room in which the children were beaten. Ms Antoine
also made allegations against CAS child protection worker Bryan Keough. Ms
Antoine stated that she believed that Mr. Keough had had sexual relations with
her sister, impregnating her with a child whose name was also Brian.
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Jeannette Antoine told Constable Sebalj and Ms Fitzpatrick that she and other
children at the Second Street group home had run away because of their poor
treatment. They had been picked up by the police and transported to the CAS
office. At that time, the children described to the CAS the punishments they had
sustained. Ms Antoine also said that she had been sexually assaulted while in
foster care. MsAntoine was able to identify by first name and surnames a number
of children at the Second Street group home. She also identified Heather Tenger,
Derry Tenger’s daughter, as well as Ms Gratton and CAS worker Françoise
Lepage. MsAntoine alleged that she had recounted her experience at the Second
Street group home to several CAS staff, including Greg Bell, Bill McNally, and
Richard Abell. She stated that at the time the Second Street home existed in the
1970s, as well as in the late 1980s, the agency had been told of the abusive acts
committed at the home on children who were under the care of the CAS. At the
conclusion of the November 12, 1993, interview, Constable Sebalj informed Ms
Antoine that she intended to pursue these discussions of allegations of abuse.
Ms Fitzpatrick testified that she was overwhelmed by the information conveyed

by Jeannette Antoine against the CAS of SD&G. Very serious allegations had
been made by this woman. She asked Constable Sebalj what she planned to do
with this information. According to Ms Fitzpatrick, Constable Sebalj stated that
she intended to take the audiotapes of the interview to a lawyer and that she
would not disclose this information to her supervisor, Staff Sergeant Luc Brunet,
as he was a member of the Board of the Children’s Aid Society. In Constable
Sebalj’s opinion, this placed Staff Sergeant Brunet in a conflict of interest situation.
This decision not to disclose the interview to the CPS or to her supervisor, Staff
Sergeant Brunet, “stunned” Ms Fitzpatrick.
Constable Sebalj, according to Ms Fitzpatrick, said she would be in contact

with her in two weeks time regarding theAntoine allegations. However, Constable
Sebalj never contacted Ms Fitzpatrick respecting the Antoine matter.
It was Ms Fitzpatrick’s evidence that Constable Sebalj had told her not to

reveal the Antoine interview to her superiors at the CAS, as it would constitute
an obstruction of the criminal investigation. Ms Fitzpatrick was distressed by
the information that had been conveyed by Jeannette Antoine—namely, that
people in positions of trust and power, and individuals entrusted by the CAS to
care for children, may have abused children under their care. She was also very
concerned that MsAntoine had relayed the information about the Second Street
home on two occasions to the CAS but that no action appeared to have been
taken by the agency on this matter.
After returning to work at the CAS, Ms Fitzpatrick did not discuss with either

her supervisor or her colleagues at the CAS the interview she had had with
Jeannette Antoine. Nor, as I mentioned earlier, did she open a file or prepare
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notes regarding her interaction with the former ward of the CAS. Geraldine
Fitzpatrick did not conduct further inquiries regarding the Second Street home,
such as with respect to the individuals who had been identified by MsAntoine as
residents of the home.
After the Christmas holidays, Ms Fitzpatrick decided to disclose the contents

of the November 1993 Antoine interview to some of her colleagues, including
Carleen Cummings. She also said that she subsequently shared this information
with Patricia Garrahan, who, according to Ms Fitzpatrick, was dating Charlie
Greenwell, a news broadcaster at the local TV station.
Geraldine Fitzpatrick testified that she has not had any communication with

Constable Heidi Sebalj since the November 1993 Antoine interview.
As mentioned, Geraldine Fitzpatrick chose not to disclose the interview that

she had had with Jeannette Antoine to her supervisor or senior officials at the
CAS. Richard Abell, executive director of the CAS, had no knowledge of the
Fitzpatrick/Sebalj interview of MsAntoine until about two years later, when, in
August 1995, Geraldine Fitzpatrick disclosed the interview that had taken place
at the Cornwall Police Service in November 1993 and the allegations that had been
made by Jeannette Antoine. It was clearly inappropriate, Mr. Abell said, for Ms
Fitzpatrick to have involved herself in that interview without authorization. I
agree and am of the view that Ms Fitzpatrick should have advised her supervisors
of this investigation.

Antoine Allegations Against CAS Publicized in the Media

Jeannette Antoine testified that, in early 1994, she was approached by reporter
Charlie Greenwell, who was interested in obtaining information on her care
as a child when she was a ward of the Children’s Aid Society. Although Ms
Antoine signed a consent form allowing Mr. Greenwell to access her CAS
file, he was apparently unsuccessful in retrieving this information from the
agency. Nevertheless, Mr. Greenwell interviewed Ms Antoine, and a story was
broadcast on television regarding her treatment as a child under the care of
the CAS at the Second Street group home. The report was televised on CJOH,
a local stations.
The media stories on Jeannette Antoine occurred immediately after media

publicity in the media about David Silmser’s allegations of sexual abuse. The
stories in January 1994 on television and in print were of concern to the executive
director of the Children’s Aid Society of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry.
Allegations of institutional cover-up, which included the Children’s Aid Society,
were reported in the media.
On January 12, 1994, Mr. Abell received a letter from Deputy Chief St. Denis

confirming that the Cornwall police would be examining its investigation of the
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Antoine allegations of abuse and that CAS staff would likely be interviewed.
By January 1994, Mr. Abell knew that Constable ShawnWhite had been assigned
to theAntoine investigation and that Staff Sergeant Derochie would be reviewing
the earlier police investigation that had begun in 1989.
The following day, Richard Abell issued a press release, which essentially

stated that the CAS had taken action with respect to the Antoine allegations.
On January 14, 1994, an article entitled “Police review abuse claim at former

CAS group home” was published in the Cornwall Standard-Freeholder. Mr.
Abell was quoted in the article as stating that the CAS had acted very quickly and
decisively. He said that the incident was never reported to the police. Mr. Abell
agreed in his evidence that, regardless of whether a legal requirement existed in
the 1970s to report such cases to the police, it would have been appropriate for
the CAS to have notified the local police of the allegations of abuse made by
the children in the Second Street group home.
Staff Sergeant Derochie informed Mr. Abell a few days later (on January 19,

1994) that the CPS had had discussions with Jeannette Antoine, who wanted
criminal action taken against CAS staff for acts of physical and sexual abuse.
The Staff Sergeant, who was re-investigating the 1989Antoine complaint to the
CPS, asked Mr. Abell for information in theAntoine file as well as for the names
of members of the police force who were on the CAS Board of Directors at that
time. After consulting with CAS legal counsel, Mr. Abell told Staff Sergeant
Derochie that he could view the CAS file and also could remove any CAS material
if a warrant were obtained. He also told the Staff Sergeant that there was no
record of any CPS officer on the CAS Board in 1975 to 1976, but that Constable
Kevin Malloy was a member of the Board from March 1990 until April 1992. In
other words, when Constable Malloy was involved in the investigation of the
Antoine complaint, he was a member of the CAS Board of Directors. Staff
Sergeant Derochie informed Mr. Abell later in January 1994 that Suzanne
Lapointe, one of Ms Antoine’s sisters, alleged that she had been physically and
sexually abused while in the care of a foster family.
The 1994 police investigation by Constable Shawn White of the Antoine

allegations, as well as Staff Sergeant Derochie’s review of the manner in which
the CPS conducted itself in the earlier investigation, are discussed in detail in
Chapter 6, on the institutional response of the Cornwall Police Service.
In November 1994, the CAS was informed of the outcome of Constable

White’s investigation. Acting Chief Carl Johnston and Inspector Richard Trew met
with Mr. Abell and Mr. Towndale at the CAS office on November 3, 1994.
Constable White had concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support
criminal charges with regard to the Second Street home or the foster homes. It was
made clear to Mr. Abell that although a number of other children had allegedly
been abused, there had been no follow-up by the police.
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Mr. Abell was “struck” that former wards of the CAS, not solely Jeannette
Antoine, had alleged abuse and that the allegations involved not only physical
abuse but also sexual abuse. Mr. Abell did not ask the police for the names of the
former wards. Nor did Mr. Abell follow up with Suzanne Lapointe regarding
her allegations of abuse in a foster home.
Mr. Abell acknowledged that, in retrospect, he should have asked the CPS

for further details and should have pursued allegations of abuse, which were
extensive. He agreed that he should have been more proactive and that this was
a failing on his part. These former wards were now struggling as adults and
needed support. Mr. Abell also testified that, had he had this information earlier,
he would have had a different perspective and been more sympathetic to Jeannette
Antoine. He also testified that she was part of a larger set of circumstances that
had called for much more interest and activity on his part than he had given it at
the time.
Mr. Abell sent a memo to CAS staff alerting them to a civil lawsuit by Ms

Antoine and informing them that the Cornwall police would not be laying criminal
charges. He also wrote a press release on November 4, 1994, to the effect that the
CPS had decided, after a lengthy and exhaustive criminal investigation, not to lay
charges. Neither in the memo to his staff nor in the press release did Mr. Abell
indicate that a number of former wards had alleged that they, too, had been
abused while in the care of the CAS.

Response to Reported Allegations at the Second Street Group Home

Although it was operational for only two years, the Second Street group home was
an extremely negative experience for many of its residents. It was also, as I have
noted throughout this section, the focus of a far from ideal institutional response
to allegations of abuse, both sexual and physical, allegedly perpetrated by its
own employees. As noted by Jeannette Antoine in her testimony, things at the
home may have been completely different but for the sudden death of its initial
director, Rod Rabey, during its first year in operation. It was during the first
three months after his death, when Derry Tenger was the home’s director, that the
vast majority of the abuse and other improper conduct occurred.
Although I am critical of some of the decisions made by Angelo Towndale

during his handling of the allegations made by residents in the Second Street
group home, I acknowledge that he was the acting director while Mr. O’Brien was
away. When this situation arose, Mr. Towndale acted reasonably quickly, an
investigation was conducted, and in the end many of the staff involved were
dismissed. I was impressed with Mr. Towndale’s candour and his obvious
compassion for children. He readily admitted errors he had made and expressed
regret for some of his decisions. I found him to be an honest and credible witness.
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Although the response of the CAS of SD&G to the allegations of abuse at
the Second Street group home was not ideal, the CAS managers and employees
involved were, for the most part, caring, dedicated professionals who were,
unfortunately, ill-equipped to deal with the challenges they faced in the mid-
1970s, when various incidents of abuse and alleged abuse occurred.

Earl Landry Jr.

In the late 1990s, Earl Landry Jr., the son of the former chief of the Cornwall
Community Police Service (CPS), was convicted of various sexual offences
involving children and youth. The Children’s Aid Society of the United Counties
of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of SD&G) became involved with Mr.
Landry Jr. in the 1990s, both in an investigative capacity and with reference to the
placement of a CAS ward, in his home. Prior to this time, the CAS of SD&G
was made aware of allegations of abuse against Earl Landry Jr. in 1985.

Earl Landry Jr. Is Named As an Alleged Perpetrator

In 1985, the CAS of SD&G conducted a joint investigation with the Cornwall
Police Service into allegations of sexual abuse made by C-51 against Gary Seguin,
who was inviting children into his home and employing them to assemble curtain
rods. Mr. Seguin was ultimately charged and prosecuted. CAS worker Jean
Dupuy was assigned to investigate the allegations on behalf of the CAS. Bill
Carriere was his supervisor.
C-51 also made an allegation of abuse against Earl Landry Jr., who, at the

time, was employed by the City of Cornwall Parks and Recreation Department
as the caretaker at King George Park in Cornwall. According to police notes, on
July 8, 1985, Sergeant Ron Lefebvre of the Cornwall Police Service met with Jean
Dupuy and Bill Carriere to discuss the investigation into Earl Landry Jr. and
Gary Seguin. (The CPS investigations of Earl Landry Jr. are discussed in Chapter
6, on the institutional response of the Cornwall Police Service.) Although I did
not have the benefit of seeing any notes taken by the CAS workers during this
meeting, notes made by Jean Dupuy on July 9, 1985, indicate that he was advised
by Sergeant Lefebvre that C-51 alleged that he had been sexually assaulted by
“an Earl Landry care taker of King George Park.”

CAS Receives a Letter From Dr. Park Containing Clear Allegations
Against Earl Landry Jr.

In or around mid-September, Mr. Dupuy received a letter from Dr. Malcolm
Park, Chairman of the Child Protection team at the Children’s Hospital of Eastern
Ontario, in Ottawa. The letter stated that C-51 and his brother alleged that they
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had been sexually molested by Gary Seguin and Earl Landry Jr. Bill Carriere
explained that the medical staff at the Cornwall hospital knew that the CAS was
working with C-51 and that there was a file on the family. The letter contained
unequivocal and specific details of the allegations against Mr. Landry Jr. In fact,
Mr. Carriere described it as “one of the stronger letters” he had seen in his career.
Although he could not recall if Mr. Dupuy had showed him this letter, Mr.

Carriere testified it would have been his normal practice to do so and thought it
was likely that Mr. Dupuy had brought it to his attention. According to Mr.
Carriere, Mr. Dupuy also should have brought it to the attention of the police.
Mr. Carriere did not know whether the police were informed of this letter, but
he testified that he “would be surprised” if Mr. Dupuy did not bring this matter
to their attention.
Jean Dupuy provided a statement to Sergeant Brian Snyder on December 19,

2000, regarding the letter from Dr. Park and the allegations of sexual abuse by Earl
Landry Jr. contained therein. Mr. Dupuy was not able to provide an explanation
as to why the information was not investigated or whether it was passed on to the
Cornwall police. He stated that the normal procedure would be to share all rele-
vant information with the police but, without his case notes, it was not possible
to determine if this had occurred.
In my opinion, the information contained in this letter should have been turned

over to the police, whether or not the CAS conducted its own investigation.

The CAS Does Not Investigate; Earl Landry Jr. Not a “Caregiver”

The CAS of SD&G did not conduct an investigation into Earl Landry Jr. because
he was not considered a “caregiver” and therefore fell outside the CAS mandate.
Mr. Carriere acknowledged that this position was taken despite the fact that Mr.
Landry Jr. worked at a park used by children on a regular basis. He explained that,
in 1985, there was a more rigid approach to deciding which cases the CAS would
pursue. The standards and guidelines in existence at the time related more to
abuse within the family. According to Mr. Carriere, he broke new ground when
he became a supervisor by expanding that definition to include situations beyond
the family. His feeling was that, in 1985, a park caretaker did not fit within that
definition. It would be included today.
Although the abuse allegedly committed by Mr. Seguin was also outside the

family, Mr. Carriere explained that because Mr. Seguin invited children into his
home, employed them, and was responsible for them, the CAS investigated him.
According to Mr. Carriere, it was not the expectation of the CAS of SD&G that
a caretaker in a park was responsible for children. He acknowledged that, in
order to determine if Earl Landry Jr. was a caregiver, one would have to know
what interaction he had with the children. Based on the information in Dr. Park’s
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report, he was taking boys into the clubhouse, where he sexually assaulted them.
According to Mr. Carriere, this was no different from a stranger taking a child into
a car and molesting him or her.
Bill Carriere agreed that the CAS needs to have a certain amount of information

before it can determine if a situation falls within its mandate. He was shown the
statement of C-53, a victim who as an adult came forward with allegations against
Earl Landry Jr. It was taken by Cornwall Police Constable Brian Snyder on June
10, 1997. In this statement, C-53 indicated that he knew Earl Landry Jr. from
the park and that Mr. Landry Jr. would take kids for rides in his car and buy
them popsicles. C-53 described being invited to swim at Earl Landry Jr.’s house
and feeling awkward when Mr. Landry Jr. changed in front of him. He went on
to describe an incident of abuse that occurred in 1983 or 1984. Mr. Carriere
admitted that, if the CAS had had this information in 1985, it would have
responded differently. He agreed that, if in 1985 the CAS had sought out more
information, it may have discovered that Earl Landry Jr. fit within the definition
of caregiver in the same way Gary Seguin did.
Bill Carriere testified that, given Mr. Landry Jr.’s position as a caretaker in a

park, there would be many questions asked today that were not asked in 1985.

No Reference to Earl Landry Jr. in CAS Case Notes

Not only did the CAS not investigate Earl Landry Jr., but Jean Dupuy’s case
notes with respect to C-51 do not make reference to the allegation against him.
Bill Carriere testified that there should have been a reference to Earl Landry Jr.
in the file. Even if the CAS did not consider him as being in a caregiver role,
and therefore not within its mandate, there should have been some discussion
within the agency about the allegations. Mr. Carriere acknowledged that the
records should have had more detail. He signed off on the closing of the file on
C-51 in 1986 but testified that he probably was not conscious of Mr. Landry Jr.
When he saw the recording, he was not aware of its deficiencies. In addition,
he explained that, at the time, he would often only see sections of the file and not
the entire file at once, whereas today everything is electronic so the entire file can
be viewed at once.

The Campbell Case

The CAS of SD&G became aware of allegations of sexual abuse against Earl
Landry Jr. but did not investigate because he was not considered a caregiver and
therefore was outside the CAS mandate. This is in stark contrast to how the CAS
handled the case of Bernie Campbell, who was a volunteer coach for various
sport teams for the Parks and Recreation Department. Mr. Carriere and Mr.
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Dupuy were both involved in the Campbell case. Upon being notified of potential
abuse, Mr. Dupuy notified the police within a day. He attended the next day with
the alleged child victims and they gave the police statements. Mr. Campbell was
charged, and the CAS made a decision to contact the department manager who
supervised him, which was done within days. In this case, the CAS reacted very
quickly. Mr. Campbell was charged and convicted in March 1986. Although Earl
Landry Jr. was only a caretaker, as opposed to a coach, he had equal access to and
opportunity to approach the children attending the same recreation facilities.

An Unfortunate Failure to Investigate

There are two issues with respect to the handling of the Earl Landry Jr. case by
the CAS of SD&G. The first is the decision not to investigate, and the second is
the adequacy of information sharing and record keeping. With respect to the first
issue, I appreciate that the definition of caregiver was less expansive in 1985
than it is today. However, in my opinion the facts warranted at least some investi-
gation on the part of the CAS to allow them to make an informed determination
about whether or not Earl Landry Jr. was a caregiver. The issue of who is a care-
giver remains unclear. For example, a caretaker of a park that children frequent
year round, similar to a caretaker in a school, is more likely to be considered a
caregiver than a caretaker in a factory or workplace where children seldom visit.
Mr. Carriere testified that, when looking at the definition of “caregiver,” perhaps
we need to consider whether there are certain locations in which any adult present
would be considered a caregiver regardless of their relationship with the children—
for example, an electrician doing work in a park. It is clear that the concept of
caregiver, which is currently defined in the eligibility spectrum, needs to be more
clearly defined. There should also be consistency in the language used in the
eligibility spectrum and the Child and Family Services Act, the latter of which uses
the term “in charge of a child” rather than “caregiver.” The current definition of
caregiver and my recommendations for clarification will be discussed further in
the conclusion to this chapter.
The second issue in this case is insufficient record keeping and the lack of

information sharing. I have already commented that the letter from Dr. Park, or
at least some of the information in the letter, should have been shared with the
police. Given the lack of remaining records from both the CAS and CPS, it is not
possible for me to conclude if it was. It is also my view that the fact that C-51 and
his brother made allegations against Earl Landry Jr. should have been recorded
in the family file. As Mr. Carriere acknowledged, because Earl Landry Jr.’s name
was not included in the recording, even if the CAS of SD&G had an internal
register or tracking system, his name would not be on it and so would not have
been available to workers who might become involved with him at a later time.
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Earl Landry Jr. did, in fact, come to the attention of the CAS again, in 1993,
for two reasons. He and his wife applied to become foster parents to C-54, and
an anonymous complaint of sexual abuse against a young person by Mr. Landry
Jr. was reported by the alleged victim’s psychologist. It is unfortunate that a
more complete investigation was not conducted into Earl Landry Jr. in 1985. A
more complete CAS and/or joint CAS/CPS investigation may have prevented
the victimization of the children Mr. Landry Jr. abused after 1985.

1993: Earl Landry Jr. Becomes a Foster Parent

In May 1993, Earl Landry Jr. and his wife, Lucie Landry, applied to the Children’s
Aid Society of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of
SD&G) to be approved as a provisional foster home for C-54. Being a provi-
sional foster home means that the applicant is interested in taking only a particular
child and not other foster children. Due to the inadequacies of record keeping and
coordination related to previous reports regarding Earl Landry Jr., discussed in this
chapter and Chapter 6, on the Cornwall Community Police Service (CPS), the
records at the CAS of SD&G did not disclose past allegations that could have
disqualified the Landrys as foster parents.
When the application was made in respect to C-54, he had already been in

contact with the CAS. In 1991, he had come to the attention of the CAS of
SD&G as a victim of sexual abuse by a male relative and had participated in a
family sexual abuse treatment program. However, Bill Carriere, who was at that
time a supervisor in the Protection Department, indicated that the CAS did not
know that C-54 had been abused by Earl Landry Jr. at the time of the foster
home application. This was discovered only much later. At the time of the foster
home application, C-54 was sixteen years of age and living in a group home.
References must be provided by individuals applying to be foster parents. In

this case, a reference was given by Earl Landry Sr., the father of Earl Landry
Jr., who identified himself as the retired chief of police in Cornwall. The father’s
reference letter stated that his son had coached high school sports. Although he
knew of the 1985 allegations made against his son, the father provided a reference
without caveat. This is further discussed in Chapter 6, on the institutional response
of the Cornwall Police Service. Ian MacLean, who was the director of Residential
Services at the CAS of SD&G for seven years prior to his retirement, indicated
that references supplied by family members are still accepted by the CAS.
On September 13, 1993, the CAS received a call from Cornwall psychologist

Dr. Wayne Nadler, who indicated that one of his counselling clients had disclosed
sexual abuse perpetrated by Earl Landry Jr. when his client was a child. This
patient did not want to pursue the matter with the CAS or police.
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On September 20, 1993, the CAS sent a letter approving the Landry home
as a provisional foster home for C-54. Executive director Richard Abell also
sent a letter to the Landry family. He testified that, if he had known of the call
received from Dr. Nadler, he would not have approved the placement.

Follow-up Regarding the Report by Dr. Nadler

On September 14, 1993, Bill Carriere and his staff met to discuss a plan of action
with respect to the report of abuse from Dr. Nadler. Mr. Carriere testified that
the application by the Landrys to become provisional foster parents was not
brought to his attention at that time. However, his colleague Françoise Lepage had
become aware that Earl Landry Jr. was noted in a foster home application at the
CAS, and she appeared to be looking into whether the alleged perpetrator in the
doctor’s report and the foster home applicant were the same person. On October
4, 1993, Dr. Nadler provided additional identifying information: the alleged
perpetrator of abuse was the son of the former chief of police. CAS staff
responsible for C-54 and the provisional foster home were given a copy of Dr.
Nadler’s report, and more information was requested from him. At this point,
there was still no connection made by CAS staff between the 1993 report and
the previous allegations that had surfaced in 1985. It is clear, however, that the
information relayed by Dr. Nadler identified Earl Landry Jr., who had recently
become a foster father, as an alleged child abuser.
In discussing the situation, the CAS staff assessed the risk to C-54 as low,

despite his previous history of abuse by an unidentified male family member.
As well, his age appeared to be a factor, in that he could not be compelled to
leave his place of residence after he was sixteen. Pina DeBellis was assigned
to investigate the sexual abuse allegation reported by Dr. Nadler.

Joint InvestigationWith CPS Does Not Proceed

Ms DeBellis contacted Staff Sergeant Luc Brunet on October 22, 1993. He
was the CAS liaison at the Cornwall Police. Staff Sergeant Brunet did some
research and indicated that there was no criminal record for Earl Landry Jr.
but there was a reported incident of sexual assault in 1985. Several days
later, Ms DeBellis spoke to Sergeant Ron Lefebvre, who provided her some
details regarding this earlier allegation. Sergeant Lefebvre told her there had
been identification problems and that they had not proceeded with charges at
that time. The Cornwall Police Service investigation into Earl Landry Jr. in
1985 is discussed in detail in Chapter 6; it was an inadequate investigation
almost from its inception.
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The CAS investigated the 1993 allegation against Earl Landry Jr. on its
own, because the police would not proceed without knowing the identity of Dr.
Nadler’s client.
In the course of her investigation, Ms DeBellis spoke to C-51, a person iden-

tified to her by Sergeant Lefebvre as one of the individuals who had made an
allegation in 1985. Although C-51 could not give the name of his abuser, he was
able to give significant identifying information about the individual who sexually
assaulted him when he was nine or ten, including the fact that the abuser was
still working as a city employee.
On October 27, 1993, Ms DeBellis met with C-54 and Lucie Landry and told

them that the agency had received a report from an individual who alleged having
been abused by Earl Landry Jr. They were advised that the complaint was being
investigated and that the CAS believed the allegations were serious and credible.
They were not given any information about the complaints from 1985.

Mr. Landry Jr.’s Employer Is Not Contacted

Earl Landry Jr. was working at a local arena, where he could have contact with
children, and thus a decision was made at an October 29, 1993, meeting to contact
the head of the Parks and Recreation Department of the City of Cornwall. Deci-
sions to contact employers were always made on a case-by-case basis and were
subject to senior level authority at the CAS. An attempt was made to contact the
head of the Parks and Recreation department, at Earl Landry Jr.’s place of
employment, but he had left for the day. The employer was otherwise never
contacted or informed in this case. In another case, involving complaints against
an individual named Bernie Campbell, who was a volunteer coach, the CAS did
disclose the allegations to the Parks and Recreation Department, which led to
other victims being identified. In testimony before me, Bill Carriere agreed that
the same approach should have been followed in the case of Earl Landry Jr., and
his employer should have been informed.

Continued Attempts to Identify the Name of the Alleged Abuser

In November 1993, Ms DeBellis continued to work with C-51 in the hopes that he
would provide the CAS the name of his alleged abuser. Bill Carriere testified that,
for some reason, the CAS “became fixated” on the name. He said that, at the time,
it was thought that finding the name of the alleged abuser was the appropriate thing
to do. The CAS continued to assess the risk associated with Earl Landry Jr. as low.
In November 1993, consideration was given to removing C-54 from the

Landry home. Earl Landry Jr. had moved out for a period but Ms Landry was
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having difficulty caring for the Landry’s young son, who was in a full-body cast,
and needed her husband to help her. In addition, C-54 indicated that he wanted
to stay in the home, and he denied any abuse by Earl Landry Jr. While the CAS
had concerns, it did not intervene to remove C-54, and Earl Landry Jr. returned
to the family home.
In a meeting held on December 21, 1993, the CAS concluded that there was

sufficient information to infer that Earl Landry Jr. had probably molested C-51
and Dr. Nadler’s client. This position was confirmed at a January 11, 1994,
meeting. However, the CAS did not inform Earl Landry Jr.’s employer or contact
the police, nor did it take steps to record his name in the Child Abuse Register.
In addition, although CAS staff told C-54 that they preferred he move out from
the Landry home, they took no further steps, as C-54 was sixteen and did not
want to move. The Landry family was told on January 20, 1994, that the status
of their home as a provisional foster home was terminated. This angered the
family and had financial consequences for them, as foster parents are paid.

Another Allegation Is Made Against Earl Landry Jr. in 1995

In December 1995, CAS of SD&G worker Carole Leblanc received an allegation
by C-52 that he had been abused by Earl Landry Jr. at King George Park when
C-52 was twelve to sixteen years of age. Ms Leblanc indicated that she was not
aware of the 1993 or 1985 allegations about Earl Landry Jr. She provided the
information she had collected to the Cornwall Police Service. Ms Leblanc had no
further contact with the police until February 1997, when Sergeant Brian Snyder
of the CPS contacted her to prepare a will-state statement.
At a May 1996 risk management meeting, the issue of informing the Parks and

Recreation Department about Earl Landry Jr. surfaced once again. A decision
was made that the CAS was on “shaky ground” with respect to informing the
employer, notwithstanding the third allegation and the fact that a determination
had been made that Earl Landry Jr. had likely abused C-51 and another individual.
In April 1997, the issue of informing the employer remained under consideration
but again no action was taken. By this time, CAS worker Carole Leblanc had
been asked by the CPS to prepare a will-state in respect to the complaint of C-52,
which would suggest a serious investigation was proceeding.
Executive director Richard Abell indicated in a forthright way that, in failing

to inform Earl Landry Jr.’s employer that he posed a risk to children, the CAS
“dropped the ball.” I agree that, on this issue, the CAS failed to take appropriate
action. There was sufficient information to warrant informing the employer, who
could then have taken its own steps and actions. A useful analogy is what occurs
in the school system. If an allegation of abuse is made against a teacher, the
teacher is removed from teaching duties while the complaint is reviewed.When an
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employer is informed of the allegation, it can take steps such as assigning the
individual to duties that do not involve children or suspending the employee
with pay while the situation is investigated. Informing an employer about
allegations of abuse against an employee is a serious matter, and there should
be a credible allegation before proceeding. In this case, there was ample infor-
mation to indicate that there was a risk to be managed.
I accept the testimony of Richard Abell and Bill Carriere that they were not

influenced by the fact that the individual they were investigating was the son of
the former chief of police. However, I am troubled by the reality that there was
so much concern about the sensitivity of reporting to an employer and insufficient
sensitivity to the risk to children represented by a man who had ongoing access
to children in his workplace.

C-54 Discloses Abuse by Earl Landry Jr.

Throughout the CAS investigation in 1993, C-54 denied being abuse by Earl
Landry Jr. However, in August 1997, he disclosed to the CPS that Earl Landry Jr.
had abused him. The CAS of SD&G was made aware of this disclosure onAugust
5, 1997. Earl Landry Jr. later admitted that he had abused the boy when C-54
was a preteen and also when he was residing with the Landrys as a foster child.
Earl Landry Jr. was charged by the CPS in 1997 and in August 1999 pleaded
guilty to charges relating to five complainants, including C-54. He was sentenced
to five years imprisonment.
Once Earl Landry Jr. was charged, Greg Bell, a worker with the CAS of

SD&G, was asked to assess any possible risk associated with the Landry’s own
three children. By this time, the Landry family had moved to the Ottawa area, and
so Mr. Bell was assisting the Ottawa CAS. Greg Bell testified that he did not
see information about a prior complaint regarding Earl Landry Jr. in the files of
the CAS of SD&G.

Poor Cross-Referencing and Record Keeping Create Unacceptable Risk

The issue of poor or non-existent cross-referencing in CAS files is a consistent
theme in the Landry case. The foster home staff approved placements at the
same time when a credible report of abuse had been made. In addition, there
appeared to be poor record keeping with respect to the 1985 and 1993 complaints.
Executive director RichardAbell indicated in his testimony that, in general, CAS
record keeping was good and that this case was a “blip.” I am not so sure. It
seems that, even when the CAS had the opportunity to correct its records in
1995, this was not done. In 1997, CAS worker Greg Bell could not find docu-
mentation of complaints made about Earl Landry Jr. prior to the charges related
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to C-54. I believe that a review of the records-management system of the CAS is
necessary to ensure that the system is sound and that indeed the pervasive record-
keeping problems in this case were only anomalies.
The fact that records were incomplete is not a trivial matter. It led to the

approval of an inappropriate foster home placement and delays in reporting to the
employer of the potential risk associated with an employee with access to children.
While I do not attribute the inadequacies of the Landry investigation at the CPS
to the CAS, if the CAS had had better records, it might have been of greater
assistance to the CPS or have been in a position to put pressure on the Cornwall
police during its very slow investigation.

Project Blue

The genesis of Project Blue emanated from a discussion in late September 1993
between Richard Abell, executive director of the Children’s Aid Society of the
United Counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of SD&G), and
Constable Perry Dunlop in the parking lot at Quinn’s Inn in St. Andrew’s.
On September 25, 1993, Perry Dunlop, who was a musician as well as a

Constable with the Cornwall Community Police Service (CPS) was scheduled to
perform at the pub at Quinn’s Inn. Richard Abell and his wife were good friends
of the Dunlop family and went to see Constable Dunlop perform that evening. As
Constable Dunlop was unloading his equipment in the parking lot, he decided to
approach Richard Abell and share some information with him that was a source
of anxiety.
Constable Dunlop told Mr.Abell that he had overheard a conversation between

some officers at the police station in which Father Charles MacDonald was
mentioned. Constable Dunlop spoke to the officer involved in the investigation
of the sexual assault allegations involving Father MacDonald and obtained a
copy of the victim’s statement. Perry had looked for the file on this matter, but had
not been successful: “Nothing [was] put on internal record system, computers.”
Perry Dunlop was very upset that a police investigation involving sexual

abuse of a young person by a priest was not being pursued by the CPS. The
Constable thought that the investigation had not been properly handled. He was
worried that children in the community continued to be at risk of abuse. He
considered himself under a statutory duty to report this information to the
Children’s Aid Society. Constable Dunlop told Richard Abell that he had a copy
of the victim’s statement. Mr. Abell testified that he thought that Constable
Dunlop had disclosed the name of the priest that evening, identifying Father
Charles MacDonald, an active priest in St. Andrew’s Parish, as the alleged
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perpetrator. This parish was in fact across the street from Quinn’s Inn, where
the Abells and Dunlops were having this discussion. Perry and Helen Dunlop
had been married by Father MacDonald, and the priest had baptized their children.
As Mr. Abell commented in his evidence, Constable Dunlop knew the priest
very well: “[T]his was very close to home for Perry, extremely close to home, and
he was rocked by it.”
The following day, Helen and Perry Dunlop came to theAbell home to further

discuss their concerns about the CPS investigation. It was on that day, September
26, 1993, that Perry Dunlop showed RichardAbell the statement of David Silmser
concerning his allegations of sexual assault. In this statement, Mr. Silmser made
allegations of sexual abuse against not only Father Charles MacDonald but also
Ken Seguin, a probation officer in Cornwall. Mr. Abell understood that these
were allegations of historical abuse. Constable Dunlop told the CAS executive
director that, although some of his fellow officers supported his view and agreed
that the investigation should be pursued, he felt he was “stuck” in terms of
persuading his police force to pursue the criminal allegations against the priest.
Inscribed in Richard Abell’s notes is the comment, “[A] couple of sergeants …
are with him on this but otherwise he is stuck.” Mr. Abell assured Constable
Dunlop that he would pursue the matter within his own organization. Mr. Abell
did not take the victim’s statement from Perry Dunlop at the time but he read it
and found it to be very credible. Inscribed in his notes were the comments “very
credible—looks to be consistent with SVA (statement validity analysis) criteria”
and “I tell Perry I’m duty bound to act on the information.”
Constable Dunlop told Mr.Abell that he wished to discuss the case further with

officers in his force with the objective of convincing them to pursue the Father
MacDonald matter. In particular, he wanted to speak with Staff Sergeant Luc
Brunet, who, he explained, was the head of the Criminal Investigation Branch
(CIB) and Constable Heidi Sebalj’s supervisor. Constable Sebalj was the CPS
officer who investigated the allegations made by David Silmser. If he was not
successful, Constable Dunlop planned to give a copy of the victim’s statement to
Mr.Abell. RichardAbell had a clear recollection of this discussion with Constable
Dunlop on the afternoon of September 26, 1993, at the Abell home:

... I recall this clearly from that meeting, he was very aware of the
situation he was putting himself in with his own force in coming to
me, talking to me the way he had and being prepared to give me the
statement. He knew that there were going to be consequences to that.
He wanted to make one more effort, as he saw it, to try to move things
ahead within his own organization.
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After a few days, Richard Abell decided to contact Constable Dunlop to find
out the outcome of his discussions with Staff Sergeant Brunet and members
of his force. Mr. Abell called the Dunlop home on September 29, 1993,
and spoke with Helen, who was upset. Richard Abell decided to go to the
Dunlop home.
Helen Dunlop related to the CAS executive director that her husband’s

discussions with Staff Sergeant Brunet had not gone well. Constable Dunlop
had been advised to end his involvement in the Father MacDonald matter and was
cautioned that he could be charged under the Police Services Act. Constable
Dunlop, she said, had also spoken to the Crown prosecutor, Murray MacDonald.
Ms Dunlop told the CAS executive director that she herself had contacted David
Silmser and had tried to arrange to meet with him. Mr. Silmser subsequently
told officers at the CPS about this contact. Mr. Abell was surprised that Ms
Dunlop had involved herself in this matter by contacting an alleged victim of
sexual abuse.
Perry Dunlop called Mr. Abell that evening and reiterated the information

conveyed by his wife. The CPS Constable made it clear that he had not been
successful in persuading his force to pursue the criminal investigation involving
the priest. Mr. Abell picked up the victim’s statement at the Dunlop home the
following morning and assured the CPS Constable that he would discuss the
matter with senior staff at the CAS and decide whether the CAS would proceed
with an investigation. Constable Dunlop told Mr Abell that he had very limited
support at the CPS and that there could be charges under the Police Services Act
as a result of his actions. Both Perry Dunlop and Richard Abell believed that
Constable Dunlop was under a statutory duty under the Child and Family
Services Act to report these allegations of child abuse. Constable Dunlop knew
that by giving Mr. Silmser’s statement to Richard Abell, he was placing him-
self in even greater professional jeopardy. As Mr. Abell said in his evidence, “it
was clear that the risk to him had gone up” but “he [Constable Dunlop] was
absolutely determined to follow through” with it.
In Mr. Abell’s view, the circumstances presented in the Silmser case, past

abuse by a priest who continued to be active in the church and the community,
required a report to the Children’s Aid Society by officers at the Cornwall Police
Service. The CAS executive director believed that the failure of the investigating
police officer and his superior to report the matter to the CAS was attributable to
the lack of clarity surrounding cases of historical abuse. Mr. Abell, in fact,
acknowledged in his testimony that the “lack of clarity may well have extended
to our own organization.”
I agree with Mr. Abell and I am of the view that the statutory duty in section

72 of the Child and Family Services Act should be amended. It should clarify
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that there is an obligation to report cases of historical child abuse in circum-
stances in which the alleged perpetrator continues to be a risk to children.
When the Silmser allegations were brought to his attention, Mr. Abell raised

with Chief Claude Shaver that the development of a protocol was necessary in
order to clarify the reporting obligations and to delineate the procedures for
historical cases of child abuse. Mr. Abell agreed that it would be beneficial to
generate a formal document to ensure that all police officers were cognizant of
the statutory duties and the procedures to be followed for cases of historical
child abuse. I note that the 2001 Eastern Zone Child Protection Protocol provides
that, when there is an allegation of sexual abuse and where the accused is in
charge of a child or is in a position of trust, there should be reciprocal reporting
and joint investigations involving the CAS and the police. There is also a list of
factors to be considered to determine if the CAS should be involved despite the
fact that the accused is not in charge of a child or in a position of trust. In my view,
the definition of sexual abuse should be broadened so it is clear that it also includes
instances involving historical sexual abuse. The protocol should also be reviewed
and updated. Furthermore, it is unclear to me whether there is a mechanism in
place to ensure that everyone from the different signatory institutions is familiar
with the applicability and operation of the protocol.
Mr. Abell gave a copy of David Silmser’s statement to CAS senior managers

Bill Carriere, Angelo Towndale, and in-house legal counsel at the CAS, Elizabeth
MacLennan. Mr. Towndale confirmed that, when he read the Silmser statement,
his immediate reaction was that the Children’s Aid Society should investigate
the allegations. The primary reason for this conclusion was that other children were
possibly at risk of abuse by the priest.
Prior to meeting with the senior managers, Richard Abell called his sister,

SusanAbell, who had been the executive director of two Children’s Aid Societies.
She had been the executive director of the Children’s Aid Society in Kingston at
the time of the St. George allegations, a church-related multi-victim situation
that had some parallels to the matter confronting Mr. Abell in the Cornwall area.
Susan Abell had experience with the media and information disseminated to the
public, and Mr. Abell sought to draw upon her knowledge.
Mr. Abell met with his senior managers on September 30, 1993. Richard

Abell, Mr. Carriere, Mr. Towndale, and Ms MacLennan all agreed that the state-
ment was “highly” credible, that “very likely ... there was other abuse of Silmser
not mentioned in the statement, likely other victims,” and that there was a “good
possibility of present abuse of children by Charlie MacDonald.” Inscribed in
Mr. Abell’s notes of the September 30, 1993, meeting was the comment “Strong
consensus we have duty to open investigation based on concern for present abuse
of children.” This consensus resulted in the CAS Project Blue.
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During this meeting, Mr. Abell and his senior managers discussed how to
proceed with Project Blue. They discussed the composition of the team, which
would consist of highly qualified CAS staff, female and male. The executive
director also decided that he would first approach Chief Shaver of the Cornwall
Police Service as a professional courtesy. The chief of the CPS would be asked
if the force wished to re-open the criminal investigation, and, if so, whether the
police force was interested in conducting a joint investigation with the CAS. If
not, the CAS would proceed with its own investigation of the allegations against
the priest. Mr. Abell also intended to contact the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP)
in Long Sault, as this was the area of the parish in which Father Charles
MacDonald was then assigned. Mr. Abell also planned to notify the Ministry of
Community and Social Services because of the potential for this investigation to
become high profile and because of the allegations against Ken Seguin.

The CAS MeetsWith the Chief of Police

As discussed in Chapter 6, on the institutional response of the Cornwall Police
Service, RichardAbell met with Chief Shaver on October 1, 1993. The executive
director of the CAS testified that he had initiated the meeting, which was held in
the CAS office. Mr. Abell asked Angelo Towndale to attend the meeting with
the police chief. Mr. Towndale, a Roman Catholic, was active in the local Catholic
Diocese and was also a member of the Cornwall Police Services Board.
It was at this meeting with the CAS that Chief Shaver learned that Constable

Perry Dunlop had given Mr. Silmser’s statement to the Children’s Aid Society.
Chief Shaver was visibly angry that the CPS Constable had done this. According
to Mr. Abell’s notes of the meeting, Chief Shaver said that he had “a big issue to
deal with re Perry Dunlop going outside channels.”
At the meeting, Mr. Abell reviewed the reporting section of the Child and

Family Services Act with the police chief and told him there was a statutory duty
to report this alleged abuse to the Children’s Aid Society. The executive director
of the CAS also told Chief Shaver that the victim’s statement was “highly”
credible, and that Mr. Abell intended to proceed with the investigation.
Chief Shaver told Mr. Abell that he was “upset” when he learned about the

financial settlement of the Diocese with David Silmser and that he would have
wanted the criminal investigation of the priest to have proceeded. The police
chief explained that he had conferred with the Crown, who had indicated that, if
the complaint were withdrawn, there was no basis to proceed. The chief admitted
that his police force had “screwed up big time,” that the investigation had
not been done, and that it had been placed on the “back burner.” Mr. Abell con-
sidered these comments “striking” at the time and had a clear recollection of
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this acknowledgment by the police chief. Chief Shaver acknowledged that the
investigating officer, Heidi Sebalj, was inexperienced and that Staff Sergeant
Brunet had not supervised her adequately. This criticism of the police officers also
surprised Mr. Abell. As the executive director of the CAS said in his evidence,
“[Y]ou’ve got to be candid with professional colleagues, but to take criticisms of
your own people outside your shop is, I guess—in my view, senior people don’t
typically do that.”
This meeting is also discussed in Chapter 6, on the institutional response of

the Cornwall Police Service, where I note that Chief Shaver did not agree with
all of Mr. Abell’s recollections of the meeting. Where there are differences, I
prefer the evidence of Mr. Abell, whose evidence was forthright and consistent
with his thorough, legible, contemporaneous notes.
Mr. Abell confirmed that the CAS would be proceeding with an investigation

and that he planned to assign two of his “top” staff to investigate these allegations
of abuse. Chief Shaver questioned the authority of the CAS to investigate on the
basis of “out of channel” information, namely the Silmser statement provided
by Constable Dunlop. Mr. Abell replied that there was authority under the statute
to proceed with the investigation.
Chief Shaver indicated that David Silmser was a man of questionable character

and motive. Mr. Abell pointed out that, if Mr. Silmser had difficulties in his adult
years, this was consistent with the profile of a victim of abuse. The police chief
voiced further criticism by adding that four people had been contacted—three
denied anything had occurred, and one person refused to talk. A $25,000 payment
had been made to Mr. Silmser from the Bishop’s office, and, in the chief’s view,
his police force had been “used” by David Silmser to obtain this payment.
Mr. Abell reiterated that the CAS had the authority on the basis of current

risk to children to pursue the matter, as the David Silmser’s statement alleged
that two individuals in positions of authority and control had abused children.
Chief Shaver asked for some time to review the police file on the Silmser

complaint, which was being assembled, and to confer with Sean Adams, Mr.
Silmser’s lawyer. Mr. Abell agreed to a delay of one week and told the police
chief that, after that time, the CAS would proceed with its own investigation.
Mr. Abell met Chief Shaver again one week later with Angelo Towndale.

This time, Staff Sergeant Brunet accompanied Chief Shaver to the meeting with
the CAS. As I discuss in Chapter 6, on the institutional response of the CPS,
at this meeting Claude Shaver reported on the visit he had with the Pope’s repre-
sentative in Ottawa on October 7, 1993, and a subsequent meeting with Bishop
Eugène LaRocque.
Chief Shaver reported that the Bishop intended to move Father MacDonald

out of the parish and send him for an assessment at a facility in Barrie, Ontario.
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The police chief told Mr. Abell that the Bishop had related to him that Father
MacDonald had paid $10,000 of his own money, the Bishop had paid $10,000 on
behalf of the Diocese, and “someone else put in $10,000 or $12,000” for the
financial settlement with Mr. Silmser. In other words, the payment to David
Silmser was from three sources: Father MacDonald, the Diocese, and a third
unnamed party. Although Mr. Abell knew that David Silmser had made allega-
tions of abuse against Ken Seguin, he could not recall whether he asked Chief
Shaver for the identity of the unnamed third party at the October 8, 1993, meeting.
The Bishop told the police chief that he opposed the payment to Mr. Silmser
but relented because of the advice received by lawyers Jacques Leduc and
Malcolm MacDonald.
Chief Shaver told Mr. Abell that “police hands were still tied with respect to

[Father] MacDonald” in that Mr. Silmser had withdrawn the complaint. The
chief stated that the CPS was waiting for a response from Sean Adams, Mr.
Silmser’s lawyer, regarding his client’s refusal to proceed.
Mr. Abell told the police chief that the CAS intended to meet with the Bishop.

There was agreement that current altar boys at St. Andrew’s Parish needed to
be contacted. Mr. Abell discussed with Chief Shaver the need to develop a joint
CAS–police–Church protocol to deal with allegations of sexual abuse by clergy.
At that time, there was only a CAS–police protocol. Mr. Abell testified that the
Diocese had done its own investigation in late 1992 and early 1993, but it had not
shared information with or reported the allegations of abuse to the CAS.
Mr. Abell asked what the CPS was doing with regard to Ken Seguin. Chief

Shaver replied that he was waiting to hear from the Crown prosecutor. Staff Sergeant
Brunet undertook to keep Mr. Abell informed of the outcome of this discussion.

The CAS MeetsWith Bishop LaRocque

The CAS met with Bishop LaRocque on October 12, 1993. Mr. Carriere and
Mr. Towndale accompanied Mr. Abell to the meeting. At this point, Richard
Abell had decided that Mr. Carriere would be responsible for the investigation by
the CAS. Although the Bishop did not take any notes of that meeting, Mr. Abell
took detailed contemporaneous notes.
Mr. Abell started the meeting with a discussion of the role of the CAS and

explained that the agency was concerned with current and recent abuse of children.
He told the Bishop that the agency was investigating allegations of abuse by
Father Charles MacDonald. Recorded in Mr.Abell’s notes of the meeting was that
the Bishop was “taken aback” that the CAS would investigate this matter. Bishop
LaRocque said he wished to “monitor” the investigation. Mr. Abell made it clear
that the CAS intended to conduct a full investigation without any monitoring
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by the Church. The Bishop expressed concern for the publicity as well as the
reputation of Father MacDonald. He said that Cornwall was a small community
and that once the altar boys and their families were interviewed, the priest would
be considered an “accused” person. Mr. Abell’s response was that the best way
to deal with the accusations was to conduct an open and thorough investigation
to learn the facts.
The Bishop told the CAS officials that Father MacDonald was at the South-

down facility in Barrie. Mr. Abell indicated that he wanted Father MacDonald out
of the parish to enable the CAS to freely conduct its investigation. Mr. Abell
testified that the primary reason to ensure that the priest was not in the parish
was the concern about the safety of children. The Bishop was “very reluctant” to
comply with this request, according to the notes of the meeting. They engaged
in a “lively exchange” and finally agreed that Father MacDonald would stay
away from the parish for a two-week period. The CAS officials knew this was
not sufficient time to enable it to complete its investigation. As Mr. Abell said in
his evidence:

It wasn’t going to be enough; we certainly knew that. I mean, he held
his ground on this for a while. We really had to bat this one around
for a while. He really wanted to bring Father MacDonald back
relatively quickly. And, again, it had to do with the rumour mill
getting started and, you know, the public image of him as an accused.
So that was his position.

In the mind of the CAS officials, two weeks was merely a “start point.”
The Bishop mentioned that David Silmser had contacted a cleric in Ottawa who
handled abuse allegations for that Diocese. The Church official had sent a letter
to Bishop LaRocque, which the CAS officials asked to read. Although the Bishop
allowed Mr. Abell and his senior managers to review the correspondence,
he refused to give the CAS a copy of the document on the grounds that it was
“confidential.” The letter was from Monsignor Peter Schonenbach and was dated
December 11, 1992. Mr. Abell noted that the Church official from Ottawa had
ended his correspondence with his assessment that David Silmser was credible.
Bishop LaRocque told the CAS officials that he had been opposed to paying

off David Silmser but had been persuaded to do so by the Diocese lawyer, Jacques
Leduc, and Father Charles MacDonald’s lawyer, Malcolm MacDonald. This was
despite the fact that the Bishop said he had recently attended meetings at the
Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops and had been advised not to enter a
settlement with the alleged victim. Mr.Abell knewMr. Leduc, as he had previously
acted as legal counsel for the CAS on a few matters. Mr. Abell’s notes indicate
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that the Bishop referred to the payment to Mr. Silmser as a “nuisance settlement.”
Bishop LaRocque made negative comments about Mr. Silmser’s character and
commented that he had been “in and out of jail.”
The Bishop told the CAS that Father MacDonald had strongly denied the Mr.

Silmser’s allegations of sexual abuse. Bishop LaRocque stated that Father
MacDonald had admitted that he was homosexual and that he had engaged in
sexual relations in the past. However, he claimed that his partners had all been
teens and adults and that they had sometimes initiated the encounters. Mr. Abell
found these comments “pretty striking.” The CAS officials immediately responded
with “a very clear message” to the Bishop that a priest was in a position of trust
and authority. Mr. Abell said the following in his evidence:

... I’m struck with the notation there “We jumped on it.” I mean, we did,
and not [in] an impolite way but—not in an impolite way but we wanted
him to know that if we were being presented a rationale that, “I only did
it with teens,” [it] wasn’t going to—wasn’t, frankly, going to wash with
us. I mean, that’s why we had a—we gave him a very clear message
about people in roles of trust and responsibility and that we were going
to proceed.

...

... [I]t frankly smacked of a rationale and it’s a rationale that we’ve
heard in our business all too often, you know, including [regarding]
small children—you know, they enticed me and she cuddled up to me,
and you know, we’ve—it’s not at all uncommon to hear victimizers
victimize those children in that way.

So just because of our professional orientation and background it’s
just something we couldn’t let go, and we didn’t. That’s where the
conversation went.

Bishop LaRocque said Father MacDonald had not engaged in sexual relations
while he was teaching, nor for the past four years. This was when that the CAS
executive director learned that Charles MacDonald had formerly been a teacher.
The CAS officials discussed with the Bishop the need for a protocol with the

Church. Bishop LaRocque was receptive and agreed that the police and the CAS
should work on developing a protocol for allegations of abuse.
Mr. Abell told the Bishop that Bill Carriere would be responsible for the

CAS investigation of David Silmser’s allegations. The Bishop said Monsignor
Donald McDougald would handle the Father MacDonald case for the Diocese of
Alexandria-Cornwall. The Bishop agreed to provide names of altar boys to the
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CAS.A discussion ensued about whether contact should be made with former altar
boys or those in other parishes where Father MacDonald had worked. The CAS
agreed to begin its investigation with the current altar boys. Mr. Abell asked the
Bishop to give Jacques Leduc permission to speak freely and openly to the CAS
about the Silmser case. He also mentioned that the CAS would contact the OPP
and advised the Bishop that keeping the priest away from the parish for merely
two weeks may not be a sufficient period of time for the CAS to complete its
investigation. According to Mr. Abell’s notes of the October 12, 1993, meeting,
when the meeting came to an end, the “Bishop looked worried.”As Mr.Abell said
in his evidence, the Bishop said:

... he had a mess on his hands. I mean, he did have a mess on his hands

... [H]e was also open with us that he had a role in creating it in terms of
the decision-making he made.

Staff Sergeant Garry Derochie came to the CAS to meet with Mr. Abell on
October 14, 1993. As discussed in Chapter 6, on the institutional response of
the Cornwall Police Service, Staff Sergeant Derochie explained to Mr. Abell that
the CPS was investigating Constable Dunlop, who could be subjected to charges
under the Police Services Act for providing the Silmser statement to the CAS. Mr.
Abell immediately disclosed that he was friends with Perry and Helen Dunlop.
In this meeting, Staff Sergeant Derochie was critical of the CPS investigation
of the Silmser complaint and stated that, in his opinion, it had been poorly handled
by the CPS.
Staff Sergeant Derochie said that, if the CPS had “made mistakes,” it “should

do damage control—get busy and do a proper investigation.” He also mentioned
that the Crown lawyer had a conflict of interest. The police officer encouraged the
CAS to examine the allegations of abuse made against Mr. Ken Seguin and added
that there had been “stories” about this probation officer for some time.
Staff Sergeant Derochie said that he would be recommending that no charges

be laid against Perry Dunlop and commented than an “officer’s highest duty is to
the safety of the community.”

The Initiation of Project Blue: October 14, 1993

On October 14, 1993, Project Blue was initiated by the Children’s Aid Society.
Project Blue was named after the Blue Jay baseball team, which was playing in
theWorld Series at that time. The primary purpose of the project was to determine
whether Father Charles MacDonald posed a present risk of abuse to children in
the Cornwall area. According to the provincial guidelines, “the society will
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initiate a further investigation only if there is an allegation or evidence that a
child under the age of sixteen may be at risk.” Mr. Abell testified that although,
based on Mr. Silmser’s statement, the CAS had concern and suspicions that altar
servers were at risk, there was no “specificity” regarding a particular child. Bill
Carriere was assigned the responsibility for the investigation. Greg Bell was the
lead investigator, assisted by Pina DeBellis. CAS lawyer Elizabeth MacLennan
was also part of the Project Blue team. Beginning on October 14, 1993, Mr. Bell
worked full-time on the Project Blue investigation for ten weeks, after which
time he returned to his caseload. Team meetings were held each week, chaired by
Mr. Abell, who was also the principal note-taker.
Mr. Carriere discussed with Mr. Bell the components of the CAS investigation.

It involved making contact with several institutions, including the OPP, to advise
the police force of the Project Blue investigation of Father Charles MacDonald.
The CAS also wanted the Cornwall Police Service to provide the agency with
all pertinent information on Father MacDonald, probation officer Ken Seguin,
and David Silmser and other possible victims. The agency also planned to ask
the Diocese of Alexandria-Cornwall for information on Father MacDonald’s
contact and relationship with Mr. Silmser and any other potential victims.
In addition, the CAS intended to contact the Ottawa Diocese and to speak to
Monsignor Schonenbach.
Other components of the Project Blue investigation included interviews with

David Silmser and other possible victims of abuse who were identified. The
CAS also had plans to interview the alleged perpetrator, Father MacDonald, and
possibly Mr. Seguin.
On October 14, 1993, Mr.Abell briefed Lenore Jones, program supervisor at the

Ministry of Community and Social Services. She agreed to find out whether
probation and parole officer Ken Seguin was in the Ministry. At that time, proba-
tion officers for young offenders were in the Ministry of Community and Social
Services and not the Ministry of Correctional Services. If Mr. Seguin were with
Correctional Services, this meant that he was dealing with clients who were sixteen
and seventeen years old. However, if he were with Community and Social Services,
he would be coming into contact with children under the age of sixteen.
Mr. Abell subsequently learned that Mr. Seguin was not in fact with the

Ministry of Community and Social Services. Mr. Abell denied at the hearings
that he had told Staff Sergeant Derochie that the CAS was not investigating
Mr. Seguin because the probation officer was not employed by his Ministry. I
accept the explanation of Mr.Abell that he was trying to determine which ministry
Ken Seguin worked for in order to determine the age of his clients. However, in
my opinion more should have been done to determine whether Mr. Seguin was
in contact with young persons, regardless of which Ministry he worked in.
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On October 14, 1993, Monsignor McDougald brought to the CAS office the
names of current altar boys at St. Andrew’s Church. He gave these names to
Mr. Towndale.
In mid-October 1993, Mr. Carriere and Mr. Bell met with Detective Constable

RonWilson of the Ontario Provincial Police, Long Sault Detachment. The OPP
officer stated that his force would not be conducting an investigation without a
willing named complainant. Detective Constable Wilson agreed to conduct a
Canadian Police Information Centre (CPIC) check on Father Charles MacDonald
and to consult with members of his force to determine what assistance, if any,
the OPP could provide to the CAS. Detective Constable Wilson, after reading
David Silmser’s statement, expressed concern about the credibility of this alleged
victim. Mr. Carriere pointed out to the OPP officer the areas of credibility
in Mr. Silmser’s statement regarding the allegations of abuse against Father
Charles MacDonald.

CAS Receives a Call From Jacques Leduc

Jacques Leduc, who represented the Diocese in the financial settlement with
David Silmser, contacted Richard Abell on October 15, 1993. The lawyer asked
Mr. Abell if Father Charles MacDonald had made an admission with respect to
the allegations of abuse. Mr. Abell replied that he had learned from a meeting with
Bishop LaRocque that the priest had admitted that he was gay and had engaged
in sexual relations with adults and adolescents, but not for the past four years. The
priest, according to Bishop LaRocque, had denied that he participated in sexual
acts when he was a teacher. Mr. Abell’s notes of the October 15 call with Mr.
Leduc state: “I say ‘yes’ to being homosexual—relations with adolescents, adults.
Not as a teacher, not the last 4 years. (This from the bishop).”
Mr. Leduc told Mr. Abell that “priestly confidences” could not be “betrayed.”

It appeared that Mr. Leduc was extending the confessor–penitent privilege to
priestly confidences. It is curious that Mr. Leduc offered this opinion to Mr.
Abell. I comment in Chapter 8, on the institutional response of the Diocese of
Alexandria-Cornwall, that the penitent–confessor privilege is not recognized in
this province.
Mr. Bell and Mr. Leduc also spoke on October 15, 1993. Mr. Leduc made it

clear to Mr. Bell, and later to CAS legal counsel Elizabeth MacLennan, that he
intended to fully cooperate with the CAS investigation. Inscribed in Ms
MacLennan’s notes is the comment that “[h]e wanted to know if CAS was on a
witch hunt or was there something to it. I said we felt there is definitely something
to the allegation.” Mr. Leduc also told Mr. Bell a few days later that he would try
to encourage David Silmser to talk to the CAS.
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Mr. Leduc met with Mr. Carriere, Mr. Bell, and Ms MacLennan on October
22, 1993. He gave the CAS the letter from Monsignor Schonenbach as well as
other pertinent documents. Mr. Leduc indicated that Father MacDonald was
receiving treatment at a facility for stress. He confirmed that the Diocese had
not had contact with the Cornwall Police Service regarding the Silmser allegations
of abuse.
At the second team meeting held by Mr. Abell, on October 29, 1993, the CAS

executive director learned that the Bishop had made a commitment through his
lawyer, Jacques Leduc, to give the CAS the necessary time to investigate the
allegations. Mr. Abell, as I mentioned, was initially told that the CAS had only
two weeks. He was now informed that Father MacDonald was not returning to
his parish.
Mr. Bell stated that he was trying to arrange an interview with David Silmser

but that Mr. Silmser was reluctant to speak with the CAS for fear of losing his
settlement money. Discussions were taking place with the Diocese to ensure that
Mr. Silmser would not risk forfeiting the settlement money if he discussed the
allegations of abuse with the CAS.

The CAS MeetsWith the Cornwall Police Service

On October 21, 1993, Mr. Carriere and Mr. Bell met with CPS Staff Sergeant
Luc Brunet and Constable Heidi Sebalj. The CAS officials were told that the
Cornwall Police Service had not investigated the allegations made against Ken
Seguin. Mr. Carriere and Mr. Bell were also permitted to examine the state-
ments of some alleged victims of Father MacDonald, but the identity of these
individuals were not disclosed to them by the police. As a result, the CAS could
not contact them.
Three statements in particular concerned Mr. Carriere. The first involved an

individual who had known Father MacDonald, Mr. Carriere believed, from St.
Columban’s Parish. The priest had offered to drive the then eighteen-year-old
home one evening, and he alleged that Father MacDonald had put his hand on his
groin and asked him if it felt comfortable. The youth responded, “No,” at which
time the priest removed his hand. There was no further contact with the alleged
victim. The second incident involved the sexual molestation of a youth who had
had an overnight stay with Father MacDonald. The third statement that was of
concern to Mr. Carriere stated that Father MacDonald showed pornographic
magazines to two boys who were eleven or twelve years old. The individuals
said that the priest kept the magazines under his bed. This raised two questions
for Mr. Carriere:
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... One is what they would be doing in Father Charlie’s bedroom and
why would Father Charlie be showing them pornographic magazines?
And if they weren’t in Father Charlie’s bedroom how would they know
that these magazines were kept under the bed? I mean, either they saw
them there or they were told that they were kept under the bed, and one
almost seems as bad as the other.

On November 4, 1993, Richard Abell had a second meeting with Staff Sergeant
Derochie. The CPS officer told Mr. Abell that not only was he reviewing whether
Constable Dunlop’s disclosure of the Silmser statement warranted charges under
the Police Services Act, he was also conducting a review of the CPS investigation
of the allegations of abuse by David Silmser. Staff Sergeant Derochie asked the
CAS executive director whether he had become aware of any problems in the
earlier police investigation.
Mr. Abell would have wanted the CPS to have alerted the CAS to the Silmser

allegations when the police were investigating the matter. He told Staff Sergeant
Derochie that the CAS and CPS needed to discuss the duty to report generally, and
the obligation to report historical child abuse in particular. In Mr. Abell’s view, it
was essential that the two institutions have a common understanding of this issue.

The CAS MeetsWith David Silmser

Mr. Carriere believed that the initial approach of the CAS towards David Silmser
required careful thought. In his view, it was important to convey the following to
Mr. Silmser:

1. that his allegations had credibility;
2. that he was playing an important role in helping to protect other
children;

3. that there were also other possible victims; and
4. that both Ken Seguin and Father MacDonald were of concern to
the CAS.

Mr. Carriere explained in his evidence that “we were coming out of an era where
children weren’t necessarily believed” and that “it was important to say that in the
absence of any other information we should at least accept that what they may be
telling has credibility.”
Greg Bell called David Silmser on October 28, 1993. Mr. Silmser was surprised

by the CAS contact and was concerned that the agency knew about his abuse.
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Mr. Silmser wanted to know who had disclosed the abuse to the CAS, but Mr. Bell
replied that he could not reveal the identity of that person. Mr. Silmser told Mr.
Bell that he was prevented from discussing the abuse with the CAS because of the
financial settlement that he had entered into with the Diocese. Mr. Bell told Mr.
Silmser that, pursuant to the Child and Family Services Act, the CAS had the
right to pursue these allegations of abuse.
The following day, a team meeting was held, which was attended by Mr.Abell,

Mr. Carriere, Mr. Bell, Ms DeBellis, andMsMacLennan. It was agreed that Jacques
Leduc, the lawyer representing the Diocese, should be asked for a copy of the
financial settlement between the Church and Mr. Silmser, as well as the reports
from the Southdown facility on Father Charles MacDonald. Unlike the CPS, the
CAS immediately found it prudent to attempt to obtain the settlement documents.
Mr. Leduc made it clear in a telephone call with the CAS on October 29,

1993, that the settlement agreement between the Diocese and David Silmser was
confidential and that it would not be provided to the agency. MalcolmMacDonald,
Father MacDonald’s lawyer, subsequently provided this information to the CAS.
David Silmser was interviewed by the CAS on November 2, 1993. Mr. Bell

and Ms DeBellis were present at the interview, which was audiotaped. The
purpose of the meeting was to obtain information from Mr. Silmser regarding
his allegations of abuse and to ascertain the identity of other possible victims.
David Silmser described the abuse he was subjected to by Father Charles

MacDonald and Ken Seguin. David Silmser told the CAS officials that he was
about thirteen or fourteen years old when he was sexually abused by Mr. Seguin.
He said that he was sexually abused in Mr. Seguin’s home. As Mr. Carriere stated
in his testimony, Mr. Seguin, a parole and probation officer, was clearly a person
in a position of authority within the meaning of the Child and Family Services Act.
To the surprise of CAS officials, Mr. Silmser also alleged in the November 2,

1993, interview that he had been sexually abused by a school teacher, Marcel
Lalonde. This was the first time the CAS heard that Mr. Lalonde was an alleged
perpetrator of child sexual abuse. ToMr. Carriere’s knowledge, the Cornwall police
had not informed the CAS of Constable Malloy’s 1989 investigation of Marcel
Lalonde for sexual abuse. However, it is important to note that the CAS also did not
share with the CPS the information it learned on November 2 about Mr. Silmser’s
allegation of abuse against Mr. Lalonde. Mr. Carriere agreed that, in retrospect,
that would have been a “good idea”: “We didn’t think of that at the time but I think
you know a closer liaison between two agencies and sharing information, I think
it’s a good idea.” Nor did the CAS contact the School Board or Bishop Macdonell
School, the school at which Marcel Lalonde was then teaching.
Mr. Bell testified that his interview with David Silmser was consistent with his

experience of other disclosures of historical child sexual abuse by adults: “there
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was a tenor sort of of anguish.” It was evident that coming to the CAS office
and speaking with CAS workers about his abuse as a child was a “struggle” for
Mr. Silmser, who had difficulty describing the full details of the sexual abuse to
which he was allegedly subjected: “they were painful recollections.” Mr. Silmser
was clearly agitated with regard to the Diocese. He was also agitated with regard
to the Cornwall police, as he stated that he had been waiting for nine months
for the police force to take action on his complaints of sexual abuse.
At the November 4, 1993, CAS team meeting, Greg Bell and Pina DeBellis

briefed the group on the Silmser interview. Inscribed in Mr. Abell’s notes is that
David Silmser “presented credibly.” It is of significance that, in his notes, there
is no mention that Mr. Silmser alleged that school teacher Marcel Lalonde had also
abused him.
Mr. Abell was not aware that the Cornwall police had received complaints

of child sexual abuse by alleged perpetrator Marcel Lalonde in 1988. The CAS
executive director testified that, had the CPS informed him of these complaints,
it may have influenced his decision to investigate the Lalonde matter further or
notify the school or School Board when Greg Bell eventually informed him of this
allegation on December 17, 1993.
David Silmser alleged in the November 1993 interview with Greg Bell and Ms

DeBellis that Marcel Lalonde had sexually abused him. Mr. Silmser stated that
Mr. Lalonde had taught grade 8 students at Bishop Macdonell School and that he
believed that Mr. Lalonde was still teaching. The CAS knew that Marcel Lalonde,
as a schoolteacher, would be in contact with many children.Yet, the CAS made
a decision not to take any action to confirm this information, alert the educational
institution, initiate an investigation, or contact the School Board. In my opinion,
the CAS should have notified the School Board that an allegation of historical
sexual abuse had been made against Marcel Lalonde. Today, this situation would
require that the School Board be notified pursuant to the 2001 Eastern Zone
Child Protection Protocol.
Mr. Bell testified that the November 2, 1993, interview was the only in-person

interview of David Silmser. Mr. Bell spoke to Mr. Silmser on November 4 and
November 9, 1993, hoping that he would meet again with the CAS to provide
further details of the alleged abuse by Ken Seguin and Marcel Lalonde. An
interview was set up for November 16, 1993, but Mr. Silmser did not appear.
Mr. Bell contacted him by telephone and stressed that, by speaking with the
CAS, Mr. Silmser would be helping protect other children at risk of abuse.
Late in November 1993, Ken Seguin committed suicide. At that time, the

CAS had not yet initiated its investigation of Mr. Seguin. After Mr. Seguin’s
death, David Silmser would not discuss with Mr. Bell the details of the alleged
acts of abuse to which he had been subjected in his youth. Mr. Silmser told the
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CAS worker, “I don’t want another death on my conscience.” Mr. Bell testified
that he thought that Mr. Seguin’s death likely had an impact on Mr. Silmser’s
unwillingness to disclose the details of the alleged abuse by Marcel Lalonde.
CAS officials such as Bill Carriere claimed that, before his suicide, the CAS

had had insufficient information on the alleged abuse by Mr. Seguin and there-
fore had not wanted to launch an investigation and expose the agency to civil
liability or possibly destroy Mr. Seguin’s career. Mr. Carriere stated that, had
the CAS possessed additional information, it would have contacted Mr. Seguin’s
employer at the Cornwall Probation Office and/or the Ministry of Correctional
Services to notify them that Mr. Seguin might be a risk to young probationers. But
this was all in hindsight. The CAS never investigated Mr. Seguin and did not
notify the Ministry of Correctional Services.

Interviews of Altar Servers

After receiving from the Diocese the names of altar servers currently at St.
Andrew’s Parish, Mr. Bell began to contact the boys’ families in mid-November
1993 to ask permission to interview the children. Mr. Bell simply told the parents
that the CAS was conducting an investigation, and did not disclose that it
concerned allegations of abuse by Father Charles MacDonald. The majority of
parents permitted the CAS to interview their children. Mr. Bell and Ms DeBellis
interviewed the children alone, without the presence of their parents. They used
the Stepwise procedure and statement validity analysis to assess the veracity of
statements made by the children in the interviews. None of the current altar
servers interviewed from St. Andrew’s Parish disclosed that they had been abused
by Father Charles MacDonald.

ContactWith Helen and Perry Dunlop

Helen Dunlop came to the CAS office on November 16, 1993, to give Mr. Bell
information on Father MacDonald and St. Andrew’s Parish. Constable Dunlop met
with Mr. Bell that afternoon. The CPS constable offered to give Mr. Bell leads of
people who should be interviewed in the CAS investigation. They agreed to
arrange a further meeting at which Constable Dunlop would bring his notes. At
the CAS team meeting the following day, it was decided that, if Constable Dunlop
was providing the CAS with official information in his capacity as a police officer,
the CPS should be notified. When contacted about this issue by Mr. Bell,
Constable Dunlop immediately agreed and suggested that the CAS contact Staff
Sergeant Derochie. The Staff Sergeant had no problems with Constable Dunlop
engaging in such discussions with the Children’s Aid Society.
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At the November 29, 1993, meeting with Mr. Bell and Ms DeBellis, Perry
Dunlop informed the CAS that Detective Constables Randy Millar and Chris
McDonell of the OPP Lancaster Detachment were investigating Ken Seguin’s
suicide and possibly the issue of extortion. Constable Dunlop told Mr. Bell that
there was a pedophile ring. Inscribed in Mr. Bell’s notes is the following statement:
“[T]here are other perpetrators involved in a ring and we will be hearing about
them and this includes Malcolm MacDonald.”
On November 30, 1993, Mr. Bell received documents from Malcolm

MacDonald, which included some of the documents involved in the financial
settlement between the Diocese and David Silmser. They included a copy of the
release and undertaking not to disclose, the settlement document, the certificate
of independent legal advice, as well as a report from Southdown on Father
MacDonald. Malcolm MacDonald asked the CAS for an undertaking that the
material provided would remain confidential and be returned to him once the
agency no longer required the documents.
Mr. Bell made contact with the OPP and spoke to Officer Ron Wilson on

December 14, 1993. The OPP officer related that he had spoken the previous
week to David Silmser, who had made it clear that he did not want to have
anything to do with the police—either the OPP or the Cornwall Police Service.
Mr. Silmser told Officer Wilson that Father MacDonald and Ken Seguin had
abused him, but did not mention his former teacher, Marcel Lalonde.
The CAS made a number of attempts in December 1993 and January 1994 to

follow up with Constable Dunlop. A number of messages were left, but there
was no response. Mr. Carriere instructed Mr. Bell to stress to Constable Dunlop
his statutory reporting obligation under the Child and Family Services Act. Mr.
Bell made contact with the Constable on January 13, 1994, and communicated
the officer’s statutory obligations, but Constable Dunlop neither conveyed further
information nor had further discussions with the CAS about the allegations of
abuse against Father Charles MacDonald. At a team meeting on January 31,
1994, the CAS officials involved in Project Blue decided not to pursue Constable
Dunlop any further.

Failed Attempt to Interview Father MacDonald

As part of the CAS investigation, Mr. Bell attempted to meet with the alleged
perpetrator, Father Charles MacDonald. On January 25, 1994, the CAS sent a letter
asking the priest if he would like to meet with the CAS to provide his account of
events pertaining to the allegations of child sexual abuse. In this correspondence
to Father MacDonald, it was made clear that a decision would be made by the
CAS, pursuant to section 75(3) of the Child and Family Services Act, whether the
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“allegations are verified and thus reportable to the ChildAbuse Register.” The CAS
asked Father MacDonald to:

... respond to the following questions as truthfully, accurately and in as
much detail as possible:
1) Have you every [sic] sexually abused a child or children under
the age of sixteen years?

2) If the answer to #1 is yes, please provide full details of this event.

On January 31, 1994, the CAS received a handwritten note from Father MacDonald,
which had been inscribed on the CAS letter. It said:

Jan. 31/94
My answer to the above question (#1) is an emphatic No!
C.F. MacDonald

David Silmser’s Allegations of Abuse Are Broadcast on Television:
Distrust of Institutions Deepens

In late December 1993, Charlie Greenwell, a television reporter from CJOH, a
local television station, tried to contact the executive director of the CAS of
SD&G to discuss allegations of abuse by both David Silmser and Jeannette
Antoine. Mr. Greenwell told Mr. Abell in a call on December 29, 1993, that
there had been a $35,000 payoff in the settlement of David Silmser. He also
discussed Ken Seguin’s death, the fact that the police had not pursued the
investigation of the allegations of abuse against Mr. Seguin, and that other boys
may have been involved. Mr. Greenwell wanted to know the position of the CAS
with regard to allegations by adults that they had been abused as children—in other
words, the position of the agency with respect to historical child abuse. Inscribed
in Mr. Abell’s notes of the call with Mr. Greenwell was the comment “Allegations
of coverup for long time in the community.”
About a week after this call, on January 6, 1994, a broadcast of Mr. Greenwell’s

report on the Silmser allegations appeared on television on CJOH. Portions of the
handwritten statement that David Silmser had given to the police in February
1993 were broadcast on television.
On January 6, 1994, after the broadcast, Mr. Abell received a call from his

predecessor, Tom O’Brien, as well as from former police chief Shaver and Staff
Sergeant Wells.
Tom O’Brien, who rarely called Mr. Abell, was upset. He told Mr. Abell that

he was contacting him “as a Catholic” community member and relayed that
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he knew another alleged victim. It was not clear to Mr. Abell whether Father
MacDonald was the alleged perpetrator of abuse against this victim, but the
executive director of the CAS did not ask Mr. O’Brien for further details.
Staff Sergeant BrendonWells, professional standards officer at the Cornwall

police, also contacted Mr. Abell. Mr. Greenwell had called the CPS officer asking
him if new victims of Father MacDonald had come forward. Mr. Abell told Staff
SergeantWells that the CAS had not received any calls that day from other alleged
victims of the priest. Retired police chief Shaver also spoke to Mr. Abell on
January 6, 1994. He was concerned that the quotes and facts in the media
were inaccurate.
The following day, David Silmser, distressed by the reports in the media,

telephoned Mr. Abell. He did not know who had released his statement to the
media—the CAS, the CPS, or another institution, or a person. It was very evident
that David Silmser had lost trust in the Children’s Aid Society and in institutions
in general. As Mr. Abell said at the hearings, “he was very upset, very angry and
I think he didn’t know where to turn or who to trust.” This is consistent with the
testimony I heard from David Silmser. Mr. Bell commented that, “[i]n an ongoing
sense, his trust in institutions, which was fragile I think to start with, was injured
by that experience.”
Charlie Greenwell contacted Mr.Abell on January 7, 1994. The CAS executive

director told the reporter that he had been misquoted by taking general information
elicited from Mr. Abell and applying it to the particulars of the Silmser case.
Mr. Abell “felt he had crossed the line.”
In his testimony, Mr. Abell agreed that the media stories in 1994 about David

Silmser and the allegations of cover-up by several institutions in Cornwall had an
impact on David Silmser’s relationship with the Children’s Aid Society. As Mr.
Abell said, Mr. Silmser “was devastated by the release of that statement.”
As I discussed in Chapter 8, on the institutional response of the Diocese of

Alexandria-Cornwall, there was a press release on the case from the Diocese of
Alexandria-Cornwall at that time, and several articles in the Cornwall Standard-
Freeholder.
Mr. Abell released a media statement on January 10, 1994. He described the

mandate of the CAS with regard to children under the age of sixteen and made
it clear that the agency was interested in historical allegations of child abuse by
adults, as children in the community could be at risk of abuse by the alleged
perpetrator. The media statement read in part:

The mandate of the Children’s Aid Society of S.D.& G. is to respond to
information that children (i.e., individuals who have not yet reached
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their sixteenth birthday) have, or may have, been abused. However, the
Society has a strong interest in the community’s response to allegations
by adults that they were abused as children, as those allegations may
pertain to the present or future abuse of children. The Society is also
interested in providing support and direction to adult victims of abuse
when feasible.

Child abuse victims of any age deserve a full opportunity to make their
experience known, and to have appropriate action taken on their behalf.
Without such an opportunity there is little likelihood that victims
will be able to overcome the profound personal effects of their
abuse experience.

The community as a whole has a right to expect that all available public
resources are being brought to bear on any instances of child abuse
which come to light.

Alleged perpetrators deserve the chance to have an objective and
competent enquiry into the accusations made against them. As with
victims, there will be little likelihood of abusers receiving professional
assistance to face and overcome their abusive behaviours without a full
airing of the circumstances.

Lastly, it is a well established fact that child abuse which is left
unaddressed creates an environment in which all too often other
children are destined to suffer the same destructive experience, and
thus sow the seeds for still more abuse of future generations.

Mr. Abell testified that, in his view, the CAS should be notified of allegations
of historical child abuse by a member of the clergy if the alleged perpetrator
continued to have contact with children. This, he said, was consistent with his
approach in Project Blue.

“Verification” of Abuse by Father MacDonald

It was at the February 17, 1994, meeting that the CAS officials involved in the
Project Blue investigation verified the sexual abuse of David Silmser by Father
Charles MacDonald.
As explained by Mr. Bell, some of the factors that led the CAS to verify the

abuse by Father MacDonald were:
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a) written police statement—sufficiently credible not to be dismissed
b) interview w/ D. Silmser
c) Msgr. S. in correspondence dated [December 11, 1992] states “D.S.
appears to be a credible person”

d) Silmser personal statement is consistent with the written statement
provided substantially earlier (10 month gap)[.] Silmser’s personal
presentation to agency staff was highly consistent [with] our experience
of disclosure behaviours of other verified victims of sexual abuse.

e) A considerable financial settlement was made to the alleged victim,
a sizeable portion of which was contributed by the accused.

f) The diocese has stated it made the financial settlement to meet the
treatment needs of the alleged victim suggesting that they recognized
the validity of his claim and their liability for same.

g) There are other statements relating sexual assaults of young men by
Father Charles MacDonald.

h) Father Charles MacDonald has admitted to having sexual relations
with young males.

i) We have been informed by Msgr. McDougal [sic] that the diocese
received an anon. allegation against Fth. MacDonald of an alleged
sexual impropriety, which was denied by Fth. Charles.

At the February 17, 1994 CAS meeting, potential risk factors were also listed:

—there is child/victim of Fth. Charlie
—there are other young (adolescent) victims of Fth. Charlie
—Fth. Charlie therefore represents a potential risk to children/male
adolescents

—the church should consider carefully the potential risks to
children/male adolescents posed by Fth. Charlie.

Thus, the CAS and Project Blue concluded that there was truth to the allegation
of child sexual abuse by Father Charles MacDonald of David Silmser.
After the verification decision was made, the CAS sent letters to the Cornwall

Police Service and the Ontario Provincial Police informing them about the out-
come of its decision.
The CAS wanted to send a letter to Father Charles MacDonald’s “employer,”

Bishop LaRocque, to ensure that he understood the potential risk this priest
posed to children. The Bishop was responsible for assigning members of the
clergy to various duties, and the CAS wanted to ensure that he took the necessary
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measures to protect children. The CAS therefore sought the consent of Father
MacDonald to send this information to the Bishop. Greg Bell explained that the
same situation applied to teachers alleged to have abused their students. In
circumstances in which the CAS verified the abuse, the agency would seek
the permission of the teacher to notify his or her school or School Board of the
verification decision. Greg Bell stated that when the teacher, clergyman, or
other person under CAS investigation did not give their consent to the CAS to
notify their respective employer, the agency was placed in a very difficult and
awkward position. Mr. Bell explained that, if the CAS notified the employer
in the absence of consent, the agency would be violating the individual’s right of
privacy. But if the CAS failed to advise the employer that it verified abuse of a
child, the perpetrator could abuse another young person. He stated that the agency
has “agonized” over such issues and that these decisions were complicated from
a legal perspective.
In fact, there was a substantial delay in obtaining the consent of Father Charles

MacDonald to allow the CAS to notify the Bishop of its verification decision. It
was not until the end of November 1994 that the CAS received the consent of
Father MacDonald through his lawyer, Malcolm MacDonald, to advise Bishop
LaRocque of the conclusion of the Project Blue investigation. The letter to the
Diocese, which was sent in January 1995, stated in part:

Based on our investigation of the allegations, we have reached the
position that there are reasonable and probable grounds to believe that
the abuse of a child did occur. Our view is supported by the result of
our inquiries into this specific allegation, as well as statements of other
individuals who claim victimization by Father MacDonald.

Given this position, and in the absence of a full sexual behaviours
assessment of Father MacDonald, it is our view that he may present a
risk to children and young adults under his care and control. We are
therefore concerned that any further assignment of Father MacDonald
in the Diocese be done with this information in mind.

Although the Bishop was fully aware of the allegations against Father
MacDonald, the CAS still felt it was necessary to obtain the consent of
Father MacDonald in order to tell the Bishop that it had verified the abuse. I fail
to understand why the CAS felt it was necessary to obtain Father MacDonald’s
consent. Mr. Abell testified that he is not aware of any guideline standards or
legislation that requires the CAS to notify an employer once an allegation of
abuse has been verified by the CAS. Mr. Bell also stated that he is not aware
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of any standards that guide the CAS as to the circumstances in which an employer
should be notified. I will discuss the issue of notification of employers in the
conclusion to this chapter.
It is important to note that the CAS did not contact the registrar of the Sexual

Abuse Register after the CAS verification decision, namely that Father Charles
MacDonald sexually abused David Silmser. There is a mandatory obligation
that, if the abuse is verified, the CAS file this information in a report with the
registrar. In my opinion, the CAS should have registered Father MacDonald’s
name on the Child Abuse Register.
As I discuss in the following chapters, the OPP issued a press release in

December 1994 that criminal charges against the Cornwall priest would not
be pursued.
The final CAS team meeting on Project Blue was on March 27, 1995.

Another Alleged Victim of Father MacDonald: John MacDonald

In August 1995, Father Kevin Maloney, a priest in the Diocese of Alexandria-
Cornwall, advised RichardAbell that he had received a letter from JohnMacDonald,
who alleged that he also was a victim of abuse by Father Charles MacDonald.
OnAugust 21, 1995, Mr.Abell received a call from David Silmser. He said that

another former altar boy, John MacDonald, had also been a victim of abuse by
Father MacDonald. Mr. Silmser expressed relief that another victim of abuse
had come forward because he “thought he was the only one.” Mr. Silmser also said
that there was yet another victim, but that he did not want to come forward.
Mr. Abell met with John MacDonald on September 25, 1995.
Mr. Abell contacted Inspector Tim Smith to relay that John MacDonald would

willingly discuss his allegations with the Ontario Provincial Police. Mr. Abell
also spoke to Bishop LaRocque about providing counselling for John MacDonald.
Mr. Abell testified that he was “pleasantly surprised” that the Bishop was very
forthcoming in quickly agreeing to fund counselling for John MacDonald.

Ottawa Police Service Investigates

During the course of the Project Blue investigation, Staff Sergeant Blake of the
Ottawa Police Service met with Richard Abell on January 18, 1994. As I men-
tioned in Chapter 6, on the institutional response of the Cornwall Police Service,
the Ottawa police, an external police force, was reviewing the investigation by the
CPS of the Silmser complaint. Staff Sergeant Blake asked Mr. Abell whether,
in his view, there was a cover-up of the Silmser allegations of abuse. Mr. Abell
replied that, although this possibility had crossed his mind, he had not seen any
evidence to substantiate a cover-up.
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Reflections on Project Blue

The decision by RichardAbell and his senior managers to commence the Project
Blue investigation in October 1993 was a good one. He and his peers were con-
cerned that there may be other children at risk of abuse by Father Charles
MacDonald, who was in active ministry at the time. The team he assembled was
clearly qualified to do the work assigned and, with few exceptions, did this work
in a thorough and efficient manner.
Early on in this investigation, the CAS attempted to get the CPS to re-open

its investigation and, when that failed, tried the same with the OPP. The CAS
then carried out its child protection investigation without a concurrent police
investigation. The CAS investigators asked for the settlement release and other
documentation shortly after commencing Project Blue. They also interviewed as
many current altar servers as were willing to meet with them.
They verified, in accordance with their mandate, the allegation of child sexual

abuse of David Silmser by Father Charles MacDonald. None of the current altar
servers they interviewed reported abuse allegations. In their verification letter
to the priest’s employer, they outlined that the priest “may present a risk to
children and young adults under his care and control” and thus expressed concern
about any further assignment of him to priestly duties.
As I have noted, there were some aspects of this institutional response that

could have been approached differently. When the Project Blue investigators
first heard from David Silmser about his allegations against teacher Marcel
Lalonde, they should have contacted the CPS. Mr. Carriere acknowledged this.
In hindsight, I am of the view that the CAS should have contacted his Mr.
Lalonde’s employer, as he was a teacher employed in a position of trust with
constant access to children. Unfortunately, even when the CPS became aware
of Mr. Silmser’s allegations against Marcel Lalonde, its officers did not recall
prior allegations against him from the late 1980s. In addition, when Detective
Inspector Tim Smith interviewed David Silmser in February 1994 and gleaned
further information about Mr. Silmser’s allegations against Marcel Lalonde, he
did not share this information with the CAS. These problems are discussed in
Chapter 6, on the CPS, and Chapter 7, on the OPP, respectively. I have no doubt
that if this information had been shared with the CAS, its investigators would
have notified the School Board and investigated Marcel Lalonde in 1994.
During the Project Blue investigation, Constable Dunlop advised Mr. Bell

that there was a pedophile ring operating in the Cornwall area. A number of
attempts were made to obtain further information from Constable Dunlop,
including notifying him of his statutory obligations. His non-reporting is curious
to say the least, given his initial report. Although CAS officials did try repeatedly
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to have Constable Dunlop comply with his statutory responsibilities, in hindsight
they should have continued their efforts beyond January 31, 1994.
Mr. Abell testified about his discussion with Mr. O’Brien and his information

about a further victim. Whether this was a further alleged victim of Father
MacDonald or simply related to that case, I agree with Mr. Abell’s acknowledg-
ment that he should have explored this issue further with Mr. O’Brien.
After the CAS “verified” Mr. Silmser’s allegations of abuse, it did not contact

the registrar of the Child Abuse Register. While the value of the registry has
been questioned, and I discuss this in the introductory sections of this chapter, the
practice back in 1994 was that, if abuse was verified, the verified abuser’s name
would be given to the Register. This process was not followed with regard to
Father MacDonald and it should have been.
Some might argue that Project Blue should have questioned former altar boys

in addition to current ones. While this may have turned up other allegations and
led to the provision of counselling and other support to more alleged victims, I
do not fault the CAS for restricting its investigation. Its mandate is to determine
if children are currently at risk. The interviewing of former altar boys was for the
police to do in their investigation of the criminal complaints.
In closing, the decision by Constable Dunlop to report the historical sexual

abuse allegations and the decision of the CAS to act upon them and conduct a full
investigation were, in my view, correct. Historical allegations, like current ones,
should be covered by the duty to report provisions in all circumstances in which
the alleged perpetrator continues to be a potential risk to children.

Relationship Between CAS and Project Truth Investigators

The relationship and interactions between the Children’s Aid Society of the
United Counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of SD&G) and
the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) are described in Chapter 7 in the section
dealing with the initial plan for Project Truth. I have heard the evidence of both
RichardAbell and Detective Inspector Tim Smith about their initial meeting and
the ongoing interactions between them and their agencies during the Project
Truth investigation. Both Detective Inspector Smith and Mr. Abell had positive
things to say about each other and also about the nature of their ongoing work-
ing relationship.
Within days of completing their investigative plan for Project Truth, Detective

Inspector Smith, together with Detective Constables Steve Seguin and Don
Genier, had an initial meeting on May 21, 1997, with Mr. Abell and his colleague
Bill Carriere. From all accounts, the first meeting was a good exchange of
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ideas and information. The CAS officials were apprised of the OPP’s plan for
its investigation and, in keeping with this, a copy of the Fantino Brief was left
with CAS officials for their review. Both Mr. Abell and Detective Inspector
Smith took notes of the meeting. Mr. Abell’s notes set out most of the deci-
sions made by the parties, and these are set out in detail in the OPP chapter, as
mentioned above.
I noted the acknowledgment by both Detective Inspector Smith and Mr. Abell

in their testimony that the informal protocol they entered into that day should
have been put in writing and formalized. Several of the ongoing tasks agreed
to, in particular commitments by the OPP, were not carried through. Having a
formal protocol or letter of understanding would, in my view, have made full
compliance with these tasks more likely.
Although information was shared by Project Truth officers with CAS officials

at or around the time of some arrests, more information should have been shared
with the CAS, and information that was shared could have been shared in
a more timely fashion. If the OPP had systematically informed the CAS of
all Project Truth suspects, the CAS could have better assessed whether
there were children at risk. In addition, fully informing the CAS would have
allowed the agency to assist victims and alleged victims and keep children
out of harm’s way.
Developing and instituting a more formal protocol was the responsibility of

both institutions. In the case of the Project Truth investigation, I am of the view
that the CAS should have instituted more formal protocols and procedures
to assure more effective cooperation and communication during the course of
the Project Truth investigation. As I note in Chapter 6, some of the allegations
against Jean Luc Leblanc and Jacques Leduc were current. Although some
information was shared, more could have been done, and joint investigations
might have resulted.
As I indicated in the development of protocols section, in the past, the CAS

of SD&G had access to excellent joint police–CAS training offered by the Institute
for the Prevention of Child Abuse and by the Ontario Association of Children’s
Aid Societies. This valuable training ceased to be available in 1995. In my view,
it is imperative that joint training between social workers and police officers be
re-instituted in Ontario. The training should incorporate training on reports of
historical sexual abuse.

C-14

C-14 was born July 20, 1962. His father suffered from poor health and his mother
was unable to care for her four children. The children were therefore brought
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into the care of the Children’s Aid Society of the United Counties of Stormont,
Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of SD&G) in 1972. C-14 became a permanent Crown
ward in 1974. Prior to coming into the care of the CAS of SD&G, C-14 was in
the care of the Ottawa CAS. Between 1972 and 1980, C-14 was placed in ten
different foster or group homes. None of C-14’s siblings were placed in the same
homes as he was. C-14 had various CAS workers who were responsible for his
file while he was in the agency’s care. Angelo Towndale, who became a super-
visor in 1969, remained the supervisor responsible for C-14’s file throughout
his wardship.
C-14 alleged that he was physically and sexually abused multiple times as a

child while in the care of the CAS. He reported these allegations to the Ontario
Provincial Police (OPP) in Morrisburg and later to Project Truth. This section will
consider the institutional response of the CAS of SD&G to the reported allegations
of abuse made by C-14 and his request for access to his file.

The Barber Foster Home

C-14 was initially placed in a foster home run by Ken and Muriel Barber in June
1972. He was almost ten years old. The Barbers had no children of their own
but they had a number of foster children. Arthur Sypes, a twenty-three-year-old
mentally challenged man, was also living at the Barbers. He had been released
from a long-term-care facility in Smiths Falls into the Barbers’ care and was
living with them full-time and doing work on their farm.
Ms Barber had been previously married, with the surname Lewis. She and

her first husband had been foster parents, but the home was closed shortly after
Mr. Lewis suddenly died. Ms Lewis remarried and became Ms Barber.

C-14 Alleges Physical Abuse by the Barbers

When he came to the Barber home, C-14 was “very frightened” of the foster
father because he had a “very terse attitude.” Initially things were fine. C-14
testified that approximately one month after he came to the home, another
foster child, “Ronny,” was beaten by Mr. Barber on the bed with a thrasher belt.
C-14 was nearby at the time, and he said Mr. Barber hit him (C-14) across the
legs with the belt. There were other occasions when C-14 witnessed Mr. Barber
beat this other boy, and he also recalled that this boy made many attempts to
run away.
According to C-14, his physical abuse by Mr. and Ms Barber started after he

had been at the home for approximately one month. Some of his allegations of
abuse include:
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—being kicked in the testicles with steel-toed work boots;
—being beaten on the head with a hardwood brush handle until on the
verge of nausea;

—being chased around with horsewhips and sometimes cornered;
—being whipped on the face, arms, and testicles with what resembled a
razor strap or part of a thrasher belt;

—Mrs. Barber backing him into the corner, stepping on his feet, and
punching him in the face or raking his face with her rings.

C-14 also alleged that on one occasion when he was doing chores, Mr. Barber flew
into a rage and chased him out the back of the barn near the manure pile, where
C-14 fell in a pool of cow urine and inhaled it into his lungs. C-14 believed he
contracted pneumonia as a result. He spent approximately two weeks in the
Winchester Memorial Hospital but was unable to explain to anybody what was
happening at the foster home. According to C-14, Ms Barber told him that he
should not say anything that might embarrass her publicly.
C-14 testified that there were many times when there were marks on his body

from the abuse, and that these marks would have been observed by other children
in the home. C-14 believed that he went to see a doctor who saw the markings,
but that Ms Barber was extremely domineering and was always in the room with
him during medical appointments. When the doctor tried to raise the issue of
the marks, she explained them by saying he was clumsy.

C-14 Alleges Sexual Abuse by Arthur Sypes

In addition to the physical abuse by the Barbers, C-14 alleged he was sexually
abused byArthur Sypes while in the Barber home. C-14 testified that the sexual
abuse began shortly after he came into the home. He explained that he was often
left in the care of Mr. Sypes when the foster parents went to social functions.
According to C-14, Mr. Sypes would chase him around the house, pin him to
the ground, and fondle his genitals. C-14 testified that the abuse occurred until he
was approximately fourteen years old, at which point he had grown much bigger
and could defend himself. One time when Mr. Sypes tried to chase him, C-14
turned and chased him until Mr. Sypes barricaded himself in the bathroom. There
were no further attempts at abuse by Mr. Sypes after this incident, although C-14
still had to sleep in the same room as him. He testified that the sleeping arrange-
ments were “very nerve-wracking.”
C-14 testified that he tried to run away from the home many times. Although

he was not picked up, he had to return, as he had overheard a conversation between
his first CAS worker and the foster parents that he would not get another place-
ment but would only be brought back to the Barbers’ again.
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Interactions With the CAS While at the Barber Foster Home

JimWylie was C-14’s first social worker after he had been placed in the Barber
home. C-14 testified that, when he was taken into the Barber home, Mr. Wylie
made it clear that he was to be treated with a “heavy hand”; the family was told
not to spare the rod. C-14 said he overheard Mr. Wylie talking to Ms Barber,
and she was told that even if C-14 asked for another placement he wouldn’t be
given one. In his case notes, Mr. Wylie noted that C-14 was manipulative and
would request a move during difficult situations. According to the notes, Mr.
Wylie advised C-14 that it would not be possible to be moved to another place-
ment, and that he would not be returning home for some time. In my view, telling
a child that he would not be moved regardless of the circumstances of the request
could discourage children from reporting abuse, as they might believe that they
would be returned to the home regardless. Although I appreciate that children
may request a new placement for reasons other than abuse, and that such requests
cannot for many reasons be accommodated, the possibility of removal from a
foster home should never be explicitly precluded.
Mr. Wylie was C-14’s worker for just over one month. Rod Rabey was

C-14’s second worker. According to C-14, their relationship was initially very
good, and, in fact, Mr. Rabey had referred to him as the “icing on the cake,”
meaning that C-14 was helpful and a model child. C-14 recalled that Mr. Rabey
came to the house from time to time, but he was more focused on speaking
with the foster mother than speaking with him. According to C-14, Mr. Rabey
would see him when he came to the house but not without the foster mother
being present.
C-14 testified that he never spoke to Mr. Rabey about the sexual abuse at the

Barber home but did tell him that he was strapped. According to C-14, Mr. Rabey
met with him at school and asked him whether Mr. Barber struck him with a
strap, and C-14 told him about the abuse with the strap. C-14 did not tell him
anything else about what happened to him in the Barber home. Nothing else was
asked, and C-14 did not volunteer further information. He testified that he felt good
that he had finally told somebody about the abuse. He believed, however, that
nothing was done about it. C-14 said that when he arrived home that day, Mr.
Rabey was in the living room talking with Ms Barber. Mr. Rabey gave him a
lecture about how he should not exaggerate and said that C-14 was doing these
things to receive attention.
Case notes recorded by Mr. Rabey indicate that visits with C-14 were monthly

and were conducted both at home and at school. According to C-14, however, Mr.
Rabey saw him only once at the school. He contended that this was the only
time Mr. Rabey saw him without his foster mother present. C-14 acknowledged
that he had the opportunity to see Mr. Rabey in private at a summer camp run by
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the CAS. He explained that there had been an incident that discouraged him
from talking to Mr. Rabey. In consoling a boy who had been slapped by other kids,
C-14 told him he had been beaten by his foster father. A counsellor brought
this to the attention of Mr. Rabey, who dismissed it and told the counsellor that
C-14 tended to exaggerate things. Following this, C-14 would not confide in
Mr. Rabey.
In September 1974, Bryan Keough became C-14’s worker. According to C-14,

he visited the home from time to time but never saw C-14 without the foster
mother present. C-14 described these meetings as follows:

By then, I had been severely abused and I was a very impulsive
child. I was acting out because of the abuse, the sexual abuse, the
physical abuse.

The meetings were more like tribunals. Both Mrs. Barber and Mr.
Keough would sit at opposing ends of the kitchen table. I would sit
in the middle. I would be chided over my poor behaviour and I would
be blamed for everything.

... If I tried to respond to anything, Mrs. Barber would put words in my
mouth. She would finish my sentences.

C-14 recalled that he would get into screaming matches with Ms Barber, and
she would call Mr. Keough, who told C-14 that he would be eighteen soon and
should not rock the boat. He was told that when he was on his own he could do
whatever he pleased, but for the time being he was just to bear it. C-14 was
around fourteen years old at the time. C-14 also testified that Mr. Keough told
Ms Barber to give him a good slap on the face and that, on another occasion,
Mr. Keough told the foster mother, “knock his f'ing teeth down his throat until he
learns to shut his mouth.”When Mr. Keough testified, he denied that he had said
either of these things.
Although Mr. Keough recalled many emotional discussions at the kitchen

table in the Barber home, during which they would discuss C-14’s behaviour
and Ms Barber would often interrupt C-14 while he was speaking, he denied
that he never saw C-14 alone. Mr. Keough’s case notes indicate: “The foster
parents and young lad have been visited approximately every month during the
above period. On a number of these occasion [sic] I saw both the foster mother
and [C-14] together and then separately.” In a previous section of this chapter, I
comment on the importance on the CAS workers conducting visits outside of
the foster homes.
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The following comment was made in Mr. Keough’s case notes:

Mr. and Mrs. Barber are very fair, loving, firm foster parents. This is not
always to [C-14’s] advantage, at least immediate advantage, especially
when he gets a good slap, however it is geared to his positive progress.
They need Agency support and backing and have a low breaking point ...

Mr. Keough further noted that at times the punishment was too harsh for the
wrongdoing committed.
C-14 testified that it would have been helpful when he was a child in the care

of the Barbers to have someone independent of the Barbers and the CAS whom
he could speak to and inform about what was happening to him. For example, if
there had been an ombudsman or a group separate from the CAS that was looking
after his interests, C-14 would have contacted them.

Effects of the Abuse at the Barbers

C-14 testified that, while at the Barbers, he “gave up on school” and stopped
studying. Although he felt the teachers knew something was wrong, he acknowl-
edged that he did not discuss the problems he was having at the Barbers with
any of his teachers. As a result of being hit on the head a number of times, C-14
testified that he started suffering from chronic migraine headaches and still
suffers from them today.
C-14 was removed from the Barber home on August 29, 1977, at both his

and the foster parents’ request. According to the case notes, there was an unan-
nounced visit by C-14’s mother and one his brothers following which “all hell
broke loose,” and both C-14 and the foster parents requested that he be moved.

The Hubert Foster Home

C-14 was placed in a foster home run by Mr. and Ms Hubert from late August
1977 to March 1978. Bryan Keough remained his worker. There was no physical
or sexual abuse at this home. However, while at the Huberts he disclosed the
physical abuse he alleges that he suffered at the Barbers’.

C-14 Discloses Abuse by the Barbers to the Huberts

C-14 testified that, shortly after arriving at the Hubert home, he told Ms Hubert
about some of the incidents of abuse at the Barber foster home. He thought that,
initially, Ms Hubert believed his stories were incredible, but she questioned him
regularly and remarked that his stories never seemed to change. According to
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C-14, at one point, he showed her bruises he had on his back from a beating he
had received before leaving the Barber home.
C-14 did not tell Ms Hubert about the sexual abuse. He said that this was

because when he had tried to talk about the physical abuse with his previous
worker, Rod Rabey, nothing had been done and he was ridiculed for the allega-
tions. In addition, C-14 felt a lot of anxiety, guilt, and shame with respect to the
sexual abuse. He testified that the attitude prevailing at the time—that children
were not to be believed—made it difficult to disclose the sexual abuse: “If some-
one would have listened to what I was saying about the physical abuse, it was only
a matter of time before the sexual abuse would have been disclosed.”

The CAS Is Advised of Abuse

Shortly after C-14’s disclosure to Ms Hubert, there was a meeting between C-14,
Ms Hubert, and Mr. Keough to discuss the allegations of physical abuse at the
Barbers’. C-14 reported the details of the physical abuse to Mr. Keough, including
that he had been kicked with steel-toed boots, horsewhipped, robbed of his
clothing money, and not taken care of when ill.
Bryan Keough recalled that C-14 was extremely aggressive towards him.

C-14 alleged he had been the victim of systematic abuse in the Barber home for
years, and he was very upset that Mr. Keough had not picked up on it. He
requested a new social worker. Mr. Keough testified that this was the first time that
he had been made aware of the alleged abuse. Although he had had concerns,
which were noted in the file, that some of the Barbers’ discipline was too harsh,
he testified that C-14 never spoke to him about the things he spoke about during
the meeting on November 22, 1977.
According to Mr. Keough, he told C-14 that, if what he alleged were true,

then he was justified in requesting an investigation and a new social worker
because Mr. Keough had failed him. During this meeting, C-14 advised Mr.
Keough that his supervisors were already aware of the allegations. Mr. Keough
was surprised by this. At the time, Mr. Keough’s superior was Angelo Towndale.
In September or October 1977, Mr. Towndale had arranged to have a

questionnaire sent to all teenagers in care regarding how they were being treated
in foster care. One of the reasons for the questionnaire was what had been
happening in the Second Street group home. Mr. Towndale wanted to find out if
this type of physical punishment was occurring in other places.
C-14 filled out the questionnaire. Mr. Towndale testified that he was upset

when he read the report. He recalled speaking to the foster mother, Ms Hubert,
and then to C-14. According to Mr. Towndale, he told C-14 that he believed him,
that the treatment he received was not justified, and that the Barber foster home
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would no longer be used. Mr. Towndale said he encouraged C-14 to speak to
Mr. Keough about his allegations. There were no allegations of sexual abuse in
the questionnaire completed by C-14.
Mr. Keough was upset that Mr. Towndale had not advised him of the allega-

tions. He felt that, if he had known, he would have been better prepared for the
meeting with C-14 in November 1977. Mr. Towndale testified that he did not
speak to Mr. Keough himself because he received the information the day before
he was leaving on holidays, but that he had directed Mary Gratton to inform Mr.
Keough and the executive director, Tom O’Brien.
Although I applaud Mr. Towndale’s initiative in sending this type of ques-

tionnaire to children in care following the allegations of abuse coming out of
the Second Street group home, it is important that the frontline workers, who
work directly with the children, be advised of such initiatives and any outcomes.
In addition to Ms Hubert and Bryan Keough, C-14 also spoke to Ms Gratton,

who was a foster home finder, and Mr. Towndale about his experiences at the
Barber home. According to C-14, he told Mr. Towndale or Ms Gratton about the
comments he alleged Mr. Keough made to Ms Barber about knocking his teeth
down his throat. Mr. Towndale did not recall being told this by C-14.
After disclosing these allegations of physical abuse to a number of CAS

officials, C-14 testified that he was not offered any help or counselling by the CAS.
Both Mr. Towndale and Mr. Keough acknowledged that they did not arrange
any counselling for C-14 or arrange for him to be seen by a medical doctor. In
addition, the police were not notified about C-14’s allegations.

Bryan Keough Conducts an Investigation

Bryan Keough conducted an investigation into C-14’s allegations of abuse.
The investigation took approximately one week, during which time Mr. Keough
reviewed the recordings of previous CAS workers and interviewed a number
of people including other child protection workers and other children who
had been placed in the Barber home while C-14 was there. One child who
Mr. Keough interviewed stated that the expectations in the home were high
and that the foster parents took good physical care of the children. However, she
also noted that C-14 was often punished too severely for his wrongdoings
and was beaten by Ms Barber, who would lose control and hit him with every-
thing she could get her hands on, often leaving bruises. The child protection
workers Mr. Keough interviewed all believed the Barber home was an excellent
foster home.
Mr. Keough did not prepare a report but he recorded the following conclusions

in the case recordings:
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There is a lot that one must give and take from [C-14’s] accusations,
however I conclude that [C-14] did at times receive treatment that was
far too harsh and could be labeled a beating. I further believe that at
such times [C-14] had driven the foster parents to a point where they
lost control, and later would regret their actions ...

As the foster parents did not to the day of [C-14’s] departure from
the home come to grips with this problem, I would recommend
that we place no more children in their home. This would be
quite simple as the Barbers requested from me, once [C-14] left,
that their home be closed.

The Barber home was closed and a closing summary prepared on January 25,
1978. C-14 recalled that Mr. Towndale called him after the investigation was
completed and told him that the Barber home was “blacklisted.”
Despite the fact that C-14 alleged that Mr. Keough was incompetent for

failing to pick up on the abuse while he was at the Barber home, Mr. Keough
did not think it was improper for him to do the investigation himself. His
supervisor, Angelo Towndale, however, did think it was unusual that Mr. Keough
was investigating this matter. According to Mr. Towndale, Mr. Keough should
have had the Protection Department or another CAS department to do the
investigation. In addition, he should have reported to his supervisor about
the matter and the action he intended to take. Mr. Towndale testified that,
because he was on holidays at the time, Mr. Keough should have reported to
Tom O’Brien or Dave Devlin. Ian MacLean testified that, today, when a com-
plaint is launched against a social worker, a different social worker would
conduct the investigation.
Like many of the CAS cases examined during the Inquiry, this occurred

several decades ago. The policies, systems, and procedures in place today are
quite different, and it is likely that if the same situation arose today it would
be handled differently. This said, I am of the view that Mr. Keough should
have requested that another social worker conduct the investigation into C-14’s
allegations. C-14 was clearly accusing Mr. Keough of failing to notice the abuse,
in addition to alleging that Mr. Keough had always sided with the foster parents.
In light of what was being alleged, these accusations against Mr. Keough alone
put him in a conflict situation such that he should not have conducted the inter-
views. Aside from specific accusations by C-14 against Mr. Keough, if the abuse
alleged by C-14 did occur, it would presumably raise questions about Mr.
Keough’s observations and interactions with C-14 and how he could have failed
to notice the abuse and its effect on him.
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I am also concerned that the police were not contacted. Although corporal
punishment of children was an accepted practice in the 1970s, Mr. Keough
acknowledged in his case recordings that the punishment of C-14 had been too
harsh and that he had received “beatings.” The treatment was deemed severe
enough for Mr. Keough to recommend closing the home. The Barbers’ actions may
have amounted to assault, and the police should have been contacted to conduct
their own investigation. In addition, counselling should have been offered to
C-14. Regardless of whether the actions of the Barbers were criminal, the boy was
clearly affected by the experience, and he should have been offered counselling
or other support. Removing him from the foster home was not a sufficient response
to his needs.

Transfer From the Hubert Foster Home to the Lapensee Group Home

C-14 was removed from the Hubert foster home in early March 1978 at the
request of the foster parents. He was transferred to the Lapensee group home in
Martintown, where he stayed for approximately three and a half months. During
this time, Ian MacLean was his worker. Mr. MacLean testified that he had
reviewed C-14’s file and was aware that C-14 had made allegations of mistreat-
ment at the Barber foster home.
C-14 testified that, while at the Lapensee group home, he was physically

assaulted by one of the Lapensees’ children. He did not report the incident, as he
thought nobody would listen. According to C-14, he had a lot of problems while
in this home. He was distraught over the incident with the Lapensees’ son, he
was having problems in school, and had started sleep walking.
C-14 ran away with another boy from the home, following which he was

placed temporarily in the Cieslewicz receiving home.

The MacIntosh Foster Home

C-14 was placed in the MacIntosh foster home inApple Hill on July 6, 1978, just
before his sixteenth birthday. Ian MacLean remained C-14’s worker. There was
no physical abuse alleged at this home, but C-14 alleged that, while at the home,
he was sexually abused by a man named Frank Rolland.
Mr. Rolland was approximately sixty years old. He lived in Montreal but had

made arrangements with Stewart MacIntosh to keep honeybees on his property.
C-14 testified that Mr. Rolland learned from other children in the home that C-14
wanted to buy a motorcycle and said that if C-14 worked for him for the summer, he
would help him buy a dirt bike at the end of the season. Ian MacLean recalled that,
during his first visit with MsMacIntosh and C-14, it was mentioned that C-14 had
met Mr. Rolland. Mr. MacLean saw this as a potential “big brother” relationship.
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Alleged Sexual Abuse by Frank Rolland

During the summer of 1978, Mr. Rolland approached the CAS for permission to
bring C-14 to his home in Montreal and to show him around the city. Mr. MacLean
asked that Mr. Rolland attend the CAS office in Cornwall for an interview so
Mr. MacLean could find out more about him. Prior to this meeting, Mr. MacLean
had never met Mr. Rolland and had never witnessed C-14 and Mr. Rolland
together. C-14 recalled that he accompanied Mr. Rolland to the CAS office but
remained in the car. He testified that Mr. Rolland received a letter from the CAS
that allowed him to take C-14 to Montreal. Ian MacLean explained that the
executive director of the CAS at the time, Tom O’Brien, had to sign a form to give
Mr. Rolland permission to take C-14 out of the province. The practice was that
the worker would meet with the adult seeking permission to take the ward out
of the home. The worker would then go to Mr. O’Brien and have him sign the
form. The worker had to satisfy the executive director that he or she did not feel
there was any risk to the child and that it would be beneficial for the child to go
on the outing.
Ian MacLean relied on conversations he had with the MacIntoshes and on

his personal interview in assessing Frank Rolland. He did not ask for any other
references. He did not search local CAS files or contact the CAS in Montreal
to see if his name came up. He did not contact the local police or the police in
Quebec to find out whether Mr. Rolland had a police record. According to Mr.
MacLean, that was not the practice at the time. As discussed in the introduction
to this chapter, the policies and procedures of the CAS have evolved considerably
since the late 1970s, when C-14 was in the care of the CAS. Today, there would
be far more rigorous screening of anyone who would take a child out of a foster
home or group home.
C-14 testified that, on the second evening in Montreal, Mr. Rolland gave him

coffee that made him feel dizzy and strange. Mr. Rolland told him there was
Valium in the coffee. According to C-14, he passed out, and when he awoke the
next day the bedding was dishevelled. C-14 did not know what happened until
much later. In the early 1990s, he was admitted to hospital for difficulties sleeping
and, after being administered a powerful sedative and falling asleep, C-14 had a
flashback of Mr. Rolland sexually abusing him. C-14 testified that there was
more sexual abuse on the trip but most of what happened occurred when he
was in a drug-induced haze. He also alleged that he was sexually abused by
Mr. Rolland in the car a mile down the road from the MacIntosh’s home, upon
returning from Montreal.
C-14 did not tell anybody that summer about what Frank Rolland did to him.

He thought nobody would believe him. Ian MacLean did not recall if he spoke
with C-14 after the trip to Montreal. He did, however, speak with Mr. Rolland, who
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told him that C-14 was exposing himself and masturbating in the sight of Mr.
Rolland and that he often struck Mr. Rolland when disagreements occurred.
Mr. MacLean testified that this was the first incident of alleged sexual mis-
behaviour on C-14’s part, and he did not feel it was necessary to do anything
except record it and be aware of it. He acknowledged that the best practice would
have been to speak to C-14 and possibly the foster parents to find out what was
going on. Mr. McLean could not recall whether he spoke to C-14 about this
report from Mr. Rolland.
C-14 testified that, when he reviewed his file in 1995, this was the first time

he saw this recording, and he was “incensed.” The fact that this behaviour might
be indicative of sexual abuse did not enter Ian MacLean’s mind. He testified that
it did not occur to him that Mr. Rolland might have had something to do with this
alleged behaviour by C-14. Mr. MacLean thought that Mr. Rolland was “a very
mild-mannered man” and that abuse was not in his character.
Although he could not remember if he did or not, Mr. MacLean acknowl-

edged that he should have brought Mr. Rolland’s complaint to C-14’s attention.
I agree. In my opinion, Mr. MacLean should have immediately spoken with
C-14 about these allegations by Mr. Rolland. In addition, I am of the view that,
regardless of Mr. Rolland’s statements about C-14, Mr. MacLean should have met
with C-14 after the trip to Montreal to ensure that the trip went well and that
C-14 did not have any concerns or problems. I would expect that, today, signifi-
cantly more detail would be recorded about any trips taken by children under
CAS care than was recorded in the case of C-14.
C-14 did not have any further contact with Frank Rolland after the trip to

Montreal. Mr. Rolland died in autumn of 1978. C-14 left the MacIntosh home on
November 30, 1978, at the request of the foster parents.

Counselling

In the early summer of 1978, prior to C-14 moving to the MacIntosh home, Ian
MacLean arranged for C-14 to see a psychometrist, Diane Latreille, at the
Cornwall General Hospital. Mr. MacLean made the appointment after C-14
started to exhibit certain behaviours, such as wandering around at night, in the
Lapensee Home. Based on these behaviours and what Mr. MacLean had read
about C-14’s previous behaviour and allegations at the other foster home, he felt
it was wise to get a psychological assessment done.
C-14’s first meeting with Ms Latreille was on or around July 13, 1978. She

reported that initially C-14 “presented as a suspicious, closed, 15-year old who
did not volunteer any information about himself,” but that he gradually relaxed
and was able to laugh and converse freely by the end of the first session. C-14 did
not disclose being sexually abused by Arthur Sypes during this meeting. The
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report indicated that C-14 was told to contact Ms Latreille at any time if he
wanted to discuss anything. C-14 never contacted her.
C-14’s second visit with Ms Latreille was in November 1978. Ian MacLean

did not recall taking any steps to advise her about the behaviour Mr. Rolland
had reported to him during the summer.
C-14 testified that, because Ms Latreille was a referral from the CAS, he was

“very guarded” with her throughout both visits. Although Mr. MacLean did the
right thing in arranging for C-14 to see a counsellor, it should be ensured, given
that some children who have been abused while in CAS care may not trust the
agency, that the individual the child sees is truly independent of the CAS and
that the child is aware of that.

Termination of C-14’sWardship

After leaving the MacIntosh foster home, C-14 spent approximately eight to nine
months at the Chrétien boarding home. Things did not work out in this home, and
he was moved to St. Lawrence College residence, where he stayed for one month.
In late August 1979, C-14 was moved to the Barlow foster home in Long

Sault. According to C-14, he was physically assaulted in that home by the foster
mother’s boyfriend. However, he did not tell the CAS about this because “I
was called a liar all the time.” Instead, C-14 decided to “get even” and stole
approximately $20 in change from a piggybank. According to C-14, when the
foster mother found out about it, she kicked him out of the house, following
which C-14 lived in his car.
According to the case recordings, C-14 contacted his CAS worker, Bill

McNally, on November 26, 1979, and informed him that he was quitting school
and no longer wanted CAS assistance. During his testimony, C-14 disagreed
with this recording and maintained that his worker had told him that the CAS was
cutting ties with him because he was no longer in school.
According to the CAS case recordings, a few months later, in February 1990,

C-14 was re-admitted to CAS care at his request. He was placed in the group
home of Mr. and Ms Champagne. He remained there only a couple of weeks.
C-14 spent the last few months of his wardship at the King George Hotel. On June
18, 1980, C-14’s Crown wardship was terminated.

C-14 Discloses Sexual Abuse Allegations to Bryan Keough

C-14 testified that in or around 1981-1982, he called Bryan Keough. He testified:

I was very upset with the way that things were going. I had difficulty
holding a job. I was anxious all the time. I was depressed. I didn’t really
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know what was wrong with me. I had been blamed so much for what
had happened to me. I just assumed something was wrong with me.

According to C-14, during the conversation he reiterated the physical abuse he had
been through and blamed Mr. Keough for a lot of things that were going on in his
life. C-14 said that he also told Mr. Keough about the sexual abuse by Arthur
Sypes and Frank Rolland. C-14 testified that Mr. Keough was unresponsive
during this call and that he did not suggest that C-14 contact the police nor did
he give him any advice about how to proceed. According to C-14, neither Mr.
Keough nor anyone else at the CAS followed up with him after that call.
Bryan Keough testified that he did not recall receiving this phone call and

he was not aware of C-14’s allegations of sexual abuse.

C-14 Attempts to Get Information About His File From the CAS

C-14 testified that, in 1991, he went to the Ottawa CAS looking for answers.
He wanted to know what had happened regarding the abuse in the Barber foster
home. C-14 received a document from the CAS of SD&G, entitled “Background
Social History,” prepared by Lise Stanley and dated May 30, 1991. C-14 was
not satisfied with this document, and in fact he was upset by it. With respect to
his allegations of physical abuse by the Barbers, the report stated “It was further
believed that at such times, [C-14] had driven the foster parents to a point where
they lost control and later would regret their actions.” C-14 took exception to
the fact that the CAS appeared to blame him for what had happened.
C-14 had a conversation with CAS worker Lorenzo Murphy on or about July

23, 1991. Prior to this call, Mr. Murphy had spoken to a supervisor at the Ottawa
CAS who had spoken with C-14.According to Mr. Murphy’s notes of the call, this
supervisor had recommended two different psychiatrists to C-14. C-14 testified
that he had never been recommended a psychiatrist by the CAS and that, at this
point, he had been diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder and was already
seeing someone.
Mr. Murphy’s notes of the call with C-14 also indicate that C-14 had never

reported the sexual abuse by Mr. Sypes and was only now beginning to talk
about it. C-14 disagreed with this note, stating that he had told Mr. Keough about
the sexual abuse in 1981 or 1982. Although Mr. Murphy’s notes say he “feels
charges can’t be laid as Arthur is developmentally handicapped,” C-14 main-
tained that he was adamant that the CAS investigate his allegations thoroughly.
Mr. Murphy noted that C-14 “feels that Bryan Keough knew some of what was

going on” and that Mr. Keough once saw him when he had blood running from
his mouth from a beating. Mr. Keough did not recall any such incident. According
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to Mr. Murphy’s notes of the call, C-14 wanted to review his file and talk about
the abuse he had suffered, but that he wanted to be connected with a counsellor
before probing things further. Mr. Murphy’s case notes state that he agreed to
meet further with C-14 and explore counselling options. C-14 testified that there
was no agreement to speak further and no follow-up from Mr. Murphy.

C-14 Discloses Abuse to the OPP; No Charges Are Laid

In July 1991, C-14 contacted the OPP in Morrisburg because he wanted answers
and did not think he was getting anywhere with the CAS. There were no charges
laid as a result of this contact. Unfortunately, other than a few excerpts from the
notes of the investigating officer, Constable Huffey, there was no evidence put
before me explaining why Constable Huffey concluded that charges should not
be laid.

The CAS Terminates C-14’s File

A termination report, dated May 15, 1992, noted that C-14’s allegations had
been discussed with the police and that no charges had been laid; that C-14 had
been invited to meet with Lorenzo Murphy and didn’t; and that he had not come
in to review his file. The report further stated that C-14 felt he needed more
counselling before he could pursue allegations further or attend a meeting and
review his file. According to the report, the file was terminated because there
were no present protection concerns, as the alleged victim was an adult and the
foster home had been closed fifteen years earlier.

C-14 Attempts to Obtain His CAS File

In or around July 1993, C-14 had a conversation with the executive director of
the CAS, Richard Abell, about accessing his file. Mr. Abell recalled that C-14
had two concerns. First, in his view the summaries prepared of his file were
only negative and, second, things were taking too long and he was not getting suffi-
cient disclosure.
In 1994, C-14 retained a lawyer to assist him in getting access to his CAS

files. Between May 1994 and March 1995, there was correspondence between his
lawyer and Mr. Abell about C-14’s request to review his file. At the outset, the
CAS took the position that, although C-14 was entitled to information concerning
him, the CAS could not disclose information about others that might be in his
service file and, as a result, the CAS had to limit the information disclosed to
him. An offer was extended to arrange a meeting during which the CAS would
provide C-14 as complete a disclosure of his file as it could. Mr. Abell testified
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that it was a long-standing practice at the CAS to release only file summaries.
When C-14’s lawyer requested a meeting to review C-14’s file, he was advised
that CAS policy was not to make files directly available to clients. Mr. Abell
could not recall why he rescinded the earlier offer to allow C-14 access to his file.
He explained that this access was a new practice and, although the agency even-
tually honoured the initial commitment to let C-14 see as much of his file as
possible, the CAS was having second thoughts at this time.
In October 1994, C-14 and his lawyer visited the CAS office expecting to

review the file. Mr. Abell told them it was not available. He offered to have the
file reviewed by another worker and a summary prepared, but that was not
acceptable to C-14 and his lawyer. In late 1994 or early 1995, the CAS changed
its position and advised that it would allow C-14 to review his file, with infor-
mation the CAS could not disclose redacted. A meeting took place on April 5,
1995. C-14 testified that he was not given access to his file and saw only a sum-
marized version of it.
C-14 retained new counsel and attempted again in 1996 to obtain access to his

file. Mr. Abell testified that he indicated to C-14’s counsel that the CAS has
already provided C-14 with an opportunity to review the file. On November 22,
1996, C-14 was provided with a photocopy of his client file, with information
redacted as required.
I discuss the issue of file disclosure in further detail in another section of this

chapter. In this case, it took nearly one year before C-14 was allowed to review
a redacted version of his file. It took a further year or so before he was provided
with a photocopy of his redacted file. This was after numerous letters written
on his behalf by counsel. It is unlikely that an unrepresented individual would have
been as successful. As I say in a previous section, the position of the CAS on
file disclosure was not appropriate, and I reiterate the comments I made in the
section regarding Cathy Sutherland’s attempts to access her file.

C-14 Discloses Abuse to Project Truth

In the fall of 2000, C-14 again disclosed his abuse allegations to the OPP, this time
to Project Truth. Detective Constable Ralko of the Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry
OPP Detachment was assigned to investigate the allegations because the matter
fell outside the mandate of Project Truth. During his investigation, Detective
Constable Ralko interviewed Ken Barber and Arthur Sypes and several other
potential witnesses, including other foster children of the Barbers. On May 30,
2001, Detective Constable Ralko informed C-14 that, because of a lack of
corroborating evidence, he did not have reasonable and probable grounds to lay
any charges.
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Conclusion

C-14 made a few recommendations when he testified. He suggested that social
workers should never be allowed to investigate abuse claims if they have a
personal involvement in the claim nor should they be allowed to write the definitive
report on them. C-14 suggested that a social worker not affiliated with the agency
should be appointed to conduct an impartial assessment of allegations of abuse
by foster parents and/or CAS workers. I agree with his recommendation. At the
time, the CAS of SD&G had an informal practice in place to refer internal
allegations to neighbouring CAS offices. It is unclear when this practice was
implemented. I understand that, today, the process has been formalized and a
new policy was adopted in 2001. I recommend that the policy be reviewed to
ensure that the mechanics of the referral are clear and the definition of a conflict
leading to a referral is well defined.
C-14 also testified about the ongoing effects of the alleged abuse. This testi-

mony is set out in greater detail in Chapter 3, on the impact of child abuse.

Catherine Sutherland

Catherine (Cathy) Sutherland (née Donnelly) was born on June 28, 1955. She was
one of five children born to Joan Donnelly.31 As a child, Ms Sutherland suffered
extreme physical abuse by her mother, and she also alleged that she suffered
sexual abuse both by her mother and by a foster father.
Growing up, Ms Sutherland spent some time at home with her mother and

siblings; at other times she lived in various foster homes. The Children’s Aid
Society of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of
SD&G) first became involved with Ms Sutherland in 1957, although she was
not apprehended at the time. She was brought into CAS care on April 14, 1958,
and placed in a foster home. Ms Sutherland remained in CAS care until May
1960, when she was discharged from foster care and returned to her family. She
was readmitted into CAS care on June 29, 1968, and remained a ward until her
eighteenth birthday, on June 28, 1973.
I will comment on three issues that arose in respect to the Children’sAid Society’s

care of Ms Sutherland and subsequent interactions with her as an adult. The first is
Ms Sutherland’s allegations that the CAS failed to adequately protect her from her
mother’s abuse. The second issue is Ms Sutherland’s allegations that she was sex-
ually abused in a CAS foster home and that she told her worker about the abuse. The
final issue involves the attempt by Ms Sutherland to obtain access to her CAS file.
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Catherine Sutherland Alleges the CAS Failed to Protect Her From
Her Mother’s Abuse

Catherine Sutherland felt that the CAS failed to protect her when she was a child.
With respect to the physical abuse, she noted that the agency simply “moni-
tored” the situation despite increasing evidence of neglect and abuse. When
Ms Sutherland was apprehended by the CAS of SD&G in March 1958, she had
suffered extensive burns to her feet caused by scalding bath water. According
to the recordings of the CAS worker, a relative who was concerned that the girl’s
mother had burned her on purpose had contacted the agency. Upon a visit to the
home, the worker was “amazed” that Ms Donnelly had not called a doctor.
According to Ms Sutherland, when the doctor finally saw her, she was imme-
diately hospitalized, and the doctors were furious about the lack of intervention.
These events occurred over fifty years ago. I was able to review the file recordings
but did not have the benefit of the testimony of the CAS workers involved at the
time. As a result, I am unable to make a finding about Ms Sutherland’s allegation
that the CAS of SD&G failed to adequately protect her from her mother’s abuse.
In addition to the physical abuse, Ms Sutherland alleges that she was sexually

abused by her mother and that her mother would sell her to men who sexually
abused her. However, it does not appear that Ms Sutherland disclosed any of
this abuse to the CAS of SD&G while she was in its care.
Although Ms Sutherland may not have disclosed allegations of sexual abuse

by her mother or other men, there were references in her file to sexual behaviour
that perhaps should have alerted someone that there was a problem. In June 18,
1959, Ms Sutherland was living in a foster home run by Mr. and MsWood, and
the CAS had arranged for her to have visits home with her natural family. A
recording following one of those visits stated:

We learned today upon visiting Cathy and Mrs. Wood, that Cathy’s
last visit to her mother’s home had been somewhat short of successful.
She said that the child came back to her a little stranger. She elaborated
on this by saying that Cathy did not act or behave normally, was not
interested in her toys, and even lost her sense of balance. Cathy did not
seem to hear them when they would speak to her unless they did so
sharply. She would walk around the room bumping into the furniture
and seemed to be in a daze. This strange behaviour lasted about three
days. Previous to this visit, Cathy had been fully toilet trained, but after
the visit she began to soil her clothing both during the day and at night.
She even began to masturbate. (Emphasis added)

At the time of this recording, Cathy Sutherland was not yet four years old.
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Another recording in Ms Sutherland’s file in November 1967 stated that she
“masturbates excessively.” At the time, Ms Sutherland would have been twelve
years old. Around June 1968, when Ms Sutherland was readmitted into CAS
care, she was seen by a psychiatrist, who noted that she was prone to sexually
acting out.
Although they could be indicators of other problems as well, these excerpts

could at least suggest, in my view, that Cathy Sutherland had been sexually
abused as a child and would perhaps have warranted further investigation.

Allegations of Sexual Abuse at Foster Home

In July 1968, shortly after Ms Sutherland’s thirteenth birthday, she was placed in
a foster home in Bainsville operated by Mr. and MsVirgin. She alleged that she
was sexually abused by the foster father, Carl Virgin, for approximately one year.
Ms Sutherland testified that she told her doctor and her CAS worker, Blaine
Grundy, about the abuse but that they did nothing and she remained in the home.
She recalled telling her worker about the abuse while sitting in his car in the
driveway of the Virgin home. According to Ms Sutherland, when she disclosed
the abuse to Mr. Grundy, “he just kind of ignored” it and kept on talking. She had
the impression that he did not believe her. Ms Sutherland testified that, although
she cannot remember exactly what she told Blaine Grundy, she told him enough
for him to know that she was being sexually abused.
Ms Sutherland explained that she told her CAS worker about the abuse because

she wanted to be removed from the home. However, she was not removed until
Ms Sutherland told a girl at school. She testified that she came home from school
one day and the Virgins were sitting around the table. Ms Virgin was crying and
the couple was furious.
Cathy Sutherland testified that she also disclosed the sexual abuse to Derry

Tenger, who was her worker after Blaine Grundy and until she left CAS care, and
he did not do anything either. She also said that she told the foster mother at one
of the homes she subsequently resided in.
With respect to Ms Sutherland’s allegation that she advised a CAS of SD&G

worker of her abuse by Carl Virgin and he did not take any action, there is no
recording in the file of the worker being advised of sexual abuse and, unfortu-
nately, I do not have the benefit of the testimony of either Blaine Grundy or
Derry Tenger, the two CAS workers whom Ms Sutherland alleged she told
of the abuse. The absence of a notation in the file is not conclusive evidence that
Ms Sutherland did not tell a CAS worker about the abuse. As I have noted else-
where in this chapter, there was a tendency in the past to disbelieve allegations
made by children. As such, her allegation may not have been recorded because
she was not believed.
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Catherine Sutherland Attempts to Obtain Her CAS File

Beginning in 1987, Ms Sutherland attempted to obtain information from her
CAS file. It was not until the Inquiry that she was provided with unrestricted
access to information about her care by the CAS. In the remainder of this section,
I examine Ms Sutherland’s attempts to obtain information from her CAS file
and I comment on the response of the CAS of SD&G to these requests. Many
former CAS wards who testified at the Inquiry spoke about difficulties in obtaining
access to their files. I will make some recommendations on how this process
can be improved.

Ms Sutherlandʼs Psychologist Requests Information, 1987

On March 26, 1987, Dr. Vincent Murphy, a psychologist at the Etobicoke Centre
for Children and Families, wrote the CAS of SD&G and requested a summary of
its contact with Ms Sutherland’s family and a copy of any medical, psychological,
or psychiatric reports the CAS had completed about the family. Dr. Murphy was
attempting to complete a family assessment for Ms Sutherland and her son. He
enclosed a consent form signed by Ms Sutherland authorizing the release of
these records. Bill Carriere, who worked for the CAS for approximately thirty-
three years and held the position of director of Client Services and Protection
Services prior to his retirement, testified that the agency tried to give priority to
these kinds of requests.
The CAS worker assigned to deal with this request recorded that she did a

thorough search of the files and concluded that the agency had never been involved
with the family and therefore could not assist Dr. Murphy. Her supervisor, Mr.
Carriere, testified that they had been unable the find the file. He acknowledged
that this was “a complete error.”

Ms Sutherland Attempts to Obtain Her File, April 1995

Ms Sutherland’s first personal attempt to obtain her file was onApril 8, 1995. She
wanted her file for medical reasons:

... It was the first time in my life that I had actually lived alone and
I was being flooded by nightmares and flashbacks. My life was just
totally falling apart and I needed the file for my own medical reasons
to be able to try and reconstruct my life.

She sent a letter to the CAS, providing the name of her mother, her date of birth,
and the name of her last worker, Derry Tenger. She wrote, “I’m aware of the
complexity of this request if nothing more than for the logistics of having the
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file temporarily relocated to a [sic] this area for my perusal.” Ms Sutherland
testified that she realized the CAS would not just give her the file, and she thought
that, if they sent it to the local CAS office, she could read it there.
Shortly after sending this letter, Ms Sutherland spoke with CAS case worker

Lise Stanley, following which she sent Ms Stanley a letter, dated April 21, 1995,
providing some identification the agency had requested. The letter also indicated
that Ms Stanley had requested that Ms Sutherland highlight the information she
was looking for. Ms Sutherland responded:

As I pointed out in our conversation, I have had a great deal of difficulty
remembering certain aspects of my childhood and it is therefore
difficult to pinpoint specific times and episodes. In essence, that is
why I am trying to obtain the file.

In my opinion, this exchange highlights the difficulty faced by those seeking
access to information about their childhood. The CAS of SD&G requested that
Ms Sutherland specify the information she was seeking from her file, but, without
access to her file, Ms Sutherland could not know what information she was
seeking. CAS staff who are responsible for responding to requests for information
must be cognizant of the fact that individuals seeking the information may not
know exactly what they are looking for or what they expect to receive.
Another letter from Ms Sutherland to Lise Stanley, dated June 28, 1995,

referred to a further conversation between the two women on June 20, 1995,
during which Ms Stanley advised Ms Sutherland that she should indicate in
writing that she was seeking all available medical information that was contained
in her files.
Ms Sutherland testified that this was “ludicrous.” She had already provided

identification and, when she asked for medical information, the CAS requested
that she write a letter specifically asking for medical information. Ms Sutherland
testified that she complied and made a written request for her medical records
and was then told that the CAS could not release them because they were third-
party records.
Cathy Sutherland was learning that she was not going to get her file, but she

felt that the CAS could have provided her with more information to help fill in
the gaps in her memory.
Ms Sutherland did request some specific information in addition to requesting

disclosure of her entire file. Mark Boisvenue, a CAS investigator, noted that,
during a telephone call with Ms Sutherland on August 16, 1995, she requested
information regarding why she was returned to her family, given the abusive
situation, and she wanted to know if there was any information related to sexual
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abuse by her foster parent, Carl Virgin. Ms Sutherland testified that she wanted
to know why nobody did anything and why she was left in the foster home after
disclosing the abuse to her worker.
Several days after this telephone call, Ms Sutherland received a letter from

Mark Boisvenue and Bill Carriere, dated August 22, 1995, which enclosed a
summary of her involvement with the CAS. This was the first disclosure that
Ms Sutherland received from the agency. Bill Carriere explained that Mark
Boisvenue was an investigator and he was tasked with trying to get information
to Ms Sutherland quicker than if it was left with someone in the intake department.
Mr. Carriere was Mr. Boisvenue’s supervisor. Although Mr. Carriere’s name is on
the letter, it appears that Mr. Abell signed the letter for him, and Mr. Carriere
did not know whether he saw what was provided to Ms Sutherland.
The cover letter advised that “due to confidentiality,” the CAS could not

provide any specific details involving individuals other than Ms Sutherland. Bill
Carriere testified that this reference to confidentiality was not a reference to a
specific policy, as there was no such policy in place. Rather, Mr. Boisvenue was
referring to a practice of the CAS of not disclosing information about other
individuals.
The letter also stated that the agency was unable to find any information

within her files indicating sexual abuse, and it encouraged Ms Sutherland to file
a complaint with the police if she believed an offence had been committed.
The summary enclosed with the letter consisted of a chronology of Ms

Sutherland’s wardship and her placement history, a brief overview of her medical
history, and a social history. The summary was four pages long. The CAS
of SD&G had been involved with Ms Sutherland and her family for a period of
sixteen years.
Mr. Carriere testified that Mr. Boisvenue could view any materials relating to

Ms Sutherland to which the agency had access, including her family file, her
child file, and her birth parents’ file. He also had access to the file on the Virgin
foster home. However, it was not expected that he would have accessed all of
these files when writing the summary. Mr. Carriere thought that, in most cases,
when a ward asks for background information, the majority of the information
would come from the child file. He agreed, however, that, if Mr. Boisvenue did
look at the family file in preparing the summary, any relevant information he
saw in that file that could be provided to Ms Sutherland should have been included
in the summary.
As noted above, Mr. Boisvenue wrote to Ms Sutherland that he had been

unable to find any information in her files that would indicate that she had
been sexually abused. There was no reference to the entries referring to Ms
Sutherland beginning to masturbate shortly before her fourth birthday and
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subsequent entries about excessive masturbation. Mr. Carriere disagreed with
the suggestion that, in 1995, a social worker reading these entries would have been
alerted to the possibility of sexual abuse. While these observations are clearly
not proof of any abuse, they indicated, in my opinion, the existence of some
issues, particularly the entry pertaining to masturbation as a young child. Not
only should this have been explored by the CAS at the time, but Mr. Boisvenue
should have provided Ms Sutherland with this information.
Regarding the incident in which Ms Sutherland’s feet were badly burned

when she was two years old, the summary prepared by Mr. Boisvenue stated
that a family member indicated that the burns were the result of being exposed
to scalding water in a bathtub. An entry in Ms Sutherland’s child file stated:

It was later learned that the burns were caused by hot water in the tub,
but it was not clearly established whether the child turned on the tap
herself or whether the mother may have caused it deliberately.

The family file, which Mr. Boisvenue also had access to, included the following
entry:

She had also suffered third-degree burns from negligence on her
mother’s part, and there was evidence from her mother’s relatives and
her local family doctor to substantiate the fact that these accidents were
not really accidents.

Ms Sutherland was not advised that the CAS knew that there was the possibility
that the burns were inflicted deliberately by her mother. In my opinion, this
information should have been provided. It is clearly a part of Ms Sutherland’s
history and in fact is related to her specific request for information about why she
was returned to her mother’s home despite the abuse.
Bill Carriere testified that he did not know why the summary failed to provide

details contained in the file that might have answered some questions for Ms
Sutherland. He acknowledged that the summary was very different from what was
contained in the file. Mr. Carriere disagreed that the agency was being paternalistic
and trying to protect Ms Sutherland from negative information. Rather, he thought
Mr. Boisvenue did not have a lot of time to complete the summary and there-
fore was not able to give proper attention to the file review and the preparation
of the summary.
I will provide further comments on and recommendations to improve client

access to files for former wards. I note that the practice of providing summaries
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of a file is time consuming and not very effective. To provide an accurate summary,
the CAS worker must review the entire file, which in some cases can be very
lengthy. It is inevitable that information will be missed or, more importantly, the
interpretation of the recordings may be inaccurate if the information is taken out
of its original context. I appreciate that the CAS is concerned about the privacy
interests of other individuals mentioned in the file, such as other former wards.
In my opinion, providing a copy of the file with confidential information pertaining
to other people redacted is a more efficient way of providing the information
requested, if the redactions are not excessive.

Ms Sutherland Responds to the CAS, March 1996

On March 28, 1996, Ms Sutherland wrote a lengthy letter to Mark Boisvenue
in response to the letter and summary she received from him the previousAugust.
In this letter, she questioned the CAS’s action—or, more accurately, inaction—
with respect to her treatment by her mother, and she described a number of alleged
acts of abuse.
At the conclusion of the letter, Mr. Sutherland wrote:

When I look back at my childhood, it is nothing more than a series of
disjointed snapshots and I have no access to pictures, report cards,
babybooks, toys or anything else that would enhance such a connection.
I have no idea what I looked like before I was 14 and short of the
various statements in your letter, I have little idea of the kind of child I
was. But, one of the greatest difficulties I have had, has been trying to
find a way to convey the importance of retrieving those lost memories.
For many people, actively searching out what trauma has suppressed
just does not appear reasonable but they are the same ones who visit
their relatives and surround themselves with vintage artifacts from their
past. Good, bad or indifferent I need the facts if I’m to ever really know
who I am and it is with that starving need for knowledge that I beg your
continued support and assistance.

She also requested contact information for a foster family with whom she had been
placed in Mountain. She felt strongly that they had “provided the birthplace for
the positive facets of my personality.” She expressed a desire to write to them.
The comments by Ms Sutherland in this letter illustrate that the issue for

former CAS wards is not simply a desire to see their file but a desire to understand
who they were as children and to have some memories of their childhood. Many
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of us would have difficulty remembering much about our childhood if it were not
for photographs, mementos, and stories from our parents and relatives. Children
like Ms Sutherland were denied those linkages, and their CAS file is often the only
source of information about their past. I understand from the evidence of Mr.
MacLean that foster parents are now required to keep life books, which the child
can keep. Although this does not address the file disclosure issue per se, I think
it is an excellent initiative.
This letter by Ms Sutherland also raises the issue of the disclosure of the

names of foster parents. It appears that the practice of the CAS of SD&G
at the time was to not provide former wards with the names of foster parents
with whom they had been placed. Although Bill Carriere could not point to
any written policy or law prohibiting the CAS from telling a former ward
the name of her foster parents or the names of workers in receiving homes, he
testified that it was an understanding between the agency and foster parents
that their names would not be shared as part of records disclosure unless the
foster parents agreed.
For some children, foster parents play a crucial role in their growth and

development. In my view, to deny them access to even the names of these indi-
viduals is not acceptable. Mr. Carriere alluded to the potential problems that
could be caused for foster parents who had a difficult relationship with a child in
their care if the child, now an adult, is given their identifying information.
Ian MacLean recommended that the Ministry of Community and Social

Services require Children’s Aid Societies to release to all Crown wards leaving
their care the following information: a record of their updated social history;
their full medical history; the contact information for mental health professionals
who have done tests and produced reports for them along with information on how
to obtain those reports and test results; a full list of schools attended, with the
names of teachers, the grades completed, and copies of report cards; a list of the
foster homes where they lived, including the dates and placements and the names
of the foster family members living with them in the home; and a list of churches,
clubs, and so on, attended and any certificates received from these organizations.
A sign-off by a parent or guardian or the youth him- or herself would be required
prior to authorizing the release of the information. A full copy of the material,
including the sign-off, would be kept by the CAS at the front of the child’s file
and would be immediately available to the individual if requested in later years.
I agree with and support this recommendation.
Having received no response to her March letter, Ms Sutherland wrote to Mr.

Boisvenue against on June 10, 1996. She received a letter dated October 1, 1996,
advising her that her file would be reviewed by a second social worker and that
the CAS required time to go through that process.
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The Ministry of Community and Social Services Becomes Involved

In late December 1996 or early January 1997, Ms Sutherland spoke to Wenda
Hodsdon, the program supervisor for the Ministry of Community and Social
Services. She asked Ms Hodsdon for assistance in retrieving her CAS files.
Following this call, Ms Hodsdon contacted Bill Carriere, on January 2, 1997.

At the time, he was either the clinical director or the director of Client Services.
She asked him if the CAS had a specific policy about the time frame for
responding to requests for information. He responded that there was no such
policy. Mr. Carriere testified that he was concerned about having sufficient staff
to deal with protection matters, let alone information disclosure. He agreed,
however, that Ms Sutherland was not being dealt with in a timely fashion and that
it was understandable that she contacted the Ministry.
As a result of this call from the Ministry, Mr. Carriere contacted the super-

visor of the workers on the file to determine what was happening with Ms
Sutherland’s request.

Ms Sutherland Contacts the CAS Executive Director

On January 13, 1997, Ms Sutherland wrote a letter to the CAS executive director,
Richard Abell, outlining the chronology of her attempts to obtain her file. She
asked to be provided access to her file within two weeks. Mr. Abell responded in
a letter dated February 11, 1997. He advised her that arrangements were being
made to give her access to her file through the Hamilton CAS. According to
Ms Sutherland, this was the first time there was any discussion about giving her
access to her file.
In this letter, Mr. Abell also responded to some of the questions Ms Sutherland

raised in her March 1996 letter to Mark Boisvenue.

Ms Sutherland Attends at Hamilton CAS to Review Her File, March 1997

Ms Sutherland received another letter from Mr. Abell, dated February 25, 1997,
outlining the arrangement for her to view her file at the Hamilton CAS office. She
was advised that Patricia Garrahan would have three to four hours to spend
with Ms Sutherland to review her file. She was told that the CAS was obligated
to black out identifying information such as names of foster families, society
workers, and other professionals mentioned in the file. In addition, the
CAS could not disclose any documents it did not author, such as medical reports.
Ms Sutherland was advised to contact her family physician, who could
arrange to obtain her medical records from the Cornwall General Hospital.
Mr. Abell explained that the CAS was not permitted to release medical reports but
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was required to inform people if they had such a report and tell them where it
originated from.
Finally, Ms Sutherland was told that information that might be upsetting to her

would also be blacked out, but that Ms Garrahan would provide the information
if requested. Ms Sutherland felt that it was her history and it was not up to the CAS
to decide what she could or could not see.
The meeting at the Hamilton CAS took place on or around March 10, 1997.

Ms Sutherland was given a redacted file to review, which was missing the
first seven pages. According to Ms Sutherland, she was given a limited time
to read the information. She was not allowed to photocopy it, but she read
it into a dictaphone. She felt rushed: “I mean, it was the best I had up to
that point, but it certainly wasn’t complete and it certainly didn’t answer all
the questions.”
Ms Sutherland said there was no explanation given for why the seven pages

were missing and she did not have time to ask Ms Garrahan where they were.
According to Ms Sutherland, she was not able to ask Ms Garrahan any ques-
tions during this meeting; it took the whole time just to dictate the file, as it was
not very legible. It was difficult to decipher the bad photocopies. Notes prepared
by Ms Garrahan of her meeting with Ms Sutherland indicate that Ms Sutherland
was advised that four of the missing pages contained identifying information
and that the remaining pages were either lost or not photocopied. I have viewed
Ms Sutherland’s child file. The first seven pages include a lot of information
about the situation in her home leading up to her apprehension by the CAS.
They contain no more or less identifying information than the remainder of
the file. I am of the view that they should have been provided to Ms Sutherland
to review.
Richard Abell testified that the arrangements to have Ms Sutherland review

her file with Patricia Garrahan went beyond the normal CAS practice. Although
an improvement over the file summary prepared nearly two years earlier, this
was clearly not a satisfactory method of providing Ms Sutherland access to her
file. She was given an incomplete, difficult to read copy of her file and a
limited amount of time to review it. It is obvious that the agency at this point
was trying to figure out a way to provide Ms Sutherland with the informa-
tion in her file without actually giving her the file. The CAS of SD&G may
have been trying to improve the process, but, in my opinion, it still did not
get it right.
Later that year, Ms Sutherland sent a letter, dated November 7, 1997, to

Richard Abell, asking about a hospital record, which was part of the agency’s
files. She wrote that someone from the hospital had contacted the CAS and given
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it permission for the record to be disclosed to Ms Sutherland. According to Ms
Sutherland, she never received a response to this letter.

Ms Sutherlandʼs Psychiatrist Requests File Disclosure

In the fall of 1998, Ms Sutherland was seeing a psychiatrist, Dr. Cornfield. He
thought it would be beneficial if he obtained a copy of her CAS file. Ms Sutherland
signed a consent form pursuant to theMental Health Act,32 which was provided
to the CAS of SD&G on or about September 8, 1998.According to Ms Sutherland,
the agency would not give him the file and told him to read the copy that Ms
Sutherland had dictated and typed herself.
Internal CAS documents show that intake worker Carole Leblanc received

the request for record disclosure from Dr. Cornfield on behalf of Catherine
Sutherland. According to Ms Leblanc, Dr. Cornfield did not identify what de-
tails he wanted. He just said he was looking for information from her file as
a child. Ms Leblanc spoke to Dr. Cornfield on October 6, 1998, in an attempt
to get more information about his request. Ms Leblanc testified that the file was
extensive and she wanted to narrow down the request. She said Dr. Cornfield
was not able to provide any further detail and she had no further contact with
him after this telephone call. It appears that on November 23, 1998, the mat-
ter was being transferred to the Family Services Department. Ms Leblanc tes-
tified that records disclosure was a large undertaking and there was a backlog
at the time. There were only three intake workers, who were not able to com-
plete all of the records disclosure requests. She was not able to attend to this
file at the time. Ms Leblanc had no further involvement with the file after it was
transferred.
On or about November 27, 1998, Bill Carriere wrote a letter to Dr. Cornfield,

advising him that Ms Sutherland had been permitted to review and dictate portions
of her file on March 10, 1997, and directing him to obtain a copy of the summary
Ms Sutherland had dictated.
In my opinion, this was an inappropriate way to deal with a request from a

medical professional. Underlying this approach is an assumption that Ms
Sutherland had maintained a copy of what she had dictated and that she had
dictated the entire unredacted portion of the file. The CAS could be assured of
neither of these things. If a doctor requests a file for the purpose of treating a
patient, the CAS should provide a copy of the file, with personal information
about third parties redacted if that is deemed necessary.
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Ms Sutherland Writes to Politicians for Assistance

On December 10, 1998, Cathy Sutherland wrote the Minister of Justice and
Attorney General of Canada, Anne McLellan, requesting her assistance. Ms
McLellan responded, saying she was not at liberty to give members of the public
legal advice. She suggested, however, that Ms Sutherland contact the Minister of
Community and Social Services, which she did by way of a letter dated April 8,
1999. In this letter to the Honourable Janet Ecker, Ms Sutherland provided a
summary of her involvement with the CAS and requested her assistance in
obtaining her file from the CAS. Ms Ecker responded in a letter dated May 4,
1999. She provided Ms Sutherland with a pamphlet outlining the complaint
procedure for the CAS of SD&G and encouraged her to contact area manager
Pierre Lalonde if she had any difficulty.

Ms Sutherland Takes Her Concerns up the CAS Chain

Ms Sutherland took the advice she received from Minister Ecker and wrote a
letter, dated May 17, 1999, to Pierre Lalonde. Among other things, she alluded
to sexual abuse by her mother and wrote about the sexual abuse she alleged had
occurred at the Virgin foster home. In June 1999, Ms Sutherland was advised
by Mr. Lalonde that the next step in the process was to request a meeting with the
Board of Directors.
Ms Sutherland made such a request in a letter dated June 8, 1999, addressed

to Jeanette Scrimshaw, the president of the CAS Board of Directors. Ms Sutherland
hoped that this meeting would lead to her being granted access to her file. She
received a response from Ms Scrimshaw a couple of weeks later advising her
that the matter would be referred to Mr. Carriere and that the complaint sub-
committee of the Board would be available to her if she wished.

Ms Sutherland Is Provided With a Redacted Copy of Her File

On July 13, 1999, Ms Sutherland’s file was copied and third-party names,
addresses, and information about third parties were blacked out. Bill Carriere
testified that a decision must have been made to provide as much information to
Ms Sutherland as possible without needing to ask her for any further details.
Ms Sutherland was provided with the redacted copy of her file in August

1999. The cover letter, datedAugust 12, 1999, stated that the information contained
within was everything the CAS thought she was entitled to view. The letter pro-
vided a coding system for the redactions, with certain numbers indicating the
reason for certain information being redacted.
Ms Sutherland testified that most of the file was blacked out and it did not look

much different from the one she had been permitted to view in Hamilton. She was
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still not satisfied and thought she was entitled to see everything in her file. There
were also no medical reports in her file despite the fact that, according to Ms
Sutherland, the hospital had given the CAS permission to release the medical
reports to her. The only medical information Ms Sutherland received was the
summary prepared by Mr. Boisvenue in August 1995.

Another Request by Dr. Cornfield, 2006

Richard Abell received a letter dated January 27, 2006, from Dr. Cornfield, who
advised him that Ms Sutherland would be appearing before the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Board soon and that he was seeking records to assist in this
application. Having received no response, Dr. Cornfield wrote a follow-up letter
dated March 16, 2006. In June 2006, Dr. Cornfield received a copy of the family
file with all information pertaining to individuals other than Cathy Sutherland
blacked out.

Conclusions About File Access

I have two concerns regarding Ms Sutherland’s journey to obtain her CAS file:
first, the extent of the access she was granted and, second, the delays.With respect
to the first issue, I previously commented that summaries were both an inefficient
and ineffective way to provide a former ward with information from his or her file.
It appears, at least in some of the cases looked at during the Inquiry, that the
CAS has moved away from this practice of providing only summaries and will
provide a former ward a copy of the file with certain information blacked out. The
question then becomes whether it is necessary or appropriate for the CAS to
black out any information or whether the former ward should simply be given his
or her entire file. Bill Carriere testified that the CAS cannot release the entire
file because often there is information in it concerning other people that the
person requesting the file is not entitled to. He explained that CAS files typically
have a lot of information that would be considered highly personal. People reveal
information that they would not want disclosed.
I appreciate this concern and accept that, if the entire file is to be released

to a former ward, certain information may have to be redacted. I do not agree
with the redaction of the names of foster parents, CAS workers, or even other
wards who resided in a particular foster home. These are all individuals who,
to varying degrees, played a significant role in a foster child’s life and that
child has the right to know the identity of these individuals. Although I think
the names of other wards who, for example, resided in a particular foster home
should be shared, I agree that personal information about those children and their
particular circumstances should be redacted to protect their privacy interests.
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I reiterate that I agree with the recommendation of Ian MacLean, discussed
earlier, that the CAS be required to compile particular information about
children in CAS care, including information about placements, schools attended,
and teachers, to provide to those individuals in the future. If an individual still
requests access to his or her file, it should be provided, subject to the redactions
discussed above.
Once a determination is made on what material can be disclosed, the next

issue is how quickly can or should this be done. In Ms Sutherland’s case, it took
twelve years. Both Bill Carriere and RichardAbell agreed that this was too long.
Mr. Abell testified that, in the case of Ms Sutherland, the CAS of SD&G was
“breaking new ground” with respect to disclosure. The CAS was going further than
it ever had in terms of records disclosure; however, Mr. Abell acknowledged
that, from Ms Sutherland’s perspective, it was like “pulling teeth.” It is clear that
the CAS must do better than it did with Ms Sutherland. I appreciate that resources
are an issue and understand that this issue is now being addressed. Previously, file
disclosure requests were handled by the intake department, in addition to its
many other tasks. Mr. Carriere commented that he did not have enough staff to
deal with child protection issues, let alone disclosure requests. It is apparent that
the same resources being used for child protection and child placement issues
cannot also be used for records disclosure requests because inevitably the latter
will be a second priority. Mr. MacLean testified that the CAS of SD&G recently
hired a full-time worker to deal with record disclosure requests. He explained
that currently the agency receives twenty to thirty requests per month and there
are fifty-five outstanding requests. A second worker has been hired for a six-
month period to handle the backlog of requests.
Although I found that the CAS was too slow in responding to Ms Sutherland

and often did not provide her with information to which I think she was entitled,
correspondence sent to Ms Sutherland was, for the most part, courteous,
and my impression from the CAS witnesses who testified at the Inquiry is
that there was a genuine concern to assist her. I am hopeful that the changes
testified about by Mr. MacLean coupled with the implementation of a clear
direction about the type of information that should be disclosed will ensure that,
in the future, former wards of the CAS will receive adequate disclosure in a
timely fashion.

InvolvementWith Police Forces

Beginning in the mid-1990s, Ms Sutherland had interactions with several police
forces regarding her allegations of physical and sexual abuse. I do not intend to
explore these in depth but will refer to them as they are part of Ms Sutherland’s
history.
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Hamilton-Wentworth Police

In November 1996, Ms Sutherland called the Hamilton-Wentworth police to
report historical child sexual abuse and provided a written statement. The police
asked for more details about the sexual abuse by Carl Virgin, which she provided.
However, when they asked for more specifics, Ms Sutherland testified that she
“couldn’t handle it” and she asked them to put the investigation on hold.

The Ontario Provincial Police

In August 1997, the Hamilton-Wentworth police sent a letter to the Morrisburg
OPP advising them that, in November 1996, Ms Sutherland had contacted them
to report child abuse at the hands of her mother and sexual abuse by Carl Virgin
in a foster home. The OPP was further advised that, in January 1997, Ms
Sutherland asked for the investigation to put on hold but that she had recently
advised that, although she did not want to deal with the sexual abuse allegations,
she wanted to continue with the child abuse investigation.
An investigation was conducted by Detective Constable John Ralko of the

Stormont, Dundas, and Glengarry OPP and Constable Shawn White of the
Cornwall Police Service into the death of Ms Sutherland’s infant brother,
the burning of her feet when she was two years old, and the mistreatment by her
mother. In a letter dated March 26, 1997, Detective Constable Ralko summarized
his investigation and advised Ms Sutherland that no charges would be laid, as the
officer had been unable to locate any witnesses or documentary evidence to
corroborate her allegations.
I have provided my findings and recommendations regarding file disclosure.

I have not touched upon the matter of counselling in this section. It is covered in
other sections of this chapter. Ms Sutherland recommended that wards of the
CAS should be offered counselling and that the offer should remain open even if
it is initially turned down. She testified that she was never offered counselling
while in care. This is an issue that has arisen with many of the witnesses at the
Inquiry who were former wards of the CAS.

Allegations Against Jean Luc Leblanc

In 1986, Jean Luc Leblanc was convicted of gross indecency relating to the
sexual abuse of young boys. The Cornwall Police Service (CPS) and the Children’s
Aid Society of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of
SD&G) had been engaged in a joint investigation of the allegations giving rise to
the charges against Mr. Leblanc. In 1994, 1995, 1998, and 1999, further infor-
mation came to the attention of the CAS of SD&G regarding Mr. Leblanc.
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The Children’s Aid Society Is Notified of Allegations, 1986

In early January 1986, Jason Tyo decided to tell someone that Jean Luc Leblanc
was sexually abusing him. He testified that he called the after-hours emergency
number for the Children’s Aid Society. He spoke to a woman and told her that he
was tired of being physically abused at his home and sexually abused outside
of his home. The call lasted less than five minutes. He could not remember if,
during the call, he revealed who was sexually abusing him. In his view, the
woman he spoke to was not sympathetic. At the time, because he had called the
number of the CAS onYork Street in Cornwall, he assumed he had been speak-
ing to someone at that office. He acknowledged, however, that he may have been
speaking to someone on the telephone answering service, and not with a worker
from the CAS. Mr. Tyo testified that he had no recollection of the CAS calling him
back the night of this call, but he thought someone from the agency called back
a couple of weeks later. When someone from the CAS did call Mr. Tyo back,
he said that he had already told his teacher and that the allegation was being
dealt with. Mr. Tyo testified that he had not been happy with the response he
had received from the CAS to his original call, and that he had cried out for help
and received no response. He lost all hope with respect to the CAS. Instead, he
went to see a former teacher, Dawn Raymond, about Mr. Leblanc. Mr. Tyo’s
disclosure of abuse to his teacher is also discussed in Chapter 10, on the institu-
tional response of school boards.
On January 24, 1986, Lorne Lawson, the superintendent of the County Board

of Education, a predecessor of the Upper Canada District School Board, contacted
the CAS of SD&G and requested that a worker come to his office to discuss
a sexual abuse case. Bruce Duncan was the intake worker at the CAS when
the call was received. Mr. Lawson would not supply any names during the
call. He told Mr. Duncan that he was confident that the CAS was not involved with
the family.
Bill Carriere was Mr. Duncan’s supervisor. Mr. Carriere testified that, in

instances where sexual abuse was alleged, especially against people in positions
of trust, his workers would come to him almost immediately, and there would
be frequent communications. Mr. Duncan discussed the January 24, 1986, intake
with him.
Shortly after receiving the call, Mr. Duncan met with Mr. Lawson and Dawn

Raymond, a teacher, at the School Board offices. He was informed that Jason
Tyo, a former student of Ms Raymond’s, had disclosed to her that Jean Luc
Leblanc was sexually abusing Scott Burgess, who was also a former student of
Ms Raymond’s. Jason Tyo did not disclose to Ms Raymond that he was also
being abused by Mr. Leblanc. After teaching Scott Burgess and Jason Tyo at
Gladstone Public School, Ms Raymond had become “more of a friend” to them:
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they visited her home, and she was someone in whom they would confide. After
Mr. Tyo’s disclosure, Ms Raymond had met with Scott Burgess, who confirmed
that he was being abused by Mr. Leblanc. Mr. Burgess did not want his mother
to know about the alleged abuse because he was afraid of her.
After meeting with Mr. Lawson and Ms Raymond, Mr. Duncan calledAngelo

Towndale, director of services at the CAS of SD&G, and the Cornwall Police
Service.When speaking to the CPS, he was advised that Constable Brian Payment
would attend at the school. As I discussed in Chapter 6, on the institutional
response of the Cornwall Police Service, Constable Payment was told that the
school would not allow him to speak to Scott Burgess without the consent of
his parents. Mr. Duncan recorded in his notes that the school said they could
not allow the police in without a warrant. The school did, however, permit
Mr. Duncan to meet with Mr. Burgess.
I note that the Child Protection Protocol of 2001 addresses comprehensively

the issue of the location of the interview of a child reporting abuse to someone in
a school setting. It also addresses the issue of when to provide notice to the
parents and when to proceed with an interview without the parents’ consent.
Ultimately it is always a question of judgment, and I agree with the protocol
that the “best interest” of the child is paramount. In this situation, however, not
permitting Constable Payment to speak to Scott Burgess had the practical effect
of increasing the number of times that the young person was interviewed. The
2001 protocol provides that, if a principal is denying access to the child, the
police/CAS team should follow the chain of command and may communicate with
the area superintendent.

The First CAS Interview of Scott Burgess

Later in the afternoon on January 24, Mr. Duncan interviewed Scott Burgess at
Central Public School about the allegations against Mr. Leblanc. Ms Raymond
was present for the interview. She testified that Mr. Duncan made her ask the
questions because Scott would relate better to her. She also testified that Mr.
Duncan sat behind her taking notes and that he would slip her questions he
wanted her to ask.
During the interview with Mr. Duncan, Scott Burgess described allegations of

abuse against Mr. Leblanc. He also described alleged abuse by Mr. Leblanc
against his brother, Jody Burgess, and Jason Tyo. He also provided the names of
a few other young people.
After the interview, Mr. Duncan calledAngelo Towndale. Mr. Duncan recorded

in his notes that he would take Scott Burgess home and talk to his parents. Shortly
thereafter, he spoke to Constable Brian Payment. He recorded in his notes “go to
parents and see if Scott will talk” to the CPS.
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The Burgess HomeVisit

At 5:00 p.m., Mr. Duncan arrived at the Burgess home. There were seven children
in the Burgess family, three of whom had left home by this time. Mr. and Ms
Burgess were informed of what their son, Scott, had disclosed about Mr. Leblanc.
They were shocked and reported that one of their older sons had been molested
and that one of their daughters had been sexually assaulted. Mr. Duncan’s notes
of that visit appear to indicate that he interviewed Jody Burgess, who said that Mr.
Leblanc was his “friend.” He did not disclose that Mr. Leblanc had sexually
abused him. Jody Burgess also reported allegations that Bill McKinnon had
sexually abused Jason Tyo and others and that Mr. McKinnon had pictures of
“many little kids.”
Mr. Duncan interviewed Scott Burgess a second time while at his home.

During this interview, Scott Burgess further discussed allegations of abuse against
Mr. Leblanc. He agreed to be interviewed by the CPS.

CAS Fails to Interview Any Other Burgess Children

None of the other Burgess children were interviewed by Bruce Duncan during this
home visit or at any time later. As is discussed in Chapter 6, on the institutional
response of the Cornwall Police Service, the CPS also failed to interview any
of the other Burgess children. While Scott and Jody Burgess had identified other
young people and children as being alleged victims, they had not identified their
siblings.Years later, as a result of the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) investigation
of Jean Luc Leblanc in 1999, it was determined that Cindy Burgess, the sister of
Scott and Jody, had also been sexually abused by Mr. Leblanc. Had she been
interviewed in 1986, this could have been determined. Scott Burgess testified
that he knew in 1986 that his sister was being abused by Mr. Leblanc. Had some-
one asked him in 1986, “Has your sister, Cindy, ever been abused?,” he would have
told them.
In his testimony, Mr. Carriere acknowledged that, knowing what he knows

now, it would have been a good idea to interview the other siblings. In particular,
he expressed regret that Cindy Burgess was not interviewed. Mr. Carriere noted
that the current standard requires all children in the family to be interviewed. If
a family member is not being interviewed, an explanation must be included in the
file. I agree with Mr. Carriere that all of the Burgess children should have been
interviewed. Information received from such interviews, particularly of Cindy
Burgess, would have furthered the criminal investigation and prosecution and,
importantly, would have furthered the ultimate purpose of the CAS, the protection
of children.
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Further Interviews

Constable Payment interviewed Scott Burgess at the CAS offices on the evening
of January 24, 1986. Mr. Duncan was present, as was Ms Raymond. Statements
were taken from both Scott Burgess and Ms Raymond.
By this point, Scott Burgess had been interviewed three times that day. Mr.

Carriere testified that he did not believe that there was a policy in place regarding
how many interviews were appropriate for a child victim of sexual abuse. In his
view, it is best to try to do as few interviews as possible because of the possibility
of re-victimization. I agree with Mr. Carriere and acknowledge that victims often
disclose the circumstances of abuse in incremental disclosure. This may necessitate
a number of interviews. It is therefore all the more important to limit the number
of interviews that are within your control. As I indicate in Chapter 6, the CAS and
the CPS ought to have conducted joint interviews with all child victims to mini-
mize the number of interviews and the trauma to the children.
On January 25, 1986, Constable Payment interviewed Jody Burgess and Jason

Tyo. Mr. Duncan was not present at these interviews. On January 27, 1986,
charges of gross indecency were laid against Mr. Leblanc with respect to the
sexual abuse of Scott and Jody Burgess and Jason Tyo. Mr. Leblanc pleaded
guilty to two out of the three charges. The arrest and prosecution of Mr. Leblanc
is discussed in Chapter 6 and in Chapter 11, on the institutional response of the
Ministry of the Attorney General.
The CAS took appropriate steps to report Mr. Leblanc to the Child Abuse

Register.

Ongoing CAS InvolvementWith the Burgess and Tyo Families Related to
Allegations Against Mr. Leblanc

It was not until January 31, 1986, that Mr. Duncan contacted Jason Tyo’s family
and set up an appointment for a home visit, which was held on February 3, 1986.
Mr. Carriere testified that he did not know why there was this delay.
Although Mr. Carriere testified that he did not remember this meeting, the

case notes indicate that, on February 4, 1986, Mr. Duncan and Mr. Carriere met
to discuss the file. Based upon comments Jason Tyo had made to Mr. Duncan and
Constable Payment, there was some concern that Mr. Tyo might become a
potential abuser in the future.When asked about this at the Inquiry, Jason Tyo said
that this was something that should have been acted upon. Mr. Carriere testified
that a plan was developed to try to get Jason Tyo to accept counselling. The case
notes include references to counselling for Mr. Tyo and a referral to a sexual
abuse treatment group. The notes also indicate that he never attended any
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counselling sessions. CAS documents indicate that Jason Tyo, at the age of
fifteen, said he did not need counselling. He and his parents also felt it was not
necessary that they be involved in the Family Action Program. Jason Tyo testi-
fied that he did not recall any discussions about counselling with the CAS or
his mother.
On April 2, 1986, Jason Tyo’s file was transferred to another CAS worker,

Pina DeBellis. After this point, Mr. Carriere was no longer responsible for super-
vising this file. The file was closed on June 8, 1987.
Jason Tyo testified that, as a result of the abuse he suffered, he went on to

abuse other people, has been in trouble with the law, has used drugs and alcohol,
and has experienced depression and anxiety. He testified that he was disappointed
with the CAS response to his situation. He noted that the decision to go to coun-
selling is an adult decision that is difficult to make as a young person. In his
view, people did not do enough to push him toward counselling and, if the CAS
had encouraged him to go to counselling, he would not have abused. He
acknowledged that he does not remember much of the contacts with the CAS
but said there should have been stronger intervention. Mr. Carriere testified about
his concerns regarding “forcing” someone into counselling and stated that the only
way to “force” Jason Tyo into counselling would have been to obtain a court
order that he was a child in need of protection. He didn’t know if this would
have been successful.
Both Scott and Jody Burgess testified that they did not remember any offers

of counselling from the CAS in 1986. However, the CAS notes outline attempts
to arrange counselling for them.
It is not surprising that Scott and Jody Burgess and Jason Tyo do not remember

discussions about counselling options presented by the CAS or other institu-
tions. The events that placed them in contact with the agency occurred some
time ago, when they were young people going through what would undoubtedly
have been a difficult time. While I agree with Mr. Carriere that forcing some-
one to attend counselling may be ineffective, or even counterproductive, I
believe every effort should be made to encourage child victims of sexual abuse
to attend counselling.

Bill McKinnon

When interviewed by Mr. Duncan on January 24, 1986, Jody Burgess alleged
that Bill McKinnon had sexually abused Jason Tyo and others, and that Mr.
McKinnon had pictures of young children. Scott Burgess testified at the Inquiry
that he had also been abused by “Billy.” He testified that no one had ever asked
him if he had been abused by “Billy.”
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Mr. Duncan’s notes include a reference to a discussion between Mr. Duncan
and Constable Payment about “Billie.” Specifically, the notes say: “Billie is so
senile we may not get anywhere with him—he was very scared and was told
they would watch his house.” Constable Payment testified that, when this matter
was discussed with CrownAttorney Don Johnson, Mr. Johnson raised a concern
about Mr. McKinnon’s competency to stand trial. Mr. McKinnon was seventy-
one years old. The CPS did not investigate this matter further, and no charges were
laid against Mr. McKinnon.
Mr. Carriere testified that he did not believe that Mr. McKinnon was investi-

gated at all and agreed that this matter should have been followed up. He also
noted: “I think if [someone is] senile and abusing, the likelihood of them stopping
is not very great.”
I am of the view that further steps should have been taken by the CAS of

SD&G and particularly Mr. Duncan to investigate the allegations made by Jody
Burgess about Bill McKinnon.While the CPS may make its own decisions about
whether or not to investigate and lay charges, the CAS need not rely on that
assessment to determine whether it should conduct its own investigation directed
towards the protection of children. A thorough investigation should have been
conducted to determine whether allegations against Bill McKinnon were within
the mandate of the CAS of SD&G.

The CAS Gets Information About “Jean Luc” From a School Principal

On October 21, 1994, CAS worker Françoise Lepage received a call from Tannis
Girard, a principal at St. Mary’s School. Ms Girard was concerned about a student
in grade 4 who was spending a lot of time with a fifty-four-year-old man by the
name of “Jean Luc” who was buying him gifts, such as a dirt bike, gloves, and a
helmet, and paying him money for carrying empty beer bottles. Ms Girard had
addressed the issue with the student’s mother, who noted that her son had spent
the weekend at Jean Luc’s cabin. The student had reported that another man and
his daughter were there when he stayed the night. Ms Girard reported that the
student’s mother did not seem concerned.
The initial risk assessment by the worker was rated as low or nil. The decision

under the preliminary inquiry was that there were no grounds to pursue further,
and the complaint was not accepted for service. Mr. Carriere testified that he
did not know what, if any, attempts were made to find out Jean Luc’s last name.
Jean Luc Leblanc would have been known to the agency as a convicted sex
offender. Mr. Carriere further testified that there was a policy at this time that
required the CAS to check the Child Abuse Register or see if there was a prior
history when allegations of abuse were made.
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The notes of Françoise Lepage indicate that, on October 24, 1994, she
discussed the matter with Mr. Carriere because her own supervisor was absent.
According to Ms Lepage’s notes, she then decided she could wait to discuss
the matter with her own supervisor. Mr. Carriere testified that he did not remember
the discussion but noted that he was involved in the Jean Luc Leblanc matter
in 1986.
After meeting with her supervisor, Ms Lepage met with the student’s mother

and stepfather. The home was impoverished and in desperate financial straits.
The mother said that they were very vigilant with regard to the relationship
between her son and “Jean Luc,” and noted that her son had never disclosed any
inappropriate behaviour on Jean Luc’s part. The mother refused to provide Jean
Luc’s last name because “he was not accused.” She also said that Jean Luc had
lots of money and gave gifts to lots of children. When asked about this, Mr.
Carriere testified that this could raise a red flag. Looking at the matter in hindsight,
Mr. Carriere stated the following:

Sometimes we’re faced in Child Welfare with situations that I would
describe as being worrisome but you don’t necessarily have the ground
to have a protection application unless you can actually offer something
that’s concrete.

If the family says, “Thank you for your concern but I don’t want you
to come back to my home,” you have the choice of closing the file
or going to court and you have to look at, well, what evidence would
I have?

And sometimes I know that our Agency has been in situations where
we go to court—and this doesn’t happen often—but we go almost
expecting to lose but at least we’re going to make an effort. This might
have been one of those situations.

Mr. Carriere also acknowledged that perhaps if Ms Lepage had interviewed or
visited Ms Girard, she may have been able to identify who Jean Luc was. On
November 3, 1994, however, the matter was signed off.
Mr. Carriere testified that Ms Lepage was a very conscientious and responsible

person. He indicated that, had the CAS had the full name of the man, it would have
been a very different circumstance. There was insufficient information to open a
file with only a first name, and Ms Lepage would have had a difficult time search-
ing CAS records, such as the list of people put on the Child Abuse Register and
the logbooks for suspected and verified abusers, with only a first name.
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Further concerns regarding neglect were raised by Ms Girard in 1995 regarding
this family, but the topic of “Jean Luc” did not resurface.As will be discussed later,
this student, identified as C-82 for the purpose of the Inquiry hearings, was con-
sidered in 1999 by the OPP to be a potential victim of Mr. Leblanc, and, in 2001,
Mr. Leblanc was charged in relation to sexual offences against him and others.

The CAS Gets More Information About Mr. Leblanc

On January 6, 1995, Françoise Lepage received a call from Valerie Nadon.
According to Ms Lepage’s notes, Ms Nadon told her that she saw a convicted sex
offender, whom she referred to as Jean Luc, on January 6 or 7, 1995, with an
eight-year-old boy outside her store. Ms Nadon indicated that her brothers had
been sexually abused by this man when they were about the same age as this
boy. Ms Lepage asked for Jean Luc’s surname. On January 10, 1995, Ms Nadon
called back and provided Ms Lepage with the surname “Leblanc.” According
to her notes, on that same day, Ms Lepage did a records search confirming that
Jean Luc Leblanc was on the Child Abuse Register.
On January 19, 1995, Ms Lepage contacted Staff Sergeant Luc Brunet of the

CPS and requested a record search on Jean Luc Leblanc. He informed her that Mr.
Leblanc had received a suspended sentence in 1986 and three years probation for
gross indecency. Ms Lepage also made a number of calls to the court, the probation
office, and to Staff Sergeant Brunet to attempt to determine any conditions on Mr.
Leblanc’s release, as well as his whereabouts. Ms Lepage noted that on January
25, 1995, she met with Mr. Carriere and it was decided that the CAS could not
pursue the matter because it did not have Mr. Leblanc’s whereabouts or any
identifying information regarding the child who had been seen with him. Further,
there were no allegations of harm to the child he had been seen with. Mr. Carriere
testified that he did not know if he was involved in the case at this stage. The
file was closed because they did not think that they could find Mr. Leblanc. It is
of note that, in this instance, the file was opened under the name “Leblanc,” as the
CAS did not have the names of any children involved.
With respect to the difficulty in locating Mr. Leblanc, Mr. Carriere testified that

they could have asked the police to consider doing a driver’s licence check for Mr.
Leblanc. He specifically noted that, as a result of this case, he has “recommended
to the Society that they arrange to meet with police departments to look at different
ways in which they can find people that otherwise can’t be found” and that “the
Society ... develop a list of measures that could be taken to find people.” I agree
with Mr. Carriere that this would be a good step to take.
Mr. Carriere testified that, at the time, he was not linking the concerns about

“Jean Luc” that were expressed to the CAS of SD&G in the fall of 1994 by Ms
Girard and those about Mr. Leblanc expressed by Ms Nadon. He testified that he
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was certain there was no discussion about the connection between the two reports.
As a phone intake worker, Ms Lepage would have many cases referred to
her and, in this instance, did not connect the dots. He suspected that, if Ms
Nadon’s sighting of Jean Luc Leblanc had been in the city, this fact might have
contributed to the failure to connect to the earlier case, which had taken place in
a county location.

A Report to CAS That C-81Was Living in a Tent in Mr. Leblanc’s
Backyard

On September 3, 1998, it came to the attention of the CAS of SD&G that a
young boy, C-81, had been living in a tent in a backyard in Newington. The boy
had no money or clothes and was asking for food. The worker assigned to the file
was Brian MacIntosh. Bill Carriere, as coordinator of services, was the supervisor
who handled only the intake referral. Bernie Lamarche was the supervisor.
Case notes indicate that Mr. MacIntosh spoke to C-81 on September 3, 1998,

at Mr. Leblanc’s home, in whose yard C-81 had been living. C-81 indicated that
he had been staying with a friend, Jean Luc Leblanc, and that his parents knew
he was there. Mr. MacIntosh left his card for Mr. Leblanc and left a note at C-81’s
home. Mr. Carriere testified that he did not recall speaking to Mr. MacIntosh
after this visit or having any knowledge that the visit was to Mr. Leblanc’s home.
Mr. Carriere acknowledged, however, that Mr. Leblanc was known to the CAS at
this time.
On that same day, Mr. Leblanc called the CAS of SD&G and spoke to worker

Gordon Lanctôt, who was the duty worker in emergency services that day. Mr.
Lanctôt recorded that Mr. Leblanc told him that C-81, who was thirteen years old,
and another boy, C-82, who was fourteen, had permission to camp in his yard. Mr.
Lanctôt recorded that he stated to Mr. Leblanc that he was not aware of the case
and suggested that Mr. Leblanc call Mr. MacIntosh. He also noted that he would
inform Mr. MacIntosh of the call. Mr. Carriere testified that Mr. Lanctôt did not
check Mr. Leblanc’s name or the name of the boys. Mr. Carriere would not have
expected the after-hour worker to do so.
On September 8, 1998, Mr. MacIntosh called Mr. Leblanc. According to Mr.

MacIntosh’s notes, Mr. Leblanc said that C-81 was there because he liked to
hang around with another boy in the community, C-82. He said C-81 was not
abandoned and that his mother had picked him up the previous night. At this
point, Mr. MacIntosh had neither spoken to the mother nor realized that Mr.
Leblanc was a convicted sex offender who was known to the agency.
That same day, Mr. MacIntosh did try to contact C-81’s mother, but spoke

only to her boyfriend. On September 11, 1998, he spoke to C-81’s mother, who
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was upset that her son had told people in Newington that he had been left. C-81’s
mother said he was not abandoned. As will be discussed below, it is of note that,
on this very day, another worker at the CAS also received information from the
CPS that Mr. Leblanc had been seen in the company of young boys.
CAS documents dated September 14, 1998, indicate that C-81 was living

with a family friend, Jean Luc Leblanc, and that his mother had given him per-
mission to be there. The family was in temporary accommodations because they
had bought a farm and would be moving mid-September. C-81 had returned
home on September 8, 1998. The plan was to close the file. Mr. Carriere testified
that there was no information available to Mr. MacIntosh to suggest that Mr.
Leblanc had harmed this child or was going to harm the child. The child was
not reporting that he had been harmed, and the mother subsequently didn’t
suggest that she was upset about anything. That said, he wished that they had
“connected the dots.” Mr. Carriere testified that, had Mr. MacIntosh known who
Mr. Leblanc was, he would have expected a different course of action.
According to Mr. Carriere, in a perfect world, one would want to check every

name, but so many names go by a CAS worker in the course of a day that a
considerable amount of time could be spent checking them. The actual process
of doing it is quite simple but, like most tasks, it stretches out. He did not know
what could have been done differently, short of checking every name. He noted
that there are certain situations in which names should be checked and that guide-
lines as to when those names ought to be checked would be helpful. He provided,
by way of example, that an automatic check could be done when a child is staying
with a substitute caregiver. I agree with Mr. Carriere.
It was only on January 7, 1999, that the CAS realized that C-81 had been

staying in the backyard of convicted sex offender Jean Luc Leblanc. Mr.
MacIntosh had read a newspaper article that explained that Mr. Leblanc of
Newington had been charged with sexual assault as a result of the Ontario
Provincial Police (OPP) Project Truth investigation. Mr. MacIntosh contacted
Detective Constable Steve Seguin of the OPP and informed him of the agency’s
involvement with C-81 in 1998. Mr. MacIntosh was advised that C-81 had already
been interviewed and, during this interview, had not disclosed sexual abuse. Mr.
Leblanc was eventually charged with four counts of sexual offences involving
C-81. The investigation, arrest, and prosecution of Jean Luc Leblanc is discussed
in Chapter 7, on the institutional response of the OPP, and Chapter 11, on the
institutional response of the Ministry of the Attorney General.
This incident prompted a risk management conference to determine if the

CAS of SD&G needed to take any further steps. The minutes of the meeting
indicate that a decision was made to contact the police and ask if the agency
could communicate with C-81’s parents in order to receive their assurances that
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there would be no further contact between Mr. Leblanc and C-81. Mr. Carriere
testified that, depending upon the response of the parents when spoken to, there
may have been some follow-up with the child.

Report to CAS That Mr. LeblancWas SeenWith Young Boys

Around the same time that Mr. MacIntosh was made aware that C-81 was sleeping
in a tent in the backyard of Jean Luc Leblanc’s home in Newington, on September
11, 1998, CAS worker Lise Stanley, received a call from Constable George Tyo
of the CPS. Constable Tyo was calling to pass on information the police had
received fromVivian Burgess, the mother of Scott and Jody Burgess, who had both
been sexually abused by Mr. Leblanc in 1986. Ms Burgess contacted the police
because her daughters saw Mr. Leblanc in the company of two young boys at
the shopping centre and the motor speedway in Cornwall.
The family was quite concerned that the children might be at risk from this

individual, as they appeared to be around the same age as the Burgess boys when
they were sexually abused by Mr. Leblanc. Constable Tyo indicated that Mr.
Leblanc lived in the Newington area and that this information had been passed
on to the Long Sault OPP.
Ms Stanley consulted with Mr. Carriere later that day. She reported that a

decision had been made to contact Mr. Leblanc and invite him to come into the
agency to discuss concerns that it had regarding him associating with young
people. She also reported that she planned to contact the main source of the
referral and the OPP to obtain further information, if any, on Jean Luc Leblanc.
Mr. Carriere testified that the CAS of SD&G was aware that one of the con-

ditions of Mr. Leblanc’s sentence was to get counselling. The agency had not
received any reports that Mr. Leblanc had harmed anyone and when the CAS
followed up with various professionals, they knew nothing of him. In having
Mr. Leblanc come in, the goal was to determine whether he had received any
treatment and to plan accordingly.
Mr. Carriere testified that Mr. Leblanc was never brought in and that he did not

think that Ms Stanley had spoken to the OPP. He explained that the failure to
bring in Mr. Leblanc was the result of a “workload issue” with Ms Stanley. She
was a phone intake worker and was too busy to do these tasks. Mr. Carriere
acknowledged that he should have assigned this case to an investigator and told
them to meet with Mr. Leblanc promptly. He also acknowledged that the OPP
should have been contacted at an early stage to find out what, if anything, they
were going to do.
Mr. Carriere acknowledged that this case did not receive much priority. This

was despite the CAS’s knowledge that Mr. Leblanc was a convicted sex offender.
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CAS–OPP Project Truth Contact Regarding Jean Luc Leblanc

On January 14, 1999, CAS worker Pina DeBellis was contacted by Constable Joe
Dupuis, an OPP Project Truth officer investigating allegations against Mr. Leblanc.
He was looking for the contact information for the principal from St. Mary’s
School who had referred the matter regarding C-82 to the CAS in 1994. The
OPP was considering C-82 as a new alleged victim of Mr. Leblanc.
Mr. Carriere indicated that the OPP were concerned with boys going to Mr.

Leblanc’s residence after running away from a foster home. C-82 was one of
these boys. As is discussed in Chapter 7, on the OPP, Mr. Leblanc had been
charged in January 1999, and one of the conditions of his release was that he
not be in contact with children under sixteen unless supervised. Mr. Carriere
testified that he had a telephone conversation with a police officer from the OPP
and helped the officer get in touch with C-82.
The file notes suggest that the CAS communicated to Constable Dupuis that

the CAS file system was not set up by alleged offender but by victim. Presumably,
this may create some challenges in gathering information if only the alleged
offender is identified in a complaint. Mr. Carriere testified that, in 1999, the CAS
would have had information about Mr. Leblanc in the files of the 1986 victims
known to the agency. Also, as noted above, in 1995 a file was opened in Leblanc’s
name, as the CAS did not have the names of the victims. It would have also have
had a binder of suspected or verified offenders and could have checked the Child
Abuse Register. If the police had provided a list of children, it could have also
checked to see if the agency had files on those children.
The CAS did not conduct an administrative review in the Leblanc matter to

determine what went wrong and to try to make changes to its internal system.

Cross-Referencing of Files and Information

The CAS of SD&G was actively involved in the 1986 investigation that resulted
in Jean Luc Leblanc’s conviction for sexual offences involving children. In the
1990s, on several different occasions, the CAS of SD&G was made aware of
incidents of children being in the company of a man named “Jean Luc” and, at
times, even had his full name. However, it was not until the publication of Mr.
Leblanc’s arrest by Project Truth officers in 1999 that the CAS of SD&G realized
who Jean Luc Leblanc was. The institutional response of the CAS, its managers,
and employees was deficient on each of these occasions.
In my opinion, it is imperative that an agency that deals with a matter as vital

and sensitive as the protection of children have an adequate system for cross-
referencing and searching names of alleged or convicted child abusers.
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Conclusion

In examining the institutional response of the Children’s Aid Society of the
United Counties of Stormont, Dundas & Glengarry (CAS of SD&G), I had
the opportunity to review a great deal of documentary evidence and to hear
testimony from a number of CAS managers, supervisors, and case workers and
former wards of the CAS of SD&G. Throughout this chapter, I have made
some conclusions and recommendations about specific issues, and I will not
repeat them here. I would instead like to comment on some of the general themes
that have become apparent as a result of my examination of the agency’s insti-
tutional response.
In this chapter, I examined incidents of abuse at several foster homes and

group homes operated by the CAS of SD&G and the response of the agency to
these allegations. I also looked at the role of the CAS of SD&G in investiga-
tions of allegations of abuse of children not in the agency’s care, such as its
involvement in the investigation of Father Charles MacDonald in 1993–1994,
Jean Luc Leblanc in 1986, and Earl Landry Jr. in 1985 and 1993. I also examined
the interactions that the CAS of SD&G had with public institutions, such as
police services, school boards, the Crown attorney’s office, the Diocese of
Alexandria-Cornwall, and other public and community agencies and organi-
zations. I have made recommendations that I believe may enhance those relations
in an effort to improve the response to allegations of abuse in this community
and others.
Today, child protection is a highly regulated and document-intensive area. I

began this chapter with an examination of the evolution of legislation and the
policies, protocols, and procedures of the CAS of SD&G in dealing with issues
such as the duty to report, the operation of foster homes, the investigation of
child abuse allegations, and reporting to the Child Abuse Register.
Over the past thirty years, there has been a vast improvement in the formali-

zation of procedures and policies regarding how the CAS of SD&G operates.
Of particular importance has been the development of policies pertaining to the
screening and training of staff, intake and investigation procedures, and foster
homes. Although training of staff has been much more extensive and formalized
than it was previously, I was disappointed to hear of the suspension of the
investigative training provided by the Institute for the Prevention of Child Abuse
and then the Ontario Association of Children’s Aid Societies, at times in part-
nership with the Ontario Police College. This training was provided to CAS and
police jointly. I heard testimony from many witnesses about how valuable this
training was. I recommend that a similar type of joint training be reinstituted,
to be offered to both social workers and police officers.
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I heard evidence that the ChildAbuse Register (CAR) and the Child Protection
Fast Track Information System are not available to Children’s Aid Societies in
Ontario for the purpose of screening potential employees or foster parents. I
recommended that a review of the purpose and usefulness of the CAR be
undertaken and consideration be given to whether it still serves a useful purpose
in its present form. If the decision is made to keep the CAR, I echo the recom-
mendations made by several witnesses that the names of victims be excluded
from the register and that it be used as a screening tool for potential employees
and foster parents.
In terms of intake procedures, the introduction of the Ontario RiskAssessment

Model (ORAM) in 1998 provided clearer guidance to workers about which
referrals require further involvement of the agency and also gave greater prominence
to cases of historical sexual abuse than did past guidelines and procedures.
Although I am pleased to see the extensive number of policies and protocols

that have been put into place by the CAS of SD&G, I note that the agency has not
established a schedule for reviewing and updating of applicable protocols and
policies. As a result, it appears that some time has passed without update. For
example, the multi-agency protocol “Child Protection Protocol: A Coordinated
Response in Eastern Ontario” was adopted in 2001. It is my view that a schedule
for review and appropriate updates of protocols and policies should be developed,
ideally with every protocol and policy being reviewed every three years, and
more frequently if there is relevant legislative change.
Although internal policies and protocols within the CAS of SD&G have

clarified the agency’s involvement in cases of historical sexual abuse, the legislative
duty to report cases of historical sexual abuse remains unclear. Witnesses from
other institutions testified that the duty to report in historical cases was not clear.
The most prominent example of this is in the case of David Silmser’s allega-
tions against Father MacDonald. Because the CAS’s mandate does not extend to
adults, and Mr. Silmser was an adult making an allegation of historical sexual
assault, there was some confusion about whether this allegation should be reported
to the CAS. Richard Abell testified that he felt it was clear that this allegation
should be reported because Father MacDonald was an active priest and there-
fore still could pose a risk to children. Currently, the legislation provides for a duty
to report in a number of circumstances, including when “there is a risk that the
child is likely to be sexually molested or sexually exploited…” This can be
interpreted as requiring someone to report an allegation of historical sexual abuse
where there is a suspicion that the alleged abuser could be currently abusing
children. However, the use of the phrase “the child” may be interpreted as
requiring suspicion that a particular child may be at risk of abuse. I recommend
that the legislation be amended to clarify that the duty to report provisions apply
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to cases of historical abuse where there is a risk that the alleged abuser has current
access to children.
There is also a lack of clarity about which cases the CAS will become involved

in. The CAS does not investigate all cases of harm to children but rather inves-
tigates only those cases in which harm is caused by a “caregiver” or a person
“in charge of the child.” The 1985 allegations against Earl Landry Jr., for example,
were not investigated by the CAS of SD&G because the agency did not consider
Mr. Landry Jr., a caretaker at a park, to be a “caregiver.” Therefore, he did not fit
within the mandate of the agency. The definition of “caregiver” is found in the
eligibility spectrum, which is one component of ORAM. That document provides
for three types of caregivers. A primary caregiver is a child’s parent, a caregiver
exercising access contact, and an adult with a custody and control order for the
child in question. An assigned caregiver includes a daycare worker, babysitter,
a family member providing substitute care, and a partner of the caregiver. An
assumed caregiver includes individuals such as teachers, school bus drivers, and
recreational group leaders. I heard from CAS witnesses that, although this
definition has expanded over time to include more categories of individuals, it is
still not clear in certain circumstances.
Part of the difficulty arises from the fact that the current Child and Family

Services Act uses the term “having charge of the child” rather than “caregiver.”
The phrase “having charge of a child” is not defined in the Act. It is explained for
CAS workers in the Ministry’s Standards and Guidelines (1992) as referring to
a parent, a person exercising parental rights, or anyone having responsibility for
caring for a child. The guidelines provide that the determination of whether or not
someone is in charge of a child will depend on the facts of each case.
I recommend that steps be taken to ensure that the language used in the legis-

lation and in CAS policy documents is consistent. The definition of caregiver
in the eligibility spectrum should be consistent with the definition of a person
having charge of a child found in the Child and Family Services Act, and in the
Revised Standards and Guidelines (1992). The definitions should be clarified
and extended to ensure that the CAS is involved in reported allegations of historical
abuse when there is a child currently at risk.
This is an area where joint training could help ensure that all institutions that

frequently come into contact with children are aware of, and have the same
understanding about, their obligations to report to the CAS and about the mandate
of the CAS.
I also considered in this chapter the investigation by the CAS of SD&G of

allegations of sexual and physical abuse made by children in the care of the
agency against foster parents and CAS case workers. The CAS takes children
out of situations of abuse or neglect and places them in what are supposed to be
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safe environments. Unfortunately, some of these placements were not safe, and
these children and youth continued to be victimized. The tendency in the past
to not believe children, especially “troubled” or “bad” children, meant that
these allegations were often dismissed as lies and exaggerations. The reaction
of the agency to allegations made by girls living in the Cieslewicz home is an
example of this issue. The allegations by several girls in that home were dis-
missed because the girls were thought to have a tendency to lie. Promiscuity
was also often noted as a reason not to investigate the allegations or as a factor
mitigating the seriousness of the allegations. I am hopeful that we have emerged
from the time when such attitudes were prevalent and acceptable. All allegations
of abuse made by children must be treated as serious, regardless of the child’s
background or behaviour.
In a number of cases I looked at, allegations made by children in the care of

the CAS were not reported to the police. This occurred with respect to allegations
made against members of the foster families in both the Cieslewicz and Lapensee
homes. The practice of the CAS of SD&G was to discuss these matters with the
Crown attorney and not refer them to the police unless specifically told to do
so. Because it is the police, and not the Crown attorney, who investigate and
decide whether charges are warranted, all allegations of abuse should be reported
to the police. I am satisfied that this issue is now addressed by CAS policy.
A number of the cases I looked at involved allegations against staff of the

CAS of SD&G. In particular, C-14 alleged that his worker, Bryan Keough, was
aware of the abuse he suffered at the Barber foster home. Jeannette Antoine also
disclosed allegations of abuse by Bryan Keough to the CAS of SD&G in 1989.
In neither case did the agency retain an outside Children’s Aid Society to inves-
tigate the matter, and, in the case of C-14, Mr. Keough himself conducted the
investigation. I understand that the practice today is that an outside agency is
brought in to investigate when allegations are made against an employee of the
CAS of SD&G. This practice was formalized in the 2001 “Child Protection
Protocol: Coordinated Response in Eastern Ontario.” Although I am pleased that
there has been some formalization of this practice, this is a joint protocol with a
number of other agencies. I recommend that the CAS of SD&G have an internal,
and more detailed, policy about how to handle these conflicts of interest.
Several individuals testified that they disclosed abuse to a CAS worker but there

was no follow-up. Such allegations were made by C-14, Jeannette Antoine,
Catherine Sutherland, and Roberta Archambault. In all of these cases, there was
no recording of this disclosure in the child’s file. As I commented throughout
this chapter, I am not prepared to conclude that the absence of such a recording
means the disclosure never occurred. I also discussed the fact that, in many of these
cases, there were entries in the file about sexual misbehaviour that, given the
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age of the children, should have alerted the CAS to potential issues and warranted
some investigation.
Another problem faced by many of the former wards who testified before

me was gaining access to their file after they had left the care of the CAS of
SD&G. These individuals had to contend with excessive delays and insufficient
disclosure and often had to retain counsel to assist them in dealing with the
agency on this issue. In the case of Catherine Sutherland, it took twelve years, and
numerous letters to CAS staff, board members, and a politicians before she
received a heavily redacted copy of her file. I have commented on a recommen-
dation made by Ian MacLean that certain information about a child’s life while
in the care of the CAS be compiled and disclosed to the individual if requested
in later years. Steps should be taken to make the compilation and disclosure,
if requested, of this information mandatory for all Children’s Aid Societies
in Ontario.
In several cases I looked at, an issue arose about whether the CAS should

notify the employer of an individual accused of sexual abuse, and, if so, when that
notification should take place. It appears that, currently, there is no legislative
or policy guidance on this point, and the CAS of SD&G considers this issue on
a case-by-case basis. I found the practice of the agency to be inconsistent on
this issue.When a decision was made to initiate the Project Blue investigation into
Father MacDonald, officials from the CAS of SD&G met with Bishop Eugène
LaRocque and advised him of the impending investigation. In this case, the
Bishop was already aware of the allegations against the priest, which may have
made this a different situation from one in which the employer has no advance
knowledge of the allegations. However, despite this knowledge, the CAS of
SD&G still felt it was necessary to obtain Father MacDonald’s consent before
informing the Bishop of the results of the investigation. In the case of Bernie
Campbell, a volunteer coach, the Cornwall Parks and Recreation Department
was contacted immediately, but in the cases of Earl Landry Jr. and David Silmser’s
allegations against Marcel Lalonde, the employers were not contacted. Given
this inconsistency, I am of the view that there needs to be some direction about
when an employer should be notified.
It is my view that the CAS of SD&G should formally develop a policy

regarding disclosure of allegations of abuse to employers. There is a provision in
the 2001 protocol about notifying an employer in cases of individuals employed
in a school or childcare setting. However, this provision is not broad enough,
and the Ministry of Community and Social Services should develop a standard
to assist Children’s Aid Societies across Ontario in determining which institutions
they should be informing and in what circumstances. This policy should require
disclosure to employers when an employee has allegedly sexually abused a child
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and the employee, as part of his or her work, has regular contact with children.
This policy should also address at what point disclosure will be made. For
example, disclosure could be made upon receipt of a credible allegation or upon
verification of abuse following a CAS investigation.
There should be designated individuals who review disclosure to employers

to ensure consistency, and, in addition to file-specific documentation, there should
be central files maintained on all disclosures.
There has been extensive development of policies and procedures within the

CAS of SD&G and a tremendous shift in the attitudes and practices of those
responsible for protecting children in need. I have made comments in this chapter
about a couple of individuals from the CAS of SD&G involved in some of the
cases I reviewed. I wish to make a few comments here about a number of other
people. I found Richard Abell to be a candid and humble witness. His extensive
and legible contemporaneous notes of events, in particular those relating to
Project Blue, were of great assistance to me and other witnesses in trying to
determine what happened a number of years ago. I am extremely grateful to Bill
Carriere for his forthright evidence and insightful recommendations and for his
effort in working with the CAS of SD&G in preparing for this Inquiry. I found
that both Mr. Carriere and Mr. Abell readily admitted past errors. These men
dedicated their careers to assisting children in need. Regardless of any errors
they may have made in the past, I believe they were committed and compas-
sionate about their work and no doubt improved the lives of many children in
Ontario. Finally, I want to commend Tom O’Brien for having the tenacity and
strength to testify at the Inquiry despite medical issues that made his attendance
difficult for him.
I hope that this chapter has provided some guidance to the CAS and other

institutions, and some answers to former wards of the agency and to the public.
I hope and expect that the CAS of SD&G will use my findings and recommen-
dations to continue to improve the vital service it provides to children and families
in Ontario.
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Recommendations

Policies, Procedures, and Protocols

1. Steps should be taken to ensure that the language used in the Child
and Family Services Act and in Children’s Aid Society (CAS)
policy documents is consistent. The definition of caregiver in the
eligibility spectrum should be consistent with the definition of a
person having charge of a child found in the Child and Family
Services Act, and in the Revised Standards and Guidelines (1992).
The definitions in CAS policy documents should be clarified in
order to provide more certainty as to when the agency does or does
not get involved in an allegation of abuse, particularly in extra-
familial situations.

2. The CAS of SD&G should develop a schedule to review and update
policies and protocols triennially, and more frequently if there is a
relevant legislative change.

Records

3. The CAS of Stormont, Dundas, & Glengarry (SD&G) should
review its records-management system to ensure that the
information it obtains can be easily cross-referenced throughout
its activities, whether it receives child-protection information,
foster-parent applications, or other information.

4. The CAS of SD&G should develop or augment guidelines to
indicate when the names of individuals should be checked to see
if they appear in any CAS records or databases. An automatic
check should be performed whenever a child is staying with a
substitute caregiver.

5. Case recordings made by CAS of SD&G workers should be more
detailed. They should include the location of any meeting or
interview with a child in care and should include more details
of the supporting facts and observations when inferences related
to sexual conduct are being drawn.

Foster-Home Files to Be Updated Regularly

6. The CAS of SD&G should ensure that foster-home files are
updated regularly, particularly in cases where various workers
are involved with children in the home.
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Foster Children to Be Questioned Outside the Home

7. The CAS of SD&G should require workers to conduct meetings
with children without the presence of foster parents, preferably
in a location outside the foster home.

Unscheduled Visits to Foster Homes

8. The government of Ontario, and in particular the Ministry of
Children andYouth Services or the Ministry of Community and
Social Services, should make it mandatory that the CAS include
in service agreements with foster parents unscheduled worker visits
to foster homes.

Prevention of Conflicts of Interest in CAS Investigations

9. The CAS of SD&G should develop a detailed internal policy about
how to handle situations where there is a conflict of interest, such
as when allegations of sexual assault/abuse33 are made by a ward
against an agency employee or when an employee applies to be a
foster parent or adopt a child. The policy should include a clear
definition of a conflict of interest and require that an outside agency
be asked to investigate in all cases where there is such a conflict.

Sexual Abuse Allegations to Be Communicated to the Police

10. The CAS of SD&G should amend its foster-care policy to
provide that all serious occurrences involving allegations
of sexual assault/abuse should be reported to the police for
further investigation.

Disclosure to Employers

11. The government of Ontario, and in particular the Ministry of
Community and Social Services or the Ministry of Children and
Youth Services should develop a protocol to assist Children’s Aid
Societies across Ontario in determining when an employer should
be advised of sexual assault/abuse allegations against one of its
employees. This policy should require disclosure to employers
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when an employee has allegedly sexually abused a child and the
employee, as part of his or her work, has regular contact with
children. Notification should take place only after a preliminary
analysis. If there is a subsequent verification of the sexual abuse,
given that the societal interest in the protection of children
outweighs individual privacy interests, the CAS need not seek
the employee’s consent before its disclosure to the employer.

Duty to Report

12. The government of Ontario should amend the Child and Family
Services Act to clarify that the duty-to-report provisions apply
to cases of historical abuse where there is a risk that the alleged
abuser has current access to children.

File Disclosure

13. The government of Ontario, and in particular, the Ministry of
Community and Social Services or the Ministry of Children and
Youth Services, should develop standards and provide guidance
to all CAS on disclosure of records and the type of records
individuals formerly in the care of a CAS should receive. This
should include a review of the provisions of Part VIII of the
Child and Family Services Act, which deals with confidentiality
and access to records.

14. The government of Ontario and, in particular, the Ministry
of Community and Social Services or the Ministry of Children
andYouth Services, should require Children’s Aid Societies
to compile the following information with respect to all wards
in their care:
• a record of their updated social history;
• their full medical history;
• the contact information for mental health professionals who have
done tests and produced reports for them, along with information
on how to obtain those reports and test results;

• a full list of schools attended, with the names of teachers, the
grades completed, and copies of report cards;

• a list of the foster homes where they lived, including the dates
and placements and the names of the foster family members living
with them in the home; and
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• a list of churches, clubs, and so on, attended and any certificates
received from these organizations.

A sign-off by a parent or guardian or the youth him- or herself would
be required prior to authorizing the release of the information. A
full copy of the material, including the sign-off, would be kept by
the CAS at the front of the child’s file and, except in exceptional
circumstances, would be immediately available to the individual if
requested in later years.

15. If requested, the CAS of SD&G should provide former wards or
those subject to protection orders with timely access to a copy of
their file with confidential information pertaining to other people
redacted. Except in exceptional circumstances, information such
as the following should not be redacted:
a. the names of foster parents
b. the names of CAS worker(s); and
c. the names of other wards residing in a particular foster
home. (Personal information about the children and their
particular circumstances should be redacted to protect
their privacy interests.)

Counselling

16. The CAS of SD&G should ensure that every effort is made to
encourage and support wards who have been sexually
assaulted/abused to attend counselling.

Reassessment of the Child Abuse Register

17. The government of Ontario and, in particular, the Ministry of
Community and Social Services or the Ministry of Children and
Youth Services, should undertake a review of the Child Abuse
Register and determine whether it still serves a useful purpose
in its present form. If the decision is made to keep the Child
Abuse Register, it should be revised to exclude the names of
victims and the CAS should be allowed to use it as a screening
tool for potential employees and foster parents.

18. The government of Ontario should permit the CAS to use
the Child Abuse Register and the Child Protection Fast Track
Information System to screen its prospective employees and
foster parents.
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Recommendations for the Children’s Aid Society of Stormont,
Dundas, & Glengarry and Other Public Institutions

Joint Training

19. The government of Ontario and the responsible ministries should
reinstitute joint training for CAS and police officers as soon as
practicable. This joint training should include specific training on
responding to historical allegations of abuse. For some aspects of
training, consideration should be given to including other Justice
partners, such as Crown counsel or those working in hospitals,
in specialized assault units. Joint training might also support
more standardization or the development of “best practices”
protocols between police and Children’s Aid Societies.

Child Protection Protocol, 2001

20. The CAS of SD&G is a partner in the “Child Protection Protocol:
A Coordinated Response in Eastern Ontario” (July 2001). Since
this protocol has not been updated, the CAS of SD&G should
meet as soon as practicable with other partners to review and
update the protocol. For those partners actively involved in the
investigation and prosecution of sexual assault/abuse cases,
consistent roles for the participants should be set out as well
as guidance on the sharing of information between investigating
bodies. The process of reviewing and updating the protocol
should continue triennially.
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